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FIFTY YEARS AT AMPLEFORTH 
JUBILEE ADDRESS, DELIVERED AT THE EXHIBI-

TION, JUNE IP, zpra, BY THE RIGHT REV. J. C. 
HEDLEY, O.S.B., BISHOP OF NEWPORT 

THERE are many reasons why I feel it a consolation, and 
at the same time somewhat of a trial, to be allowed 
to address you on this fiftieth anniversary of the main 

building of this College of Ampleforth. A jubilee is primarily a 
festival of thanksgiving; but to those who have lived through 
N e period that it includes , it brings back the memory of many 
hard lessons learnt, and the admonition of the lapse of years 
that have gone by for ever. Nevertheless it is good to recall the 
past. The oldest of all canticles exhorts the chosen people of 
God:" Remember the days of old; bring to mind each genera-
tion that is past; question thy father and he shall recount to 
thee, thy elders and they shall tell thee." (Dem. snail, 7.) 
In all history the Christian heart may trace the working of the 
Spiritiof God for the instruftion and the saving of men—even 
in the short half century of Christian history that ho elapsed 
since we, opened what, in 186r, we lovingly called '• the New 
College. ' 

As all may see this very day, that building seems fairly as 
fresh to-day as it was of  years ago, and as fitted for its 
work. It is true, there was one disastrous time, fraught with 
apprehension, when this treacherous hill-side nearly wrecked 
it. But it has survived that danger, and it seems likely, with 
fair play, m last, not only fifty years longer, but for a reason-
able number of centuries, reinforced, no doubt:as it has been, 
and will be, with other scholastic buildings, bur always a good 
and substantial citadel of a scholastic life and aPtivity which we 
pray may be prolonged far into the days to come. 

Those, however, who, like you and myself, have been to-day 
looking up to its walls and walUng about its spaces, am really 
interested, not so much in its architeecure and its material 
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history, as in the human story that lus wrought itself out under 
its roof and that has affeeted this school and this Benedidine 
monastery—a linate sphere, no doubt, but one which 
tains much that 

d 
is dear to us in m 

coth 
emory, in aduality, and in 

aspiratiok 
-The Catholic colleges of this country are, and have been for 

over a century, a very striking illustration of the seriousness 
and tenacity with which, by God's blessing, Catholics have 
clung to their faith. It would be impossible to compare them 
one with another. They differ from one another so mud in 
charader, in history, in and in their individual 
appeal to the Catholic community, that to reckon op their 
achievements or to explain their present effediveness would 
involve too many considerations to give any profitable result. 
What we hrye to deal with to-day, then, h your own college 
—your own Alma Mater, and no other. Y. may claim on its 
behalf terrain good results  certain trachnon—a certain 
succhs. You do not say that others were not, and are not, as 
good, or better; that quhtion is, for the moinent, out of the 
sphere of discussion. 

Half a century is a long time in human lives. Those who, in 
86r, were boys in this school, my from ten to twenty years of 

age, will now be from sixty to seventy—if they are alive. The 
monks who were twenty-five to thirty-five—very few remain—
will be seventy-five to eighty-five. Asa fad there is one who 
h eighty-one and three who are between seventy-three and 
seventy-eight. But for the most of them you have to go up on 
the hill to see their names, or to search in various corners of the 
land where, one after another, with pious rites and prayers, 
their mortal remains have been hid to rest. Meanwhile, the 
community has kept on renewing itself, and the school, 
changing insensibly every year by departurh and acchsions, 
has now, no doubt, in its flourishing man not a few who are 
the grandsons of those who first slept in that dormitory—
or who certainly might be. Thus there are in the world at this 
moment, so far as death has spared them, not los than hvo 
generations of Catholic men—priests and laymen—who have 
passed through that cortege. If, on a rough calculation, we 
reckon that ten names left the college every year, we find that 
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there would be five hundred altogether—five hundred indi-
viduals who have gone through a certain career in the world, 
long or short, and have besides influenced in ways we cannot 
calculate, spiritually, morally, and socially, very many more 
in every sphere of life. This may not be a very noteworthy 
or a very powerful element in the world's destiny during the 
lase fifty years. But the part played by this school is real, as 
far as it goes, and for you who now represent the school, it is 
well worthy of your examination and refledions. 

Things educational change very slowly in a sealed and 
civilized country. But they do change. In fifty s to borrow 
an astronomical illustration, one 

chanty.
set up ye a,paa. The 

base is sufficiently wide to enable us to note and measure 
movement—just as it takes the whole breadth of the earth's 
orbit, sometimes, to get a difference of angle whereby to 

the 
the dismnce of star. Most people would say that 

the educational level had risea, in fifty years. It would be very 
lamentable if it had not—after all the theories,_ schemes, ads 
of Parliament, and propagandism that has been going on 
during the whole of that period. You can see fir your hen 
school—or at least you know—the the level has risen. I think 
that a little philosophic refledion is capable of establishing 
that. But it is not very easy to say. For edueation is a many-
sided process—and it umetimes happens that one or more of 
its hsearial elements are dropped or weakened during the same 
period that others are rthinforced and enhanced. To form the 
whole man—which is what education b—you have to form 
his mind, his will, his heart, Co imagination, his sensible 
nature, and his organs and his limbs; nothing less. Everyone 
knows that, as a fad, one or other of these formative processes 
has in various countries and at var dates been overdone, 
on the one hand, and neglected, on theions other; the result being 
to the philosophic mind, a man, let us admit, but a man with 
a touch of the monster; just as if he had too big a head, or 
only the rudimeats of arms. 

For myself—and I think all here will agree with me—I 
put down as the first and most powerful of educative forces 
what we call by the old-fashioned name of Piety. It is that 
acquaintance and friendship with God as our heavenly Father, 

en 3 
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which Christianity alone can prompt or produce. But the 
word itself was familiar to the world long before the New 
Testament, for example it is found in every few pages of 
Cicero—Pretax. To the Romans it did not mean what a m.ns 
to s, because to them God meant sometimes one thing and 
sometimes another, but never what He means to us. But 
nevertheless it was an elementary and a fundamental human 
idea, pointing to something in man's nature that had to be 
reckoned with. That being so, it had to be an element of 
education. The philosophers of Greece and Rome were wiser 
than that by no means inconsiderable company of wise men 
of the present day, who will not admit that piety has any 
sh.e in education properly so called. They tell you that 
Catholic education labours under this disadvantage—that the 
atteation to piety both takes up precious time, and destroys 
the balance by diverting attennon from the training of the 
intelle& and the charafter. But, on the contrary, the truth 
E that piety in education E absolutely nec.sary for any true 
and rational balance—for without it there is no possible 
principk that will co-ordinate all the human females, will 
put them each into place, or give each its real culture. You 
see this when you come to study the the&ics of education in 
ancient Greece. In Plato, Xenophon, and Aristotle we find 
these theories described in many immortal pages full of 
wisdom and interesting detail. But there is everyw'here the 
absence of any complete idea of what a man really' s; whet the 
pester"! roan is. When history begins, the Greeks are worship-
ping gods, who are rather heroes than gods, but still are as 
st were, fathers and friends to the multitude. By degre ache 
acute Greek intell eleEt develops, the stories of these gods,es  their 
immoral aftions, and their absurd attribut more and more 
disgust thinking and philosophic minds, andes, the opinion of 
the learned becomes divided betweea unbelief in the histories 
and unbelief in the gods themselves. In Plato's view, the gods 
must be served, but the stories or myths which are so impor-
tant for teaching the young what the gods are, must be re-
written or completely expurgated. But where were they to 
hod a new Homer or a second Hesiod for that? All that the 
philosophers, therefore, could say of the gods, as far as educa-
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tion went, was that the young might, with care and proper 
selethion, under the guidance of the wise, learn a certain 
morality and at  an idea of virtue from their histories;
morality that was at beat very uncertain, very vague, and very 
likely to be objeftianable. During all the great age of Greece, 
therefore, no training could really be given in piety, because 
there was no standard. Still, I will not say there was no piety. 
If a mind worships, it also clings and reveres. If a Greek did not 
become a rationalist and a free-thinker, and if he was not 
utterly corrupt, the great ideas of the Homeric poems, for 
example—ideas that are at least a splendid wreck of the truth 
given to the world by God in nature and revelation—could 
not help touching and swaying the heart, and lifting it to the 

and even to the love, of august powers above this 
world. Butss a standard, as an end to be aimed at in education, 
piety was of little use in ancient Greece. Asa faa, long before 
Plato leEtured in the Academy, the failure or vagueness of the 
idea of God hod led to the substitution of another standard 
altogether. This was the idea of the State, of one's country, 
one's native Imd (paeria),In rho pre-Socratic days—whichAris-
tophanes would call the good old tim—a boy was taught that 
his fatherland—generally a very small one—had a right to his 
whole service, to his soul and his body, his life and his death. 
In some states, this view led to the taming of the young almost 
exclusively for war. So it was in Sparta. But in every state there 
was war-training; the solemn dedication of arms and their 
presentation to the youth at a suitable age, set led-ides on the 
exploits of heroes and ancestors, imp  pilgrimages to the 
great shrines and 'temples, and long praflice in warlike methods. 
To show covvardme, or to lose one's arms in battle was not 
only disgraceful—it was impious. Boys had to learn the lava 
and the constitution of the State; they learnt this generally 
to a tune, in the music school. Every means was taken of im-
pressing upon them that they were members of a community, 
and that they must always think of the community first and 
themselves afrenvards. There is som.hing fine in this patriot-
ism. We cannot doubt that, like all the really noble ideas of the 
heathen world, it is derived from a divine source. For it was in 
the primitive patriarchate that the families, tribes, and states 

5 
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of the ancient world originated; and from the beginning, 
wherever there was a family or tribe, it was blessed by God, 
and, as we gather from the book of Daniel, an angel was 
charged with its proteaion. But with Christians there is
peraa and complete realization of the idea of the family or 
fatherland which God blesses. This is found in the universal 
Church to which we all belong. The Church has been set up 
by Christ to each, plain and insist upon—Himself. And 
therefore we owe our devotion to the Church as the divine 
dispensation which embodies piety. So that with us,patriotism 
is commendable and laudable—but it's secondary. No boy can 
be profitably taught to love and serve his country as a final end 
or purpose of life. There must always be reserves and condi-
fions which arise our of a nobler end and a higher standard. 

It is not only that Cluistian piety is the mosure and the 
standard of moralityand of the perfea man. A great and chief 

ipart of what a man s, is his religious faculty. Hence, religious 
education, or piety, so far from destroying the balame—
from producing a one-sided man—is absolutely needed if the 
true balance is to be maintained. It can only be those who 
disbelieve in religion, in faith and in God, who would interfere 
with piety in education. For no one can be a man, in any 
Foie& sose, unless he is in a more or less intimate relation 
and communion with God as his father and his friend. The 
idea of a personal loving God more than any other stimulates 
human nature, makes the facultio grow, causes the receptive 
powers to expand and mature, and produces the transforming 
effea which is the immediate result of all true education. 
And educe tion in piety has the advantage that it can never be 
wasted, but is the best of preparations for the inevitable 
future. 

If we ask whether the level of piety has risen during the bar 
fifty years—has risen in this school since the first prayers were 
said in that college, and the first mefettorial exhortation 
given from the old " masto's desk should not like to 
answer "Yes." For it is one advantage of having the Church 
to watch over education, that Catholic education is and has 
always been, religious and Mous. The children of the earliest 
centurio, the children of the martyrs, like the great Origen, 
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the young savages whom an Augustine or a Boniface gathered 
round the altars, the children of the Middle Ages who used 
the cathedral schools, the monastic schools and the grammar 
schools of this land, the children who thronged the great 
Catholic schools of the seventeenth cthtury, your own country-
men who were taught at Douai, and your own immediate pre-
decessors who first used this college—they were, as a rule, as 
pious and as well grounded 

ins 
iety, as yourselves—not more 

or better, perhaps, but not leso worse. No doubt there are 
changes. Customs alter, fresh 

i
situations arise, devotions 

develop, temperament is modified. For instance, this genera-
tion of Ampleforth boys has admirably and touchingly re-
sponded to the impulse recently given by the Holy See to the 
use of the most holy Sacrament of the Altar. But when you 
think of this college of yours, as it stands here to-day, with 
fifty years of history invisibly written on its stones, and when 
you recall the generations of young hearts that have passed 
through it, and are gone, you may be grateful to God and 
proud that there has never been a time—never been a day—
whera it has not been hallowed by prayer and by exhortation 
to divine and eternal ideals, and by the praaice of a piety 
which has been the beat and most powerful formative force of 
their minds and souls. 

Piety, however, is not everything. It is well recognized, 
that they who use this college have to attend to many. matters, 
which indeed receive all their significance from piety, but 
which can concern piety only indirealy. I venture to call this 
other side of educauon Honotas. 

Honotas—a much wider word than our English honesty—
is the quality in a man's charaaer of reaitude, uprighthos, 
loftiness, nobility, and beauty—not in one direaion only, 
but all through. No one can be honest', unless he has a fairly 
wide knowledge of the past and the present, unless he is 
taught to overcome selfishness , meanness, grip as, baser., 
and narrowness. We calla man educated when he known a 
fair amount, when his views and principles are lofty and noble, 
when his ends and motives are intelleaual rather than sensual, 
when his behaviour shows refinement, and when his hands and 
his limbs are to some extent trained. 

7 
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This ideal of education raises many praffiical questions, 

which it has been the business of this college to solve during 
the last fifty years. First of all, there arises the difficulty of 
combining a liberal education with the special training and 
preparation required for making living in the world. The 

t eUuCfa ;1‘oenGolleht'gfg ”mmue't ro‘ti VPectIrp7O 17071ot 
The view was that education was a general training of mind, 
body, and tate, ro Sr a roan, not directly to earn money or
living, but Co be a warrior, a judge, a governor, an arbiter of 
taste in beauty, and a cultured man. But it must be remem-
bered that in the states of Greene education was only for what 
we may calla small upper class. It was only for citizens. The 
middle and lower classes M a Hellenic state were either 
foreign immigrants who possessed no civil rights, or serfs and 
slaves. It was only the free citizens who were elaborately 
educated. They were not all rich—far from it, but they 
formed a kind of aristocracy, who ran the commonwealth—
who voted on. eveyy law md appointment, who diwussed every 
question and crisis, who furnished the magistrates and office-
holders of every kind, who were the main strength of the army 
and the fleet, and from whom commanders, governors, and 
legislators were always taken. We have a grand theory here—
the theory of a class of men fitted by a liberal education of 
charade, to lead and govern the world. The theory has been 
carried into prattice during long periods of history. But the 
aristocracy—if we may use this general phrase—have so often 
and so widely lost prestige by their shortcomings—by corrup-
tion, unjust dealing, oppression, luxury, and ignorance—that 
there is hardly at this moment in the world anywhere a 
liberally educated class that can guide or control a state. Still, 
in spite of the democratic conditions of the age, it is well that 
as many men as passible should be liberally educated. And this 
is the idea of a college like yours. For that, three things are 
required—the avoidance of premature specialization, the 
pursuit of mental training of a wide and funlamental kind, and 
six or seven cairn and peaceful years, say from ten to seventeen. 
I please myself by thinking that, on the whole, the last fifty 
years in that building have followed out these principles. I 
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]mow it has always been difficult to get a boy to stay long 
enough to be properly educated. I know also that there are 
apt to be what I venture to call weak condacensions to short-
sighted demands, Sr tutting down the classics, in giving up 
Greek, in pursuing the merely mechanical acquisition of 
modern languages, etc. I do not venture to blame or aeri to 
advise. But it is certain that we can learn a good deal in liberal 
education from Hellenic principles. 

One feature in the Hellenic liberal education was the train-
ing of the taste, or feeling, or imagination—we have no single 
word for afaessic—by poetry and music. They ccmsidered—
and it is absolutely true—that a refined sensibility is a great 
help to wide and noble thought. A gross and boorish chandler 
can never take in the higher and more aquisite conception of 
wisdom, justice and purity, until it boo got rid of its boorislmess 
and its coarseness. That is as true now as it was in the age of 
Perida. But we cannot, I fear, trust to The purifying aka 
of poetry and mac with the same confidence as the Greeks. 
We have no Homer; that is, we have no poetry which is at once 
heroic and supremely expressed. Moreover,our boyshavenot the 
Greek temperament—sensitive, excitable, eager, and hero-
worshipping. In their earliest years the boys of Greece learnt 
Homer by heart, and sang and danced him—dust as their 
fathers crowded in their thousands to hear him recited, and 
to assist at tragedy and comedy, and to listen to great an
As for music, it is certainly true that our music is a long way 
in advance of anything known to the Greeks. Music in Greece 
was elanentary. It was meant ro accompany words. The lyre 
and the flute produced a few broad eff eels, which was indeed 
all that the undeveloped musical sense of that early people 
could respond to. For modern music, more than any other art, 
is a produSt of 

For
centuries of scientific experiment. 

Ands 
it is most curious to read how powerfully the Greek 

musi l sensitiveness, such as it was, was moved and swayed 
by what we should call the rude and primitive melodies 
thrummed on the lyre and bloom with slow effort on their 
poor flutes. Great men, like Plato, Aristotle, and Pinder, 
ascribed powerful emotions to this childlike music, varying 
according to different scales or modes. It was only necessary to 

9 
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bring children under the influence of the right sort of harmony, 
they thought, and the right tone of charafter would be pro-
duced. Philosophers had recourse to the lyre to calm themselves. 
Lyourgus, when he wanted to prepare for hie reforms, sent a 
lyric poet from Crete, who softened and subdued the stern and 
stark Spartans. The Dorian mode was reputed the most 
eff eCtive for purposes of education. Plato preferred the Phry-
gian; Aristotle the Lydian, there were many others, all differ-
ing in their charafter. I am far from saying that there is nothing 
in this. No one who is acquainted with the liturgical music of 
the Church tan doubt that there is a wide class of musical 
effea that has disappeared from modern music. But anyhow, 
the princith therefore, and music are powerful means 
to refine, and powerful aids in education, a true 
now as it s in anciem Greece. As for poetry, and literature 
generally, L ionw that there his always been at Amplefarth 

good tradit  of reading, study, recitation and composition. 
Art, rho, has always entered into the curriculum and Into 
daily life—and that College has shown to its walls every year 
artistic work of great excellence, whilst it has even in its classes 
students whose brilliance in after life is widely recognized. For 
the refining effeet of music, I would not look to the laborious 
praftice on the piano or the violin or the clarionet, which 
occupies so much time in modern school life. Neither should I 
consider that the concerts—vocal or instruental—have much 
elle& on charafter. Still, even no, musics[ Ampleforth has 
uained the hands, the ear and the fang. But the elevating 
effeCt sought for by the 

ear,
I should most certainly find 

in the music of the Church—of the Mau and the Vespers, 
and the hymns. There 

toe
 have what comes nearest to broad, 

elementary, starling effeets. The Church music at Ampleforth 
Isis been at times, and is now, very artistic and finished. But 
I do not know that elaborate art is necessary, it is enough for 
education in the highest sense slut it should not be poor or 
vulgar and should correspond to its sacred .purposes, and that 
it should be well presented. The recent instruftions of the 
Hay See have all tended in thi nireetin of simplicity and 
Theedithess—and of the restoratio of the liturgical chant. 

ha chant, when it becomes familiar, has an earraardinary 
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power of moving, a power far exceeding that of modem music; 
and that chant, and the other Church music of a college, com-
bined and informed as it is with impressive words and aft, 
is cal ulated to praluce upon a boy's nature a " purification," 
as Aristotle would call it, a refinement, an elevation, happy 
memaries, and en abiding attachment to holy things, which 
are a most powerful means of forming charatter. I do not think 
there is any Ampleforth man who can look back to the days 
when he knelt as a boy in the church without an emotion that 
lingers in his fancy all through life, like incense, softening him, 
refining him and lifting him up. 

There was another side of education, considered by the 
Greeks as needed for the perfeEt man—and that was atMeties. 
At Ampleforth I believe that the training of the body is well 
attended to. The Greeks, in the earliest times, traMed their 
bodies for the purposes of war, later on, for health as well. 
At Ampleforth, we have never really trained for war. The 
drilling which has passed through many phases in fifty years 
cannot be said to have any very intimate connexion with 
war, and even the cadets, who occasionally bemke themselves 
to the temed field, are not all sure they will have to fight. 
But there has always been a reasonable feeling in this school, 
even before that college was built, that you must carefully 
and even scientifically exercise your body. Hence we have 
al= fzstered the gee es. There are peep) e in these days who 
w bstitut e nharrung, marching, and manoeuvres for 
cricket and football. It is ancient Greece over again. Athletics 
began to be used to tenon, and the wise men railed against 
them. In very early times, we have Xenophanes complaining, 
.• If a man emus a via°, at Olympia by speed of foot, or in 
the pentathlon, or in wrestling, or boxing, poople will look 
up to ham with admiration, he bee a front seat in the theatre, 
and he has a presentation. Yet he is not as worthy as my 
wisdom b better than his strength." Euripides agreed:" Who 
ever helped his country by winning a crown for wrestling or 
running a race, orbreaking another man's jaw? Garlands 
should be kept for the wise and good." But Aristophanes 
in the Chtiohlaments the good old times when real and-sound 
athletics were the boast of Greece. Then, he says, children 
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were seen and not heard; boys were hardy, despised the wea-
ther; there was no lounging; they stood up with square 
shoulders whilst the master taught them the good old songs 
of their country; they behaved modestly at meals; they fre-
qoented the gymnasium, rather than the baths or the agora; 
they ran races under the sacred olives. " This education," 
he said, " producm a good chest, sound complexion, broad 
shoulders, small tongue"; this was the education that "pro-
duced the heroes of Marathon." I have no doubt that Ample-
forth arliletics, now as during the ,sc fifty years, have been 
as sensible and as moderate and as effeblive as a Greek 
philosophy would have wished. I do not see any signs of 
the pale-faced, stunted, and over-educated youth that seem, 
according to the poets, to have been a feature of Greece in 
the closing decades of the fifth century before Christ. The 
college of TS& has never had to reproach itself with boys like 
that. 

Taking everything into consideration, I think I may co, 
fidently ask the good friends who have assembled for this 

Jubilee, to join with us in thanksgiving to Almighty God for 
fry years use of the good collegiate buildings which Prior 

Wilfrid Cooper put up, which Bishop Cornthwaite blessed; 
and which some of us here present helped to dedicate. For 
the boys of the prment school it 

a
t be ais impressive re-

fleStion that they have behind them  good deal more than 
fifty years of academic ancestry, and of venerable memories 
and traditions. "Spartans naElns es," said the Greek lawgiver, 
" hanc ma  ; 

may 
ur country is Sparta; do your best to 

glorify ft." So' I y say to them: " Your school is Ample-
forth; try to do it credit." It is a venerable school, with many 
years over its head, and many achievements to its history; 
it is a good school, an efficient school, and a lovable school; 
thank God fork 

On looking back in reflective mood into the past, I have more 
and more clearly come to the conclusion that at Ampleforth 
a boy has all through been, rather distinaively, taught to 
educate himself. I do not mean that he has not had good 
teaching and good masters; but miless a boy brings his own 
mind to bear on his education—sinless he comes to use re-
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fleStion—to say "I made a mistake there "—" I must do 
better there "—" I must aim at this—I must avoid that"
he may learn languages and mathematics, but he will never be 
really educated. A boy may be brilliant, and a prize-winner, 
but may still fail in rml education. Masters are aware of that; 
they 'mow that they may be able to force and to cram, but that 
that is not education. All wise men bow that the real worth 
of a school as a nursery of charafter and &menus cannot be 
gathered from its com,litive success in distinetions. For real 
education there must hol that continuous skilful guiding and 
piloting, without .pushing or forcing, which makes a boy to
his acquirements into mental growth, and discipline his own 
mind and heart and soul. To achieve such a milt in a school, 
first, the boys must be left judiciously to themselves; seeoudfti 
the masters must forbear from taking too much notice of them; 
thirdly, the brilliant boys must not be made too much of, and 
the average ones must never be negleOed; and lastly, cram-
ming and feverish work for examinations should be carefully

,

kept down, for work of that End runs off mind and changer 
like a shower of rain from the roof. I ask the forgiveness of the 
academic staff of this college for venturing to say such things 
in their presence. The excuse for it is that I think it is the 
effects of an education of this End for which many of us have 
to thank Ampleforth and the College of ads. 

J. C. H. 



THOUGHTS ON SELF-EDUCATION SUG-
GESTED BY A RECENT WORK ON THE 

EDUCATION OF GIRLS 

T. books that call for work on the part of their readers, 
ohat stimulate rather than completeN satisfy them, are 
open easy criticism. If such books are really good we 

complaib that we avant more, like a fatiguing child audience 
clamounng at the exhausted story-teller. But also there is the 
suspicion where principles and maxims are given, rather than 
many concrete examples, that there is in this resenw a certain 
diploma, which avoids controversy on many of the points 
at issue. This reserve and self-restramt are, however, in reality 
admirable when principles can be brought home to the mind 
with enough of praNical bearing to show us the right dire lion, 
without hampering the renders own pratlical application of 
them by a mass of detail. 

It is a verylong time since any work on the education of Cath-
olic girls has presented such fine outlines, produced so noble an 
atmosphere as that which has lately appeared with the name 
of Janet Erskine ShareThe book is splendidly suggestive 
and much of its teaching will be useful to different schools 
of Jura ti where more detailed discussion might have 
excited onprejudice .d opposition. " What? Is such a book 
recomended or such and such a book condemned? Well 
thorn I cannot agree" And the wide largwhearted teaching 
would be viewed from that moment in 

rho 
light of some 

detail and its influ,ce jeopardized. 
While, therefore, the author suggests to us many trains of 

thought we know that she might not by any means go all the 
way with our dedutlions and ?pplications of her teaching. 
And yet in the ma. those principles and views will have gone 
home and borne fruit. 

No compound of this earthly ball 
Is like another all in all. 

We each have our own angle, our own mental history with 
all its idiosyncrasies and we cannot see eye to eye with anybody 
else. But It is only in detail that we might hod matter for 
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disagreement with Janet Erskine Stuart, in principles there 
is agreement, and far from reaching more truth by " having 
it mat our disagreements in detail, we might only 
obscure her larger view and end by being unable to see the 
wood for the trees. 

le is good then that such a fine study of principles has not 
been confused by detail, yet this does not mean that those 
details should not be worked out gradually by others. The book 
is a stimulating one joss becrvse it suggests much that it does 
not enlargeeage upon, and it is to be 'toped that it will stimulate 
other t chers of experience to fill on its fine outlines with 
comments of their own. How the education advocated by the 
author can be given by

es
ien  teachers in schools is, 

to the present writer, a k interesting question Oho whether 
tthmenthl training suggested. in the book can be carried out by 
a girl or an older woman in her own home. This is not to pre-
suppose a vast quanti of leisure in the home, it is not a 
mat. of time and ofmental space so much as of al and 
guidance. Mainly it is the question of how so to equip the mind 
at any age as to make it able to live calmly and yet afkively in 

time of singular intelledtual confusion. It would seem useful 
to touch this question with the humility of the experience of 
middle life. The following remarks they are more jottings from 

note book than an attempt at a systematic essay. Any inquiry 
into the human mind and heart is like walking in a maze, the 
more logical and clear the path in froth of you the more likely 
it is to lead you into a cul-de-sac. The only thing of which you 
can becertain is that the heart of the maze will never be reached 
and that the best you can hope for is to lam more reverence 
and more sympathy for the rvcrets that God has reserved for 
Himself. 

Nothing in the book we are occupied with is more admirable 
than the pages from m to Of opening with the words: "The 
time has gone by when the faith of childhood might be carried 
through life and be assailed by no questionings from without." 
It might be objetled by elderly people in certain sets of 
society that the author expetTs Catholic girls to be thrown 
among moo intelleflual men and women than as a matter of 
fad' they are likely to meet. But to-day in all societies there 
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are to be met half-intelleetual people, second-rare thinkers, 
men and women with second-hand positions, by which is 
meant that they hold positions borrowed whole and without 
any ground to support them from the writers who are the 
fashion at the moment. These are the people who love to wave 
their borrowed plumes in and out of season and to puzzle and 
perplex the minds of the young. Such a man as Huxley, to take 
a great Iconoclast, had no wish to expound destruftive 
criticism to a girl of twenty. But a pert and shallow youth who 
ho just been called to the Bar, or a young man who reads 

E stray article in the intervals of a life spent on the Stock 
Enchange, or in hunting or shooting, likes to tease a Catholic 
girl by suggestmg doubts, with some real curiosity as to whether 
she can answer like a reasonable being. 

Newman's protest against those who would not prepare 
young men for the praftical difficulties of life concluded with 
those famous words: " You make the world his university." 
The modem world will become the university of girls whose 
education has been unreal and unsubstmtial. It is not a cheap 
knowledge of every passing phase of doubt that is needed. It 
is the mentylwaining, the intelleaual attitude which co 
offs doubt that must and can be given. There must not be too 
violmt a shock between the atmosphere of home or convent 
life and the world at large. 

CeHosity concerning evil or dangerous knowledge [writes Mother 
Stuart] is more impetuous when a sudden emancipation of mind eweeps 
the old landmarks nod restraints our of sights and nothing hat been fore-

which cm serve as a guide. Then is the time when weak places in 
education show themselves, when the least cerity in the present-
ment of truth brings ms own pu insinnidament, and a faith not pillared and 
grounded in all honesty is in danger of failing. The beat mos.], is to 
have nothing to unlearns to know that what one knows is a very small 
part of what can be known, but that as far mit goes it is mate and genuine, 
and cannot be outgrown, that it will stand both the wear of time and the 
teat of growing power of thought, and that those who have taught these 
beliefs will never have to retraft or be ashamed of them or tarn that they 
were passed off, though inadequate, upon the minds of children. 

" Nothing to unlearn." Here is the most important safe-
guard against the danger of imaginative difficulties as to faiths. 
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The imagination which cannot put full trust in the teaching of 
its youth has a region af tivity in raising difficulties such as 
those spoken of is the following admirable paragraph: 

is is not unusual to mat girls who are troubled with " doubts " as to 
faith and difficulties which alarm both them and their friends. Sometimes 
when these " doubts " aro put into words they to out to be mere 
diffiodties, and it ha. not been understood that " ten thousand difficul-
ties do not make a doubt." Sometimes the diffimdtio are scarcely real, 
and come simply from catching op objedlions which they do not know 
how to answer, and think unanswerable. Sometimes a spirit of contra-
dietion has been amused, and a captious tendency, or a love of excitement 
and sensationalism, with a wish to me the other side. Sometimes impa-
le& teaching has led them to caged the realization of things as seen, 
which are only to be assented to as believed, so that there is a hopeless 
effort to Maginc, toles!, and ...Tido, in lean in some way upon what 
the senses can venfy, and the acquiesceno, mem and an  of 
faith seems all insufficient to give security. Sometimes there is genuine 
ignorance of what is to be believed, and of what it is to believe.•Some-
times it is manly a question of nerves, a want of tone in the mind, 
insufficient occupation and training which has thrown the mind back 
upon itself to its own confusion. Sometimes they come from want of 
understanding that there must be mysteries in faith, and a multitude 
of emotions that do not admit of complete emitters, that God would 
not be God if the measure of our minds could compass His, that the 
comae of His Providence must transcend our experience and judgment, 
and that if the truths of faith forced the assent of our minds all the value 
of that assent would be taken away. If these ousel and a few others woe 
removed one may ask oneself how many " doubts " and difficulties would 
remain in the ordinary walks of Catholic life. 

It is worth while to dwell for one moment or: the way in 
which imagination become the servant of scepticism as it is a 
500211100 opinion that imagination b merely the servant and 
ally of a credulous faith. The imagination of the young b 
usually in touch with the Zeitgeist, it is sens what is in 
the air, and if unbelief is in the atmosphere theitive 

to 
imagination 

glorifies it. I am not speaking here of specific difficulties but 
of a temper of mind. There was a moment when Matthew 
Arnold's lament over the loss of Christianity, haunted young 
minds as being the latest and most exquisite phase of the mtel-
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lea of the day. If great minds were grieved at not being able 
to believe in Christianity how deep must be their reasons 
for discarding it/ 

The danger of this form of sentimental agnosticism was 
stronger twenty years ago than to-clay beouse S the new 
thing which appeals to the young mind. A statgrman of great 
literary gifts once said that you cannot prepare yourself to help 
the mental difficulties of the next generation from your own 
experience because the only thing that is quite sure is that 
those difficulties will not be the same as your own. Each 
generation wants to have something that is all its own and 
will be almost secretive in defending its own mental wares 
from those who are further along the road of life. What then 
can be done? There was recently in France a Religgrus who 
vvrote mach on education and who was deposed to chasten the 
imagination, almost to extinguish it. Those who 

of
thereat, 

Godisgifts are good, and that imagination is one of the great 
ca  listen for a moment to such intemperate sugrgrtions. 

Cgrtainly the Isowledge of the laws of the mind and of how 
the mind does apprehend truth is a great help. It would be 
interesting to know more ezaelly o o Janet Erskine Stuart " 
means such studies to be carried on or what books she would 
recommend. We timer, but cannot aftually conclude, that she 
would give more e to the principles of thought than to the 
study of how the mind does usually work. In sus sermons in 
the one volume entitled " University Sermons " New
wrote  of the working of the mind with regard to the objeas 
of faith. They are hard reading, but there are in them many 
page on how the imagination is affeSted by the aftual pageant 
oE this world, and how its hold on the unseen is thereby gradu-
ally weakened, which are most helpful. To recognize such a 
pp ocess as passing in yourself is to be roused to a knowledge of 
danger. Agagr there is much in the Grammar of Assent, such as 
its account of the child's firs t apprehension of God, which 
shows tho reasonableness of a faith that cannot defend itself 
in words. 

On the construffiive side Cardinal Newman will help us 
moat with the Idea of a. University. Again he shows us the 
workings of the mind m the apprehension of truth, the 
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difference between wisdom and knowledge, and the effeEk 
on the mind resperlively of literature, art and science. No book 
is more opening to the mind of a girl who has learnt how to read 
at all seriously than this one. It maps out the world of know-
ledge and discourses with a glory of words that fascinates the 
attention. Much of the Grammar of eldrent is absolutely 
indigestible to the ordinary reader (unless indeed she is of 
Scottish ertraStion) but the Idea of a University, if it be 
only masticated properly, can eaffiy be as  The caveat 
as to the Scottish extraftion is thrown m because two you, 
women I know, both of them Scotch, have read the Grammar 
of Assent, one of them three times and the other at least 
twice. The one who read it three times did so before she was 
twenty-two, and the other was probably a little older, but as 
she was the wife of an under-gardener it will be all  that 
hers was the more remarkable case. 

Curiously enough, the Idea of a University, with its 
great discourses, its " apologia " for University education, 
S supremely useful to those who have to educate th selves; 
and self-education which must be continued after the very 
best of schools is what girls at home and busy women must 
depend upon. Self-education is full of drawbacks but it has 
enormous advangrges. Thus wrote Cardinal Newman of those 
who are thrown back upon "the searchings and the efforts
of their caw minds: 

They will be too of ten ignorant of Naha epoxy one knows and takes for 
granted, of that multitude of small truths which fall upon the mind 
like dent impalpable and ever mcumulating; they may be unable to 
wooers, they may be full of their ovm mode of viewing things, unwilling 
to be pus our of their nhy, slow to enter into the minds of ahem—
but, with these and whatever other liabilitica upon their heads, they are 
likely so have more though, more mind, more philtuopho, more true 
eolargement, dun those earnem but ill-used persons, who are forced to 
load their minds with a score of sublet!, nainst an examination, who 
have too masa on their hands to indulge themselves in thinking or in-
vestigation, who devour premise and conclusion together with indis-
criminate gree.ness, who hold whole mimeos on faith, and commit 
demonstrations to memo, and who too often, as might be expeeted, 
when their period of education is passed, throw up all they have learned 
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in disgust, having gained nothing really by their anxious 'about, except 
perhaps the habit of application. 

ThiS paragraph opens up a whole vista of educational 
questions quite out of the scope of them notes, and which 
must be left in order to nun Co more praftical details as to our 

Hived 
work. Whether it is the combination of an education 

received at a fusatrate school or the endeavour to begin to 
work seriously after school days, our self-education must 
obviously depend on our really knowing hoc to read. On the 
art of reading there are many comsellors and divers cosmsels. 
Moiler Stuart has a capital chapter on reading, but it needs 
enkrging and it is to be hoped that she will one day write at 
greater length on the subjeels 

Ruddy gave admirable advice as to the right attitude 
towards the kings of thought when he wrote: "And at least be 
sure  that you go tome author to get his meaning, not to find 
yours. judge it aft ards if you think yourself qualified to 
do so; but as  it first." Nothing could be wiser and more 
beautiful than several pages which precede and follow those 
words. But when it comes to advice how to read, his exquisite 
facility runs away with him, and what he gives for example's 
sake is ox pages of fanciful comment on some twenty-two 
Imes of Lycidas. You must be a Ruskin to extra& so much, 
and even then risk becoming a commentator more full of his 
own comments than of the original text. 

A finelittle book is La femme stwilense of Bishop Dupanloup. 
(Has it been done into English, or is there a cheap French 
edition procurable in London?) The Bishop gives excellent 
advice on reading, sympathetic and geode without softness. 
But, alas, the days are gone by in which it can be asserted 
that any woman who chooses can give an hour and a half daily 
to the cultivation of her mind. He insists on always reading 
pea in hand, and making. copious extraEts and notes. There 
IS a snare even for the leisured in copious =treas. Copying 
may become mechanical, and the note-book may be better 
filled than the mind. Jump a quarter of a century and Miss 
Soulsb0y, in one of her excellent works, advises a busy genera-

Thoughts on Self-Education 

don to read quickly, marking their favourite or most useful 
passages, and then return to those paoages after finishing the 
book. Tbis is the habit of a reviewer, but it is not the best 
habit for mental training. 

There most be hard work in assimilating the book before 
those passages can be chosen that are to be marked for future 
reference. And I believe, in a tired and full life, nothing helps 
the work more than an index of your own making to the book 
you are reading. The pen insisted on by Bishop Dupanloup 
may be changed fora pencil, and a light pencil mark au the 
passage chosen, and a light pencil index on the last pages will 
not be at all laborious. The possession of the books is of course 
necessary for this plan of work, and it is unfortunate that 
Catholic books are often =pensive. Some second-hand dealers' 
catalogues have Catholic works, and Nield of Bristol is mpeci-
ally to be recommended in that way. If you cannot keep the 
book by you, you can keep an Index in a note-book until you 
are able to get it again, remembering to mark the edition 
to which you refer. In any e it is best to keep an index of 
subjeCTs in your note-book, swell as a pencil index of pages 
M the book itself. 

At the risk of being wearisome it may be as well to suggest 
one or two lists of thought, or subjefts for inquiry, that can 
be followed up in our private index. For instance, the changes 
of style in grmt authors at different times of their lives is a 
very Interesting study—Cardinal Newman's style varies to 
an astonishing degree and it will be found on clom attention 
that his style differed' with the audience he had Co appeal to; 
this in his leftures, it is different in London from what it as 
in Birmingham, and different in •Birmingham from what it 
was in Dublin. There was a style he used in Oxford which he 
never ed again, a fart which is full of exquisite pathos. If it 
is tru use that "the style is the man," what a delightful study is 
the change of style as throwing light on personality. For the 
study of Newman's style it is useful to read R. H. Hutton's 
Cardinal Newman, Do Barry's Newman, and Professor Sharp's 
Langres on Prose Patu. De Quincey's Sway on Style throws 
light on the subje& of New 's style as it has a very five 
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vindication of the long sentence. Newman's defence of the 
good style in writing given to a sympathetic Irish audience 
is one of his most gorgeous passage: 

. That pomp of /anguage, that full and tuneful &aim, that teak, 
[mune. in the choice and exgoisiteness in the collocwion of words, 
which to roaaic writers seem artificial, is nothing else but the mere 
habit ands` of a /ofty Aristotle, in his sketch of the maps, 
mous man, tells us that Ida voice is deep, his motions slow, and his 
stature commanding. In like manner, the elocution of a great Mulled 
is great. His language expresses, not only his great thoughts, but his 
great self. Certainly he might use fewer words than he usesi bur he 
fertNaes his simplest idus, and germinates into a multitude of details, 
and prolongs the march of his sentnces, and sweeps round to the full 
diapason of his harmony, as if l wilt . rejoicing in his vigo
and richnesa of resource. I say, a narrowr  critic will call it 

own,
verbiage when 

really it is a sort of fullness of heart, parallel to nut which makes the 
men, boy whistle as he wan, or the strong man, tin the smith in the 
novel, flourish his dub when there is no one to fight .with. 

This description is very wonderful and certainly can be applied 
to Newman's own style in the leEtures on the "Idea of a 
University," but it is surely inappropriate to such a style as 
that of the " Parting of Friends," "Plain and Parochial 
Sermons," and the "Essay on Development." Many of us, 
though almost breathless with admiration for the magnificent 
literature of the leCtures, feel there to be a greater perfeCtion 
in the utter simplicity of the earlier style. The comparison of 
passages showing the changes of style M the different books 
would be a wonderful lesson of composition which could be 
easily self-given. 

Perhaps Burke's style in his last years was in Newman's 
mind in his defence of the grand style. The mention of Burke 
suggests another His of study—the affinity between Burke's 
mind and Newman's. TWO volumes will be enou to rove 
whether any reader is a born lover of Burke, One of those whose 
natures are in touch with that great warm heart and singu-
larly Catholic mind, The Life of Btwke by Morley (the sham, 
not the long one)anci Burke On Irish 4ffdigi, edited by Matthew 
Arnold. Too many beginners break their necks by a ohm, 
into his Frarth Revolution, which has the curious added diffi-
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culty of not having divided chapters or seEtions. The funda-
mental likeness and difference between Newman and Burke, 
as between Newman and Pascal, needs the attention of the 

be 
enopli7 philosopher,  

sm
diuch y aaZit/,Sie between 

it 
as two 0,5 

for 
can 

young or for the solitary reader to strain some beyond beyond 
her reach/ 

Again, the clash of the Romantic and Classical schools 
can be followed up, but must not be followed up here. It is
great temptation to get talking of books when you cannot be 
interrupted, and here come in all the risks of solitary readers, 
"•full of their own mode of viewing things, unwilling to be put 

ouFor 
t of 

this most part our duties are to be found in anion—
not in solitary study, yet it cannot be waste of time to try to 
put into order any department of OM life, and the less time we 
have for aftual reading the more important it is that that time 
should be spent to the best advantage. 

I haveseemed perhaps mwander fromthe bookthat prompted 
these stray notes, but I hope that it is well enough -known to 
the readers of the ANIMA:FOR. Join.. for them to recognize 
that I have only been enlar 

ri
ng on thoughts and principles 

taught by Janet Erskine Stuart in her admirable work on 
the Education of Girls. 
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SONNET. TELLUS MATER DORMIT 

N IGHT and the pure beam of a sudden star 
Win thee to sleep, 0 Earth; thy children's cries, 
Save for one lonely bird that calls from far, 

Are hushed, nuough thy dusk hair the night wind sighs 
Whispering thee of God, from his high place 
The old wise moon, the watchman in God's fee, 
His lenthom lifts to scan thy sleeping face—
And wakes one recreant longing deep in me. 

On lonely hills my soul hash kept her post 
Nor cried for respite from Life'a fierce annoy. 
But oh! na wake this night in Gars own land, 
To know no more of parting, nor the cost 
Of climbing ever alien heights while Joy 
And Love stray through the valley hand in hand,. 

ALAN CLIFFORD 



IDEAL OF CATHOLIC EDUCATION 

C
ATHOLIC readers will not newl to be informed that 
there is such a thing as Catholic education, or that 
Catholic educators have before them an ideal that 

they do not flatter themselves that they have realized. The fol-
lowing remuks will touch on this point, but they are to be re-
garded rather as a series of relleCtions, set in motion by the 

ent that Ampleforth has lately been celehrating—the Golden 
evJubilee of the east wing of the school buildings. An occasion Me 
this is privileged. It gives a aion to the enunciation of tru 
Gms. One is allowed to mile& upon and repeat to oneself the 
principles that underlie, and the truths that animate, the ordi-
na7 Me that we are leading. 

Each of us feels that at times the great truths of nature come 
home to us with an especial force. They have a freshness, a 
brightness, ac harm that do not pall with repetition. They speak 
to us in living words, they stir the very depths of our being, 
they find an echo in the heart of man. This is Gue of the 
merely physical world, the life of nature sound us; for this 
world of nature is the school of human life. For those with eyes 
to see, and ears to listen, she uever unfolding her secret 
lore. Look at her persistent, ceaseless aaivity. pa the 
philcsopher said, as he gazed upon the stream of movement, 

ca=,62;.=gwai 
through space. She is a great architeft, and man, her favourite 
child, has caught her spirit. He is, in his highest activity, a 
maker, an architea. He is ever construCting, building up, 
moulding into definite forms eke material that comes to his 
hand. In thpirit were built these walls, eke memory of whose 
ereaion weare celebrating at this time. But it was not the 
merely material Game that moved one forefathers to per their 
hand to mthe work. It was the idea that these walls enshrine that 
gave the  the impetus. They built in the firm belief that they 
were laying deep and lasting foundations, that they were con-
struHing a work that could weather the storms that beat upon 
the life of man, that they were establishing a home of Catholic 
life, that would embody the spirit of Catholic education heeded 
davm to them in the tradition of centuries. May we not then be 
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pardoned if we dwell for a while on this event, if we look at 
these foundations, examine these principles, view them in the 
light of the experience that time has given? 

In point of ad{ the circumstances of the time would of them-
selves force this consideration upon us. We live in an analytical 
age. The spirit of inquiry, of investigation, is in the air. There is 
a curiosity abroad, born of democracy, that prys into the cus-
tos and habits of man, and asks for the meaning of this, and 
them reason for that, that wants an oxplanation of adtion, that 
challenges every assertion, that weighs and estimates a man's 
professions. The Athenians insisted on a scrutiny of their offi-
cials at the end of a year of service. We have our scrutiny with 
this difference, that the inspefilion goes on during the whole 
time of office. The people a inquisitive and also inquisitorial. 
Educaffion has not escape 

re 
d this analysis. On no plea of tradition 

could it claim exemption, for the modern mind is cut adrift from 
the past. The change can be braced back historically for several 
centuries, but the mode immediate cause for us, in our present 
consideratiore is the awakening of men's interest caused 
through the spread of natural science in the last century. The 
test of 

be 
is applied to every sphere of thought, and we 

must be prepared to submit to the test. At least we must be 
preparosted to state our principles and maintain them in the face 
of h ile criticism. 

It needs little refledion to see that there is room for vast dif-
ferences of opinion about education, for the very reason that 
there are vast differences of opinion about the meaning of life 
itself. Education has been defined as " an attempt on the part 
of the adult members of a human society to shape the develop-

of the coming generation in accordance with its own 
ideals of  It is, in resentials, a preparation for life. But look 
at the different meanings of life held, for example, by an an-
cient Greek philosopher, a mediaeval bishop, and a modern 
Spanish rearchist. We cannot expedt Plato, William of Wyke-
ham and Ferrer to agree on the lines of education that they 
would lay down for their pupils. The three of them might be 
willing to accept Plato's definition that the aim of education is 
to develop in the bodyand in the soul all the beauty and all the 
pests b on of which they are capable, but a difference of view 
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would at once arise if theywere to explain what they understand 
by beauty and perfedlion. The modern view would be that 
there is no essential beauty or essential perfedlion possible for 
man, that they change with circumstance, that the Heals of 
one generation may justly be repudiated by another, whereas it 
is lust because we Catholics believe that human nature re-
mams, in essentials, constant, because we believe in an objec-
tive beauty and an objedive perfedbon that such a thing 
as Catholic education is possible. It is because we Catholics have 
a very clear and dist inffi view of the meaning of life that we 

tha t 
on de importance of education. It is because of the value 

that we set upon the rightsiew in these matters that we uphold 
the banner of Catholic ducation. 

The Catholic religion professes to tell us the origin of man, 
the reason of his existence, the work of his life. It tells us of the 
world that lies before our senses, the meaning of its creation, its 
relation to ourselves. Further, it tells us that there is another 
world, hidden from our sense, as real and true as the world we 
see and feel, the world of the supernatural, the kingdom of 
grace. It tells us that both the. worlds are the creation of an 
All-Holy, All-Powerful, All-Knowing God, whom to know, 
love and serve is the highest work of man; that there awaits 
each one of us at his death the prospedd of an endless future of 
happiness or misery, according as we have loved and served our 
Creator in this life. It tells us that to enable us to fulfil this 
duty, God has torn aside the veil that conceals His prreence, 
and has revealed Himself in the Incarnation of His Son, who 
has become the Way, the Truth and the Life for men, that in 
the Church founded by this Son we have treasures of grace 
which flow through the channels of the Sacramenm upon our 
souls; that the Church is the pillar and ground of truth; that 
God will abide with it all days, even to the consummation of 
the world, and therefore that we should regard our member-
ship of it as one of our dearest privileges. If all this is true, it is 
evident that the Catholic must make the realization of it the 
essential part of his education. These truths are fundamental, 
they deal with the vital faffis of life. They are not mere faffis that 
a person must learn, they area world in which he must live. 
Hence the Catholic parent insists on an " atmosphere " 
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The Ampleforth journal 
are something more than schoolmasters, is a testimony to the 
soundness of this principle. 

From these considerations we pus to the ground which is 
common to all who are interested in education—the medium of 
intelleaual training. Of course, we are dealing with a definite 
class of boy, one who belongs to the social state, which has the 
means and the ambition to regard school life as a Feparation 
for a univmsity career. Is there for such a boy as this a tradi-
tional education that Catholics have clung to throughout the 
ages? Surely we may say that the Church has been the up-
holder and maintainer of the education that is generally called 

liberal." It is only necessary for us to go back to mediaeval 
days to see the truth of this. Everyone knows of the Trivium 
—grammar, dialectic, rhetoric—and of the Guadrivium—geo-
metry, arithmetic, musk, astronomy—which the mediaeval 
schools inherited from the Roman system of educ and 
handed on to modern times. The grad schools of Englandation, have 
clung to this tradition,'n spite of the opposition of would-be 
reformers. Our Catholic schools that were driven by the 
French revolution to seek a home on their native shores had 
been faithful to this traditional curriculum during their exile, 
and on their return made the best use of their limited means 
and scarcity of teachers to preserve the old method. This is 
brought home to Ampleforthans in a programme of an Exhibi-
tion which was held here in the year z8zo. It is given here in 
full: 

AMPLEFORTH COLLEGE 
Arwood ELWIN/MO, WEDNESDAY, j111.4 K2, 0010 

Hanamm—Book of Judges. Shonn, Orell,Hampson. 
Amarc.—Select passages from 1St and and turn of the Koran. Gastaldi. 
Gnat x.—SEdipus Tynan. of Sophoeles, Orations of Lysias, Images, 

and Demosthenes. Hampton, Prat, Allanson. 
Dalael's Anabrais and Memorabilia Socratis. Gastaldi, F. Buckle, 

Murphy. 
Twelve chapters of St Luke's Gospel Cackshom, Crof t, Calder-

hank, H. Polidori. 
LATIM.—Horace, Orations of Cicero. Hampton, Smith, Prat, Green-

ough. 
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Virgil', Aeneid and one book of Horace's Odes. Gond., Langdale, 

Hon. C. Stourton. 
Cicero de Arnie., One book de ofhrtis, dorm boob of Ovid's 

Metamorphoses. T. Smelter, T. Buckle, Murphy. 
N CM, flee books of Cretan Coded., H. Polidori, Calder-

bank, Ryan. 
One book of Caesar. Hutton, P. Smelter, G. Waterton, R. Buckle. 

Faxam.—Boilem's Sarum and Art of Poetry. Murphy, Tobin. 
Eight books  of Telemachus. Cockshoot, Croft, H. Polidori, 

G. Waterton. 
Part of Wanostrochrts RecueiL Calderbaniu R. Buckle, T. Swore. 

Hamm.—Frorn the rashto the to e 
Owl

 of Tasso's Jerusalem, part of 
Dan's inferno. Gastaldi, Smith. 

Hrtrom.—General History of the World. Aliens°, Langdale. 
Gener,History from the Christian Era. Gott, Hutton, P. Smelter. 
General History to Charles V. T. Swale, Dora. 
Saxon Heptarchy. Laagdale. 

Geommore—Delineations of the principal Kingdoms of Europe. 
Codeine, G. Waterton, H. Waterton, F. Buckle, T. Buckle. 

General Mops of the World. Croft,Hatton, Flinn. 
Mraintetwrts.—Geomet7 and Plane Trigonometry. Cockshoot, Croft. 

Algebra and Meneuration of Superficies and Sends. F. Buckle, 
T. Smelter, Grttordi, T. Buckle. 

Arithmetic. Calderbank, Ryon, Tobin. 
Frincharl Rohs of ditto. R. Buckle, Corlett. 

NAN., Hrtrome—General 0vt4oa. Cockshoot, Croft, Colderbank, 
H. Polidori. 

(Readings during the intervals of the examination.) 
Comummogs.—A Pastoral, and the concluding Address by the 

Hoe. C &m.o. 

Evidently this was a real Exhibition of the year's work. The 
names of the boys are given with each subjeet in which they 
were prepared  to stand examination. It will strike us as a re-
markable record of zeal for a liberal education, when we re-
member that the school had been founded only in the previous 
decade, that there were very limited resources, and a very small 
staff—probably some half-dozen priests—to carry out this 
ambitious programme. We read in the ProspeGus of the pre-
vious year (08,9): "The Professors feel confident that the 
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proficiency of the students io Classical Learning will be acknowa 
ledged considerable, whilst, at the same time, their knowledge 
of }Emory and Geography has been a matter of surprise to all 
who have attended the Public Examinations. In mathematics, 
each one according to his proficiency is gradually introduced to 
the higher departments of this necessary branch of Education. 
Besides the stria attention paid to form the Classical Scholar, 
the ProspeCins will show that the politer languages of Europe 
are far from being negleeted." 

Certainly if the boys could offer this work for the examina-
tion of the visitors with any degree of success, they were 
affording a remarkable evidence of the vitality of the liberal 
education that their masters were impressing. upon them. 
" Liberal " education was evidently ingrained in the nature 
of the Catholic schools. 

What do we understand by the term liberal, when applied to 
education? Cardinal Newman, in his discourses at Dublin in lib 
defence of liberal education, quotes the Rhetoric of Aristotle. 
"Of ions" says the philosopher, " those rather are use-
fill which bear trait; those liberal which tend to enjoyment. By 
fruitful, I mean, which yield revenue, by enjoyable, where 
nothing accrues of consequence beyond the using." 

We see from this that the opposamn between the " usefid " 
and the "liberal" goes back to the days of Greek education. 
There were people hi those days who demanded a " useful " 
education, one which had a dire& bearing on the animal career 
before a boy, that could be turned to account direetly, that 
dealt with pratlical aims—a language must be of service in 
business—mathematics mum assist in the keeping of accounts 
—science must have a distinet beating on the profession to be 
taken up . 

Opposed to this attitude was that of the educators who set 
no such pradical gain before the mind of the boy. They pro-
femed to deal direCtly with the boy's faculties, and chose their 
subjeEts to develop them. They regarded knowledge as a good 
in itself, that should be pursued for its own sake. 

The medium of knowledge was not essential. It was possible 
to have a liberal education in any branch of work. Languages, 
Mathematics, Science might all be treated from the point of 
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view of knowledge as its own end; they all might develop the 
faculties without any doff bearing on the future career of the 
individual boy. Still, for the average boy there was one branch 
that had more pronouncedly the charafter of liberality. Lan-
guage, especially if it is dead, has the least dire& bearing on our 
future work. Hence it has come to pass that the study of dead 
languages has been chiefly associated with the idea of " liberal" 
education. Asa matter of fan, no school at the present day 
would ignore the other branches, and most schools give oppor-
tunities for boys to concentrate on one or other of them, but 
the prevailing type for the average boy is mainly classical. 

Thus. in eucation, as in most other forms of intelleEtual 
life, we have followed the lead of the Greek authorities. They 
laid down the lines that have been followed by the educators of 
youth throughout the centuries. The Greeks have given us the 
piavre of perfeElion for the natural man; Christianity has taken Ohio

pitlure and filled in it the outlines of the spiritual. From 
the combination of the two, in their fullest development, we see 
the ideal of Catholic education, the realization of which is one 
of the noblest aims that man can set before himself. 
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LIBERTY AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

BOYS 

THE aim of this paper is to account fora great change 
that has taken place in our Catholic schools in the 
general method of treating boys, and to justify and, if 

possible, to suggest in one line at least the further develop-
of the movement. Soh a paper must necessarily be 

confined to generalities, and all that is here set down will not 
apply to any single school. The part played by individual 
schools in elm movement, though necessarily very different, 
MIst perforce remain untouched. Some are naturally more 
conservative in their adherence to traditionary methods, and 
One at least from its very initiation has adhered almost 
entirely to the principles here briefly outlined. Others have 
done so in a more modified form. 

It is now generally recognized that English Catholic boys 
cannot be brought up on a system that is really.continental rn 
origin and in spirit. Quite apart from peculiarities of the Eng-
lish temperament, the changed circumstances of Catholics, no 
longer standing isolated and apart from their fellow country-
men, would have necessitated a change from the narrower and 
more trifled outlook which such a system implies. Moreover, 
the spirit of the age, whether for good or bad, allows to boys at 
home more freedom than our grandfathers ever contemplated, 
and Catholic boys are now at home three times a year, as are 
boys from all other schools. We are so familiar with this fall 
that we are apt to forget that it was far from being the case fifty 
or sixty years ago. till more importut is the fait that Catholics 
are no longer regarded as pariahs by their fellow countrymen, 
that they now find their way as a matter of course to the uni-
versities, into the army. and the civil service, and are daily 
called upon to take up importut positions and fill important 

poste, which demand not only a thorough mental training, but 
habit of independence and a capability of makinjudgements, 

which the young Catholic who left school only to retire to his 
home or to the society almost as restritled as his school life, had 
perhaps no use for. 

This, then, is the important fait that emerges from a study 
34 
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of English Catholic educational methods of the past: they were 
adapted to a very special set of circumstances. Catholicism was 
in a stare of siege—Catholics had to submit to an abnormal but 
necessary discipline. We must do that much justice to the 
methods of our ancestors, we must recognize them wisdom. But 
at➢the same time it must be clearly understood that with new 
conditions must come new methods. There must be adaptation 
to environment. Now, if there is one charafteristic more than 
another that strikes the mind in studying the old methods, it is 
the predominant and perwding inflwnce of control. The 
master s ubiquitous. He presided over every aedon of the 
boy's daywafrom morning till night, and the night, too, had its 
watchman. And it's sometimes added that, besides this drastic 
supervision, there was as well a secret service, a sort of epear eta 
—ire fob, all that a summed up for us in the detested word, 
espionage. 

There never generally existed in our English Catholic schools 
that system of organized espionage with which they have some-
times been credited, though Catholics may readily admit that 
their ideas of education in relation to individual freedom have 
been tempered with some admixture of foreign ideals, and that 
possibly the Catholic young man loses something by it M self-
reliance and independence when he finds himself for the bra 
time in a world which knows no restriglions, save those whic.h 
the elastic and undeveloped conscience of the community im-
poses. The tendency now is to extend the field of liberty at 
school, and a wholesome and healthy tendency it most cer-
tainly.is, whether it is considered from the standpoint of the 
boy's mtelleaual and praNical development or the develop-
mn of his moral and

Before attempting to justify this statement, it may be well 
to say more definitely what is meant and what is not meant by 
giving boys liberty. 

booayrsby-school 
masters. No master watches over them m their playing hours, 
but they are left to themselves, bound by a few necessary and 
general rules, which ought to become less in number as ahoy 
grow older, and the observance of which is made a matter of 
personal honour and trust among the boys themselves. Their 
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duties and employments during every quarter of an hour of 
recreation are not carefully mapped out for them, nor are they 
forced to partake in certain forma of recitation, save such 
public games as are necessary for their proper physical develop-
ment. No two bo.ys are the same in abilwy, accornplishments, 
in charafter, or on those things that amuse and recreate, and 
the system advocated contemplates boys not m a homogeneous 
mass, but as a colleftion of individuals each capable of specific 
self-realintion. Under in nes every boy has tome and oppor-
tunity to develop his own tastes, to pursu.e his own hobby, and 
above all to cultivate his own line of reading and love of litera-
ture. It allows scope for that education of " self " which is 
often the most valuable part of a boy's school career. The ad-
vantages of a system of liberty from the intelleflual standpoint 
are obviously :very great, fora boy. who thus learns to use 
his own time in self cultivation i ws best serge, and is not 

cribbed, cabined mod confined "von all sides, must develop 
internally as another can never do. This does not exclude the 
guidance of masters in intelleftual pursuits during the hours of 
recreation. The inspiration, at least, which is necessary for 
developing to  will come fro that dire6tion. General guid-
ance in the seleftion of books and facilities for the development 
of a hobby must come from the authorities of a school, but the 
hours are the boy's own, and, though he may be encouraged, 
helped and guided in this recreative work, it nature and 
amount is left to his own discrimination and taste. The impor-
tant thing's that a system of liberty gives boys the time and 
opport ity for receiving such guidance, should they the -
selves desire it, and that such work is very often better from the 
fa& that it is not done under compulsion. But a boy n not al-
ways to be fed with a spoon, not always to lean on others, even 
in the acquirement of knowledge, and it is good for him to have 
the chance to do a little pioneer-work on his own account. 
Without such work, he will not attain to the full stature of in-
telleaual uhood. If he is never to exercise his own judge-
ment, cultivate a sense of what is literary and beautiful for 
himself,r no encyclopadic knowledge will make him anything 
but intelleftually deficient. The whole end and objea of edu-
cation is to make each man a self-sufficient un and the only 
method of doing this is a system which establishesit  a conscious-
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nes of his own individuality. There is no space in which to 
develop this idea further; but it may be said that, not only 
from the intelleflual standpoint is such liberty good, but also 
from the practical. There are other means of developing these 
powers which will be spoken of hereafter, but let it suffice to 
state here that boys brought up under other systems are 
notoriously impractical, slow and indecisive in aelion, and in 

crisis impotent. Liberty is a distinft help toward, making boys 
think and aft for themselves. When it IS said that boys must 
think and aft for themselves, the ideal aimed at is not a dis-
agreeable priggfihness, nor a formed and pronounced opinion 
on the problems of life, but rather a seriousness of mind and a 
habit of mental independence, which is not inconsistent 
with the freshness, brightnms and aliveness, which are the pro-
per charafteristics of youth. 

It will rightly be objefted that this is only one side of the 
question of liberty. The intelle6tual development of a boy 

ust always be swiftly subordinated to the formation of cha-
ramfter and general ethical considerations. But this liberty, it is 
said, is fatal to nature's weaklings and inevitably leads to the 
existence of moral evil in a school. Were this wue, no greater 
misfortune could have overtaken our Catholic schools than thee 
such liberty should be finding its way into them. But surely it is 
more true to say that the high standard of morality, which bee 
existed and exists in our schools, is not due to any system of 
supervision, but rather to the powers of the Catholic religion. 
The confessional, after all, is, and must always remain, the 
guardian of Catholic inorality, and the Sacrament of the Altar 
to strength. No system of liberty that a Catholic suggests 
touches these, nor can it remove that ann.phere of Catholic 
piety which is so eloquently dwelt upon by Bishop Hadley else-
where in this journal. Only those who know what the Sacra-
menn do for the spiritual development of the individual can 
understand and appreciate this point. It is necessary to be very 

bee
Catholic education, and it is the writer's firm conviftion that 
the morality of a school does not depend upon any system of 
supervision, but mainly on the frequentation of the Sacra-
m 

s. 
ent 
In addition to this, there are any safeguards to morality 
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whollycomisrent with this view of liberty.ln the first place there 
in the vigilance of the head master, which must be carefully 
distingnished from espionage or surveillance or any kind of 
formal mpervision, and consists rather m a natural shrewdness 
of judgment, a knowledge of boys, their psychology, the signs 
of evil in their midst, and that natural straightforward observa-
tion of rants that come under his notice in the daily mond of 
work. Nor does the system of liberty exclude the power of ex-
hortation, example, or general help, oh. a master can give a 
boy in out-of-school hours. But it may be said in passing that 
this can be easily overdone, and a boy can be over-advised byan 
officious master. 

Timm are some who will objeffi to this theory of education 
on the grounds that youth ought to be a time of rigid disci-
pline. It w true that every school must have its disciplinary 
code; there must be regular hours, ponetuality, the exercise of 
certain restraints, enforced though they may be for the greater 
part by a code of honour, and proper punishments for offences 
whether against morals or good manners, and that gentle disci-
pline with which the religious spiffit unseen and in silence im-
bues the human soul. Order and discipline are essential to every 
school, but they irmst not be so rigid or so martial as to turn the 
boys into mere automata; rather shou/d they be such as to 
teach them the proper use of their freedom. 

In addition to the Sacraments oho  the'ffiead," the 
help of individual masters and  training of discipline, there 
is one other wfeguard and almost necessary concomitant of 
liberty, and that is the training of boys in the exercise of re-
sponsibility. This can only be brought about by the governance 
of the school being left largely in the hands of the upper boys. 
Here it is only mentioned, and the subjeffi is so important that 
it will be lift for special treatment he  One her point, 
however, may be referred to. The evils that supervision at-
tempts to meet would be largely met by the adoption in our 
Catholic schools of the House System. The mail difficulties of 
boarding-schools come from the herding of boys, or the bar-
rack system, and this is best remedied by the adoption of the 
House System, which gives all the advantages of a big school, 
and allows for the play of all those good influences which mme 
from a small school. 

Liberty and Responsibility for Boys 
The best argument for the liberty here advocated is the 

sense of mutual distrust and the consequent habit of evasion 
which the system of supervision breeds. A habit of evasion is 
hard to eradicate and is closely akin to dishonesty. Very often a 
boy, who might have been led to good in an atmosphere of 
moral fresh air, is repelled by a feeling that he is watched or 
that force is being used to make him good; but liberty secure, 
a high moral standard without that coercive power which tends 
to make the idea of excellence in any branch of life so distaste-
ful to the average boy. The distaste thus engendered hides from 
him much that is beautiful and noble, whether in the social 
life he is compelled to lead with his fellows, or in the pursuit of 
virtue. This system is an attempt to lead boys by the force of 

enc epanne nahhee rather than by the mecimical and 
monotonous drudgery of reiterated commands or invigila-
tion—to make him do right because he loves right, and not 
because a contrary train of aftion involves the displeasure of su-
periors or possibly bodily pain. An excellence thus acquired is 
surelymore lastingthanthe gift of anyother sysmmwhich makes 
a boy in after life associate moral excellence with an elaborate 
code of prohibitions. A system of honour, on the other hand, 
teaches a boy that, after all, honesty, straightforwardness, man-
liness and purity of heart, are for his own benefit, and that all 
moral excellences are the perfeedon of his nature. And, again, 
there is no danger and such a system of a false moral code 
being evolved in a boy's nature. It may seem strange, but 
it is faft, that the immediate effeft system of elaborate super-

on has on the morally weak boy is to ;mite him believe that 
he can do anything so long as he is not found out. 

Moreover, the contrary system excludes the exercise of the 
vrill power of a boy which is only strengthened and made real 
by such exercise. Man's will does not differ from the rest of his 
constituent parts in that it can be healthy and vigorous without 
exerc g the funtlion of choice which is its raison d'itro. To 
expert a boy when he leaves school to be capable of using his 
will in making a choke between good and bad, when this 
faculty of his had no opportunity of development, is as absurd 
as to ffipeer a boy to play cricket who has never held a bat in his 
hand. The will may be trained from the earliest childhood to 
choose in things that matter little, and by careful thought on 
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the put of superiors it may be led to choose between those 
which are more impormnt, until, bye system of careful gra-
duation,on leaving school boys find themselves with a vigorous, 
healthy charade. capable of resisting evil and embracing good 
as occasion demands. A system where all possibility of evil is 
carefully excluded, or rather one that aims at such theoretical 
perfeftion, may produce some beautiful charaders, even an 
occasional exceptional one, but the general level of those so 
trained will be weaklings incapable of taking their place by the 
side of stronger natures. The point, in short, is that a boy, 
before he is asked to face life, with all its moral difficulties and 
perplexities, must have learnt to be suong in wills nd sturdy in 
charade. It is no answer to this demand to say that the hot-
house as well as nature produces beautiful plants, or that many 
a flower has been saved by the hothouse. That is not a fair 
analogy, because no plant is taken from th nservatory in the 
depths of winter and then bedded out. Bee that is precisery 
what happens to a b tained on principles which do not 
allow bit power of choicer some scope. He finds himself in a 
world of vice and sensuality, of free thought and general anti-
nornianism, of cunning and intrigue, after five or six years 
spent under strict rule with all his difficulties anticipated for 
him, with all the minor problems of life eliminated, and sup-
ported on all sides by artificial props and stays. No one who 
knows human nature would exped him to survive the shock, 
and, as a matter of fad, he very often does not. 

From the question of " liberty " we pass to the more co, 
tentious subjed of " responsibility." It is certainly true to say 
that the giving of responsibility to boys has not kept pace with 
the growth of freedom in education, and yet it is probably true 
that one is the natural and necessary complement of the other. 
By responsibility obviously is meant, not merely that responsi-
bility for his own adion which belongs to everybody who is 
allowed freedom, but a certain responsibility for the condo& 
of fellow boys and, as a consequence, a real share in the govern-
ment of the school. This, it is contended, is not only a safe-
guard which will help to ensure a proper use of liberty without 
removing it, but it is also an excellent training in manliness, in 
habits of command, in the cultivation of mesas farce in dealings 
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with our fellow men, and that general pradical rffiourcefulness 
which are so badly wanted by every boy who hasto face the 
world. Besides cultivating a boy's executive faculty i creates in 
a school a fine masculine tone of which more will betsaid. 

There are some who assert that such a system was in origin 
econonry, that the boys were given positions of trust and 
command to save the salaries of masters, that this system 
was obviously only a temporary expedient to tide over a diffi-
culty, and that to 

only
itseriously would be like suggesting 

return to the system of police in Anglo-Saxon England, where 
men were answerable for the good condo& of their fellows in 
their own " tithing." But this is not a question of origins but of 
pradical utility, and even were this true I should still maintain 
that thegovffinment of boys by boys is a goods it is better not 
todispensewith it. The English have stumbled across a system of 
cabinet government which owes its originso such circumstances 
as that the head of the executive was incapable of talking the 
vernacular, but no one would condemn the system by reason 
din adventitious origin. But surely a more true account of the 
origin of this system is that men like Arnold of Rugby saw that 
the top boys and the athletic hero. of a school will always have 
authority of one kind or another, whether it is conferred on 
them authoritatively or not, and that he was a force capable of 
being utilized for the benefit of such as naturally wield it and 
for the general promotion of good in a school. Whether or not 
readers agree with this as a matter of history, no one tan deny 
the fad that no amount of government by masters, and by coas-
ters alone, will ever rob the top boys of the hero-worship of the 
" smaller fry," and that no schoolmaster can ignore so potent a 
truth in any system of government he may desi . 

In advocating the adoption of this system wall our schools 
we are not eliminating the master. Such govnment must al-
ways be under the general guidance of hemt aster, who can 
always interfere, and, in certain cases, when, for example, fla-
grant miscarriage of justice has taken place, must inurfere. The 
existence of a privileged class in the school is dependent upon 
their efficient interpretation of their position, and no privilege 
is irrevecable. At the same time, such guidance muse not be 
overdone, otherwise the boys may become priggish and un-
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necessarily officiffin, nor must the trust confided to them be 
unreal or ungenuine, for they quickly realize this and only 
use such confidence for abuse. In short, it is not advocated 
that the master should waive altogether hn right of inter-
ference, nor his position as final arbiter, and, moreover, his 
appearance in the school, in  informal and natural way, is 
necessary and would be so recognized by the boys who 
exertcise 

be  
 
ed
ty.

I may be a , wha sort of work in school government can 
be successfully done by boys. In the first place, the general good 
order of the school in hours of recreation ought properly to be 
their province. They will make mistakes, it is true, but so would 
masters, and the fa& that aflual mistakes would be perhaps less 
frequent in the case of masters will be more than compensated 
for by the " thne " that it will be the endeavour of the boys 
possessing real power to cultivate in the schooL So much can be 
done in this rthneft by boys which no amount of attention from 
masters can ever do. The atmosphere of the school's created by 
the boys themselves, and this system creates a masculine and 
healthy tone among the upper boys, and a habit of prompt 
obedience and respell among the lower. Then, too, the big 
boys may be expelled to put a stop to such offences of school-
boy life as smoking and bad language, in all of which ways, if 
they are not given authority, they.may become the worst offen-
ders. For authority gives them an interest in the orderliness and 
in the tone of the school, which it is otherwise impossible for 
them to have. The department of sports and games and the 
officers' training corps 490 offer splendid fields for the exercise 
of authority by boys, for they are so public 119 to make any 
want of efficiency notorious. It will then become a point of 
honour with them to avoid such unpleasant notoriety by using 
their authority to secure excellence. 

Two difficulties will, no doubt, suggest themselves. Firs 
supposing the sixth form and monitors will not take up such a t,
position in the school as this system demands and, generally 
speaking, show themselves utterly unworthy of confidence, 
what, then, is to be done? Should this be the case, it speaks badly 

for their early trainings but in any well-regulated school it will 
ever be found that the head boys ass whole of [ take their 

Liberty and Responsibility for Boys 
position, though individualsmay do. The remedy is then obvi-
os. It is the remedy and the right claimed and exercised by 
Arnold with such good effeft, namely, the removal from the 
school of boys who show themselves unworthy of their position. 

But the real difficulty is the question of punishment, and the 
possibility of brutality or boyish prejudice making justice impos-
sible. But here it is to be remembered that the modern boy has 
had cultivated for him, by the refinement of his surroundings 
and constant home influence, a milder tone of manners which 
has gone a long way towards the suppression of bullying or un-
due assertion of physical superiority. But still the question of 
corporal punishment must always remain a difficulty, which 

tradi
be solved beach school for itself with reference to its 

tions and ci mstances. Soo. coercive power ought, how-
e r, to be allowed to the sixth form and monitors, and it 
should be easy for the school authorities to devise e scheme 
which shall save this right from abuse without destrsomoying its 

reaS uch
lity. 

is a brief outline of a method of managing a school that 
appears to be the best preparation for the modern world, but it 
may be said finally that no system can be divorced from the 
men who " run " it, and, however ideal a plan may seem, its 
working is always dependent upon those in whose hands it is. In 
a recent review in The Timm of a book on the Montessori system 
of training children, which is one of extreme liberty, almost 
licence, one would say, the writer makes these observations with 
which we may fittingly end. "In any scheme of education it is 

b a mle the man and not the method that matters. The world 
already rich in educational systems. And of nearly all of them 

it is true in varying degrees hat if the man or woman who con-
trols and inspires the system of divine right a true 
then, no matter of what kind it may be, it mill produce right-
minded, high-cooled, happy, intelligent little men and women 
fitted to bear a useful part in the state. But, conversely, if the 
teacher or the teacher's disciple is not so inspired and inspiring, 
then the system, however admirable in itself, will prove a com-
parative failure." 
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THERE BE NONE OF BEAUTY'S LATIN AND THE AVERAGE BOY THE value of a successful study of classics is rim yet 
seriously questioned. That they expand and develop the 

DAUGHTERS 
THERE be none of Beauty's daughters 

With a magic like to the capacity for happiness, is generally admitted; and, except in 
mind, give a keener and fuller life, increase and refine the 

And fike music on the waten the later stages of an acuw controversy, the true answer to 
Is thy swee voice to mei the question, "What use are they? " is felt even by the 

When as if ite m ound were causing questioner to be the comparatively mild one, " Not much 
The charmed ocean's pausing, use." That is, a scientific training plus a and clawical 
The waves lie still and gleamin training is beter than a the  training lone, at least a 
And the lied winds seem dreaming. little better.•This then is the position: given the right intel-
And the midnight main is weaving leflual bent, a boy will gain from a successful study of classics 

Her bright chain o'er the deep, fuller capacities as a human being, higher and mom catholic 
Whose brast is gently heaving tastes, some subtlety and power of grasping the abstraa, a 

As an infant's asleep: combinstion of benefits which, in the first place, may be of 
So the spirit bows before thee some financial value to liim, and, secondly, will do something to 
To listen and adore thee; render him independent of fmancial, material, success. This 
With a full but sof t emotion, is a weakened statement of what the classicist maintains, and 
Like the swell of summer's ocean. this is not what his opponent denies. His opponent draws 

Blw. attention to the passing of time, and argues that since there is 
not time for classics as well as scientific subjedo, and since 

VERSION man does live on bread, and since modern subjerks provide 
bread and something more, therefore classics, which provide QUAE proles Veneris, quaeve Cupidinum 

Exaequare meis deliciis deem insufficient bread and have not a monopoly of culture, must 
POniti Namque mihi vox tua in auribus go. Further, he points out that though wah some modification 
Orpheae simdislyrae of adjedtives and adverbs the ordinary description of the 

Auditae per aquas personat, aequoris effeffis of classical training may stand, it is not a description of 
Quo mulcente silent murmura, duns sono the effedle of that trainin "goone average boy. The position in 
Compacit nitidas Oceanus plagas his view is: the full benefits 

 
a classical education, great as 

CC essantesque premit sopor they rosy be, are not received by most of those who undergo it, 
Ventos i sub mediis luna silentiis and mon boys require much that they are not expeffied to 
'merit radios per Erna lucidos, get from classics, yet the disproportionate time all  to 
Tranrilliggrem,:uT,  ml  tumet mare classics at school prevents duns from getting it from other 

subjeffia Required, a method of teaching classics which will 
Si, vocofm' ea cuOrtl'a usque inhiant hoe make he study of them more valuable to the average boy, 
Auditisque simul car imbue stupent, and will leave time for other subjedlis from which he may 
Aestivoque turaens mollius aequore derive benefits that classics cannot give. 

Plems peEtora Amor rept. The limits tomee possible elle& of a classical education 
need not be dis ed hexe, but the smallness of the benefit 
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which the average boy dos receive is very plain and deceives 
consideration. It will perhaps conduce to clearness if we confine 
our attention to Latin. 

The truth seems to be that the benefit which the average 
boy receives from Latin, and could receive from no other 
subjea, is quite small. He gains a power of application, but he 
can do that without learning Latin. Ile ought to learn some-
thing of the derivation of English words and thus acquire a 
better understanding of his own language. But the knowledge 
he does gam is distressingly small and usually unscientific, 
quite disproportionate to the labour expended. He ought to 
gain a logical power, the power to apply general principles and 
to weigh evidence. Aaffilly his intellea receives Bole training 
of this kind during the greater part of his Latin course. The 
application of proper principles in a given situation is a com-
plex process, but it certainly requires an intelligent grasp of 
the principles in question and a knowledge of what precisely 
are the 

obis
of the material by which the choice 

should be determined. What really happens whemyo.g boys 
are writing Latin is that they apply the principles of the 
language with little regard to the considerations that are 

faa most important. Their Latin mode of on is 
determined not by the m.ning of what they wish to express 
but by the form in which that meaning is already expr.sed 
in English. They make very little attempt to penetrate to the 
exaa meaning of the English and reproduce it in Latin. Yet 
only in so far as this is done is there any real training of the 
intellea. Later no doubt they begin to form better habits, but 
the task of doing so occupi. time and demands labour which 
ought to be otherwise employed. Their progress is delayed 
and they Coe kept struggling with elements at a time when 
they ought to be using them easily. Similarly, translation from 
Latin into English provides an excellent training in the use of 
evidence. If boys, average boys, really did deal with difficult 
pa.ages in the right way, by forming reasonable hypotheses 
and then testing them by the rules of the language and by 
effidence drawn from the context, the benefit derived mould 
be immense. But in faa, except at the end of their course, 
they rarely have sufficient historical or grammatical Imowledge 
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to do this, and their solution of a difficulty, be it right or 
wrong, h far too often the r.ult of a valueless guess. 

A boy should acquire a certain feeling for form, a feeling 
primarily in point of time for form in Latin, but also, more 
generally, a sense of what is fi tting and b.utifid. It is the 
writer's belief, based not on the absence of demonstrative 
enthusiasm, but on an accumulation of evidence which hardly 
admits oi succroft statement, that the average boy derives very 
little benefit of this End from Latin. He does ot, until it'
almost too late, reach the stage in which hens sufficiently 
master of simple Latin to be able to vary his mode of apses-
sion so as to convey sugg.tions that are at all subde. The 
broad differeam. of meaning are the most that he can dis-
tinguish. The finer shades, even when he can appreciate them 
in his own language, are slighter than he can discover in Latin, 
far slighter than he can by original work express. Thus the 
appreciation of manner which ought to be aroused in him 
and direfied in his youth so that, with adffineing years and 
increased maturity of mind, it may develop within him and 
ad ea his mental outlook, has received in his school career, 
from Latin Co least, small stimulus. He has seen signs of en-
thusiasm on his master's face, and sometimes slight traces 
of disappointment, when he has not concealed his inability 
to admire, but within his own soul his aesthetic sense has 
experienced indeed an occasional jog, has sometimes awakened 
to approve, but has received no continuous and progressive 
training. 

Similarly with the matter which he has laboriously disen-
gaged from its setting; the process of disentanglement has 
been so difficult that he has had no time nor energy to con-
sider it. It is to him merely the solution of a puzzle, interesting, 
prized for that reason, but for hardly any other. 

This is a gloomy account. Why is it that from so noble a study 
boys obtain such inadequate results2 The answer see. to be 
that the average boy only begins to receive the most luable 
results of Latin study after he has passed through 

one 
dis-

tina stags in his Latin course, and unfortunately he does not 
enter on the third and most profitable stage until his school 
life is drawing to a close. He dos not begin to receive the 
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fruit of his labours until he no longer has time to receive it in 
full measure. The boy who has special linguistic gifts has a 
quite different experience, for either he does not need to 
traverse the second stage or he oases through it rapidly; 
but we are not concerned with him. The charaffieristics of 
these two earlier stages are strongly marked and easy to 
describe. 

When the average boy begins Latin he does not form a 
cone& view of what Latin is—a mode of expression quite 
independent of English,v language. He regards it as English 
in disguise. He begins, if we may analyse his state of mind 
more than he would, with the idea that a Latin word or phrase 
is "the Latin for" an English word or phrase, and he goes 
on to learn that " Rogaris et griever ent " " the Latin for
" He asked me to stay," through the medium of "He asked 
in, that I might stay." His master does not say this in so many 
words. There are statements to the contrary more or less 

oexplicit in his book. But the youthful mind ignores qualifica-
ns. He learns neat lists of Latin forms with the English 

equivalents conveniently printed beside them. This is not 
difficult, nor, if his master be inspiring, vety tiresome, for our 
average boy has a quick memory when he s young, and when 
the drudgery does begin to weigh on him his rivalry with his 

aster  the joy of achievement, and the efforts of his 
master 

into 
him. He learns to translate too, and to 

" put into Latin." A little praftice enables him to distinguish 
the subjeffi and objeft in Regina vas.. avian and he becomes 
quite quick in " doing " orally, such phrases as   "afroses," 
" top ueens." hp ii  increase later on, but his memory 
is improving and he is been  too observant to be it  in 

den 
o ,he masters the regular, and not a little irregular, 

traCc ce learns syntax in outl  does countless exercises 
on the concords and the an  forms of the complex sen-
tence, and translates from an easy reader. 

Let us estimate the benefits which he has received from this, 
the first stage of his Latin course. Hs memory has been 
strengthened, a habit of watchfulness has been formed, he 
has gained a power of concentration of a certain kind, and 
his knowledge of grammar has been deepened and clarified. 
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These are not contemptible gains, and it's well that they are 
not, for years pass before he receives any others. 

The next period is a I.g one and a troublous one. It is 
separated from the first by no clear line of demarcation, but at 
the latest a boy enters upon it when he bngins to read ordinary, 
ho

od
mpfied, Latin, and to write continuous proses. 

He tales his author. Perhaps the syntax required is not too 
End for him, so he analyses the sentencffi and finds "the 
English tor" the various words. Then his master tells him 
that what he has vvri en is nonsense. Certainly it is unlike 
ordinary English, but" it is what the Latin says." This is the 
first of many experiences by which the boy, thus late in his 
Latin course, learns that the relation of English to Latin 
vocabulary is not so simple as he had supposed. He begins to 
apply the rides of Latin syntax in continuous proses. The 
pp in ,Ives 

 : lOgeraTe  a neat column he had 
that "ens." means " they might be." Now it appears that 
it has often to be used for " they were," and equally often for 
" to be." Then when are " nava " and "esse " useat The 
ma  answer is unintelligible. So the painful process 

, and the boy spends most of the remaining years of 
Nis i cosine mystified and overwhelmed by the confliffiing 
testimony of his earlier and his later Latin experience. What 
he had thought toebe so easy has turned out to be unexpeffiedly 
difficult. Chaos sems to brood o'er the language. His Latin 
study is still profitable. He continues to receive the beneficial 
s.ffeffis of the kind described above, but since the novelty has 
now passed away, since he h less inquisitive and less comp
tive, he is likely to weary of the seemingly fruitless labour and 
to acquire a deep disgust and contempt for the subjeft. If 
he perseveres, if he succeeds in ridding himself of the !mis-
chievous views which he derived from those neat columns of 
Latin forms and English equivalents, he will enter upon the 
third stage and begin to receive the benefits which Latin 
of  can give. But already his school life is nearly over. The 
opportunity has been, in great measure, lost. 

The worst of this is that the difficulties which give him 
so much trouble during his Latin course are the creation of the 
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course. The dust which prevents him from seeing is raised 
by himself—or by his masters. Truly it is sad that the inter 
part of a boy's school life should be mainly devoted, as far as 
his Latin is concerned, to getting rid of faults which he con-
trafted at the beginning of it. Is there no remedy for thia? 
Perhaps there A. The prevalent method of teaching Latin is 
scarcely two hundred years old. English bop once learnt 
Latin thoroughly, and the method by which they learnt it ia 
now being applied in a few schools, notably in the Force 
School, Cambridge, under the name of the " direa method." 

The fundamental fault of the prevailing method is that it 
engenders in the boy, the average boy, a habit of viewing 
Latin solely in relation to English. In his most impressionable 
years he is introduced to Latin forms as the equivalents of 
English forms, and the habit of so regarding them becomes 

mftically permanent. " gingavit" becomes for him synony-
us with "he loved," and for years afterwards he has to 

make a special effort of memory to avoid writing "antanie" 
when he ought to write " amatt," " anger" or some other 
form. A similar effort is needed for the right translation of 
half the words in any English sentence, consequently it is 
not made. He is led to think that " of " is the sign of the geni-
tive, and all Otis violent, if intermittent, reasonableness rebels 
against " pedirarni prarerat," and "rim. lantern." Now every 
master knows that mere warnings will not save the boy fro
such ideas, and indeed if en English expression is to be given 
to represent "ay.." what better than "he loved" can be 
found? The only course is to keep English in the background 
especially during the early years of Latin, and to show the 
boys what Latin words mean by associating them with the 
aftions, objeas, and sentiments which they describe. But how 
can English be kept in the background? Not easily if we deal 
with such sentenctt "Regina wane= armor," "Nan
agrioola enfant dot," but if we begin with verbs whose meaning 
can be dramatically illustrated—" rodeo," "'ergo," etc., and 
each the uses of cases by aftions which can be done in the 

classroom—"fettetrarra merit," "pram arum do," etc.—then 
not only shall we need to use very little English but the boys 

S. 
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will think more highly of Latin and will realize in their vague 
way that Latin la direaly expansive when they find themselves 
readily describing in it their own familiar and interesting 
feet 

no
aaions, and surroundings. The learning of grammar 

is not negleeted—it is, of course, indispensable—but it is put 
into in proper place as the revision and systematization of 
what has already become familiar by use. The time, for 
example, to learn the funaions of person endings comes when 
the boys instinetively use " sedtt," "slaw," etc., rightly. 
Case endings are formally learnt when by imitating the 
master the boys have learnt the right we of the various forms. 
Construadons such as indirect questions are formally ex 
plained and learnt after the boys have become used to "neseio 
gaff dinar." Aanal dramatic illustration is needed 1ms and less 
as time goes OR, but the principle which underlies in use is 
stM applied, the principle namely that new forms and new rules 
should be introduced and made familiar in circumstantes 
which make their meaning plain, before they are systematically 
explained and committed to memory. Then they become to 
the boys real expressions of things and thoughts, not mere 
members of a list in a grammar. 

Experience  has proved that by the use of this method 
average boys who begin Latin at the age of twelve and devote 
one period a day to it for one year, and two periods for another 
three years, are, at the age of sixteen, able to read and write 
ordhaary Latin easily and accurately. In most of our schools 
boys of that age are still "going by the English" in their 
Latin prier. Yet the " direa method " requires less time than 
the prevailing method. It leaves boys free up to the age of 
twelve and thereafter claims a very moderate portion of the 
working hours of the day. At sttteen the boys have gained 
more from Latin than at present most boys gain from a much 
longer course, and if dunng the remainder of their school 
life they specialize in other subjeas, a few hours a week de-
voted to Latin will give them an acquaintanee with. Latin 
literature wider and more intelligent than any clever boys, 
who specialize in classics, gain to-day. It may be asked, how 
is it powible that by a change of method, with a reduction of 
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the time allowance, boys can learn more Latin in four years 
than they at present learn in dal If the question is merely 
rhetorical, the answer is, "It is being done," If information is 
sought, some considerations may be suggested which explain
the marvel. 

In the first place the shortening of the time is partly effeEkd 
by delaying the commencement of Latin until boys are about 
twelve years old. The results of this delay, assuming that their 
preparatory training is sound and sensible, are that the boys 
are more mature, they know their own language better than 
they usually do when they begin Latin, and, as they have 
prosumably then done French for one or two years, instead of 
being confused by beginning French and Latin together, 
they bring to Latin some experience of the charafter of an 
inflexional language. Secondly, the work is largely ord. The 
chief advantage of this is that it strengthens the belief that 
Latin really is a language, butt also saves time since more 
ground can be coveted by a few minutes' on than 
by half an hour's writing. Lastly all the time now spmt in 
securing the right use of perfealy familiar forms and in cor-
reding misapprehensions ,t saved by avoiding the misappre-
hensioro. 

Many objelliom are urged against the " dire& method" 
which betray an imperfeet undersnding of it. There is one, 
however, which is rarely mentione 

ta
d but is perhaps the greatest. 

The " dire& method" requires from the roaster more prepara-
tion than his work often allows him to give. For he has regu-
larly to dire& a Latin conversation which must not only be 
spontaneous, but systematic and purposive. His teat-book 
can only suggest the bare outline of a scheme. He has to intro-
duce into his remarks, or rather to make the boys introduce 
into theirs, at once praftice of what has recently become 
familiar, revision of former work, and forecasts of the 
Hemust not be desultory, and hemUSt in the conversa-
tions, be unnatural nor dull. If he applies thenot,  method success-
fully his preparatory work will be heavy, his classes will make 
Aim surprisingly weary, but his boys will learn Latin as a 
language, not as a code. 

It has not been the purpose of the writer to describe the 
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" dire& method "i that, so far as any live method can be 
described, has already been done, notably by the Head 
Master of the Ferse School. It has merely been to suggest that 
the comparative failure of the average boy to learn Latin is 
due, not to the difficulty of the language, but to the method 
by which he is taught. 

A SHROPSHIRE LAD 
ITH rue my heart is laden 
For golden friends I had, 
And many a rose-lips maiden 

And many a light-foot lad. 

By brooks too broad for leaping 
The light-foot boys are laid; 

The rote-lips girls are sleeping 
In fields where roam fade. 

A. E. Hous21214 

VERSION 

gmbaur le scraMrawa oil.,  vie ddco rervere
revirpOr 8' &SA pi Ayer freer.

elf' be surgesslow CM' 0,4aTON 'keen, vlOotter 
, teto. goeceenv S' or x4, stavasilfav 

rain dleapar robamos Fofsfyw red' Wan 
oibrov ireperrit etldt epic eaToarvour 

rain d'Arua 00,,a6uwa 
kavOsi haw. cilakor awl vsmustram. 
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EVENTS OF THE TERM 
E wish to take this, the first opportunity we have had 
in these pages, of expressing our condolences with Mr 
Mark Sykes on the death of Lady Sykes on June a. 

There is no more welcome visitor to the school than Mr Sykes, 
whose military leaurm and advice have been of the greatest 
assistance to the Ampleforth contingent of the Officers' Train-
ing Corps. The funeral took place on June 7 0 Sledmere. The 
Community, Choir and some of the top boys were present. 
Father Abbot sang the Requiem Mass and preached. 

▪ W 

THE following boys joined the school at the beginning of 
this term: R. C. Cheney, F. G. Davey, C. S. Douglas George, 
C S. Knowles, J. F. Kelly, B. and T. Melville Wright, W., R. 
and C. Prosper Liston, C. Robinson. 

•la 
THE captain of the school, G. R. Richardson, chose the follow-
ing school officials for the term: 

Secretary   A. P. Kelly 
Captains of the Games   G. S. Barton, J. O. Clarke 
Librarians of the Upper Library .   J. 0. Kelly, L. F. Lacy 
Librarimaof the Middle Library . G. A- Hayes, W. J. Rochford 
Librarian of de Lower Library . . . . . L. Pk Haynes 
Secretary of the Tennis Club   J. D. Teliener 
Cricket Committee   G. R. Richardson, A. P. 

Kelly, N. J. Chamberlain 
Captain of the Cricket Eleven . . . . . G. R. ffichardion 
Captains of the Cricket Seem 

en Sea.—G. R. Richardson, A. P. Kelly 
and See. E. J. Martin, V. G. Knowles 
god Set—C. E. Rochford, A. T. Long 
00 Seb—L. F. Pishffick, B. S. Martin 
geb Sod—S. W. RochMrd, E. W. bbffiledge 
6eb Seto—J. C. McAodle, L S. Spinet. 

▪ W W 
N. J. CHAMBERLAIN (Sixth Form), who tried last month for a 
Modern History Scholarship at Christ Church, Oxford, mine 
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Oct parime arres.rit. Chamberlain is only seventeen years of 
age, and was over a year younger than any of the other com-
petitors. 

• 6 • 

THE " Ampleforth Society Scholarship" for 5952-03 has been 
awarded to Bernard E. Burge (Sixth Form). 

▪ 6 6 

Tee Social Work Fund this term amounts so far to nearly to
pounds. We are glad to learn it is about to be proposed to put 
by a certain amount of money every year in order to form a 
fund in connexion with the work carried on by Mr Norman 
Potter in London. 

Too inspetlion of the school by the Oxford and Cambridge 
Board took place on June 26 and following days. The inspeflion 
is not, of course, compulsory and in no way conneCted with the 
Board of Education. The advantagm are, briefly, that it enables 
the Head Master to get an objeflive view of the work that is 
being done in the various departments of the school, and Bich
h War Office gives special facilities to boys entering Woolwich 

and Sandhurst from an inspefted and recognized school. The 
report will not be received before she end of the month, but 
we understand that the Head Inape&or was mpecially pluses! 
with the methods of teuhing in vogue here, which he thought 
were cakulated to train boys to think for themselves. It is not 
without interest to note that this is the conclusion at which 
Bishop Hedley in his Jubilee Address said he had arrived as the 
distinetive mark of Ampleforth education. 

• • 

Ms weather this term has justified doe pessimists who, when 
we were enjoying the June weather of April last,warned us that 
we would  pay for it in lune. There were over six inches of rain 
last month, and the cricket grounds were not dry for a single 
day. Their state towards the end when they were beginning to 
receive the seventh inch was indeed pitiable. It has often been 
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remarked how math Coleridge was in affixing co June the 
thet " leaN." But A has not been its leaves that have distin-
guished the month this year. 

.1. .1. 

Too Exhibition day was just sufficiently fine. A heavy shower 
of rain fell towards the end of Mm, and the Procession just 
escaped. It rained during "Speeches," but fortunately cleared 
up at lunch rime and was bright and fine for the rest of the day. 
" Speeches" the year were a great success. The programme 
had to be curtailed, but the loss of the Greek and French 
speeches was not widely or intensely felt. The Latin " Speech " 

'std of "Pyramus and Thisbe," by the beginners' 
Laths class, and proved the lightest and brightest item of the 
programme. The "vas mem; ssrai r" of Pyramus and Thisbe as 
they By prostrate on the stage fairly brought dam the house. 
The orchestral pieces were thoroughly well done and admirably 
chosen. But the main feature of "Speeches" was the address by 
Hh Lordship the Bishop of Newporb.which none of those who 
were privileged to be present will easily or readily forget. The 
address is printed in this issue of the Joother in which also will 
be found a fulls ccount of the Fathibition. 

Tee School Dramatic So▪ ciety surpassed itself this year in the 
produeilion of Aristophaus' " Frogs "in Sir Gilbert Murray's 
verse translation. A critique of the play by Dom Justin 
McCann appears in this issue, and we have nothing to add to it 
here. The Chorus must have surprised even itself, and the de-
lirious melodies in the great " luaus Hymn" drew from the 
audience a storm of cheering and a demand for an encore that 
could not be resisted. To Mr Eddy, who trained the Chorus, 
and Mr H. P. Allen, who concluded, all praise is due. The en-
thusiastic reception of the play makes anyremarks in these pages 
needless. The scenery, which was especially designed and 
painted by Dom Maurus Powell and Mr A. J. Jarvis, was 
appropriate and severely beautiful. Finally, we ofh to express 
our best thanks to Sir Hubert Parry, autho the " Frop " 
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music, for his loan of the score, which has not yet boon pub-
lished. 

• rk 

EARL" in the term the Head Master presented " Rugger " 
Caps to A. P. Kelly (stand-off hal), N. J. Chamberlam and 
C. B. Collison (forwards). In making the presentation the Head 
Master remarked that the " Caps' the Boys' Committee had 
decided to award were few, but he agreed with them in making 
these honours expensive, and also with their vim that Kelly, 
Chamberlain and Collison were the players of the year. Others 
had, of course, done nearly as well, and the record of the Fif-
teen M winning all their inter-school matches was admirable, 
though they could hardly expeth to maintath it in the future. 
In his opinion Rugby had come to Ampleforth to stay. It was 
only the other day that Mgr Barnes, of Cambridge, had 
congratulated him on the AN of Ampleforth having taken the 
lead among Catholic schools in taking up Rugby, a game in-
volving such an amount of robust personal contad that it could 
only be played by boys who were both sportsmen and gentle-
men. The Head Master, in conclusion, said he cook this oppor-
tunity of publicly thanking Mr Charles Wright, whose coition 
in Rugby at Ampleforth had borne such immediate and abun-
dant frui . 

▪ 4. 

AT the meeting of the Yorkshire County Rugby Union, held in 
Harrogate last month, Ampleforth was represented by Mr C. 
Wright. The Hon. Secretary of the Union, Mr R. F. Oakes, in 
the course of his speech, said "a visit to Ampleforth was an 
education in Rugby." 

• 

Weee sorry that there is at present so little boxing done in the 
school. This is largely due to the difficulty of finding a suitable 
arena. At present the Museum is used, but thh can only be a 
very to  makeshift. With the coming of the new Gym-
nasium, a is hoped that boxing, untably housed, will resume 
its place in the horarium of recreation time. 
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RACKETS, on the other hand, has flourished, as always at Ample-
forth. An interesting fart in connexion with the present Ball-

Vrae0;eft7ils'itchhatwiltherera'sledwa'7thi:'gl o 
her 

rpben' itrTu tip71: 
forth, the Ball-place at Westminster School: welch was founded 
in r56o on the ashes of the school attached to Westminster 
Abbey, is exaarly similar. 

qs K. 

Goa ICITE DAY, the one whole-day arpedition of the summer 
term and dating in its institution back to the earliest years of 
the nineteenth century, was held this yearn June 5. The day 
was fine, but it was verywet underfoo, and the al fresco lunch 
on the time-honoured lite at the foot of the Hambleton hills 
was taken  under some difficulties. A thoughtful Procurator, 
however, had provided coca-nut matting and tarpaulins,which, 
Though not a luxury in any sense, were a necessity. The usual 
rites were observed, the Caves explored, the White Horse and 
Robin Hood's Look-oar visited, and the Devil's Leap received 
Mammal tribute of admiration. 

A new years ago a number of old boys showed their desire that 
their sojourn at Ampleforth should not be forgotten, by giving 
stained-glass medallions of their patron saints and of their coats 
of arms. Latterly this desire has not received such praarical 
manifestation as formerly. The large window at the top of the

study " is now almost full, but there is ample space ehewhere 
for those who would care to erear a monument to themselves. 
This is a privilege that in the world at large few of us have the 
opportunity of exercising, but Fr Paul Nevill will be glad 
to assign any old boys among whom this craving is uppermost 
some fret of fenestration either in the " study " or in the 
cloisters. 

ffi

Or Sunday, July 8, Mr Leslie Hunter, Fellow of New College, 
delivered a karmic to the Upper School on Aristophanes. As his 
hearers had made particular acquaintance with the " Clouds " 
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and the " Frogs " in the clan-room and recently in the theatre, 
he made frequent use of these plays ro illustrate the distinarive 
features of Aristophanes' comedy. Tko learorer first showed the 
topical nature of Aristophanes' plays by weaving a plot d la 
Aristophares out of the Insurance Aar and the farrago of sub-
jears which claim the attention of the present day. He next 
considered the question of origins and traced back the history 
of the more important demerits of an old Comedy play—the 
buffoonery, the parabasis, the 46, or contest of wit, and the 
lyrics. He alluded to the strange fart that the Greeks, with 
all.their intense religious feeling, On no inconsistency in sanc-
tioning the travesties of their most sacred deities on the stage. 
He then sketched the social background of Aristophaars' plays, 
dwelling on the political aarivity of each individual Athenian 
which called for and found an organ for the expression of popu-
lar opinion in comedy. Finally, M speaking of the end which 
Arinophanes set before himself, he recoiled from thinking of 
him as the mare spokesman of a political sear. The end fol-
lowed and achieved by Aristophsars was to make men laugh. 
The fart that, though the conception of humour changes with 
each generation, the peal of Homeric laughter which Aristo-
phanes stirred up in the fifth century E.e. goes on reverberating 
through the centuries makes us look back to him as the father of 
comedy and a man for all times. At the conclusion of the paper 
the Head Master tendered the thanks of all present to Mr 
Hunter for a learure of artraoreinary interest and great 
stimulus. 

A. .1. 

Tar school staff is at present constituted as follows: 
Very Rev. J. E. Matthews, M.A. (Head Master). 

Rev. A. M. Powell. Rev. R. A. Mawson. 
Rev.  Dawson (Prefect). Rev. W. Ph Byrne, M.A. 
Rev. . P. Dolan, M.A. Rev. F. B. Dawson. 
Rev. M. D Willson, B.A. Rev. H. K. Byrne, B.A. 
Rev. A. B. Hayes. Rev. H. A Barnett. 
Rev. V. P. Nevin, MA. Rev. W. S. Lambert, B.A. 
Rev. H. D. Parzi, D.D. Rev. A. F. Primavesi. 
Rev. J. E. Parker. Rev. T. I. Barton. 
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Rev. P.5. McCann, M.A. Rev. W. I. Williams. 
Rev. W. C. She rd, B.A. R. F. P. Lythgoe. 

1. Eddy, (Rho,). 

L. Knowles, q. (Drawing). 
F.eant-Instruel Porter, Esq., M.D., M.R.C.S. (Medical Ogrer). 
rg or Grogan, late Irish Guards. 

R. Blades (Cricket Prolarrional), late Yorkshire County 
and Eleven. 

Mrs Doherty (Matron). 
Miss Till yrtirtant Matron). 

THE "FROGS" AT AMPLEFORTH 

T p.erhaps idle to speculate now on the feelings of an 
Athenian of the fifth century ge. It may be that we cannot 
again envisage that old world, or again breathe its atmos-

phere. As well perhaps hope to realize the shimmering beauty 
of the marble Acropolis while we know only the ugly reality 
of e modern city, or, under leaden clouds and a dripping sky, 
bid imagination take us into the blinding sunlight of an Attic 
day. And yet in some degree we con reach across the gulf of 
centuries and feel ourselves strangdy akin to those ancient 
Athenians. It was a people of brigkt clear intellea, and of a 
wide range of beautiful imagination. It was a people of a rnerry 
and mordant wit. The things of mind and sprit remain, 
they paw through the wreck of the material and are untouched 
by it, they survive the people that created them. The Greek 
civilization declined, decayed, degenerated, but the fruits 
of their high summer time remain. They remain and are the 
same, though strangeD housed. And that perhaps was the 
thought that was uppermost as one game away from seeing 
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enathed the " Frogs" of Aristophanes, a thought of contrast 
and yet of community, of strangeness and yet of familiarity, 
of the old that is ever new. 

It is some three thousand and three hundred years and more 
since the comedy was first athed. That is a long life enough 
for any piece of literature. It testifiesto some vivid prinoiple, 
to some quick energy of life, that cries scorn on death and 
laughs at his trappings. Will any piece of our own literature 
so outlive the centuries? The Roman poet boasted that his 
verse would be his immortal monument: 

Exegi monumentum aere perennius 
regalique situ pyramidum altius, 
qoodnpn imber edax, non aquiloimpotens 
possit &there aut innumerabilis 
annorum series et foga temporum. 

Shakespeare, with similar figure, says: 

Not marble, nor the gilded monuments 
Of princes, shall outlive this powerful rhyme. 

This immortality that the poets boast, Aristophanes would 
seem to have achieved. He has done the thing, to all seeming. 

Now the play that one saw was Aristophan., but it was 
Aristophanes with a difference. It was not the play that any 
Athenian citizen saw at the Lenaean festival in the year 
eoe 5.c. First and thief of changes, it was not in Greek but in 
English. Translation is a hard fate for any poet. There are 
some that say that true poetry cannot be manslated. You may 
turn the words, you may ircutate the metre, you may render 
the awe, but you have severed that close union of thought 
and expression, that to alliance of the poet's own making, 
that is indeed a large part of his craft and is bound up with his 
inspiration. That is an opinion that is difficult Co remen and 
we do not rejea it. But we may nevertheless appreciate 
translation, and especially when it is such that it seems to 
rend. much of the spirit and force of the original, to write, 
if we may so express it, as the poet himself in the different 
medium would have written. Perhaps Prof. Gilbert Murray's 
translation does this in some mt.-anon. It certainly mak

bi 
es 

The " Frogs" at Ampleforth 
Aristophanes speak sgood and interewing English. In some of 
the thoric songs it s real poetry, and we are sure that we arc 
not losing aught of the beauty and charm of the original, but 
rather learning to appreciate it more. For in Prof. Murray 
we have one who, more than any other, can make the Greek 
spirit live again for ., an interpreter to our modern time of 
the ancient genius. 

For this reason that the translation is most conspicuously 
succ.sful in the rendering of egads  ode, it was perhaps
pity that in these it could not be used, but in its place a rather - 
lame and halting version, composed to suit them usic. Yet we 
had our compensation. For here—another point where we 
had a changed Aristophan.—there came in the clever, nay 
brilliant, orch.tral accompaniment of Sir Hubert Parry. 
It would need more mussal knowledge than the present 

can 
pi... to speak with discrimination of this musk. 

We can only testify to the pleasure that it gave to the mere 
layman. It aeemed to us eminently successful renderini 
both the humour and the beauty of the play. The " Frogs ' 
chorus was clever and inter.ting. The "Tacchus" chorus had 
a beauty of haunting melody that seemed to harmonize well 
with the spirit of the poetry:  There was, throughout the 
music, a large quantity of all  to modern music and many 
very apt quotations. To the purist in Greek comedy this 
might seem to be taking rather too much liberty. It is a far 
enough cry from the simple almost childishly simple, musical 
accompaniment that the pla'y had at Athens, to the elaborate 
music of the modern presentment. But such a change seems 
necessary if the play is to theft the modern mind with some-
thing of the same appeal that it made to the Athenians. This 
moth seems certainly true: but we may yet quarrel with the 
further development and dislike what seems too great an 
intrusion of the modern. Perhaps the imposer has been in 
this rather too independent of the poet, rather d.irous to 
write a something which would make its own appeal and that 
apart from the Flay. But this we onH advance with trepida-
tion and tentatively. The fart remains tlmt the music gave 
much delight, and cerminly did not dismaCt us but helped us 
rather to appreciate Ariatophanes. 
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As to the play itself, the " Frogs " is a comedy that is 

difficult to clawify. It is a mixture of such various elements. 
Mingled with broad humour and farce there is the exquisite 
bonny of true poetry in song and thoric ode, and then there 
is that humorous yet fundamentally serious essay in literary 
criticism with which it ends. In part it reminds us of nothing
so tench as of Shakespeare's "Midsummer Night's Dream." 
But then there is the contest of the poets which comes upon 
us suddenl ̀ Iike some exeracence on the play. Some critics, 
indeed, sayhat it has but an accidental and forced connexion 
with the plot. Aristophanes they say had by him, put away 
we are to suppose in his eJeriiIire, this pi«e of literary criti-
cism, ez,esting his views on the contemporary poetry. He 
had it ready, and then with the death of Sophod« and 
Euripides the moment seemed opportune for its produthion, 
and produced it was, with the farcical inwoduthion and 
accompaniments that would gild the pill and make the play a 
success. Well that type of criticism is sufficiently familiar to 
in now, and we are not so easily deceived by its plausibility 
into forgetting the fad that it is entirely without evidence. 
But it is really gratuitous and unnecessary. We can do better 
by just taking the May as it stands and 

we
aside mere 

conjthur«. Taking it then as it has come to us we must admit 
that it has poly a loose atruthure. These is no very elaborate 
plot, or it is a plot of the native of that of the "Pickwick 
Papers," Wah an Athenian gentleman, Dionysos by name, as Mr 
Pickwick. Like the latter personage he finds himself in situa-
tions both serio. and solemn, and in them he conduths 
himself with ridiculous individuality. Hers too, not a little 
like another great hero of Salon, Don Quixote, though he 
idly lacks his courage. He is out on a mighty quest, no less 

task than to bring back to Athens from Hades, a poet just 
dead, the idol of the Athenians of whom he is the type. 
For this end he borrows the garb of Heracles and puts on the 
lion skin over his effeminate saffron. So arrayed he sets forth 
and has, as was to be expethed, many strange adventures 
on that unusual road. At last he reaches the palace of Pluto, 
and there he finds it convenient to be the god Dionysus, his 
namesake. This is his third role and he sustains it as ludi-
crously as he did that of Hamden.
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It is obvious that such a varied oersonage would task any 

ethos severely. We have seen the " Frogs" athed several times 
and the interpretation each time has differed in some respeth, 
and differed m a way that we should be ready to expeth. At 
Radley School, Dionysus was pre-eminently the foppish 
Athenian with drawl and languid Mr, very ridiculous but not 
at all conscious of his absurdity. At Ampleforth, some years 
ago, Dionysus (Dedan Power), expressed in the charather 
an element of buffoonery. It was not so much that he ailed 
the conscious clown, as that voi and gait, and gystures 
were on the large Falstaffian scale.ce  This year's Dionysus 
(Edward Williams) was more like the Dionysus of Radley. 
He was effeminate and affethed. He often spoke with an ex-
cellent drawl. Y« one felt that he was not quite ludicrous 
enough. He 

ituation, 
not 

was perhaps too self-possessed, too much master 
of himself and the s enough the unconsciously 
absurd. But as has been seen the part le an extremely difficidt 
one and it is not strange if an afthor should fail to render 
some side of so varied a personality. Xanthias , on the other 
hand, had an easier task; it is easier to play the downright 
pos ve fool, than the butt, the foil, the negative. But we 
do not an that it is no merit to set such a part well. J. D. 
Telfener's Xanthias was cerminly the best wn have seen. He 
was by common consent the success of the play. Particularly 
did he excel as Heracles-Xanthias. If we must criticize, it 
would be perhaps to say that though his fooling was admirable 
and he threw himself with great zest 1000 his part, he seemed 
a little to lack r«ourcefulness and invention. And a further 
point—Aristophmes woo/d, we think, have been disturbed 
at the prominence that Xanthias and the corpse made for 
themselv« in the poet's scene. Of the other charaders Aeacus 
Q. G. McDonald) was particularly good when talking to 
Xanthias, as slave with slave. The landlady (It. J. Power) 
and her servant (Hon. R. H. Barnwell) gave a very realistic 
presentment of hysterical indignation. But, undoubtedly, the 
poets had one of the hardest tasks of the play. The Athenian 
audience would of course be more deeply interested in the 
quarrel than we can hope to be. It is the same with many 
all.ions to Athenian polities and persons that come  during 
the play. They are lost on the majority of a modern audience. 
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Yet we should find a deep interat M the confikt between the 
great rivals, benveen the austere and dignified Aeschylus, 
poet of all the aneon t sanEtities, stern defender of the tra-
ditional beliefs, and Euripides, the modern, with his rational-
ism and his questioning of all things. F. W. Long made a 
very good Aeschylus. He was certainly dignified and majestic. 
L. T. Williams was Euripides and did his part well. But we 
seemed to lose the contrast of claraders and temperaments. 
It did not emerge nt. dtinely from the afting. Both were fierce, 
both were veheme . We might not know at once, did we not 
know the parts, which was Auchylus and which Euripida. 
At Radley we seemed te  remember that Euripides was reps, 
seated as something of he anthem, with rings and well oiled 
ringlets, and a slow his  speech. But perhaps Aristophanes 
would not—for all his opinion of Euripides—go so far 

cc
 this. 

Still it was successful in giving the sense of 
co

in dis-
tinguishing well the temperament of the men. Aristophanu 
regarded Euripides as much to blame for the degenerate 
Athenian of his day. Dionysus was really standing in judgement 
over his " spiritual father." Better then, perhaps, had Euri-
pides be. something like his handiwork, with a touch or two 
of the fin de Jidda charafter about him. We should not forget 
to mention He the  (E. .1. Martin) who achieved a glorious 

Frogs.h," and the excelleat donkey, and the very plausible 
g Commentators say, indeed, that the Frogs did not 

appear to the audience, but it was certainly an advantage and 
a delight to have them before our eyes while their melodious 
Brekekeker koaa dead sounded in our ears. 

It was indeed in the choric songs that one seemed to feel 
most the genius of Aristophanes. His comedy, along with 
broad humour and fake, contained much beautiful poetry. 
In these odes we had certainly some of the beauty and the 
charm of that poetry. It was here upecially that time seemed 
to be of no account, that we felt no bar benveen us and the 
Athens of old, that we could enjoy fully and perfeCtly. And 
this is saying only what is just to the orchestra (conduCted by 
Mr H. P. Allen), and to the chorus (trained by Mr Eddy). 
They fulfilled 

ow 
arduous work with great accuracy and great 

success. 
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At the end—as we left after r short sojourn in Athens to 

come back to modern fart—wetook with os., we thought, 
apart from the sense of pleasure and delight, some apprecia-
tion of the wit and humour and beauty that was Greece. 

P. J. McC. 
The following was the cast: 

CHARACTERS 
Dionyrna E. W. WILLIAMS. 
Xantbias   J. D. TELMER. 
Aarobylus   F. W. Le.. 
Ea ipidss L. T. Wrmtkads. 
Herades E. J. MARTIN. 
Pl.. . a P. MACDONALD. 
Charon . E. A. MARIN. 
a. Dacus I G  MACDONALD. 
4 Corpse   G. L. BEECH. 
Maid to Perrephona   C. R. &talon. 
A Landlady . R. J. POWER. 
Plathane, Servant to Landlady Hoe. R. BANNEINALL. 

Hierophant(Coryphaan) V. G. Know.. 

4 Donkey   f L. F. LAC, 
C, B. CokrAtoki. 

Ditylas   G. F. FARREL, 
Srehlyar   R. J Rauruason. 
Pandora W  J ROCRPORP. 

C E. FnsLIN 
S. FORTESCUE Mosses. 

Frogs  Vow., ENC 
J W. BISCOOD. 

... 

B. A. MARTIN. 
V. G. CRAYON 

Chorus of the Initiated.—C. E. Lees , T. V. Welsh, G. H. 
Newsham, N. F. Fishwick, A. C Gibbon, A. M. Pollack, C. J. 
Lancaster, S. A. Lancaster, L. S. Lancaster, J. C. Manson, H. 
Walmesley Greenwood, H. A. MacMahon, L. D. Untworth, 
C. S. Unsworth, R. H. MeArdle, L. G. Lythgoe, L. S. Spiller, 
G. F. Cueldon, D. T. Long, Hon. M. S. Scott. 
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SPEECH DAY 

THE annual Speech Day this year was held on June 5, 
when the golden jubilee of the opening of the east wing 
of the school buildings was also commemorated. A large 

number of guests, parents of boys in the school, and " old boys," 
accepted the Abbot's invitation to be Fem., and also the fol-
lowing prelates: His Eminence Cardinal Bourne, Right Rev. Dr 
Healey, Bishop of Newport, Right Rev. Abbot Gasquet, Presi-
dent of the English Congregation of the Benedidime Order, 
Right Rev. Cuthbert Butler, Abbot of Downside, Right Rev. 
Prior Cummins, 0.S.B., Mgr Barnes and Mgr Jackman. 

RECEPTION ON Toe CHEMISES, 

On the evening of June St the Cardinal Archbishop motored 
to Ampleforth from York with Father Abbot and Mgr Jack-

.man. The approach of the or was announced by semaphore 
bythq signalling corps of the school contingent of the Officer,' 
Training Corps. A detachment of the conungent received H. 
Eminence as guard of honour at the main entran“.•The Com-
munity and Choir awaited the Cardinal in the cloister. The 
guests, who had already arrived, and the school were in the 
church. Having vested in cappa magma, the Cardinal was 
solemnly conducted to the church, while the Choir sang Witt's 
setting of the " Ecce Sacerclos Magnus." After the granting of 
the Indulgence, an address of welcome was read to His Emi-
nence by Father Abbot. Cardinal Bourne, in his rejny from the 
Throne, alluded to the historical tie that bound the monks of 
Ampleforth as the lineal descendants of the monks of Westmin-
ster Abbey to Westminster Cathedral, and said he relied on the 
prayers of the Community and the school to help bim in carry-
mg out the duties of his difficult office. 

In the evening the school theatre, capable of seating Soso per-
was almost filled for the performance of the " Frogs." A 

criticism of the play appears ehewhere in thew pages. 

Tin MASS 
At g a.m. on Wednesday, June so, the Abbot sang Pontifical 

High Mass. Cardinal Bourne assisted in cappa magma at the 
Throne. The Choir sang the Mass of St Cecilia by Kahn. After 
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Mass there was a procession of the Blessed Sacrament and Bene-
diffion on the lawn in front of the new monastery. In the pro-
cession, which was quite four hundred yards in length, the 
Blessed Sacrament was carried by Father Abbot and a detach-
ment of the Of  Training Corps attended as a guard of 
honour and an escort. The canopy bearers were Lord Trimles-
town, Mr G. H. McDermott, Mr J. Raby and Mr O. S. Wil-
lianas. 

" SPEECHES
After High Mass" Speeches" and the distribution of prizes 

took place in the theatre. The following was the programme t 
1.—Ovormw "Poet sod Peasant " diappi 
II.—Esormi Semen "Becket" Ten,. 

Act Scene 5. 
Enka . . . . . . . . . LECHEIM WILLIAM 
Herbert . . . . . . RALPH Pow. 

SONE "Daybreak" Eaten Felting 
A wind came up out of the sea, 
And said, "O mists, make room forme." 

It hailed the Mips, and cried," Sail on, 
, mariners, the night is gone." 

And hurried landward far away, 
Crying, " is the day." 

It said unto the fore," Shout! 
Hang all your leafy banners out!" 
It touched the wood-bird, folded wing, 
And said, "0 bird, awake and sing." 
And o'er the farms, "O chanticleer, 
Your clarion blow, the days near." 
It whispered to the field, of mm, 
"Bow down, and hail the coming morn." 

Istr, dO' breZahrZsai'mte=' 
It crossed the churchyard with a sigh, 
And said, "Not yeti in quiet 
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The Ampleforth Journal 
Sveffin—A Beginner,' Latin Class 

"The Story of Pyramus and Thisbe" 
FIRST Pon, Bors 

V.—Oez TO Azste Maras—The Right Rev. J. C. Harm, O.S.B. 
(Edited and Scored by R. W. Oammorrett, Reg) 

W. Tones MARS. . . . . . . . . . Suppi 

The traditional Latin, Greek and French speeches this year 
gave place to a demonstration of the Dire& Method of Teach-
ing Latin as advocated by Dr Rouse, of the Ferse School, Cam-
bridge. The story of Pyramus and Thisbe was of ed by boys 
who had done only eight months Latin, and was a remarkable 
illustration of what can be attained by this method. It proved 

WillilTin:cre 11!:h.:'.1et '07 fro'  'ptt y
 the 

EZ1121;?:: cnhd !Poke 
with real power and pathos. 111'. J. Power, who had much less 
scope, was also good. The Choir sang well, but the play of  the 
previous night and the singing at High Mass and during the 
procession had told on the trebles  sad altos, who at time 
a little laboured. The Orchestra, under Me H. P. Allen, was 
perfeftion. 

THE HEAD Mkreffit's SPEECH 

After the prftentation of the Ampleforth Society Scholarship 
to B. E. Burge, the Head Master (Dom Edmund Matthews, 
0.S.B., M.A.) spoke. He said that the health of the school 
during the year had been quite mtisfaftory, and that there had 
been no occasion to make use of the Isolation Infirmary. Re-
ferring to the public examination, he said that the Higher Cer-
tificate Examination was as good a test as existed of the efficien-
cy of a school, and that the school last year had mote than held 
its own. He referred to the faft that parens were more and 
more recognizing the absolute necessity of a t university educe-
tion, and the result was that every year more boys from Ample-
forth were sent up to the Universities—a fa& which must make 
a great difference not only to their own careers, but to the 
Catholic body as e a whole. The school would shortly be in-
peOed for second

e 
Lear  d time examinersverro.of from owm 1:1,0:1zdt atrit‘de

report would be even more satisfa)fttory than it was five years 
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ago. The inspeftion was valuable as a stimulus, but also inas-
much as boys who were going to Woolwich and Sandhurst de-
rived special benefits from it. In the games a change had been 
made m the adoption of Rugby football in the place of Asso-
ciation, and the first XV had had the remarkable record of win-
ning in their first year all their inter-school matches. 

THE BISHOP Or NEWPORT AND " AIM OF CATHOLIC 
Emmert. " 

The Bishop of Newport then delivered an address, of which 
the following is the substance. The address itself is printed as 
the first article in the present i e of the Jon n. He said that 
in addressing them that day onssuthe fiftieth anniversary of the 
opening of the main buildings of the school he did not intend 
to enter into any comparative estimate of the merits of the 
Catholic schools of the country. These schools were a striking 
illustration of the seriousness and tenacity with which Cath-
olics had clung to their faith. But they differed from one 
another in history, in charafter, in resources and in their indi-
vidual appeal to the Catholic community. What he had to deal 
with was Ampleforth. Half a century was a long time in human 

ilife. In the present school it was not mpossible that there were 
the grandchildren of those who were boys then. In the mean-
time hundreds of boys had passed from that school out into the 
work of life. Comparing the state of education in the country 
now with what it was fifty years ago, it was difficult to say 
whether the general level had risen or not. Education was a 
many-sided process. To form the whole man—which was what 
education aimed at—you. had to form mind, his will, his 
heart, his imagmafion, his taste, his sensitive nature, and his 
organs and limbs. Everyone knew that one or more of thee co-
ordinate formative processes had at various dates been oveo 
done, on the one hand, or neglefted on the other. The first and 
SPOSt powerful of educational forces was what P. called by the 
old-fashioned name of Piety. The word was familiar to the 
world long before the New Testament; for example, it re-
curred incessantly in the pages of Cicero. The early Greek edu-
cation turned the thoughts of the young to the gods, who were 
really the heroes. As philosophic thought developed in Greece, 
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heroes and gods were discredited, and the Piety of the young 
was direfted to the idea of the State. The Janie& idea of Piety 
was realized by Christians in the recognition of God as our 
Father and Friend, as presented and enforced in the Holy 
Scriptures and the Catholic Church. It was not only that Chris-
tian Piety was the measure and standard of morality and of 
the " pm-feet man "; a gent and chief part of what man is was 
his religious faculty. Hence religious education, or Piety, so far 
trona destroying the balance, or from producing a one-sided 
man, was absolutely needed if the true balance was to be mftn-
tained. It could only be those who disbelieved in religion, in 
faith, and in God, who would banish Piety from education. It 
was the beat stimulus for human nature, it made all the family 
ties live and grow, it caused the receptive powers to expand and 
mature, and produced the transforming effe& which was cha-
raGleristic of all true education. It was not probable that the 
level of Piety had risen in that school during the past fifty years, 
simply because Catholic education had always been and was re-
ligious and pious. When they thought of their school buildings, 
as they did that day, with fifty years of history written on their 
stones, and recalled the generations of young hearts that had 
passed through them, they might be grateful to God and proud 
that there had never been a time—never been a day—in which 
those buildings had not been hallowed by prayer, by einorta-
floe to divine ideals, and by the praelice of a Piety which had 

form
heart. Piety, though essential and an all-pervading influence, 
was not everything in education. There was what he would call 
Honesty—Handas. It was the quality in a man's charafter of 
reelitude, uprightness, loftiness, nobility and beauty. A man 
wft " educated " when he knew a fair amount, when his prin-
ciples and views were lofty and noble, when his ends and mo-
lly. were intelleaual rather than sensual, when hk behaviour 
showed refinement, and when his hands and his limbs were to 
some extent trained. In classical Greece the theory was that 
the free citizens should form a kind of aristocracy of mind and 
culture who managed the commonwealth, made the laws, fur-
nished the magistrates, and provided the leaders of the army 
and navy. If this was impossible now, yet in a school like theks 
they had the avoidance of premature specialization, the pursuit 

Speech Day 
of mental and moral training of a wide and fundamental cha-
rafter, and six or seven years of calm and peaceful residence. 
The Greeks insisted on the influence of art, music, andpoetry. 
High education was impossible without refinement. He knew 
that at Ampleforth there had always been a competent training 
in art. As for music, he looked to he full refining effeet in the 
Church. To literature and poetry there was a faithful and tra-
ditional fidelity. Athletics were to them what they were to the 
best minds of Greece—a means of making a strong and healthy 
body. He believed that at Ampleforth, besides having good and 
skilful masters, a boy was taught that most essential element in 
edufttion—to educate himself. Unless a boy brought his mind 
to bear on his own education and learned to refieft, to aim, and 
to avoid, he might be crammed, but he would never be edu-
cated. He thought that the development of this power was a 
marked feature in Ampleforth education. 

THE CARDINAL AND AMPLEFORTIE 
Cardinal Bourne, who was enthusiastically received, said it 

was only fitting that he should express what was in the minds of 
all—namely, sentiments of hearty congratulation to Ample-
forth on the occasion of the jubilee of their school, and at the 
same time that he should assure the Bishop of Newport of their 
deep appreciation of his stirring words. Judging by the impres-
sion of the Bishop's words upon those who, though not pnvi-
leged to be sons of Ampleforth, were yet deeply interested he
education in every form, he could gains ome idea of the interftt 
which the address must have had for nose who were coonet:led 
with the school, who would derive from it courage and inspira-
tion to e 

een
mulate in the future the work which had been done in 

the pt, eand if possible to surpass it. It was manifest from vvhat 
they had all s and heard that day and on the previous even-
ing, that a great, noble, and successful work was being carried 
on in the school, and he was sure that the persons who were 
most concerned—namely, the parents of the boys—would go 
away with a full sense of satisfatlion that in making choke of 
Ampleforth as the place of their sons' education, they had in-
deed chosen mil. Though His Eminence was personally called 
upon in his present pnition dealwith elementary education, 
yet none moldfeel more keenly than he that it was to the 
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Catholic secondary schools in the country that they mot look 
to find those who in the future were to be leaders of Catholic 
public life, destined to organize and raise the Catholic body in-
to a force powerful for the good of the Church and the nation at 
lame. They must never forgo that Almighty God, in making 
them members of His Church, had also given them gifts which, 
Though primarily intended for their own salvation, were abo to 
be used fot the progress of the Church and for the good of their 
fellow countrymen. He congratulated the Abbot and commu 
nity of Ampleforth on them success in turning out Catholic 
men fitted for that misson, and he trusted that those who were 
now boys in the schools would one day assemble there again to 
celebrate not the jubilee, but the hundredth anniversary of the 
"New " school, and rho the school's progress would continue 

coo  years. 
After" God save the King " the proceedings terminated. 
The following are the names of the prizewinners: 

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION 
Set I   Hugh F. Marron. 
So II   John R. Temple. 
Set III   Anthony E. Rankin. 
Set IV   Noel J. Smith. 
Set V   Leo A. Unsworth. 
Set VI   Henry W. Greenwood. 

Nc 
 n'I 

H 
Looph U . Kelly 

  I Hebert 
Edward Leach. 

So I 

Set II 
Set III  
Set IV   Wilfrid F. Smith. 
So V   Thomas V. Welsh. 
Set VI   Robert G. McArdle. 
Set VI (Writing) Hon. Michael S. Scott. 
So VI (Drawing) James Paton Douglas. 

Moots 
SO I (Englieb) . . Noel J. Chamberlain. 
Set II   Hugh F. Marron. 
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Set III   Vincent G. Knowles. 
Set IV (Ramon) . .   Godfrey A. Hayes. 
Set V (Cork) . . .   Harold J. Martin. 
Set VI   Francis S. Croon 
So VII . . . . .   Vidior J. Cravos. 

GEOGRAPHY 
Set I   Gerald E. Farrell. 
Set II   Anthony E. Rankin. 
So III   Frederic L. Le Fevre. 
Set IV   John B. Allamon. 
Set V   Vidor J. Cravos. 

Lour 
Set I   Augustine P. Kelly. 
Set II   John R. Temple. 
Set III   John B. Caldwell. 
Set IV   Gerald E. Farrell. 
Set V   Godfrey A. Hayes. 
So VI   Joseph L. Fishwick. 
Set VII   Not winded. 
Set VIII   Cyril J. Ffield. 
Set IX   Patrick. Wallace. 
Set X   Vitlor JJ Cravos. 
Set XI   Robert G. McArdle. 

Goo 
So I   Augustine P. Kelly. 
Set II   Hugh F. Marron. 
Set III   Leo L. Lacy. 
Set IV   Not awarded. 
Set V   Martin J. Ainscough. 
So VI   Clement J. Rochford.! 
Set VII   Leo A. Unsworth. IA al 
Set VIII   Lawrence B. Lancaster. 

Famov 
Set I   Gaston A. Limner. 
Set II . . John B. Caldwell. 
Set III   lief awarded. 
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Set IV   Godfrey A. Hayes. 
Sex V   Thomas V. Welsh. 
Set VI   Anthony B. Gibbons, 
Set VII   Cyril J. Ffield. 
Set VIII   John W. Bisgood. 
Set IX   Robert G. Medrdle. 

GERMAN 
Set I 

on
R. Temple. 

Set II   Hon. R. H. Barnewall. 
MATHEMATICS 

Set I   Francis W. Long. 
Set II  f (a) Joseph 0. Kelly. 

i (5) Vincent G. Knowles. 
Set III   Edward V. Williams. 
Set IV   Denis T. Long. 
Set V   Wilfrid A. Martin. 
Set VI   Louis G. Lythgoe. 
Set VII   Norman E. Fishwick. 
Set VIII   Harold). Martin. 
Set IX   Francis S. Cravos. 
Set X   Viscount Encombe. 
Set XI   Henry W. Greenwood. 

SCIENCE 
Set I (Mechanics) . . Francis W. Long. 
Set II (Physic° . . . Joseph 0. Kelly. 
Set III (Gbansiory) . . Denis T. Long. 
Set IV (Chemistry) . . Martin J. Ainscough. 
Set V (Chemistry) f() Frederic L. Le nvre. 

(b) Cyril S. Cravos. 
Set VI (Practical Macke.-

Mh° • • . Cyril J. Ffield. 
Set VII (Nature Stay) . (elm G. Heslop. 

Music Palms 
Piano   Bernard B. Burge. 
Violin   Vincent G. Knowles. 
Theory (Tumor Prime) James E. Marsh. 
I6 provement . . . Herbert J. Emery. 

Speech Day 
PAINTING AND DRAWING PRIEM 

Painting . . . . John R. Temple. 
Drawing   Oswald S. Barton. 
Drawing (Mechanical)   Basil J. Smith. 
Drawing (Improvement)   Hon. R. H. Barnewall. 
Prize for the best copy of the 

year . . . . Not awarded. 

EXTRA PRISM 
Classical Prize . • . John D. Telfener. 

(Presented by John McElligott, Esq.) 
" Milburn " Prize for the 

Upper School (Mathe-
matics) . . . Francis W. Long. 

" Fishwick " Prize for the 
II and I Forms (Lards 
Grammar) . . . Cyril J. Ffield. 

English Essay for the VI, V, 
and IV Forms . . Joseph 0. Kelly. 

(Presented by John Raby, Esq.) 
Latin and Composition for 

the Higher and Lower 
III Forms . . . . Godfrey A. Hayes. 

(Presented by John Nevill, Esq.) 

Tee Leeesseee 
Luncheon was served he the school hall. About font hundred 

persons sat clown. Father Abbot, who presided, in giving the 
toast of " the Pope and the King," dwelt with emphasis upon 
the loyalty of the Catholics both to their spiritual father and 
temporal ruler. 

ABBOT Gteteso 
ABBOT GAMATT then proposed the "Cardinal,' saying 

that he did so with peculiar pleasure because, although he 
was in Rome when His Eminence received the hat, he was 
prevented from attending the ceremony, and this was the first 

on he had had of expressing not only in his own name but 
in the name of all English Benedictines, sincere congratulations 
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to the Lord Cardinal and the hope that His Eminence might 
have every gram and blessing, and a long life in which to labour 
for the advance of the Church in England. If there was ever a 
nee e when the Church in England stood in need of a firm and 
wise ruler, it was the present day. If they looked around upon 
the seething discontent which existed among the population 
and upon the efforts which so any people were making to sap 
the foundations of true religion, true morality and true patriot-
ism, by endeavouring to destroy religious educati it would 
be manifest that there was need of a leader with a deon, termined 
policy, supported by every Catholic in the land. Speaking of 
his own Order and Congregation, the Abbot could assure His 
Eminence that he had the support of every Benediffiine, as of 
every other Catholic, in his policy of "no surrender" in the 

quffition of religious education. The work done in fficondary 
schools was no less important than that done in the elementary, 
and he rejoiced that the English Benediffithes had taken their 
full share in the provision of Catholic "Schooh wherein an 
education could be given capable of producing men and gentle-

and that thereby theyhad helped to remove all excuse for 
sending Catholic boys to Protestant schools, which wholly 
lacked the religious influences necessary for the boys' spiritual 
welfare and development. An instance of the progressive spirit 
of the Benedictine schools by in the fart that when it was 
proved to be necessary for the Catholics of England to take 
advantage of the higher education of the Universities, the 
Benediflines were among the first to realize the existence of the 
necessity in the case of the clergy, and to take steps, even ate on-
siderable pecuniary sacrifice, to establish housesloy Ampleforth 
at Oxford and by Downside at Cambridge. These (concluded 
the Abbot) were folio which the Cardinal would assuredly 
forgive him for mentioning, for they were closely conneffied 
with objefts and ideals which by very near to the heart of His 
Eminence. 

CARDINAL BOURNE ON THE M/SSION Or CATHOLIC LAYMEN 
The CARDINAL ARCHBISHOP replied that he was most grateful 

for all that Abbot Gffiquet had said, and especially for the 
assurance that, in all the work in which he (the Cardinal) was 
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engaged, and particularly in the most anxious task of safe-
guarding religious education in England, he could rely upon the 

assistance and loyal devotion of the English Bone-
Zre tCongregation. He had, indffid, seen in his MA experi-
ence of the Benedithnes, whether in the secondary schools or in 
the more hidden and humble work of tending the elementary 
schools of the missions, how completely their hearts and 
energies e devoted to that great cause. It was to hima 
special occasion of joy to share in the festivities of an Ample-
forth jubilee, for anything that recaled the progress which had 
been accomplished during the last fifty years, gave him en-
couragement and hope for the future. He was particularly 
grateful that within the short space of less than MY months, 
since he had returned from Rome honoured with a special mark 
of confidence from the Holy Father, he had been privileged to 
take part in two great Benedictine celebrations. Hardly a month 
ago, at the invitation of the Abbot of Downside, he had had the 
great consolation of solemnly blessing the new school buildings 
there, and now he had the pleasure of seeing how, since his last 
visit to Ampleforth some ten years ago, new buildings had been 
erefited at that school also, and of anticipating how the energies 
and devotedness of the sons of Ampleforth would, before many 
generations were gone by, render even the present generous 
accommodation inadequate. He➢hoped that, as in the past so in 
the future, the necessary money would be found without 
difficulty for the extension of the school buildings. Referring to 
Abbot Gasquffi's remarks on the anxieties of the present day, 
His Eminence said that he considered it a mistake to regard the 
powerful forces which were working for socialism and secular-

s arily and essentially hostile to the Church. He 
took it that the Catholic Church in virtue of her principles as 

that 
aiming with all her power and atrength to build up a population 
that should be as contented as possible upon this earth, and 
should be happy hereafter. The Socialists, too, whose sense of 
what was right and just and honest had been evoked by many of 
the conditions prevailing in our midst, though they did not 
think of the worldso come. had nevertheless to some extent the 
same objeffi as the Church in so far as they were labouring to 
secure contentment in the present life. Catholics, therefore, 
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who possessed the knowledge of revelation, and who knew that 
contentntent in this life war indeed part of God's plan, ought 
not to regard those who were opposed to them in so many other 
ways as necessarily their enemies. hwas the mission of Catholics, 
and especially of those Catholics who possessed the great gift of 
a liberal education, and who had enjoyed soch opportunitia as 
did the boys of Ampleforth, to do their best patiently, perse-
veringly, and without spirit of antagonism, to show that their 
principles were not contrary to those which their supposed 
opponents had most at heart. Catholics must try their utmost 
to come into contaa with those of the other eamp, and to show 
them that the Church, too, laboured for the well-being of the 
people; for in that way he believed it was possible to win over 
many of those who now seemed most bitterly hostile. His meet 
earnest desire was to see among those who issued from Catholic 
colleges, men who would be leaden of the people, especially io 
SIUSSWODS of economic and social reform. His Eminence 
Instanced the case of the Catholics of Belgium at the present 
day, and said that the magnificent vie/my which had been 
recently won in that country was due to the young educated 
men of Belgium, and particularly those who had enjoyed 
advantages such as those provided in 

enjoyed 
ad  University of Louva , 
who had stepped forward to be leaders of the Belgian people 
in economical and social questions. He would put a similar 
ideal before the boys of Ampleforth, and urge them, by diligent 
use of their present opportunities in the school, to Be them-
selves, when occasion arose, to become Catholic leaden in the 
social matters which were perplexing England to-day. 

" ASIPLEFORTN Cos.uca" 
Mr JOHN MCDONALD, in giving the toast of "Ampleforth," 

paid an emphatic tribute to the work that was being done for 
English Catholics by those Catholic schools that devoted them-
selves to the higher education of Catholic boys. He could make 
no comparison between school and school on such a day as the 

ET:,Z.dhXePoj="orZmidpreeggraoratL•himanchosrhOtorweans 
the po. sition that it occupied alphabetically. The English Bene-
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diaines had proved themselves masters in all that pertained to 
educational efficiency, and in turning out from their 

pertained

men well fitted to give the lead to their countrymen and their 
co-religionists in the many perplexing questions of the day. 
The advance made in recent years by Ampleforth had been 
brought home in a peculiarly personal way to himself by the 
perception that his three boys we. beginning to regard him as 
a back number in a state of—well, fair preservation. He sub-
mitted the toast of Ampleforth, and associated with it the name 
of Ampleforth's most diatinguisked son—his lordship the 
Bishop of Newport. 

Barn. Hamar, in replying to the toast, said that the task of 
responding was specially gratifying to hint, because he wished 
to Identify himself entirely with Ampleforth. It was fihy years 
since he had ceased to reside at Ampleforth, and, of coune, 
longer since he had been a boy in the school, but it was impos-
sible to shake off the influence of Ampleforth, which had en-
tered into his bones and fibre and permeated his most inward 
nature. As an exile to his home, so he had returned to Ample-
forth year by year during the last half century, and always with 
the keenest Interest in the life and welfare of both masters and 
boys. Proceeding, his lordship said he wished to take thia oppor-
tunity in the presence of so many friends of Ampleforth of 
thanking all whose genermity in the past had enabled the coolsch
to hold the position a does to-day. For every school must, oa 
large extent, depend ou its friends. The Catholic schools in 
England were in need of scholarships such as were possessed in 
large numbers by the public schools, and the friends of Ample-
forth who founded scholarships for the school would be among 
its greatest be Ron.

The Right  Pawn CUMMINS, 0.S.B., in proposing the 
" Guests," made special mention of the presence among them 
that day of His Eminence Cardinal Bourne, Abbot Gasquet, 
and the Right Rev. the Abbot of Downside, whom he wished to 
congratulate in the name of Ampleforth on the recent opening 
of the new buildings at Down de He had great pleasure in 
mupling with the toast the name of Sir David Hunter Blair. '

Rev. Sot DAVID OSWALD Hymen BLAIR returned thanks in 
an extremely felicitous speech. 

Br 
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Omens' TRAINING Coxes 

After luncheon the Officers' Training Corps was inspedecl 
by Cardinal Bourne, who also received the salute. After ad-
dressing a few words to the boys on the necessity of patriotism 
and of bearing their share in the defence of their country, His 
Eminence left by motor for York. The new rifle range, con-
warmd on the principles approved by the Hythe School of 

Musketry, was then openmed by Lord Trimlestown. 
After tea the crscket atch, Pao v. Present, which had been 

begun the previous day, was brought to a conclusion. The full 
score of the match, which ended in a vidory for the Present, 
will be found in the cricket news in this issue. 

Hermit-nog nxo " Tv Drum" 
In the evening a solemn " Te Doom" was sung at Benedic- • 

tion, which was given by Bishop Hadley, assisted by 
Fr P3.11113 Wilson, the doyen of the Ampleforth Community, 
Fr Ildephonsus Brown (Deacon) and Fr Placid Whittle 
(Sub-deacon), all of whom have spent mom than fifty years M 
the Benellaine Order, and all of whom were members of the 
Ampleforth Community at the solemn opening of the " New 
College " fifty years ago. 
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OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 

THE chief event this term in connexion with the Officers' 
Training Corps was the opening of the new rifle range 
which has be en construdted east of the square. It has 

been built on principles laid down by the Hyde School of Mus-
ketry and has, of course, received the official approval of the 
War Office. Lord Trimlenown opened the range on June rz, 
Speech Day, in the presence of a large audience. The butts 
have been in at we since, ani rumour sap that the school 
contains a number of qui. promising !hots. The shooting com-
petitions have not taken pia. at the time of the writing of this 
note, but later in the term the following prizes will be com-
peted for • 

0. Cup, presented by Colonel Anderson. 
a. Cup, presented by Mr L. Cadie. 
3. The Head Master's Prize. 
4. The Officers' Prize. 
5. Pdze, presented by Captain Boyce. 
6. Prize, presented by Mr W. J. Sharp. 
Several members of the contingent have taken up signalling 

(semaphore) with great energy and are now apparently quite 
fluent at it. The doll of the signalling corps was called Into re-
quisition on the approach of the

n
 motor bringing Cardinal 

Boum, toe mpleforth on June 10, nd proved of the greatest 
convenience to those in charge of the arrangement> for the re-
ception of His Eminence, and saved everybody a good deal of 
waiLing. A detachmem of the corps received the Cardinal as
guard of honour at the school gnus. The corps sho furnished a 
guard of honour and escort in the two p s of the 
Blessed Sacrament on June 6, the Feast of CorpusrocessionChristi, and 
on June z. 

On May m a field day was held on the moors. The scheme of 
operations was that an invading force, advancing westward, 
was encamped at Hovingham, whilst a body of the defenders 
held Cozwold. To the defenders were attuhed the Officers' 
Training Corps. Whilst moving eastward through Wns the 
officer commanding the contingen: received information of the 

presence of a party of the enemy on the Ampleforth Moor and 
strudlions to force the party on to the Ampleforth Road if 
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possible, when Co would receive attention from the defenders 
mounted troops. The contingent pushed on its advance from 
Wass in a heavy shower of rain. The invaders were first sighted 
occupying the ridge in front of the Haunted House in Shallow-
dale. Fire was opened at a quarter past two, and the invading 
party retired across the moor towards the Roman Ca nip. A 
final rush was then made on the road, when the " Cease Fire
brought an interesting situation to a close. The umpire after-
wards criticized the work of the contingent, and commended it 
upon the excellent way in which the attack had been carried 
out. Afterwards forces were joined for the march back to the 
school after a day that was, up to a certain and safe point, quite 
realistic. 

On June zo the annual inspedion was carried out by Lieu-
tenant A. P. Wood!, of the General Stall, War Office. The 
report has not yet been issued. We understand, however, that 
the inseeding officer expressed satisfaction, and even admira-
don, at the smartness of the contingent on parade. The contin-
gent go to the Public Schools' Camp at Aldershot on July zg. 

THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY 
T HE Natural Hi tort'  resumed its accustomed ac-y 

tivity at the beginning of the present term with nearly 
forty members, the session being again opened by an ad-

dress from the Head Master on the aim and scope of the study 
of natural history. With one or two omissions, the usual general 
meetings have been held, oboe papers, followed by discussions, 
have been read. Sedional meetings have also been held as usual 
by members of the geological and entomological sedions, four 
ledures having been given to the former, who have also done 
some good work in the field. The latter have led several sucmss-
ful field days, and many additions have been made to the list of 
local heed., moths and butterflies. In addition, most of the in-
se& and animal life of the district has been kept under close 
observation. 

It may, perhaps, ben matter of no little surprise ry the unini-
tiated or the unobservant how many objeas of interest are to be 
found within a very small radius of the cricket fields. To men-
tion first some of the more interesting birds which have been 
seen during the pre.. summer. A pair of stonechats have built 
within a few yards of the scoring tent, and may generally be 
men flying about near the hedge and uttering their very <ha-
raderistic and unmusical note. This is the first time that these 
birds have been men in the locality for many years. The kw 
warbling song of the whinchat may generally be heard in the 
long mead w. These very shy and interesting birds mayest b be 
seen a lisle further down the valley or in the rough meadows 
below the Lion Wood, where they are seldom disturbed. They 
return here year after year along with the meadow pipits, and a 
patient search will be rewarded by finding the nest, which is 
generally built in a clump of grass beside one of the old mole-
hills which abound there. Here also the reed-bunting and the 
sedge-warbler build every year in the reed beds which grow 
beside a small stream which runs down the valley; and the 
wheatear may generally be seen perched upon one of the low 
furze bushes which grow beside the marsh land, where in the 
early spring the nests of the plover and snipe were found. In an 
old ash tree a little further on a pais of green woodpeckers have 
their nest, and a few knocks upon the trunk of the tree brings 
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out one of the birds, whose beautiful red and green plumage 
may be well seen as it slowly emerges from the hole, and then, 
realizing the presence of danger, dams off in that long swooping 
flight up the valley to where its mate is probably hunting for its 
favourite food among ant-hills. The magpie and carrion crow 
have again occupied their old nearing sites in the Lion Wood, 
where also the nest of the kestrel may be found every year, and 
in the Bathing Wood some jays and a pair of long-eared owls 
are to be seen. Though the owls have lived there for several 
years, and may be heard at night as they roam about the valley, 
their nests have never been found. Thu year a dipper has built 
its nest between the stones of the old bridge over the brook 
near the football fields, and in spite of frequent visim from the 
photographer and the mere'', curious has successfully hatched 
its eggs. This cheerful bird has long been famlliar on the brook. 
It has been a matter the urprise that year after year its nest has 
succeeded in eluding the search of the colleelor of eggs—a per-
son more rare, happily, than he used to be—and some misgiv-
ings were felt for its safety 

en
it was discovered the spot

ii  bird had dared to choose this much-frequented spot for 
its nest. But its confidence was justified, for the nest wm not 
disturbed, though, only a few days after the yo,g had flown, 
the 

nestd,
was washed away in one of the floods with which we 

have been too familiar this term. Near the same spot a pair of 
grey wagtails were also seen for a few days, but they 

Cain
since 

disappeared—thry were probably resting on their journry 
northwards, for this bird is very seldom found here, though it 
may always be men on the Rye in Duncombe Park and near the 
old mill at the enmance to Sleightholme Dale. Another very shy 
and retiring bind which returns to a certain meadow near the 
football fields year after year with unfailing regularity is the 
grasshopper warbler. Though less common here than in the 
south of England, it may still be found andeveral localities in 
the neighbourhoml, and durryg the day and often throughout 
the night its song may be heard, if song it may be called, for its 
song most closely resembles in its persistent monotony the 
sound of a well-oiled fishing reel, but the bird itself is seldom 
seen and its nest has not been found for semral years. In the 
Monastery Wood a solitary ring-ouzel was seen in the spring; 
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it has probably departed. The nest of this bird, too, has been 
found several times of into years in Shallowdale, and in the 
deep valley which runs from Cold Kirby to Oldstead it is fairly 
common. In the Monastery Woodjalso, the nests of amat of the 
warblers have again been found, and in an Irish yew near the 
cemetery a pair of long-tailed tits have built their beautiful 
lichen-covered nest, where at night both of the old birds might 
have been seen sitting on the nest, their tails carefully folded 
upon their backs and their heads protruding from the nest. 
Here also a pair of hand Inches were found, but both died, ap-
parently from injuries received by flying against some wire 
netting. Thae birds have often been observed here of late years, 
and they seem to be becoming more common, though the nest 
has never been found. Goldfinches, too, build annually in the 
orchard, though they often fall into the hands of some local 
bird fanciers who, when the young birds are just hatched, 
transfer them to a cage which they hang up in the tree near the 
nest, thus allowing the old birds to rear them. It is a local 
superstition that if the ca, is not removed as soon as the 
young can fly they are promptly poisoned by the parents. Going 
a little further afield, a nest of the night-jar was discovered in 
June near the Roman Camp, off the Hamblmon road. This 
singular and interesting bird is seldom seen here, though h occa-
sionally breeds in o dds  and its curious reeling 

is
is 

familiar in the billing Woods and on the moor beyond, where 
it is said to breed annually. These woods offer a safe retreat 
to another beau/Ifni and rare bird, the pied wagtail, found also 
in Pry Rigg, which flan eldom seen outside Yorkshire, save, per-
haps, in some of the gle  of Derbyshire or in the wild valleys of 
Central Wales. 

The billing Estate also contains one of the few remaining 
Yorkshire heronries, which consistsof about a dozen nestsbuilt in 
the topmost branches of some of the finest and tallest Scotch 
firs on the estate, which surround the upper lake. From below 
a good view may be obtained of many of the nests, large and 
unthapely ereelions measuring three or four feet in diameter, 
and if one approaches discreetly some of the birds may gene-
rally be seen on the ground or standing motionless in the lake 
waiting for their prey, but if once disturbed they fly off over 
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the woods, mad will seldom allow themselves to be seen ap-
proaching their non in spite of the fart that it is almost im-
possible to reach them by climbing. 

Curlews, too, have this year been very abundant since April 
on the Scawton Moors, whence they fly over to the Rye Vallry 
in search of food, uttering their wild sea-cry. A long and 
patient search in the heather was this year rewarded by the dis-
covery of a nest. The same good luck was not experienced in the 
case of the golden plovers which were found on Appleton Moor 
a few weeks ago, but these birds build early in the year, and the 
flock of a dozen birds which were put up were probably hatched 
early this spring. The merlin b still seen sometimes on the 

r and within the last few years several hen-harriers have
been seen on Rievaulx Moor, but these birds have been nearly 
exterminated by the ill-judged zeal of ignorant gamekeepers. 

Many additions have been made to the local list of coleop-
ter; and several new butterflies and moths have been 
kund, some of them reared from caterpillars which were cap-
tured last summer. There A a certain pond, link known and 
uninviting in appearance to the rnere outsider, which on wet 
afternoons has proved a veritable, if somewhat watery, paradise 
to the naturalist. Within in mysterious depths are contained 
several species of newts, including one rare variety, which, with 
their tadpoles, have provided food for much careful and ex-
pedant observation. Here, too, many species of water beetles 
may be captured by the aid of a small net, and a patient search 
among  the rushes which surround it will generally be rewarded 
by the discovery of the hove of many different species of 
dragon-flies, including the large Libellub Depress and /Eschna 
Grandis. Several of these larva have been captured and success-
fully reared. As every one knows, after living for many months 
as loathsome and voracious aquatic inseets, these larva, as the 
time of their transformation into perk& ince& arrives, crawl 
out of the water and may then be found clinging to the rushes, 
there to perform the last wonderful change which makes them 
the most beautiful of British inserys. To-day they are crawling 
in the mud, black and hideous; no-morrow they are chasing 
their inseth prey in forest glades or skimming over the water 
with every vein in their wonderful transparent wings glistening 
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in the sunlight Many of these larva have been captured and 
this last stage of their wonderful development has been 
watched. 

It is satisfaStory to be able to record the addition of several 
species of inseEts, rare in this botany, which have been found 
by members of the society since last summer. These include 
two peas of stag beetles and the beautiful crimson underwing 
moth, together with the willow and lime hawk moths, the bee 
hawk and several species of fritillaries. It is hoped that it may 
be possible, at no distant date, to issue a full hst of all the in-
seas and birds of which any record has been made as a perma-
nent record of the work of the Societyand as a help and stimulus 
to future members. 
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CRICKET 

uP to the time of going to press the First Eleven have 
played seven match., won six and lost one. The Second 
Eleven have played two, lost one and drawn one very 

much in their favour. The Third Eleven have won the only 
match they have played so far—St Peter's School Third 
Eleven. The cricket season has been sadly curtailed by the ab-
normal weather of June. Since Whits nude there has not been 
anything like a dry wicket and high scoring has accordingly been 
out of the question. The First Eleven is an unusually level side. 
Kelly is the most valuable bat in the team, as he hits very hard; 
but Richardson, Burge and Barton also show good style. Cham-
berlain has not reproduced his last year's form; perhaps hard 
wickets suit him better. The bowling has been almost exclu-
ively done by Richardson and Farrell. The latter has a 

deceptive flight and a good break from the leg. The former 
keeps a very good length, and if the wicket helps him at all is a 
by no means easy bowler to play. Long and McDonald, the 
change bowlers, have scarcely had a chance of showing who 
they are worth. 

ALIPLEFORTH COLLEGE L. DOSIGOL1110 YORE 
This match was played at Ampleforth on May 9 on a good 

wicket and in fine weather. Rumour had credited Duncombe 
Park with a strong team, but they made the very moderate 
score of 96. The first four batsmen gave the imp r.sion that 
they could bat well, but the team had a it that recalls the 
notorious one of the dog of Greek idiom fame. Kelly hit up fifty 
by bright and vigorous cricket and was never in trouble with 
the bowling. 

Donnunde Par! 

1{41767Taatl. Rev. I. H. 
F. Teamaie, c. Rev. P. volan, b. 6

].Nis ItivhaNwn. 

Dr Blair, b. Rev. C. Beaked, 
G.Bumby, b.Richarason . 
E. H. Groper, run out . . 

ax I. Ellen 
  y 

Total  

Cricket 
ord Cake 

t.iel°3tr.2`. 1 : : So fr.7.1.T..7" 1 
Rev. C. }leaked, I.b.w.1-1. Stevens , 1.1.1YOro DB not bat. 

Rev. W. I. Williams .traa 
G.A. Richardson ). Did not bat 

Total (for wickets) Off 

AMPLEPOrsie COLLEGE V. CAVELL COWARD 
Played on May 23. Four of the Cook Howard Eleven missed 

the train, and the match was thus robbed of much of its in-
terest. The wicket was altogether in favour of the bowlers. 
Four of the School Second Eleven played as substitutes for the 
visitors, and did not do at all badly. 

Cueie Howard .101 era Coke 

J. BAH, c. Rev. C. liesketh, b Smith . . . . 
Rev. I. Williams . . A. . Kell, M. FL Smith 

M. H. Smith, e. Rev. I. Barton, b Rev C. Bided, b. P. Smith W

F. cr.., Rev. 1. ivc 
Thompson, b. Richardson . 

F. Sm., c. Rev. I. Barton, b 

c. c. B.erh, . e 

ikv . Rano, not out , : 
4 i... tr.J IVIllam. 
6 A 2. Column 

c. 
1. Did not bat. 

N. J. Chamherlun, . Burgs., I, E. J. Ma. 
Ravi WSSame xy O. E. Buton 

W. G. Chamberlain, et. itar, 
F. W. Long, b. Rev.C.liesLII 
G.L.Beech, not out . 

Extras . . 8 
. — Total   80 Total (for mei.) Of 

AMPLE:FORTH COLLEGE C. " OLD BOYS " 
The Old Boys London Club came down from London to 

play their annual match with the School on Whit-Sunday and 
Monday. The School won the toss, and of course batted first. 
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Kelly and Williams gave the side a good start and pm on sixty 
runs before Kelly was out to a good length ball he tried to 
hook to leg. Richardson and Barton both played well for their 
runs, but of the others Burge was the only one to play the 
bowling with any confidence. Towards the end of his innings 
he put up a few balls on the off, but on the whole he played 
cone& and bright cricket. The " Old Boys " never looked like 
winning, and but for some vigorous hitting by Mr P. Westlake 
would have made rather a poor show, but Richardson and 
Farrell were bowling at the top of their form, and they were 
backed up by very good fielding. In the second innMgs Mr R. 
Calder-Smith made a great effort to piall the "Old Boys" 
through and played the best innings of the match. 

durkfudi Cainor 
First Innings Fint [tangs 

A. P. Kelly, b. Bradley  c8 B. R. Bradley, c. William., b. Rich 
L. T Williams, F. aldetSmith ardson . . 

b. Carter .  . 23 H. Km, st.16.11,13. Fatrcll 
G. R. eimison, Calder-Smith, b. Farrell 
O. S. Barton, c. F. Cable-Smith, I; C. S. Erwin, b. Faxll . 

. . . . 
E. J. Marsh, b. Huntingdon 

C. 1. Chamberlain, b. BM.dley 
C. B. Collis°, b. Huntingdon 
G. L. Beech, b. Huntingdon 
D. P. McDonald, b. Carter . 
F. W. Lon not out . . 
C. P. Farrell, b. Bradley . 

K Richardson . . . 
H. Caner, c. Chamberlain, b. Rich 

ardorn
o G. bleDenn.t,13.1lich;rdson 
r P. Calder-Smith, b. Richardson 
c. P. Westlake, et. Belly, b. Bartell 

Ex„ 

Total . . . xga 

Amp WNW, Col4ge 
Sewn:11,31ga 

Did not bat. 
C.R. Richardson, not out •. . . z8 G. L. Beech 

E. 
Vtrt 

Extras . 6 
O. 

J: am1;.lai t DidC. cam j To. (for c wickets) cc 

9. 

Second In., 
Karin, Richardson 11 A. Hansom, b. Farrell 

RR. radley, b. Farrell . . r6 P. Calder-Sm., ran out . 
Westlake, b. Richardson . 5 G. McDermott, not out.

A. R. Barton,11w. Richardson z Exer 
13.Ra. ord, Farrell . . . 15 
P. Huntingdon, b. Parra . . o ..5 

AMPLEFORTH COLLEGE V. 

on
HOWARD 

Played at Castle Howard on June on a very wet wicket. 
Castle Howard had a very strong team, and just succeeded in 
winning an exciting game by four runs. The School cut up very 
badly before the bowling of Mr Byas, who made the ball turn 
in a great deal from the off. As the same player also made 
forty-two, it will be seen that he was larroly responsible for our 
defeat. Richardson bowled very well, but the fielding left a 
good deal to be desired. 

duskier, Caste 
A. P. Kelly,c. G. Calvert, b. Rev 

Rev. R. C. Halm., b. R.. W 

Rev.I. c. Byas 
O. S. Barton, 6.13yas . . 
Ito. Lein, i. Rood], i. Byas = 
G. R. Richardson, b. Byas . . 

N. J. Chamberlain, et. Given, b 

Guile Hemued 
J. Calvert, c. Rev. I. Hann, b. Rev

H. Higgan, b. Richardmv 
: 

NI. H. Smith, c. O. Ban., b. Rev 
C. ake. . 

Rev. H. Ward, 1..0.0. Rev 
.5 

A.Freerme~Re.1. WilHamv, b. Rev. ' 
G. Calve, a Rev. I. Ban., la 

Rev. C. Hake. . . 
J.Mayes, b.Richardson 
.J. c. 'Harsh, b. Rev C 

aFe
H. ovill not out  
T. Good., b. Richardson . 

Extra, . 6 Ertl. ri 
— 

• cry 
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PAST V. PRESENT 

Thia moth was played as usual on Exhibition day in mo-
men. snatched from more solemn celebrations and inter-

iageir,5,L7t tze weLogf Williamsratters an ow,e:tIr 
all 
 batting.

L. T. Williams was the highest scorer on the Sch.1 side a'nrci 

Einays: rdourvising cricket, but he should put more power bito 

Pa, Rang 

Re, B. Flay, b. G. R. Richardson co A.P. Kdly, c. B. Brarlley,b.Rev.B. 

r ezintt: L?,.!..NtaLaa. ; 16..Ti latana.t.o.
Omni c.rna;v. 

a 

Rev. B. Maron', b. G. R. lama-

r. IF21,1:71, c.: leelly b: 

G. EdarDermort, b. C. R. Richard r B. )1Z,, C. C. itittittitiot, b. ° 

C. R. C. ti%citZt°o.itittititit

C. : : : : 

rair m• • . 
R. roster, not our  
J. Ruby, 6. G. R. Richardson  

Enna  

Total   66 Total (for wickets) . qr 

ErERLEPOREE COLLEGE v. AIR SWEREERCR'S ELEVEN 

Played at Ampleforth on June of. This was the thirty-third 
annual game between the School and Mr Swarbreck's Eleven. 
After we had maclea moderate score against quite good bowling, 
Richardson started the bowling for the School in quite a se, 
sational manner. He took four of the first five wickets without 
a run being scored off his bowling, and with the telegraph 
showing the model total of one, half the visitors' wickets were 
down. The rest of the team, mainly owing to some hard hitting 
by Mr R. Bolton, made forty-four. 
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knykfar n Comp 
Firth. 2 J. lee, c. Rev. C. Hoke., b. Rich 

A. P. Kay, e• Tibbig b. Good. r, archon . . 
G T. Williams, b. o Goadrick. Rielrardson 
Rev. C. Naked, Goachick co W. Wain, b. Richard.. . 
Re, I. VAlliams. . 26 W. Roddy, run our . . . 
G.R. Richardson, b. Good. o B. roger,. Rev. I. William, I, 

n, b.Pinb. anon 
B. E. Burge, • 7161,ite, b. Ocarina 2 P. R. avel', b•Riciardson 
GS. Rama, c•Elbbits, b.Bodrly of R. Bolton., Rev. Barton 
EL J. Chamberlai, B. Goo.. 6, E. B. Rear, b•Re, I. Rano, 
R. J. Elarah, e. TIblEr,Ir. Roddy 2 O. F 7  .0.  I. Willi.
C.  . . . 0 Rev. I. Barton . 

H. O. libbia, nor our .
. Buchanan, bRev. I.Barton 

W. Swarbleck, b• Re..I. Batton 
Hama. • 5 Extras. 

Total  rop Total  

Rev. 

45 

AMPLEPORTH COLLEGE  PETER'S SCHOOL, YORK 
The First Eleven were to have gone to York for tbis match, 

but the St Peter's ground was unfit for play. The Second and 
Third Elevens met at Ampleforth. The ground was very bad 
and the outfield quite muddy. The play was also interrupted 
by rain. In the Second Elev. Clarke and Rochford showed 
considerable promise as batsmen, and Temple has the makings 
of a good left-hand slow bowler. Ampleforth should have won 
thisgame,but had to becontent with a drawowing to the rather 
leisurely standard of fielding that was aimed at, once the game 
began to go in our favour. In the Tnird Eleven match Marron, 
who ought to have gone in earlier, has a nice style, and though 
rather weak has a conaiderable amount of cricket in him. Colli-
s. bowled very well with a aodden ball. 

Ankh,. Coke 
(Second Blevnt) 

LtreetZti l trler : RV pnej ljanr 

J.Emery,b.Durant Fat.. 
G Flan c. Ran:ford, . roster r3 

•R•Rochfora,bitrat,b.Ratfoul 
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Pet, Wan .Anay.te for. College . Pee., Schad 

R. Emmet, . . 
A.Roster, b. ChamberlainTemple

chards, b. Temple . . 
J.Radiord, no”.  
R. Horton. . . . . 
R. Thorn*, did not bat. 

, • 

J. Dading, not out   Total (for 8 wickets) 03 

Amy/eft...lege Si Pan, SAW 

(41. IEleves) (4 bird Eleven) 

BC J. Among-11,0..11y . 113 B Harplep, c. Long.,13. °Alison . 

O. J. Collison,13. Stirling . o Yeoman, 0.1darron . . t 

R. J. power. a Greenwood, 13 Stirling, o. Ainscoug0,12. Collis= 28 

Greenwood • . . 8 J. Waddington, b. /Auto!) . 
G. Eno., c. Bell, b. Oakly P. Oaltly, b. Carson . . 

M.f.loviarr.b.Sdruos . so hkkerau,somos . 
C c. Po b Cahoon 06 
L. Edgecumbe„1.13.w.blarron Marron, b. Stirling . 

C.E. Leese, c.CInfl.b. 
T.I.Ong, not out. • • 

Extras 

Total . . 3.4 

AMPLEFORTH COLLEGE V. POCKUNGTON SCHOOL 

This inter-school match was played 00 Pocklington 
J

on 

June xp on a drying and difficult wicket. Richardson  toss 
nd decided to bat firm, as it was thought the wicket would get 

mare difficult as the day advanced. Kelly and Williams opened 
the innings and, playing excellent cricket, watched the ball 
carefully and waited for the loose ones to score. Afterwards 
Richardson and Barton made a good stood for the third wicket. 
Both played attraffive and Richardson even masterly cricket. 
The score was a good one under the circumstances. Pocklington 
had a difficult task and made a bid start, their first three bats-

en failing to score. Richardson bowled in first-rate style and 
got a lot of work on the ball. He took six wickets for fourteen 
runs. 

96 

L. T. Williams, 6.1-rmAmore . 00 R. Aldred, 0...benison
O. S. Barton, lioptoo . . en A. Hepton mn out . 
G. I, Richardson, c. and b. Hepton 3, G. W.Hol:ne, c. and 13.1arrell 
N.J. Chamberlain, Land b. Hep- J. C. Belli*, h. Richardson 

B. BBotge,13.Herton . . . A Bumett, . Richardson 
P. W. tong,e..Ashdown,b.1.1eptoo , L. H. Lewis., c. b. Rich 

: , Lest7 P;1[15ond, 
G. F. Farrell, o. Embidge, bile, son . , 

D. P. AlcDonald, ..0.w..ornett . 4 • 
• • =vas. 5 

Yom . 3c Total   eq

The Second Elevens played at Ampleforth under very poor 
weather and ground conditions. The outfield was only just not 
under water. The scoring was lmv, but it was impossible to hit 
a boundary along the ground, and the batsmen of both sides 
deserve commendation in not trying to lift the ball. 

Extras. . .4m0leford College Packlinson Sass( 
J. 8.114arsly b. Coulson. 

Total   6y I. G. McDonald, c. 
Uvyov 

G. L. Beech, b.Lanyon 
L.R. ord„ run out 

H. F. Marron, c. Co., Lanyon 
H. j. Emmy, Cownie, Law . D. Cordewiek, Beech. . 
O. J. Collin, c. and b. Coulson . HL.Earle, run out 

RilTMm htrt b..Lanyon 36 . Dawson, c.Temple,1;. Heed; 

Extras Emu. 

Total  il 

3 S.011.11d,C. McDonald: b. Tomp/e 

R. Cern, c. Doherty, b. B
. Cetmon,b ert,. 

eech 
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LAWN TENNIS 

HAD it not been for the inopportune rain of June, Tennis 
would have probably had a record season at Ampleforth 
this year. Even in spite of the weather we believe 

that the courts have never been so much occupied as during 
this term. Perhaps the mast gratifying feature of this is that • 
it has not interfered with cricket praCtice, at .y rate to 
any noticeable extent. For the place of cricket in the summer 
term is in the world of gamft that which classics occupies in the 
sphere of studies. Other subjefts have their place--but they 
must not interfere. The Tennis Club has discovered in J. D. 
Telfener a Secretary who is both an organizer and . enthusiast 
—a somewhat rare combination. To his efforts must be traced 
the effeftive ftuse of the success of the season. The" Singles' 

The
commenced shortly after the opening of m. 

The emir. were not fit for play for days together in June, and 
the semi-final round has not yet been complftecl Telfener and 
McDonald are the most convincing players, but Barton showed 
good form in his match with Chamberlain, a formidable oppo-

and will have to be takenvery seriously in the final round. 
Telfnent,fter has a very good service, but his contempt for," lobs" 
may prove his undoing. In returning a " lob "he often plays as 
though he thought the net had been taken away. McDonald is 
probably the most reliable player in the club. He contents him-
self with good-length drives down the centre of the court, and 
&gilts unaccountably shy of shots down the side fines, but his 
power of recovery is very grftt. His game with Telfener in the 
penultimate round should be worth watching. The " Doubles," 
for which Mr J. Stanton has again offered a prize of two raft 
quets, will be played towards the end of term. 

Appended are the mores in the " Singks." 

TOURNAMENT—OPEN SINGLES 
Prize, " Stadient " Racket 

isr Ronan 
Player, 

N. J. Chamberlain beat B. E. Burge . 
Scow 

. 6-3, 6-1 
E. J. Mania 
W. Martin 

beat 
beat 

R. J. Power . . 
L. Lacy . . . 

. 6-4, 6-r 

. dee, 6-o 

Golf 
Players 

O. S. Barton to  C. E. Lene . . 
J. R. Temple w.o. J. G. McDonald . 
D. P. McDonald beat B. J. Smith . 
F. W. Long beat R. J. Robertson . 
J. D. Telfener beat C. R. Simpson . 

2ND ROUND 
N. J. Chamberlain beat E. J. Martin . . 
O. S. Barton beat W. Mania . . 
D. P. Melton. beat J. R. Temple . . 6o, 6-o 
J. D. Teltener beat F. W. Long . . 6-3 6-z 

, Rom. 
O. S. Barton beat N. J. Chamberlain .4, :6,, 64 
J. D. Teltener to play D. P. McDonald. 

Pinar. 
0. S. Barton to play either J. D. Telfener or D. P. McDonald. 

doer 

6-3. 67, 
63, 

dt

GOLF 

WEWE have heard it claimed for golf that the "royal and 
ancient game" is for all masons and all ages. This is 

t, however, the case at Ampleforth, for with the 
beginning of the cricket season golf, as far as the Sch.] is con-
cerned, ceases to exist. It hibernmes in the summer as the 
fourth form boy put it. But the is twill alive, and though 
the greens do not get all the attention in the summer months 
that the expert golfer would desire, yet considerable improve-
ments are being made. Coco-nut matting is appefting on the 
teeing grounds—a very necftsary provision for winter golf—
and steps are being. taken to enlargo several of the greens. The 
fortnightly competitions, which proftd so popular last autumn 
and spring, will be held again next year. New members of the 
club are reminded that a heavy niblick is an absolute necessity 
for the rough places on the course, and that floating balls are 
desirable for the drive over the swimming bath. Over a dozen 
balls were found lying at the bottom of the bath at the begin-
ning of this term. The Secretary hopes that members of the 
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club who are leaving this year will find that the Spartan train-
ing they have endured in doing " the third and fourth holes 
will stand them in good stead on more dainty courses. Finally, 
an Old Laurentian Golfing Association is being formed. 
Mr J. Westhead, 8a Winckley Square, Preston, is temporary 
Hon. Secretary, who will give any information that may be 
desired. 

SWIMMING 

MARKED advance has been made by the School in 
swimmsngthisterm,due,nodaubt,to anunusual amount 
of talent, to more systematic and skilful teaching, and 

perhaps to the indo  swimming bath, which makes possible 

now 
praaice in thewsnter. Exclusive of the First Form, there 

are now onlyeight boysin the Schoolwho cannot swim a respea-
able distance. The Polo Club has a membership of twnty-two. 
Before admission every boy has too ass a swimming test and 
show he is able to swim on lengths  the outdoor bath within 
twelve minutes. Praaice games take place on Semis-days, and the 
Tournament will be held at the end of term. The Aquatic 
Sports will take place on July ay and z8, when the following 
even will be derided: I ts

Coloun—o lengths in minimum (zoo yards). 
II. Rue
Ill. Silver Medal, Open Diving—High Hoard, Low BoardanaPlooge. IV. Learn, Boa: Isar those who lurot to swim this term—x length 

(33 PI,. r ft.)
V. Race-3 length. Open to the Lower School. 

THE FISHING CLUB 

THE Middle Library have formed a Fishing Club which, 
having outlived ridicule, h at the time these lines are 
written, enjoying. some prosperity. The origin of the 

Club, we understand, is due to the fa& that some angling 
enthusiasts in the Middle School found that they could not 
prevail on the Captain or Games Committee to take them 

The Photographic Club 

seriously or give them any time for fishing. So they banded 
themselves into a Club, and, having secured the SerViCa of 
Dom Maurer s Powell as Prmident and Dom Sebastian Lambert 
as ViccPresident, became a sort of Trades Union which could 
not be ignored. They have held weekly meetings to discuss 
things of intmest to anglers and arrange fishing expeditions. 
The wet weather, which has ruined praaically every other 
sport this term, ha been of no slight value to the Club, who 
have constantly found the loll streams and dull skies that 
fishermen love. On Ascension Thursday the Club went to the 
Rye at East Newton. Four brace of trout were secured, the 
largest being just over a pound. Another half-day was spent at 
Foss Ponds, where the vial= were chiefly perch, but, we hear, 

mceptionally fine ones." Other expeditions have been made 
to the ponds in the Fairfax Woods. But the Brook has been the 
source of the greatest yield for the Club, and dozens of fine 
trout have been caught there, generally, with an eye to " to-
morrow's brukfat," on Thursday afternoons. The ephemeral 
literature of the Club consism of the Probing °exerts, which is 
taken in weekly. We hope that each member has also a copy of 
Isaac Walton. Mr F. J. Lambert has presented a fishing rod for 
competition among members. The Secretary of the Club, 
whom we congratulate on its success, is S. M. Lancaster 
(Higher Third). 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB 

TTHE Photographic Club has so far had a good time, and 
his lived a somewhat strenous life. At the Jubilee cele-
brations the click of the n amera suapshotting distin-

guished guests and interesting events was frequently heard, and 
the results have been, on the whole, remarkably good. There 
has also been some good nature-studyphotography done during 
the term, but too many members are seriously handicapped 
with their film cameras. This is a pity for, as photographs can-
not be accurately focussed with a film earner, much of the 
value of photography as an educational force thus disappears. 
Films 

of
are di iff' cult to manipulate and are easily injured. 
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They are provided in sets of at least half-a-dozen, and the 
temptation to Soioh off a spool in order to start developing often leads to a very uninteresting series of subjeCts. A modern quarter-plate is a much more satisfatiory instrument thanmore expensive filin camera, and enables the user to devote himself to subjeCts that call into play Inci pavers of obwrvation 

andhi
e him an eye for the pffituresque, whether in nature or iv 
teCture. Father Abbot has offered a prize for the best ILoarahg Lake: nt wi no tphrluS;h: :or!,  turr tbh, es tprie,soezt . 0,02 . The 

place and the other for that of the Swimmibg Bath. 
Barton

(mi.) won the Ball-place prize with an excellent photo, well arranged on the plate and showing the beautiful shade effeets from the surrounding trees. The resuhs of the other competi-tionshave not yet been published. 

OLD BOYS 

C
ONGRATULATIONS to Mr Jo. H. Nevem on his 
marriage to Miss Katharine Dick-Cunyngham, eldest 
daughter of Mr and Mrs Alexander Dick-Cunyngham, 

of Ecdeston Square. The marriage took place at the Brompton 
Oratory on June 26. Dom Paul Nevin, 0.S.B., brother of the 
bridegroom, officiated at the marriage. 

Also to CAPTAIN BEDE Jotenrrone, Royal West Kent 
Regiment, who was married on February 03 to Gladys, 
ya011geSt daughter of Mr John Fort Jowitt, her of Bandara-
wella, Ceylon, and of Mrs Joorire, Bolton Gardens, South 
Kensington. 

Mr N. COCKS., has been again chosen as the Conservative 
candidate for Rochdale. 

Carman the Hoe. Eownao STOORTON, and Battalion York-
shire Light Infantry, is with his regiment in Cork. 

Mr V. G. HARRY, Trinity College, Oxford, has read
paper an " Enclosures " to the Rota Society which will 
shortly be published. 

Mr A. F. TURING holds a commission in the Norfolk 
Regiment. 

Mr T. D. Power, Trinity College, Dublin, who on entrance 
was eleCted to a Reid Scholarship, has been conceded an ex-
tension of the Scholarship fora further period of two years. 

Sus Wm.!. Averse has resigned hie mastership of the 
East Galway Foxhounds in order to hunt the Ormonde 
country, Co. Tipperary. 

Loan TRIMINATOWN opened the School New Rifle Range 
on January es. 

iMeRE0.4. IptolndoAtT ioienryha. s been gazetted a and Lieutenant 

Mr BERNARD BOOHOOED (Inner Temple), was called to the 
Bar on June 2o. 

to; 
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Mr C. E. ROCRFORD, Wadham College, Oxford, took his 
"Finals," Law School, last month. The results are not yet 
published. 
Mr W. N. Bo OCOCH was recently gazetted mad Lieutenant 
in the Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 
Mr B. F. CADIC holds a commission in the Kent Royal 
Garrison Artillery. 
Mr T. V. O'Counon Dunn., Trinity College, Dublin, is 
reading for the Law School. 
Mr J. H. TuLING is in Dublin studying for the Irish Bar. 
Mr J. J. Moacnv is studying medicine at London University. 
Mr H. J. Kum had the honour of being presented to the 
King at Gibraltar on His Majesty's return from India. 
Mr J. P. &rims, who was already a founder of Westminster 
Cathedrah ho presented a second Aeon towards the lighting 
of the Cathedral. 
Mr L. E. EMERSON was admitted on April a. a solicitor of 
the Supmme Court, St John's, Newfoundland. Mr Emerson 
received the congratulations of Bench and Bar on being the 
fourth successive generation of the family to hold a legal 
position at the High Court. 
Mr A. F. Marinue Warond, who left the school last 
Easter, was chosen to play for the " Colts " against Derbyshire 
County. 

Mr T. Amscovox is again Captain of Lancashire County 
second eleven. 
Mr P. WILLIAMS has received the appointment of Assist-
ant Distritl Commissioner, Cape Coast Castle. 
Mr O. L. CIMINHERLAIN passed his Law Finals last month. 

Nov.—The Editor mill be glad to receive news of "Old 
Boys" for this column. 
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NOTES 

Tim Inmate 

THE wonderful thing about the "New College" is its 
still youthful appearance. There are few noticeable signs 
of age. Its blonde complexion has suffered less from ex-

posure to the elements than Char of the New Monastery so 
greatly its junior. Such scars, from accident or ill-usage, as we 
have disco ered do not disfigure nor lesserits beauty. Once, 
many years ago, there were suspicions of serious injury from a 
landslip, and it costa big cloaor's bill to set the place securely 
on its legs again. But now it looks as fit for wed, as it has ever 
been. We have never seen a school-building of its age so well 
preserved, nor one that has called for so few alterations, im-
provements or adclitions, in the necessary but disfiguring pro-
ess of adaptation to modern requirements. Each p9rt of it stilL 

serves the purpose for which it was originally designed. After 
fifty years of hard usage we can honestly say it's still as good as 
new. 

To whom should the honour be given of this excellent piece of 
worki We have little hesitation in giving the credit pre-
eminently and mainly to the archittEr, Mr Joseph Hansom. Of 
the Prior (Pr Wilfrid Cooper), the Procurator (Fr Bede Prest), 
and the Community, we can say that they knew what they 
wanted and had enterprise and courage enough to get it. Of 
the architeft we can say that he created the site—Fr Brest tells 
us in Old Recollections that the greater part 9f it was a steep 
slope on which no one had coutemplated budding —and showed 
skill approaching wgerms us the use he made of the scanty 
materials at his disposal. Lon anyone compare Mr Hansom 
collegiate Gothic with that of the costly Meadow Buildings at 
Christ Church, Oxford, eretled about the same date (opened in 
1863) if he wishes to test this statement. We are not afraid to 
assert that he will condemn the latter as crude and ignorant 
stuff and realize that in the "New College" he is looking at 
the work of a master. 

los 
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Tinne of the cheap cost of the work. Some y.rs ago we used to 
he talk of the amount being about £7,00n. But this, as 
Fr Prest has told us, is altogether incorreft The contraffi with 
Messrs SirupsOn and Malone w., indeed, no more than 45,720, 
with an additional £500 paid for the extra work of raising the 
roof of the building four feet, in order to make use of the space 
above the class-rooms and construffi the piano-room gallery. 
But this sum does not include the removal of the ball-place 
(estimated at £m.), digging the foundations (estimated at 
isoo), quarrying (estimated at £0,650), the work on the 
terrace and front (estimated at L¢.), architeffi's fees (L464), 
heating app ratus and furniture (£0,060), and the Procurator's 
" sundry provements " (estimated at £006). Added up these 

and
make a total of £00,700, and, though Messrs Simpson 

and Malonechimed no morethan their bon (£5,7xophaLsoo), 
since building esimates, clerical as well as lay, are of a reserved 
disposition, too shy and timid to speak out and say just what 
they mean, we may put the full expenditure at not less than 
£00,000. But even on this reckoning we have had plenty for 
oor money. Building was cheap in those days, particularly in 
the new Gothic style. What would an architeffi nowadays say 
if asked to furnish our Church with its High Altar, statues and 
tabernacle complete, the Lady Altar, St Joseph's, St Benediffi's 
and St Scholastica's altars, the aisle and choir-screens, the 
sedilia and pulpit, the benches, hot-water sys flooring and 
flagging and the colouring of the walls, all finishedtem,  and ereffied 
and complete, her the .chiteft's designs, in the best 
materials and of the best workmanship (just as we see it vow) 
for the sum of £0,3500 World not his reply be, Pugin fashion, 
something like ffiis:" assortedeas instead of pounds and let 

in have a complete set of  monks .d students thrown in 
to round up the contraft "2 Yet the items and figures are 
taken from the Procurator's official statement. 

10 such accounts of the " New College " enterprise as we have 
wen Prior Cooper is only a figure in the background, big, of 
course, but somewhat indistina We are left to conclude, 

006 

Notes 
therefore, that the part he played was not the leading one, not 
much better, indeed, than that of a " super." This cosffil not 
have been the ease. It was he who had to brush aside the 
inevitable opposition from authority made anxious and fearful 
by a sense of ite respcmsibility. Its as he who had to stand up 
to the criticism of th.e who, rightly or wrongly, believed 
they lmew what was good for Ampleforth and the Order better 
than the Prior and his Community. There were those, also, 
to be listened to, if not quieted, who made themselves miserable 
by contemplating the risks of the undertaking—not those who 
merely to  the cost of it; they were invaluable friends; 
but those who busied themselves reckoning up the troubles, 
possible or fanciful, we were buying with our money. Us quid 
peed... bate? Dr Heptonstall, for instance, wrote to Pro-
vincial Allanson in a letter dated Jan. ro, 0863, bidding him 
" ask Fr Cooper if it would not have been far better for St 
Lawrence's, if, instead of building kis beautiful and far too 
large and far too expensive college, he had educated half-a-
dmen or ten ecclesiastical students, etc." Most of the worry of 
the business must have rested upon Prior Cooper's broad 
shoulders, but he had strength enough to bear it, and 00E1 and 
courage enough to carry the enterprise through to its happy 
conclusion. His Communitygave hirnwhat help they could,.d 
so, for the most part, did their brethren on the Mission. As for 
the gond Provincial, what his advice was to Prior Cooper ton-

g the " beautiful" and " far too large and too expensive 
college," we may surmise from his advice to President Burchall 
concerning a contemporary piece of work: " I would not like 
the church at Woolson injured by cutting down arthiteanral 
features to lessen outlay." 

Lrr:us not forget the name of Fr Jerome Watmough during 
this celebration. Obscure though his name and personality and 
history may be to the present generation, he is a man we should 
remember and honour as one of our chief benefaetors. It was 
the gift of his considerable patrimony, without condition or 
reservaton, which made the building of the " New College" 
tearable.i He was a man whose career was spoilt by what people 
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called eccentricity, but this waywardness, let us term it, was 
nothing worse than a succession of excited enthusiasms about 
whatever possessed his mind for the moment. These were sane 
enough, and altogether harmless; mild cyclonic storms quickly 
raised and quickly spent, sometimes brilliantly clever, 
mostly amusing; but they left behind them an impression 
of unreliability and inconstancy, not altogether unwar-
ranted, yet belying a disposition essentially faithful and true. 
As a preacher Fr Jerome might have made a great name if 
he had not been too easily mined aside from his theme by 
quick changes of thought and feeling. Fr Dunstan come o man 
of sound judgement and learning, used to say of some of the 
sermons he had listened to at St Augustine's, that they were 
equal in beauty of thought and expression to anything he had 
heard or read in the English tongue. He is reported to have 
left behind him a quantity of mom or less fragmentary litera7 
work, some of it believed to have been of considerable value; 
but all his papers were thrust into the fire after his death, 
without eve cu  examination. This is a pity. A mating like 
Fr Jerome would be hkely to reveal himself best in his writi s. 
We know of at least two leaureh carefully written and read to 
a Liverpool audience, that should have be. worth preserving. 
They seem much talked about and praised at the time. 

M M 
Our personal knowledge of Fr Jerome is almost wholly con-
fined to his career as a master of Ampleforth. We saw him 
often afterwards on the Mission, but had no intimate relations 

Smoth him. He taught us Latin and geometry—after s fashion. 
omehow we managed to loam a good deal, casually, in the 

intervals between disquisitions on all manner of subjeas—
English literature, boxing, political events and characters, 
soldiering and tailoring, ballooning, heroes and scoundrels, 
Ritualism, fads, controversy or whatever place, person or thing 
excited his immediate like or dislike, and happened to dominate 
his thoughts at the time. We learnt a good deal because when 
Fr Jerome did teach anything he taught it vividly, and among 
the matters in which he excited our interest he did not fail to 
include our appointed work. A more methodical and exatling 

sot 

Notes 
professor of Latin poetry would have taught us more of syntax 
and prosody—we don't remember to have opened so dull a 
book as a grammar during Fr Jerome's year, but happily we 
had been previously disciplined under Fr Wilfrid wn—
doubtless, however, it would have been at the Bowos  onr 
genuine liking for the author (Virgil) we were reading, and our 
awakening sense of his literary merit. Fr Jerome's fervid 
harangues certainly had the effeft of stimulating our apprecia-
tion of the beautiful in poetry and prose, and also of the noble 
and heroic in sentiment and art. Not much of his worst rho-
domontade was in bad taste. 

M M • 
Ws would not like the reader to deduce from what we have 
writte—as we fear he might—that Fr Jerome was one of 
thme loud-voiced declaimers of private and peculiar notions 
and fancies, whose rude emphasis h we  and whme 
Mcessarat dogmatism is likely to get o he  nerves. There 
was something gentle and consideram in  manner even when 
most intense and exalted. He locked to give pleasure and 
amusement to his hearers. Perhaps if he had been more robust, 
he might have developed into a bore. But, though healthy and 
aftive, he was slightly built and somewhat frail; his nervous 
excitability, therefore, was suggestive of a want of stamina. He 
seemed always strung up to the highest pitch, always on the 
strain; and one felt as though he were unduly galling upon his 
reserve of vitality, and living, as vve may say,beyond his income. 
At Ampleforth his favourite pastime was fishing, but, as far as 
we boys were able to judge, his pleasure in the gentle are con-
sisted in turning it into a riotous preftical joke. From what we 
wer rapermitted to see of his way of life, he was never estful or 
red g, during the daytime, for more than a `ewe minutes 
together. No one, therefore, was surprised to hea of his com-
paratively early death. 

M 
Haas ore some notes kindly sent to us by one less familiar than 
ourselves with the Ampleforth of the present day—an impres-
sionist sketch from an old head of Me school. We were glad to 
have him amongst us at the celebration: 
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" Comparisons made with the impressions of fifty (save one) 

rowe' ow little changed. How,1r°1:7cw;11;I:d`r2ftc,inri; The leading seruatiom 

fresh and howo  :cent everything looks! This, morthver, is 
possible of demonstration. Compare the Abbey buildings with 
those of the school: the stone is already darker ad they anually 
look older than their senior by over go years. The old coloured 
medallions in the study windows am bright as ever; Jonah 
Ward's panelling in the' Upper Library' looks more respect-
able than when he put it up under our remorseless criticism and 
aelive interference. Where can we loll school accommodation 
zoiss4;i7,   andr:uibar,i4g haec,agyuatrhziThis,, ams rhoe, b

ch 
locks
else-

where, but it had begun in those parts within th
th 

e first decade of 
its existence and seems to have made little progress since. 

" Of course things had been put'nto holiday trim: but you 
eth't remove a radical defeEt for a day's parade. Moreover the 
woiter used his intimate knowledge to peer where the public 
was not invited, and nowhere did he find any sign of wear and 
tear, and yet nowhere evidenth of recent repair. He had the 
convinion that there must inevitably be a respondent comeli-
ness in his person, which was wont to trick its beams daily in 
such surroundings. And the music m, where he blew melo-
dious blasts from his minildn mouth,roo now an imposing chemical 
laboratory, which looks competent to produce the philoso-
pher's stone. Even the refeetory which we used to think dingy 
—but that of course was considerably more than fifty years. 

"Also the eras; our assertion was challenged by a com-
panion; but he had to admit that the examples he pointed out to disprove our statement were of later date; and that the trees 
behind the racket courts, the cherry tree and its associates, the 
hornihole tree, were unchanged. 

0 Finally, being now an outsider (on the surface, at least; a 
brother under the skin,') the writer can point to the splendid 
file of veerans that belong to the birth of the epoch; white of 
hair, butt clear of eye, firm of hand and warm of heart. If this 
is a liberty, they will take it as they took many a frolic daring of 
their young charge in the nursery years of the' New College.' 

"Piety and honesty, Bishop Hedky told us, were the 
oct 

Notes 
t <salted charaCters moulded upon us within those walls. 

But there was one quality of which it was not his part to tell us, 
of which we we mayoas when we 

had 
not boast of the 

other, though we  believe we have them in measure—
loyalty ti the School. An elusive quolity to analyse; but, as we 
thrilled  the associations of each familiar objea, and of the 
men with whom memory repeopled them, and the manners in 
which they disported themselves, we realized of what potent 
simples the precious gift was compounded, and that k was 
spaclous and fresh and enduring ashe shrine itself in which it 
was garnered. Brave words, my brothers; but we are feeling 
rather proud just now in the prods of our birth and breed." 

4 , 4,  4,

MISCELLANEOUS 
FATHER ABBOT was the special preacher on the Sundays of 
June at the twelve o'clock Mass at Westminster Cathedral. He 
has also completed hn series of Meditation, en the Mao. The 
book, which IS now ill the press, wit be of especial value to 
priest adorers of the Blessed Sacrament for whom it has been 
mainly written. 

FATHER Doemuc WILLSON is collaborating in the produtlion of 
a complete translation into English of the Life and Leman of 
Sow !bathe dr l'Enfantlisur. The book will be published in 
the autumn. 

4,

FATHER PRIOR, Fr Paul Nevill, and Fr Justin McCann have 
been engaged in writing an the Natural Virtues for the forth-
coming series, to be issued by the Catholic Truth Society. 
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THE AMPLEFORTH SOCIETY 
FOUNDED JULY oth, oSts 

Under the Patronage of St Benedict and St Lawrence. 
President: THE ABBOT OF AMPLEFORTH. 

OBJECTS 
x. To unite past students and friends of St Law-

rence's in furthering the interests of the 
College. 

a. By meeting every year at the College to keep 
alive amongst the past students a spirit of 
affection for their Alma Mater and of good-
will towards each other. 

3. To stimulate a spirit of emulation amongst 
the students by annually providing certain 
prizes for their competition. 

Five Masses are said annually for living and 
dead Members, and a special "Requiem" for 
each Member at death. 

Annual Subscription x os. In the case of boys 
who join within six months of leaving Ampleforth 
the annual subscription is only 5s. for the first 
three years. 

Life Membership o; or after to years of 
subscriptions, Z5. Priests become Life Members 
when their total subscriptions reach k. o. 

For further particulars and forms of applica-
tion apply CO the lion. See., SOHN M. TUCKER, 
Solicitor, x 5 o Leadenhall Street, London, E.G. 
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THE GOLDEN JUBILEE OF THE 

BISHOP OF NEWPORT 

AFINE old man, sir I There's no such thing. If his head 
or his heart had been worth anything, they would have 
worn him out years agd" We remember reading this 

saying of " one of the best judges of human nature that ever 
fathered a proverb "—m Whyte Melville calls him—with de-
lighted approval. But that was more than forty years ago, and 
we were very young then—young enough to think a man 
already in the autumn of his life when he had given up football, 
carried a meleeca cane with a bone handle, wore reading-
glasses, was a bit bald and grey, and liked to tell people of 
things that happened before they were born. WI talked of 
" old" Father Almond (then turned forty-eight) and "old " 
Br Bernard Davey (not yet ordained, buts bald and grey as 
he was at seventy), and though we knew they were " old " 
only in a comparative we Judged they had already crossed 
the equat sense,or of life—the boundary line between the bright 
years when "from hour to hour we ripe and ripe' and the dull 
days when "from hour to hour we rot and rot, and thereby 
hangs a tale "—what this last phrase had to do with the matter 
we did not know, but supposed it to be a joke of some sort. 
We did not, however, think of them as " fine old men." What 
we admired in them was not their old age but the remainder 
of their youth. Our conception of a really old man, at that 
time, was Fr Bede Day, once Prior of the College, and then a 
sort of pensionerwho might have been seen any morning or 
afternoon of sunny day wandering aimlessly about the paths 
in front of the monastery, carrying a newspaper which he 
looked at fora moment or two at long intervals, ready to 
inform any inquisitive youth who spoke to him that "he came 
to Ampleforth in the year Is.." He was undoubtedly good to 

003 
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look at—tall, straight-backed and venerable, almost beautiful, 
with his <lean pink complexion and silken, snow-white hair. 
He was nearly eighty years of age at the time. By rights he 
should have boon walking the stage in the " last scene of all," 
" second childhood and mem oblivion," SORT everything Mat 
makes life worth living. We could not, however, place him M 
the earlier category of " the lean and slimed pantaloon, 
speflacles on nose, with shrunk shanks and yore turning again 
toward childish treble." Yet we do not remember to have 
thought of him or heard him spoken of as r`"" a fine old man." 
Probably the reason was that somehow we had come to think 
of him with pity. He always had a dispirited, mournful look, 
however cheerful he may have felt in himself. He was ready to 
to with us, but in a dull, unsmiling fashion; unresponsive, 
seemingly, to the efforts Fr Benedith and others made to please 
him; unable to take any interest in the things we cared about. 
It was this handsome, melancholy figure that presented itself 
to our imagination when we first mad the words; " A fine old 
man, sir! There's no such thing." We judged him, illogically, 
to be an indirea confirmation of the truth of the proverb. He 
was, to our supposition, only the empty shell of a fine old man, 
one whose head and heart were worn out years ago. 

We learned, only a year or two later, to suspeth the sound-
ness and justice of this cynical proverb fathered by one of the 
best judges of human nature, and to revise our mistaken 

to of good old Fr Day. Some one, probably Fr Romuald 
Woods, made no better informed of his career. He had been 
doing full work on the mission in his later years at a small 
place, Felton, Northumberland, until he retired at the age of 

deven(reight (in 869); and 
ho 

lived but a few months to enjoy 
the well-eamed eventide cat ersr his long labours. Then, as 
our knowledge of our old Fathr grew more intimate, we re-
formed our faith in the proverb altogether, and grew to under-
stand that it was precisely and  of the fine qualities of head 
and heart, kept in constant and vigorous exercise by hard, 
wholesome work, that they, and others like them, have lived 
up to, and passed beyond, the 

of
of three more ears and 

ten (when the normal human machine is presumed 
on 

be zun 
down and worn out), remaining still aCtim in mind and body; 
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sound, sane, and well preserved; better pleamd to be asked to 
undertake 'rah tasks than to by down any portion of their 
acc tomed burden. We are thinking now of Imurentians we 
haveus known, 

er
our own jubilarians gone to their etnal rat—

Fr Ansehn Cockshoot of the clear eyes, busy mind and youth-
ful buoyancy, "The Father of Belmont; Fr Bede Smith, for 
forty-five years Rector of one parish, busy all the long years in 
the education of priests for the service of his Alma Mater; Fr 
Athanasius Allamon, Abbot and Provincial, for forty-eight 
years serving the same mission, a man of independent mind, 
ripe counsel and ready initiative, the able and diligent histor-
ian of the Congregation; Fr Wilfrid Rya, whose administra-
tive ability found clearest recognition when he was near upon 
seventy; Br Bennet McEntee, the tireless and cheerful workff, 
mon loyal of servants and truest of friends, who never re-
membered an unpleasantness and never forgot a kindness; Fr 
Ansehn Walker, gentle and genial, with a playful and kind 
word for everybody, eminently a "lover of the brethren"; 
Fr Maurus Margison, body, loud-voiced and assertive, the 
piEture of rude health, hasty in manner, but patient and 
humble in judgment, the trusty henchman of a bag-dozen 
Provincials; Fr Placid O'Brien, of the mellow voice and 
polished periods, a man of infinite jest and irrepressible gaiety, 
immune from all the ordinary sickness and ills our flesh is heir
to, a fine orator and a humorist of genius, niggardly with 
himself, but st generous to his Alma Mater; Fr Maur. 
Anderson, pattern of dutifulness and pious routine; Abbot 
Bury, of big brain and powerful frame, the master-mind, a 
builder of churches and leader of men; Fr Wilfrid Brown, 
stern disciplinarian of our boyhood, whilst on duty, like a 
watchdog, quick with bark and bite, when off duty the cheerful 
companion and staunch comrade, in his old age the typical 
veteran, lean of body, autocratic in manner and of abrupt 
speech, but a man of many thoughtful and generous deeds 
(ho vve not remember how rarace bvely he stood by a parishioner 
when menaced with disg and under suspicion of a great 
crime, and by a public display of friendship encouraged him 
to look the world in the face and regain his position and good 
morel); Fr Bernard Davey, a devout, humble and guileless 

rx s 
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curate at the age of four-score years—these and a crowd of 
other jubilarians, Gregothns and Edmundians, and others 
again whose years have only fallen short of the golden number 
by a month or two, file before us, walking in the footsteps of 
the good old patriarch we remember so vividly—a race of 
valiant monks, faithful to God and devoted to their Order, of 
whom the least that we can say is that they were "fine old 
men." We sweet that this best judge of human nature, who 
fathered the cynical proverb, had little acquaintance with 

B
bilarians. He was probably more familiar with those accus-
tomed to apply " hot and rebellious liquors in their blood " 
and "with unbashful forehead" woo " the means of weak-

and debility" than with thou to whom " age is as a lusty 
winter, frosty but kindly." Certainly, if he were living now, 
and had the friendship of our three jubilarians, all very much 
alive—Fr Paulinus Wilson, hard at work still, in his eightieth 
year, who has just finished building a school/ Fr Ildefonsos 
Brown, faithful always to duty, our thoughtful, helpful and 
generous friend; and chief of all, the venerable Bishop of New-

LZ1,7:207A7N't.CLITV-,1,-'="g'irT.TivtIrcodn7pT,V1:: 
honour, instead of writing a cynical proverb, he would have 
joined with us in singing the canticle of the Preacher: "Let 
us praise men of renown and our fathers in their generation. 
... Rich men in virtue, studying beautifulness, living at .peace 
in their houses. ... Their posterity are a holy ithentance 
. . and their name liveth unto generation and generation." 

Early in the prffient your people somehow began to be con-
scious that Bishop Hedley's sacffidotal golden jubilee was near 
at hand, and we occasionally heard the remark in v egan
"We mum do something." A little later people began to Say 
one to the other: " We ought to begin at once and organize 
and combine, or else we shall be caught napping, and this op-
portunity to do honour to the most distinguished and deserv-
ing prelate of our neration still be lost." But who was to 
come forward and them others rho way? As it fell out, we 
think it quite as well that Bishop Hedley's many friends and 
admirers were shy to take the initiative and that rho suggested 
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English Catholic combined demonstration never took place. 
Instead, we had a number of smaller, less showy, boo more en-
thusiastic and more intimate gatherings in different rs of 
the country. The materials of half a dozen parish 

b`
 aonfires 

would famish a grander speffiacle when united to make a 
single distrift blaze, but it would not warm so many hands, nor 
light up so many frees, and they would be many fewer who 
had the proud delight of helping in its construffiion. To our 
mind, there is something artificial and unconvincing, some-
thing tasteless, in a well-organized and widely-advertised ex-
pression of sympathy and esteem, it too often lacks the flavour 
of spontaneity by which alone we can be assured that the 
thing is genuine. Looking back, even from this short distance 
of time, one realizes that the various jubilee celebrations were 
each and all of them natural and inevitable, breaking out into 
flame at the several points most intimately and direffily con-
:lofted with our good bishop and his career, that in no other 
way could it have been arranged that his brethren and his 
flock, his friends and admirers old and new, should, each and 
all of them, feel, and feel warmly, that they had played their 
due part in this general manifestation of veneration and es-
teem; and that the rejoicings, for the very reason that they 
were sounded in many parts of the land and continued through 
many months, had a movement and rhythm suggestive, not of
mere shout of congratulation, but of a majestic triumphal march. 

It was right and just a beginning should have been made at 
the Bishop's own Cathedral Priory and church. All the fifty 
years of his priestly life he hos been connefled with them 
either as Canon or Bishop. He went to Belmont shortly after 
he was ordained. There he first became known to those out-
side his own Lane inn family, there he won distinffiion as a 
litterateur and musician: and there, on September zoo 1873, 
he was consecrated Bishop of Cxsaropolis and Auxiliary to 
the Venerable Bishop Brown of Newport and Menevia. It was 

semi-private gathering of the Bishop himself, some prelates, 
the Canons and officials of the diocese, with the Prior and his 
community, to sing praise to God and thanksgiving for His 
many mercies, in the first light of the dawn of a long day of 
rejoicing. 
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Following close upon it came an even more private and 

fraternal ceremony—an address of congratulation from the 
members of the English hierarchy, a touching and unexpeEted 
honour—at the Bishops' meeting at Westminster. 

Then took place the pageant at Cardiff—a civic as well as a 
diocesan demonstration. The reader will be able to judge for 
himself of its importance from the descriptive report in our 
"Notes." More than ‘2,000 had been colleCted as a jubilee 

tftcla hcooprninoittteree.of. tth,ekslar laymen ctoh,e,,d,!ocwzei.The Cardinal

recei
 the sake of 

ving an 
was

of welcome to himself, than to do honour 
to the deyoe and Ipcler of the bench of Bishops. One incident 
will make the occasion memorable to us Catholics, and to his 
Lordship himself, when all else has passed out of mind. This 
was the reading of a letter of congratulation and the presenta-
ff on of a gift—a jewelled chalice and paten of gold—from his 
Holiness Pope Pitt X. The unlooked-for kindness of the atl 
and the affetlionate terms of the greeting make it a deed of 
that gracious sort " that blessesh him that gives and him that 
takes." No wonder the good Bishop was much moved. It was a 
gift of personal friendship from one whom, as the Bishop said, 
he had never seen. 

The meridian of the jobilee was marked by Bishop Halley's 
visit to Amplefonh and his reception by the Abbot and com-
munity of the house of his profession and a host of other 
prelates and brethren and friends. (Here again we must refer 
the reader for details to the full narrative of the proceedings 
in the " Notes.") It was the son, full of years and honour, 
coming to kneel at the feet of his Alma Mater to receive her 
blessing and be crowned with her praise; the monk, after
bong day's work in the vineyard, returning in the evening to 
his monastery to bless God for having called him to His service. 
As Bishop Hedley said, it had long been his wish to say the 
Mass of thanksgiving, on the era& day of the jubilee, at the 
altar where he had first offered op the holy sacrifice. 

The aftemoon of the jubilee rejoicings opened with 2 
gathering of the Ampleforth Society and their guests—the 
Archbishop of Liverpool and other prelates and north-country 
friends—to meet the Bishop at a dinner in the Exchange 
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Hotel, Liverpool. There was the presentation of a handsome 
pettoral cross and chain. The great pleasure and satisfaMion 
of this meeting to those present was that for a brief while they 
had their beloved Bishop to themselves. His BenediCtine 
brethren felt this pleasure and satisfaftion more deeply still, 
next day, when his Lordship celebrated the Feast of All Monks 
with them at St Anne's Priory, Edgehill. We do not remember 
to have ever heard Bishop Medley speak to us so tenderly, so 
gravely and with such grace as at that great mating of his 
northern brethren. 

The cycle of congratulation and festivity closed with the 
entertainment of his Lordship at two dinners in London—one 

an d 
by the southern members of the Ampleforth Society 

and the other by the members of St Gregory's Society, Down-
side. These meetings were as pleasant and enthusiastic as any 
that had taken place before. Like all final celebrations, they 
suffered somewhat from the fa& that to any others had gone 
before them. But there was no evidence of this in the behaviour 
of those who sat at table. To them also was the satisfatlion and 
pleasure—and they showed they felt it—of having for a Mon 
hour or two our good Bishop to themselves. 

We can find no better thought to put before our readers, 
now that the jubilee celebrations are over, than that with 
which a writer in the Tablet of August; I concluded his gatici-
pation of them: "Now, when—despite aftivmes seemmg to 
belie the poet's definition of age as ' Death's reprieve '—the 
man of seventy-five years of life keep well in time that 
' mark on the dial of Time which ismust  fixed for its limit, we know 
what consolation, what gift and what congratulation we can 
best offer him. This is no other than the assurance of the help 
he has been to all his fellow-believers and of the certainty that 
his influence will continue among the coming generation, to 
whom his books descend as a precious legacy of the literature 
of religion. In this certain knowledge, and in this sore hope, 
the Bishop of Newport, whatever other honour, end gifts go 
to him, bar Jotted his happiness on the day of his jubilee, and 
will find it on all the days left to him for the further service of 
the Church." 
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A LAY CONVERT: W. G. WARD' 

THE Traaarian movement, which, taking its rise at 
Oxford some seventy years no, left a deep impress on 
the Catholic Church in England,and even a deeper upon 

the Establishel Church, led amongst other results to the con-
version of a number of eminent men, of whom many became 
pWests. Ward was one of the chief laymen faion s convert group. 
The colleague and successor cf Newman  the Traetarian 
leadership, he became a Catholic before his grout master, and 
whiht never ceasing to be his friend and admirer, developed 
later into an antagonist and in mme sense a rival. M a layman 
he attained a per  position: in turn Professor of Theology 
in an important seminary, and the trusted editor of the 
principal Catholic Review, wielding at all times a powerful 
pen, influencing greatly both Catholic controversy and non-
Catholic metaphysic. M a literary Catholic layman Dr Ward 
will be found especially interesting. He is an illustration of the 
power that a capable layman may become in the Catholic 
Church. h is sometimes thoughtlessly asserted that the Church 
has little use for laymen except to contribute, and 

in
 unable to 

profit by their gifts except those of cash! Dr Ward is a ,rua-
, were one needel, of so silly 

n
 charge! Churchmen if not 

the Church herself, are sometimes impatient at the patronizing 
airs or the readiness to offer advice occasionally to be noticed 
in recent additions to her lay Comm The lay convert has not 
away been taken by his new Communion at his own valua-
tion. A story is told of . convert clergyman consulting Dr 
Marshall as to the exafit position of the layman in 

oche C

Church, the reply being quite definite and correfib, if a little 
too plain, that the layman's proper position in the Church 
was on his knees before the Altat and sitting before the pulpit! 

Ward's career shows what a layman may do for sthe Church, 
ye he was by no rococo the typical layman, nor i he 

loon
 in-

teresting on that account. The ideal layman, in some clerical 
eyes at least, would be very different from Dr Ward. A man f 
once knew in a parish of which I long had charge would fulfil 

Wan. Gserge Ward and the CarbolicRte.,. By Wilfred Ward. Re-
inn& London Longman.. 19,2. 
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this ideal perfeelly. He was the principal, iv fart, the only 
Catholic man in the town. Hews the priest's faHotuini he 
stood at the church door, took round the colleefion 

w 

plate, 
served at Mass, never criticized so mons, distributed traCks—
fulfilling, in a word,, the whole duty of a Catholic layman—
and he was completely deaf and dumb! Dr Ward was not a 
layman of that stamp. He was neither deaf nor dumb, very 
much the reverse! He was not seldom a Peon in the side of 
some of the clergy, and of the normal laity as well; and there 
were grounds for the suspicion with which he was at one time 
regarded. The layman with ecclesiastical tastes is by no mPns 
the only id al, or the one most fitted for genera' adoption. 
His is a peculiar though at times  agenuine vocation; but when, 
in addition to eplewastical and theological tastes, he possesses 

combative disposition, a keenly logical mind, a sharp and 
ready pen, he surely unites iv himself all the elements of 
either a most useful ally or a very dangerous rival! During 
some period of hi career it was uncertain which category 
should include Dr Ward. Still, as a wealthy layman who pre-
ferred st intelleHual toil to a life of luxury and ease, 
" who uous shunned delights and led laborious dap "; as a man of 
the highest intelleflual gifts, which he consecrated with in-
tense devotion to the cause of the Church; as a steadfast 
champion of unpopular truth, and a fearlem inquirer in the 
profoundest regions of modern speculation; lastly, as a humble-
minded man who bowed with utter docility before the 
Church's decisions, Ward was an example and a model 
to all!. 

Dr Ward has been happy in his biographer. One of his 
own sons, Mr Wilfrid Ward, has produced two very readable 
volumes about him, to which I am of course deeply indebted 
in the preparation of this paper; and, making all allowances for 
the partiality of filial love and family pride, he has certainly 
given us a pkture of his father which fear could regard without 
reverence, and none without interest. 

William George Ward was bom in London in kiira, just one 
hundreds ears ago, the eldest son of a manless famous as an M.P. 
than as cricketer and proprietor of Lord's Cricket Ground. 
Educated at Winchester and Christ Church, he developed in 
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the Union unusual dialeflical skill and power of argumentative 
statement. In 1834 he was eleaed a Fellow of Balob Strongly 
opposed at fi rst to the Traftarian movement, the very first 
sermon of Newman's that he was persuaded to her completely 
altered his attitude. From an opponent he became fire of all 
an enthusiastic disciple, afterwards a pushing pioneer on he 
own account, and ultimately the leader of the extreme party 
that, driving Newman's principle to their logical onclusion, 
soon got beyond the control of ice founder. Ward's aggress'
and diaketical mind was little in accord with the gentler dis-
position and more tolerant mood of Newman; the beginnings 
of differences between them must have been evident even 
then. Hie famous work on The Ideal of a Christian Church 
openly advocated submission to Rome. Its condemnation by 
the University and the subsequent " degradation " of its 
author might have been anticipated under the circumstances, 
and were the means, under God, of showing to him and others 
the falsity of their position in the English Church. The storm 
raised by the book was loud and terrible. After a magnificently 
honest defence, which, however, only increased the populffi 
anger against him, Ward was publicly deprived in full Convoca-
tion of his Fellowship, and of hie degrees of Bachelor and 
Mat.. of Arts. This was on February 14, 1845. His reception 
into the Church took place in the following September, the 
first decisive Romeward step on the part of the leaders of the 
Orford movement. Newman was received in Oftober. 

After his conversion Ward found himself in a very difficult 
and impecunious position. His recent marriage precluded his 
aspiring to the pnesthood; anxious, however, to give his ser-
ince to the Church in some shape, he betook himself to Old 
Hall with great hopes that he might have a share in Valet he 
regarded as the ideal work of preparing men for the sacred 
ministry. His reception by the College authorities was the 
reverse of encouragmg. " We are glad to (come you, Mr 
Ward," said the Ven. Bishop, Dr Walsh, who presided over 
the London distria; "we are glad to welcome you, but of 
come, we have no work for you "I Nor was it for some years, 
not until the pressing poverty of those early days had been 
changed into affluence on his to  to large estates in the 
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never met his equal." He had a wonderful faculty for arousing 
the interest and enthusium of his hearers, whilst his moral 
influence over them wu simply unbounded. Coming from his 
leflures was like coming from the Manes of St.Thomas,whose 
heart burned with what he taught. "I shall never forget," 
says one of his auditors, " the way in which he brought before 
us strongly the presence of God amongst us, and the ingrati-
tude of forgetting one who, though our greatest benefaCtor, 
stood like a forgo  friend M a corner of the room. It was like 
an eleetric shock." And Cardinal Vaughan recalls" the wonder-
ful sight of biro at that table holding his MS. in both hands, 
while there came bubbling up, pouring over, streams, torrents 
of exposition with application to daily life, followed by burns 
ing exhortations and reference to the future career of his 

all over, milis.,,!7 .,etir,m1,simhits. 7iteemotorerm. b.ledwal ite 
could

in
er

his emotion. There were often strange and memoratle 
sights, for the enthusiasm and emotion of the Professor were 
caught up in varying degrees by many of his disciples." A 
peculiar humble-mindedness was very remarkable in one of his 

hoceptional gifts. He rated his out intellet1 high enough, for 
had none of the false humility that profeom to ignore the 

gifts of God; but ho comparison with spirimal qualities and 
supernatural gifts mere 

meson
acquirements seemed 

trivial. He had the greatest contempt for nor left as such. 
" My great intellect," he wed to say,' no more worthy of 
admiration than my great leg. The only thing worthy of 
respeet and admirarton is the doing of our duty to our Creator, 
and making some due return to God for His unspeakable love 
to 

Ward leEtured on theology at Old Hall mail 0858. These 
years 'of professorship helped him greatly in his later work, for 
he acquired a minute acquaintance with the whole range of 
theological literature. and he had gained great ascendancy 
over the clergy of the'Southem dioceses. Pius IX conferred on 
him a Doctor's cap; a more permanent result of his labours 
was the publication of his leftures on Nature and Crave. 

All his life Ward was a curious compound of contradiEtions; 
and to omit all mention of his eccentricities would give a false 
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notion of an interesting personality. He had been known at 
Oxford as " Ideal " Ward, from the work which had first 
made him famous; but anything more unideal than his own 
personal appearance it would be difficult to imagine. Fortune 
made him a great landed proprtetor; his tastes and ambitions 
were the very opposite to those of a typical English squire. To 
country sports and duties he was indifferent, and was bored by 
them; social life was irksome to him; he gave up living at 
Northwood because of the gaieties of Cowes; he liked the 
country mainly for its quietude and fresh air. He enjoyed 
Trudging about on the plain road talking theology, or a game 
of chess, or a good " opera-bouffe " far better than any ortho-
dox amusements of the English squire. Again, though he had 
strongly-marked ecclesiastical tastes and the highest spiritual 
ideals, yet he had nothing of the hermit about him, or the 
monk, or the rapt pilgrim through visionary worlds! He loved 
music, and was passionately devoted to the opera, whilst 
hating noise so much that even the songs of birds distraCted 
him at work; and at Northwood, his well-wooded seat near 
Cowes, he is said to have offered a guinea for every nightingale's 
head they could bring him. A layman and the father of a large 
family, perverse fate made him Professor of Theology in a 
clerical seminary, where he long presented the unique speetacle 
of a married man exhorting young clerics to their sacred 
duties, and setting before them the noblest ideal of priestly 
vocation. His own marriage, when an Anglican clergyman, had 
greatly surprised the readers of the Ideal of the Christian 
Church, and had disappointed many of his friends. The story 
goes that, when once presiding at a conference to discuss the 
celibacy of the clergy, he suddenly adjourned the meeting, 
oominally for lunch, really that he might read a letter from 
the future Mrs Ward! During the long and anxious con-
troversy over the condemnation of his book, his main preoccu-
pation was whether Miss Wingfield would accept him; the 
demon of the two questions happened to fall together, the 
humiliation of public reproof being completely merged in the 
utisfaCtion of his private hopes. All through his life his really 
deep spirituality and his Intense theological tastes were 
strangely counterbalanced by an equally intense love for the 
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theatre and the opera. He had considerable dramatic poeawers 
himself, his imitatiom of theatrical celebrities in his rlier 
Oxford days being particularly good. The contrast between 
These frivolities and his normal occupation of dimussing veil-

Fi;Va's'tliPoUgliicTrogEssVtintIn::liefe 
 his 

Tenneebittina'br11:0' 
Even that emir de force would not have been beyond Ward's 
powers. Once in his rooms at Balliol he was giving some 
seleftions from an opera, and, of all other charafters, was per-
sonating Cupid, to rho delight of some of his friends, flying 
about the place and making a ost alarming noise. A tutor in 
the room beneath sent op hent cout to inquire what was the 
matter, and received t  answer, " It's only Mr Ward, sir; 
e's a haaing of a cherubym." 

Ward retained his love of the opera and the drama all 
through his life. It was his chief escape from worry! it afforded 
him needful relaxation from the strain of continuous contro-
versy, and was a useful correPtive to the melancholy that 
formed an ingredient of his charaMer. He would rush up to 
London from his leftures at Old Hall or his controversies at 
Weston to revel in the operas of Donee tti and Rossini. His 
friends knew his t , and even Cardinal Manning could 
sympathise when heastes had no opportunity of indulging them. 
He was once complaining to the Archbishop of the loss he felt 
when there was no opera for him ro go ro in London. " My 
dear Ward," replied the Archbishop, " dont hmitare any 
evening you feel dull, to come in and have tea with Johnson 
and myself"! To appreciate the situation, one must have 
known Cardinal Manning and Dr ohnson—admirable men, 
and in their moo way interestin 

J 
g, bt not formidable rivals to 

the opera. Just before his death he horrified a clerical friend by 
telling him there was lint one thing he longed to see before he 
died. " What is thati " said the priest, thinking he had some 
trle: fof.. C,11r:hHainteresztinih j:I ilde.h: If I,e;n only see the 

The main work olDr Ward's life--thatPtPoYwhich he devoted 
rho energies and talents of his are year  rho editing 
of The Dublin Review. It was through The Dublin that he 
exerted vast influence on the theological and metaphysical 
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thought of the day, and as its editor he mill be best remem-
bered. His acceptance of the post is a striking instance of his 
readiness to take up very uncongenial work at the call of duty. 
About the year 086o Cardinal Wiseman was anxious topro-
vide an antidote to the Liberalism, the Religious Liberalism, 
of dangerous tendencies which found brilliant exposition in 
the pages of The Rambler. An attempt had been made ro meet 
the need by getting Newman to edit The Rambles, he agreed 
to do so, but in a short time found the position so intolerable 
that he suddenly threw it up. To infuse life Mto the moribund 
Dublin Review was now the more necmsary, and to use it as 
the ma M organ of English Catholicism. Great pressure was 
brought to over e Ward's reluetanee to step m oo the 
breach. He felt hemown unfitness in many respeets. Writing to 
Newman after his acceptance, he says: " It is a new phenome-

. non to have the editor of a Quarterly profoundly ignorant of 
history, polities and literature. But it was really a Quintus 
Curtius affair "; and to another correspondent hewrote, " I 
arn about as competent to dire& a Review as to dance the 
tight-rope, and Oakley is not much better. My whole wish was 
that the Cardinal should feel the converts would help him." 

Ward's incapacity for li terature was a point on which he 
differed greatly from his Oxford associa s, for his style is 
cumbersome and awkward, massive indeed,te and full of force, 
but almost entirely wanting in grace and lightness of touch. 
This lack of literary gifts and the absence of grace or dis-
tintlion from his writings will doubtleu prevent his works 
from being read, or valued, except by serious students. Yet 
his work at the Dublin was an unqualified success. He made 
that Review a power in the Church, and for sixteen years 
never remitted his labours in defending and spreading the 
principles of Catholic Faith. When in 0878 age and infirmity 
compelled him to withdraw, Cardinal Manning could bear 
witness that " his vigilant and powerful writings had signally 
mntributed to produce the unity of mind which exists amongst 
us, and a more considerate and respePtful tone even in our 
antagonists." 

In the home co ntmt with Liberalism, and the long and 
amid controversies about Papal Infallibility which preceded the 
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Vatican Council Ward rook an active share, his writings dis-
tinaly leading up to the great definition of the Council. 
These were years of acute and often painfulcollision, sometimes 
with opponents whose names will be held in equal veneration 
with his own; for among them were found not only Hollinger, 
Lord Afton, and Mouse% but Montalembert, Dupathoup, 
F. Ryder, and chiefly Cardinal Newmm. It mutt be confessed 
that Ward's methods in commversy with Catholics were often 
irritating. This was the fault partly of his lack of literary man-

er and partly of s hankering after logical completenesa, which 
he himself recognized as one of his intelletlual faults. both 
these respells he offered a marked contrast to his old leader, 
Dr Newman. The two friends had for some time been drifting 
apart. Their habits and methods of mind were essemially 
diverse. Long before, Newman had said—with reference 
chiefly to Ward—that " the Common Room at Balliol reeked 
with logic," and the skilful tad with which Newman directed 
minds and all  for ignorance and prejudice was totally 
wanting in Ward. The latter was for ever stating general 
principles and extreme consequences, when the neeth of the 
case called rather for veiling the one or the other. Their 
different temperaments inclined them to different schools. 
Ward was the strongest of the so-called Vaticanists; he 
revelled in Papal pronouncements; liked his Pontifical deci-
sions hot and frequent; professed that he would have enjoyed 
a fresh Bull from Rome every morning with his paper. Newman 
belonged to the more Conservative school, which dreaded 
preen.:etre definition, nor to say over-definition, of doctrine. 

felt keenly that there were other things thee logic to 
be considered. From men with an English love of the con-
coct and English innocence of logic Ward soon gained a 
chara;  fter for being snort and extravagant. He termed his oppo-
nents  minimizers "; they regarded his friends as" an insolent 
and aggressive fatlion." 

Many of Ward's antagonists doting these years were, of 
course, as good Catholics and as loyal to the Holy See as ever 
he was himself and between the two schools the questions in 
dispute were well and wisely worked out. If there were faults 
in the controversy on both sides, there was never any bitterness 
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or personal rancour on Ward's. He differed in this respell from 
some of his opponents, particularly from one of his foreign 
allies, with whom he was often, though unjustly, compared—
Louis Veuillot, the editor of the Univers. Word never hesi-
tated to speak out plainly; he struck a downright blow with all 
his might, perhaps never realising himself how hard he smote. 
But although his personal feeling to his antagonists was en-
tirely friendly, yet he did not bring into his writings the 
soother in meek which never failed him in conversation; and 
he could not resist the inclination to express contrasts of 
opinion in the most startling and extreme form. Instead, how-
ever, of enjoying these polemics as the outside public thought, 

,he really hated them. ' People look on me as a kind of theo-
logical gladiator who delighry in fighting, or a theological Red 
Indian who is only at home in war paint. They little know what 

coward I am, and how I hate fighting. If it wasn't for the 
infinite harm which Liberalism is doing, I could never bring 
myself to write against

Ward admitted in titer years that he had been too marling 
and had pressed points as to Papal Infallibility too far; but as 
to the general question between himself and hi s opponents, 
on the whole he was right and they were wrong, though under 
Providence both parties were needed to bring out the mind 
of the Church on a vital point of Faith. 

An interesting episode in Ward's career was his connexion 
with the Metaphysical Society, which flourished in London 
during the years 1869-29. The object of the SOCIery was to 
bring together in friendly debate on the great problems of the 
hour represented,. of the vaous schools of opinion existing 
at the nme. It aimed at beings living microcosm of the great 
intelleNual world in England, where men could meet and 
discuss with complete frankness, ands'n perfeN privacy, the 
questions that were agitating men's inds. It was held —and 
the opinion was justified by the event—that a far truer under-
standing of an opponent's real mind must ensue from a rap-
prothrorm of this kind than from any amount of written 11011-

troversy. Besides Ward, the chief Catholic representatives 
were Archbishop Manning and F. Dalgaino. Ile success of 
their intervenuons at these discussions, which WAS undoubted, 
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might suggest to others the desirability of imitating their 
emmple. I have often thought how much good might be done 
if Catholic laymen would bring together for friendly inter-
course men of different lines of thought, and so provide 
opportunities, such as the clergy can seldom gain of them-
selves, for personal in  with intelligent persons outside 
the Church. Occasionally some mischief might result, for all 
are not equipped for such encounters; but Catholic truth 
would surely be the gainer on the whole! True, our young 
Catholic laymen are not all Wards, any more than the clergy 
are all Mannings or Dalgairns; yet neither would their adver-
saies be all Mills or Hffileys or Herbert Spencers. The in-
stance of the Metaphysical Society is very cogent. The power 
of clear conviftion held intelligently, the sight of Catholic 
Thinkers willing to face the difficulties of modern thought, was 
foud to be impressive. It was well said that one evening at 
hen Metaphysical Society was a better answer to those who 

held that Catholics were uncandid and insincere than years of 
controversial writing would have been. 

What kind of a ma in his own domes is circle was this' n-
telleftual giant, this theological squire? He certainly had a 
deal of individuality; he was quite free from conventionality, 
for example, and from commonplace human respeEk. When 
living at Hampstead he used to take long walks with a lady 
friend, and when tired he would stop and sit down on the 
nearesT doorstep. "I'm timd, madam I mean to rest. If 
you're too proud, you can walk on." " 'But I'm not proud," 
she replied; and the pair of them would continue their con-
versation on the doorstep, to the admiration of the nurse-
maids and errand-boys. Tennyson described him in later yeari 
as "the most childlike and the least childish man I have ever 
known," and used to speak of him as being " grotesquely 
truthful." Before his marriage his wife's brother had tried to 
dissuade her from marrying a hard-headed mathematician; 
but in spite of his oddities and unconventionality, he made a 
loving husband and an excellent father. His relations with his 
family, and with his young children in particular, were un-
doubtedly peculiar. He lived all day in FM study and hardly 
ever saw his children; some of them had an idea that he was a 
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priest. He is reported to have said about them: " I am usually 
informed when they are born, but I know nothing more of 
them." This was perhaps only a story, but the next ecdote 
is certainly true. The absorbing interest which hean took in 
theology and philosophy filled his whole capacity for en-
thusiasm, and he could not understand the interest which his 
friends took in other aspefts of his life. The large property 
which he inherited in the Isle of Wight would have passed 
away from his family unless he had a son to succeed him. His 
four eldest children had been girls; there was consequently 
moth rejoicing among his friends at the birds of a son and 
heir. Ward's surprise at the letters of congratulation which he re-
ceived on the occasion was something ludicrous. " Here," he 
said, "for years I have been doing valuable intelleftual work 
at Oxford and Old Hall—work which few men have the 
knowledge and ability to do—and no one ever wrote to con-
gratulate me! I have a son—a thing any man may do—and I 
receive fifty or a hundred letters of congratulation!" But 
when his children grew up he treated them very. differently. 
His relations with them became extremely intimate, on a 
footing of almost absolute p eaky, for he disliked greatly 
what he used so term the parental heresy"—that " don-
nishness " and expectation of deference from which many 
children have to suffer. In return he received from them more 
Than usual confidence, admiration and gratitude. It was his 
ardent wish that all his daughters should be nuns and all his 
sons priests; his desire was gratified in the case of two of the 
former and one of the latter. A pleasant feature of Ward's later 
life was the friendship which sprang up between him and his 
neighbour, Lord Tennyson. They often used to meet at the 
Metaphys;cal Society; but when Ward built his house at 
Weston Manor in the Isle of Wight, he was within a mile of 
Tennyson at Farringford. Notwithstanding the intelleEtual 
contras-, between them, they had many things M common—a 
plainness of speech, great candour, enthusiasm for the moral 
aims of life, unworldliness, love of truth; and latterly they 
became close friends on almost playful ter s, telling each 
other plain truths with the greatest frankness. ' Your writing, 
Ward, is like walking-sticks gone mad "; and when the poet 
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sent his friend his ode Do Poofundit, Ward replied that he 
had read it, but could not understand a word of it. "You 
really should put notes to such poems." But they could ap 
preciate each other's gifts, and fewdescriptions hit off the 
charaZter of the man better than the lines written by the 
Lauream after Ward's death, which may serve to bring this 
paper to a close: 

Farewell, whose living like I shall not find, 
Whose faith and work were bells of full accord, 

My friend, the most unworldly of mankind, 
Most generous of Ultramontanm, Ward! 

How subtle at tierce and quart of mind with mind! 
How loyal in the following of thy Lord! 
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THE LEGEND OF A CHILD 

OME in," St Peter had bidden the child, 
Alarmed, like a bird into Heaven beguiled, 
While myriad angels in golden array 

Fluttered round and joyously beckoned to play. 
Anon as he stood, still dazed by the light 
Celestial, trembling in Hrtle of white—
As he stood there, half frighted, mouth wistful, apart, 
Punchinello pressed desperately close to his heart—
The cherub ranks open and sudden behold 
His playmate beside him in raiment of gold. 

" Come join us, we're dancing all round in a ring 
And neighbour's lad Jack, be is going to sing! 
I'll gather you Paradise roses; you'll my 
Heaven's gardens are fairer than meadows in May! 
Why do you linger? No angels are rough. 
We'll first play at robbers and then Blind Man's Buff!" 
The little one whimpered: "Mama" all his cry. 
"I want my Mama!" thus his tearful reply. 

The Saviour heard him. His heart was moved, 
He took in His arms the boy unreproved, 
And carried him to her God's Mother mild, 
And kissed her fi rst, then kissed the child. 

No sooner the child had looked in her face, 
" Mama!" he smiled happy in Mary's embrace. 
(From Obt German of Carl Backe). 

ANGUS COMYN. 
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THE RISE AND DECLINE OF THE 

EMPIRE OF THE ARABS 

III. THE BUILDING OF AL ISLAM. 

NOW that Mohammed had praffically achieved his 
desire A would not be unprofitable to examine the 
charaffier of the prophet as it had formed or trans-

formed itself under the stress of grilse strife and success. It 
is distiatly remarkable, as Mohammed progressed toward his 
appointed goal, that he grew less prophetic as he grew more 
praffiical, and less mystical as he grew more affiive. The saint 
and the contemplative divine began to merge insensibly into 
the mler and man of glions as he became more engro.ed 
in the means and methods of propagating what he deemed 
the truth, so in proportion did the nature of the truth be
to grow more hazy in his eyes. What seemed to him to be 
obviously wrong he crushed with a firm hand; usury, drunken-
ness, treachery and unbrotherliness, he smote hip and thigh; 
charity in good, honesty in dealing, valour M war, simplicity 

mannen, kindness to brutes he enforced with his utmost 
strength, but, save for the imparting of the knowledge of the 

ton 
of an all-just and all-seeing God, his pro.phetic 

mission dwindled away to nothing; he Aid 
Oho

 foundations of 
a mighty t he bur seems to have out the knowledge he had 
once had of the building he was about to construffi. Trout
AI Islam is even as Mohammed left it, a kind of crypt without 
an edifice to support. In the religion of Mohammed you have 
every necessary foundation for the support of a new world, 
but no plan, no idea, as to what the form of that world should 
be. To me it would appear that the occurrence of this sudden 
and apparently infinite hiatus was brought about hy womn. 
So long as the elderly and pious Khadijah lived to encourage 
the wondrous and beauteous thoughts of her husband, so long 
did the strong yet impressionable mind of Mohammed remain 
pure, unsullied and sublime, but when this source of inspira-
tion was withdrawn and replaced by the companionship of 

whose only idea was to maintain his allegiance by 
gratifying his .passions snd enthralling his affetlion, a ca me
doter  m hss spiritual qualities immediately became 
n  Mohammed's marriage with Khadijah was a 
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wedding of two mob, and may we be permitted to knagine 
that Khadijah's was the strongest When Khadijah died 
Mohammed evidently found only bodily and worldly grati-
fication in his frequent nuptials; and was it not for that 
reason that they were frequent—because he was ever vainly 
seeking for that peaceful companionship of the mind which 
subsists within the bonds of a perfeel marriage and only find-
ing in return thew eariome yet turbulent satiety of the flesh?

It is not pleasant fors either the reader or the writer to dwell 
upon this subjeffi, and yet it is not one that can well be passed 
over. Jr would be far from my thoughts to deliver a glib and 
easy judgment on the guilt of Mohammed in his frequent 
marriages with young and attraftive women. It has been
trait common to all Semitic stock, the Arabs included, to 
define with great rigidity the relations and situation of the 
sea.. With them man is the doer of deeds and the attive being 
who must think out and perform all the important efts of life 
save one, and that is the produelion of chddren; hence it is 
that although the widow and the virgin have, in theory at 
least, a complete freedom and independence, the wife and 
the mother are relegated to a position of servitude arising 
from their need of a proteffior and mate. The aCtual busine. of 
motherhood n considered a sufficient occupation; and the 
deskes of the men, the habit of suckling a child for the space 
of over twelve months, the high rate of infant mortality in 
sultry climates

n
, combined with a strong sound desire to 

keep up the umbers of the population, are sufficient hi 
themselves to make polygamy seem a moral and normal 
arrangement. Once the Rubicon is crossed and a plurality of 
wives passes from the zone of definite reprehensibIlity to one 
of proper and laudable custom, the whole view of man in 
relation to woman undergoes an immediate and depressing 
change, and she becomes an almost mechanical minister to 
his pleasure and honour. 

So long as Mohammed was bound to Khadijah it is little 
likely that the qu.tion gave him much trouble; impropriety 
and laxity of co do were repulsive to him, as we have seen 
on more  than one occasions but once Khadijah was taken from 
him he had legitimate means of gratifying those baser passions, 
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The Ampleforth Journal 
spent a profitable hour in an Arab bazaar or a Bedawin en-
ampment may figure to himself the roaring, swearing,!refus-

ing, cajoling, handslapping, haggling, oath taking, leaving go 
and taking up arks, which must have been gone through 
before the following treaty received the seals of the Chiefs of 
Islam, and the guardians of the Macao shrine: 

"In thy name, 0 God! These are the conditions of peace 
between Mohammed and the son of Abdallah, and Sohed the 
son  of Amr. 

" War shall be suspended for ten years. Neither side shall 
attack the other. Perfect amity shall prevail betwixt us. 
Whosoever wisheth to join Mohammed, and enter into treaty 
with him shall have liberty Co do so; and whoever wisheth to 
join the Koraysh and enter into treaty with them shall have 
liberty so to do. If any one goeth over to Mohammed without 
the cobs 
guardian. But if any one from amongst the followers of 
Mohammed return Co the Koraysh the same shall not be sent 
back. Provided, on the part of the Koraysh, that Mohammed 
and his followes retire from us this year without entering 
our city. In ther  eoming year he may visit Memo, he and his 
followers, for three days, when we shall mire therefrom. But 
they may not enter it with any weapons, save those of the 
traveller, namely, Co each a sheathed sword." 

Mohammed styles the accomplishment of the treaty with 
the Meccans a viaory, and well indeed he might; he had 
paralyzed the mon serious combination against him, and now 
he had prevented in ever becoming formidable again. To 
Pagan and believer Mohammed had novc a recognized position 
m Arabia. He no longer held the station of a refugee or out-
cist, who lived a precarious Ille in a town of strangers who 
might at any time'disown him, he had become part of the 
scheme of things and a permanent faftor in Arabian politics. 

Once a man has a recognized position among Arabs and no 
longer depends entirely on his own efforts for success, he has 
achieved a lasting virlory which will bear him up through a 
perfeet avalanche of adversity. Mohammed now felt his 
strength and powe and the tone of his utterances changed 
with his access tondo minio no n. He longer imploded "h 
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passion, or upbraided with bitterness, or threatened with 
supernatural puniahment, he now began to command with 
confidence, and Co chastise indiscipline with office regulations. 
But the mystic was still strong mthin him, and the events of 

dho day began to find their refleetion in his musings and 
reams. 
Soon the nature of his viaory in Arabia suggested to him 

that the area of his succms need not be limited by the land, nor 
by the tongue of the Arabs. The wave of faith and belief 
which seemed to have been ebbing for so long, and which ap-
peared to have been ousted from his mind by the conadera-
non of worldly affairs, now surged back with redoubled 
strength 

I think there is no more magnificmt moment in -Moham-
med's career than when he set himself to call upon the kings 
and rulers of the world to accept not his rulership but his 
faith. North, south, east and west rode his messengers, calling 
upon the primes and lords of the earth to acknowledge the 
Oneness of the one true and only God. What can have been 
the comments of those who received this strange admpnitiont 
It probably reached Heraklius while he was busy in Syria 
re-ordering and re-settling the ruined and distrafted province, 
and at the same time deeply engaged in co respondence with 
Constantinople, daily in audience with officers and governors 
from all parts of his empire, considering at! every turn the 
complex finances of the provinces, the infinite intricacies of 
municipal politics, the tan_gled intrigues of the place hunters. 
Amid such surroundings Heraklius cannot have delayed long 
to consider the meaning or the obledt of the writer. We can 
see him perhaps pausing for a moment amidst a heap of 
despatches and reports which he is checking, or during the 
interval betwixt two audiences to listen to the words of the 
interpreter who translates the summons from Arabia. Amidst 
the jumble of words there is but Dole that is distils& " Re-
ligion," mutters Heraklius—" 0, one of these schismatics 
down south of the Dead Sea; prophet of God--some mad 
monk I suppose; too far west for a Nestorian, a Meccan; I 
szgoesace I-AlraglIrofe veGyhlsos;:i nknowowsm aile etwhiz of t11,7t tinnerm! 
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perorpexhaps dismisks the matter from his mind, not to think of 
it again for many a long day. Harith, the Bedawin border lord 
of the Ghassainds, also received the message, and scenting a 
profitable little war in the summons asked permission to 
smite the Moslems; but the matter came to nothing. 

The Christian King of Abyssinia, who had given Moslems 
a place of refuge in the hour of distress, received the command 
in a manner which could best be described as of a negative-
affirmative kind, and with this Mohammed seemed satisfied 
and accepted of him several offices of friendship and goodwill 
—to wit, a m,riage with the widow Umm Habiba, a daughter 
of Abu Sofian, who had fled to Abyssinia with her husband, 
and ships for the remaking refugees to return to Arabia. 

The Governor of Egypt, Makukas, was also approached. 
He had doubtless heard not a little of the prowess of the 
Moslem, and knew full well the ease with which Bedawin 
horsemen could harass his province from the Sinai peninsula; 
or had any Roman governor at that time a, particular 

desire to embroil himself in hostilities with a capable but un-
plundesable enemy. Makulas answered the missive with abjet1 
and honeyed words, and judging his man with some accuracy 
dispatched to Mohammed two beautiful Coptic girl, and 
what was perhaps an even greater mark of esteem, a magnifi-
cent white mole and a robe of honour. In Ctisephon the 
notice was received with less cordiality; the Persians, although 
they had been even room rudely shaken by the shocks of war 
and revolution than the Romans, and though smarting under 
a sense of defeat and disgrace, had still leisure to indulge in 
their inveterate hatred of the Arabs. 

When the ambassadors appeared before Kavadh he received 
them neither with the nonchalance of Herakli, the friendly 
aloofness of the Abyssinian, nor the suave diplomacy of the 
Egyptian. Wrath, contempt and rage were the passions which 
surged in the breast of the Persian tyrant. Persia had been 
humbled with the dust; her armies, scattered and impotent, 
her treasures filched from her, her plundmed trophies yielded 
up, her princes killed, her palaces ruined; but still she was the 
Persia of old—luxurious, poetic, refined and polite; her reli-
gion dated back to dim antiquity, her clergy prided themselves 
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on their purity and philosophy, her troops wem still to be 
numbered by thousands, her princm still of ancient lineage 
and fiercely proud of their birth—and it was more than could 
be borne by the son of Khmrau the conqueror that he should 
be addressed in tones of command by a ragged, lean-shanked, 
wizened-faced, illiterate, tent-dwelling desert thief, to accept 
a lecherous old poet who Enged it in a mud Brentford as the 
prophet of a God of sand and camel dung. In fury he tore 
op the letter and hurled the fragments in the ambassador's 
face. The Bedawi messengers returned to Mecca with news 
of the insulting answer of the King of Kings. The pro het's 
wrath was kindled: "Even thus, 0 Lord," he cried, rend 
thou his kingdom from him." 

The prayer of Mohammed and the anger of Kavadh were 
perhaps both inspired by a single event, for shortly before 
the embassy of Mohammed reached Irak, the Govemor of 
Yemen had thrown off his allegiance to the Persians, and in 
amuwing his independence had along with the majority of his 
people accepted the Moslem faith. 

But Mohammed, while he indulged in his glorious visions 
of the future, did not negled to attend to the minor details 
involved in the consolidation of his power, and though he had 
sufficient enthusiasm to warrant his despatching emissaries to 
rho four quarters of the globe commanding submission oho 
revelation, he did not fail to lead an army against the scornful 
Jews who dwelt in the rich valleys of Kheybar, some three 
days' march north of Medina. 

The Jews were me r a thorn in the side of Mohammed, and 
they alone in Arabia hated him with good cause and reason. 
Mohammed must have ever disliked the Jews because of their 
assumption of superior learning, and because they owned 
scriptures which he could not read; they stubbornness must 
have ranlded in his heart; all the ignorant and blind could 
perceive and appreciate his truthfulness, the Jews alone re-
jefled his mission with scorn when they should have been the 
first to accept it. The kings of the world could wait, but 
while the Jews mocked him for a madman and a fake prophet 
Mohammed could not wait. The chief man of Kheybar, an 
intriguer of the fosse, was slain by a band of midnight as-
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sassins, and presently the Moslems sallied forth to attack the 
settlemem. The Jews stood out to guard their fastness; but 
hope had departed from their breasts; it was not Mohammed 
the refugee, but Mohammed the greatest man in Arabia, 
Mohammed with goo not thirty horsemen, Mohammed the 
maker of the truce with Moms who was marching up against 
them. The Jews fought stubbornly, but did little to impede 
the progress of the attack, and at last the chief fortress of the 
colony yielded itself up. The Jews were supposed to depart 
if they would yield of their gold; they accepted the terms, 
but two of their cluefs who concealed their wealth were 
discovered in their treachery and slain with slaughter as 
grievous as that with which their forebears slew the men of 
Canaan. Mohammed viewed the wives of the slaughtered 
chiefs, and Safia pleased him; that night she became his bride; 
but Nemesis stood near at hand with sudden punishment in 
readiness. Zeinab, a Jewess, whose husband, father and 
brother had fallen in the battle, was inspired with the courage 
of another Judith. With smiling face she prepared a feast for 
the Arab chieftains. 

Mohammed and his shaykhs sat around the steaming meat 
bowl, stretching our their hands to tear the soft fiesh of the 
young kid. Suddenly the Prophet cried "Hold; the food is 
poisoned." Bishr', who sat beside him stiffened and fell motion-
less. All was in confusion. Zeinab was seized, and confessed her 
deed without fear or shame. Some say she was slam, others 
that she was pardoned. But she had struck a heavy blow at 
Mohammed's constitution; he writhed it pain, threw up the 
poison and partly recovered; but physically he was never the 
same man again. For many a ffing day he suffered and pined, 
at times imagining himself bewitched, at others growing surly, 
mournful and depressed. But nevertheless efforts W..< not 
relaxed; the marauding parties to and freed Medina, some-
times empty-handed, often laden with booty, nearly always 
adding converts to Al Islam, and ever spreading the fame of 
the prophet throughout Arabia. 

Presently the season of pilgrimage came round once more, 
and by right of treaty Mohammed set out to accomplish his 
duty to the Ka'aba. The Koraysh were powerless to stop him; 
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the written bond held them fast, and with inward raging of 
the heart they withdrew from the city that their hated enemy 
might enter and prey beside the Ka' bee. Mohammed ap-
proached his native town with x,000 followers, a party was 
detached to watch as a precaution against treachery, and the 
prophet and his men proceeded to the temple. 

Within sight of the grinning statues of the false gods and 
idols the Moslems performed thexes of pilgrimage, and as 
the sun rose to the meridian one named Halal mounted the 
roof, and for the first time the quavering call to prayer echoed 
through the Meccan streets. By the time the days of pil-
grimage were ended Mohammed had contraffed a fresh 
alliance and vvas affianced to a Meccan widow. It was not 
love or any tender passion which prompted Mohammed to 
this venture; he was working to an end, and the influence of 
the aged Meimuna (she was fully fifty) might be of use to him. 

He asked the Kmaysh if he might tarry a day to celebrate 
the wedding, but they bade him be gone, and swiftly at that. 
By this discourtesy they Irritated the relatio of Meimuna, 
and thus played into the hands of Mohammed,ns who was able 
to give a more than cordial reception to Khalid ibn Walid, 
when the latter, along with Amru and Othman ibn Tally 
came to give their adhesion to the new faith on the score of 
relationship to Meimuna, whose nephew Khalid was. 

This diplomatic dexterity praetically ended the Meccan 
question. The Koraysh were now busily quarrel among among 
themselves concerning old grievances and new blund , 
while Khalid, Othman, and Amu, the three chiefest men in 
the holy city, had deserted idolatry for the camp of the one 
true God. The pilgrimage to Mecca W. only, as it were,
breathing space in the continual round of warlike propaganda 
which was being continually disseminated from Mecca. Tribe 
after tribe of the Bedavvin yielded to persuasion'or force. 
Occasionally the raiders were discomfited, but punishment 
sure and certain followed the slightest Moslem defeat, and 
all the northern tribes began to yield. A Roman official even 
intrigued with Media, and it was apparently only death 
which prevented the Governor of Amman from adding his 
distriEt to the lands of the faithful. 
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A vague feeling of unity, and a seemingly fortuitous con-
currence of opinion began to exert a force of life and move-
ment on the nebulous tribes of Arabia. The glow of being was 
hazy and indefinite, nothing was clear or distinfit, but things 
were no longer as they had been; the age was pregnant with 
things both new and strange, the idea of the Realm, the 
tradition of Abraham, the echo of the voice of the Son of Man 
had mingled into an indefinable substance, and a new element 
had been evolved therefrom. Defeat and dimmer mattered 
but little now, the foondations were firm and solid. The 
Ghassanid Arabs near Scotts must have felt dimly that a power 
was rising with which they could not cope alone. A messenger 
from Medina was murdered, and a war of battle and death, 
not of plunder and flight, was proclaimed against the Moslems. 
The warrior mi.ioners of Al Islam set out to avenge the 
crime, but at Muta they met not the border Arabs whose 
blood they desired, but the disciplined legions of the Emperor. 
With the temerity of belief the desert men ventured not 
only to attack the Romans on their own ground, but 
without feit, stratagem or surprise; the unshakable infantry 
were suffered to draw up in array, to await the attack, to 
discharge their arrows without haste, to advance in order over 
known ground, to manceuvre, and Dm, retreat, or go for

unharassed, =ambushed, and =betrayed: It is not 
decreed that the men of the prophet, the book and the sword 
shall defeat the men of the cross under such conditions. 
The Moslems attacked, seeking martyrdom as an end and 
vi.o. as an incident. The leaders cheerfully hamstmng their 
horses and accepted death with the embrace of a lover, she 
heroes died ho happiness, the craven, the faithless and the 
wise fled back to the desert. Khalld, the Knight of God and 
convert of Mecca, had more wit thm religion. He saw the 
day was lost; his superiors had fallen under the swords of 
Christians. To a soldier retreat in good order is as useful and 
honourable as the final charge of vifitory to which it may 
ultimately tend. With a firm hand he allayed panic, shepherded 
the beaten army, covered its rear, staved oft the pursuit, and 
at last presented to the prophet an army beaten, driven back, 
shattered, but gill in being. Amid the cries of wrath of the 
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crowd who had hoped to see plunder-laden vietors, the 
shrieks of the dust-dabbled women who would see their men 
no more, the whimpering of the wondering children who were 
told they were orphans, Khalid rode in with the discomfited 
troops 

ho
had saved 

fora
 future yin-tory. The hacked chain 

mail hung in tatters on the shoulders of the infantry, their 
arms trailed on the mad, rusty and =burnished; some hung 
on the girths of the sweat-caked, jaded homes of the Bedawin 
who had saved their headlong flight. Downcast they bore the 
curses which the mob spent upon their cowardice. Mohammed, 
though stricken to the heart with grief for the loss of his 
dearest friends who had fallen in the forefront of the battle, 
and bitterly pained with disappointment at the issue of the 
fight, was =dismayed. He wasted no breath in repining on 
the repulse. He saw beyond the accident of the hour, and 
silencing the revilings of the people told them that if Allah 
willed these troops would once more return to the battle. 

The reverse at Muta encouraged the Syrian Bedawin who 
were Christians, but in no way. affeEled the tribes near Medina, 
who felt sure that a single disaster would not shake the new 
kingdom. Mohammed, eager to revenge the death of his 
faithful followers, and equally anxious to prove the worth of 
his converts, dispatched Amru and goo rnen to r &aid the Ian 
of the North. Am found great hosts gathered to oppose 
him, but neither legions nor disciplined troops. With season-
able on he sent back for reinforcements, which were 
promptlycautidispatched under Abu Obeyda ibo al .jarrah. When
these reached the Moran chief there instantly broke out the 
usual bickerings regarding the supremacy of command. Amru 
said that the prophet had entrusted him with the sole leader-
ship. Abu Obeyda held that the charge was committed to him. 
At other times the two chiefs would have quarrelled. One 
would have deserted, or at least withdrawn, and the expedi-
tion would have become one of the thousands of similar 
fiascos which are the rule of Arabian warfare. 

But Ibn al jarrah remembered that Mohammed had for-
bidden any discussion concerning the division of authority 
and yielded to Anna. This was a new spirit in border warfare. 
Discipline, obedience and submission were totally all= to the 
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re-appeared as the kindlers walked to and fro; they istant hum 
of the multitude was borne across the interveni  space and 
filled the lonely wanderers with indefinite fear. In subdued 
tones they began to speak among themselves as to the true 
portent of these mysterious sights and sounds. 

Suddenly a voice echoed from the darkness calling an Abu 
Sofian by name. The chiefs of the Koraysh stood spellbound 
with awe. The voice cried out, "Yonder is Mohammed and 
ten thousand men; believe or diet" And the wretched men 
recognized that the speaker who threatened was Abbas, who 
but a week before had been one of their foremost counsellors. 
Completely overwhelmed, Abu Sofian and his two companions 
yielded without a murmur, and were conduaed to the tents 
of the believers; there that night they /ay in grave anxiety 
await mg a final audience with the avenging prophet on the 

or When the sun rose they were conduaed into his 
presence. He received them sternly and without salute. "Is 
there any God beside the one true Lord? " cried Mohammed, 
perhaps in taunting remembrance of the scoffs and sneers he 
had endured from the idolators. "Nay," answered Abu Sofian 
in confusion, "had there been, he would have assisted me 
against thee." "Admit that I am His prophet," came the 
peremptory and. It was a bitter draught to Abu Sofian, 
this last humiliation. He hesitated. " Woe is eheel " cried 
Abbas, who stood at hand. "Testify, or thou dine" "There 
is no God but God and Mohammed is his prophet," mumbled 
the chief of the chiefs of the Koraysh. The prophet's face lit 

of i'dtt:ynti tr17,d27ettewiTrITLYb::=17, 
and the black stone of the Ka'aba should now form the key-
stone of Al Islam. Abu Solon hastyaway to the city to bid 
the people z ecenclalizimriLand believe even as he himself had 

city, the invaders were pouring 
down upon it on every side. Khalid and his horseman were 
feebly opposed in one quarter, but elsewhere deserted streets 
and barred-up doors and windows were all the Moslems saw. 
Mohammed mounted on his camel, rode up to the Ka'aba, 
not as a pilgrim, but as the chosen apostle of God entering the 
Temple of the Lord. Hobal, the false god, swayed upon his 
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pedestal and fell in sprawling fragments upon the flags of the 
courtyard. Standing amid the splinters of the idol, Mohammed 
cried: "Truth hash come and falsehood hash vanished, for 
falsehood is a fleeting dream." The hot shrine of idolatry had 
been swept away, and for untold ages the Kaaba was destined 
to the wonhip of God, the companionate and compassionating 
maker and destroyer of all things. 

When the true faith had been proclaimed in Mecca, and the 
town lay at the fat of the man it had wronged so long, 
Mohammed stayed his hand. He loved his city native with all 
the fervour of his generous nature. With the innumerable and 
greedy hosts at his command he might have bullied, brow-
beaten and oppressed as much as he chose. One does not like 
to think what a Cromwell, or a Napoleon, would have done in 
his pLec, but Mohammed stands out above reproach. In the 
whole city of enemies only five were slain, and with justice. 
Two Meccans who had pursued and indirealy caused the death 
of Mohammed's daughter; two murderers who had fled from 
Medina; a singing-girl who had blasphemed; for the rest, 
kindness, friendship and good words. The conquest of Mecca 
mow have rejoiced the heart of Mohammed perhaps more 
than any event in his career. To be the friend and protestor of 
his long-lost tribe, to be rmpeeted and credited by those whom 
he had so long endeavoured to convert, must have made the 
viaory sweet—even sweeter by reason of the length of time 
that had elapsed Once he had fins endeavoured to achieve it. 
Suddenly, in the midst of the rejoicings and compaaing of 
friendships and the forgiving of wrongs of years, there came 
an it adventure. 

As might be expeaed, all the pagan, or at least un-Moslem, 
Bedawin who lived to the south of Mecca began to acknow-
ledge the supremacy of Mohammed; but this easy viaory did 
not suit the relentless and military nature of Khalid, the 
Bedawin commander of horse. To Khalid battle and slaughter 
were the breath of life, and a diplomatic viaory was to him 
apparently as odious as a defeat in the field. The fierce warrior 
nature rebelled at the sight of his enemies submitting without 
striking or being struck. To alter the situation was the work of 
a moment, and we read with some sorrow that Khalid achieved 
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his end by the ill-treatment and murder of a pagan tribe• who 
donned to ally themselves with the Moslems. Mohammed Won 
shocked beyond expression at this deed, and prayed for for-
giveness of haven, but he was obliged to bear the punish-
ment. 

The outlying tribes heard the rumour of treachery, and in 
the desert no rumour fl ies more quickly. Ere Mecca was fully 
converted, the prophet and his army had to move southward 
to quell the rising confederation of nomad clans. The Moslem 
Emcee had been increased by recruits, and among them Abu 
Solon, with men of the Koraysh and Meccan citizens to the 
mtent of 2,000. The army presented a speftacle fair and brave 
enough as it set in motion. Acres of dark infantry, seamed by 
ridges of laden camels and splashed with pools of glittering 
mail-clad horsemen, above which waved a forest of dark ban-
ners. Mohammed, viewing this array, could not forbear think-
ing of the days of Bade when the puny numbers of his train 
provoked the laughter of Abu Sofia'', and he smiled in the 
pride of his heart when Abu Bakr' cried: "Truly we shall not 
be worsted by mason of our fewness!" But in a short space 
conscience rebuked him for his vainglory. At dawn, as the un-
wieldy battalions lumbered through the Pau of Honein, the 
enemy rushed out on them from an ambuscade. Prom front to 
van and van to rear, confusion, terror and panic reigned 
supreme; banners were tosrtd aside, riderless camels and horses 
dotted hither and thither, each man turned to flee from the 
press. Allah, Mohammed and plunder were forgotten, and the 
Moslems rushed away in a headlong flight more disorderly and 
craven than that of Ohod. The prophet bawled in consterna-
tion:  Whither ways"a  but his words were unheeded. " Now 
is the spell broken," sneered a doubting Meccan as he forced 
his way through the crowd; but the Tell was in truth stronger 
than ever. Abbas, the new convert, had a voice of brass, and 
suddenly it rose above the broken cries of panic, distinit and 
audible, calling on the men of Medina to rally. A hundred of 
the faithful checked in their mad flight, paused, and returned 
in order; the din of confusion and rout subsided, the army 
gained heart and confidence; the Bedawin in turn were 
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amazed, wavered before the unexpetked charge, and betook 
themselves to flight. "Perdition clutch them!" shrieked the 
Apostleyhurling gravel in the direflion of thd cetreAting foe. 

'The viftonous Moslems pursued the Bedawin from pla5c to 
place, giving them neither rest one respite, staying the fugitives 
without mercy, capturing their women, tents and baste in 
great quantity, until in a few days the desert was dear, and the 
remnants had either locked themselves up in the strong city of 
Tayif, or scattered beyond reach of pursuit. 

Tayif was too strong a city to take by assault, and the Arabs 
were too little versedin the art of besieging to carry it by a 
more gradual process; further, it was not wise to keep an army 
of would-be martyrs and saints engaged thus early in the 
dreary routine of a blockade. After a few formal artempts at 
battery and escalade had been made, Mohammed decided to 
retire with the glamour of viaory and success strong in the 
hearts of his men. 

Soon the more amenable of the defeated Arabs came to sue 
for peace and the return of their wives and families. 

At fi rst the Moslems were little disposed to entertain these 
proposah, until an aged woman proclaimed herself the foster. 
mother of the prophet, when it appeared that one of the 
tribes arrayed against the faithful at Hon ein was the one in 
whose tents Mohammed had been reared as a child. 

For Mohammed to resist a n appeal for mercy and for-
bearance from such a quarter was impossible, but the avari-
cious and grasping nature of his disciples was beyond the reach 
of any finer feeling, and the authority of the prophet Won 
taxed to the utmost when he quelled the quarrelling, murmur-
ing and snarling which instantly arose in their ranks when the 
release of prisoners was commanded. 

As regards the Bedawin and Chieftains of Mecca who had 
accepted Islam at the last moment, they were bribed openly 
and shamelessly; nor did the prophet think it necessary to 
conceal from the Meccas. his °Neff in doing so. Quid pro Ito 
is the law of the Arabs, and the Arab has an insatiable appente. 

Pausing only for a brief space to pay a visit of ceremony to 
the Kaaba, Mohammed turned his steps once more toward 
Medina, and truly there was something there to aurae! him, 
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for Miriam the Copt was far gone with child, and shortly after 
his retool home Mohammed was rejoiced in the birth of a son 
who was named Ibrahim. The pmphet in his old age had 
become the father of a man child, and it would be difficult for 
us to imagine the joy such an event must from brought to 
him; even as Mohammed had sprawled and crept under the 
cloak of Abu Talib, now the little Ibrahim slept and snuggled 
in the arms of the prophet. The old man took a childish pride 
in the boy, fondled him and showed him to his wives, who 
looked sourly on the babe, and breathed vengeance and 
jealousy against Miriam. 

While little Ibrahim played by the side of the Apostle of 
God, the messengers went to and fro, and the first rude 
foundations of the mighty state of Islam were set firmly down. 
Obedience to the law, belief in God and the payment of a 
Tithe to the treasury of Medina were the outward and visible 
signs of that firmly-cemented sense of unity which binds the 
orthodox Mohammedan peoples together to this very day. 
The rough Bedawin were broken to the yoke, the cunning and 
garrulous townsmen accepted the inevitable; here and there 
some slight objetlion or trivial resistance quickly brought the 
keen sword of the fiery Ali, or the thundering horsemen of the 
ruthless Khalid, to accomplish a speedy retribution. 

Swiftly and surely Arabia W. bound hand and foot to the 
Koran. Tayif, the last refuge of idolatry, yielded of its own 
free will, and the statue of Lat was hammered in piecm by the 
orders of Abu Sofian. Christian nomads of Sinai and the 
Syrianborder cast aside their creeds for the rhymes of the son 
of Abdallah, and their shaykhs and chiefs, attired hi the silks 
and brocades of Byzantium, came from the North to glorify 
God and acknowledge the prophet in Medina. All this while 
the child Ibrahim throve fat and chubby in the veisif el gaze of 
the old man, his father, who as he looked on him perhaps 
pondered on the furore. Ina brief year Mohammed had passed 
to the summit of his ambition, with scarceean event to cause 

m pain or anxiety. He was growing old in years, but his work 
d been done, the mighty engine of regeneration had been 

set in motion; surely God would be well pleased with His 
servant; assuredly he might die in peace? Had he not been 
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granted all, even to his last wish—a little .n? But there came 
upon him snddenly a cruel blow of forme, a piercing dart of 
grief and pn. 

The hole ai Ibrahim, who but yesterday ran and prattled in 
the courts, tugged at the prophet's beard, and was the mer-
riest of the little ones of Medina, was to-day strangely hushed 
and sllent; Miriam looks wild-eyed and distraught; the 
prophet preys with burning words to God; perhaps in the dark 
recesses of the chambers of Ayesha and the others the hateful 
laugh of malicious pleasure mien have been heard, but it must 
have been low and subdued by caution. And now we see a 
heart-rending picture. The child is stretched on a mat in the 
shade of a palm grove, beside it sits Miriam, dry-eyed and 
speechless, near at hand the norm sobs as she goes to and fro 
on errands of service, motile Mohammed groans in impotent 
pauionate grief; no prayer will delay, no sacrifice prevent the 
dread course of the fever. Little Ibrahim stares out upon elm 
world he has sojourned in so short a time, his eyes ablaze, his 
cheeks flushed, his dimpled limbs lax and flaccid; the breath is 
now but a tiny thread parting the dry cracked lips. Mohammed 
the man knows all these signs too well; it is but for a few mo-
ments more he can hold ha son to him in this world, but the 
grand faith in him bears him up through even this; the tears 
run down his cheeks, and he sobs: " Ibrahim, 0 Ibrahim, if it 
were not Ow there is naught but truth and the rcsurreetion 
certain, and that all must pass through this gate, I would 
grieve for thee with ever: a greater grief than this." The child's 
eyes glaze, the heated body shudders and chills, and Ibrahim 
the son of Mohammed is dead. 

• • • • 
After the little body was laid in the grave, Mohammed 

smoothed the earth with his hand, saying: "This giveth ease 
to the afliiemd heart. It neither profieeth nor injureth elm 
dead, but it comforteth the living." Who can say that this was 
an i

T 
mpostor? 
he death of Ibrahim was the last event of any 
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or pretended to accept the teachings of the Apostle of God. 
The Bedewiv were perhaps restless, the townsfolk in places 
doubting, but the vgtory was complete; there was but little 
more to say. 

At the end of the tenth year subsequent to his flight, Mo-
hammed made one more pilgrimage to Mema. The city had 
been purified, idolatry cast forth for ever, and Mohammed 
performed the rites of pilgrimage amid a van concourse of 
Moslems, among whom not an idolater was to be found. 
When all was accomplished, Mohammed addressed the people 
in one last discourse. Its wonis rang in the ears of the M.lems, 
and there Arabdistrict

 gat ring. 
This last adjurationhe of Mohammed is, in fait, to this day 

the guiding. rule of the whole Moslem world. Let the student 
study it with care, for to above three hundred millions of 
mankind it is an absolute rule of conduft. " Ye people, 
hearken to my words, for I know not whether, after thra year, 
I shall ever be amongst you here again. Your lives and property 
are sacred and inviolable amongst one another until the encl of 
time. The Lord hathmrdained to every man the share of his 
inheritance; a Testament is not lawful to the prejudice of 
heirs. The child belongeth to the parent, and the violator of 
wedlock shall be stoned. Whoever claimeth falsely another for 
his father, or another for his master, the curse of God and the 
angels, and of all mankind, shall rest upon him. Ye people! 
Ye have rights demandable of your wives, and they have 
rights demandable of you. Upon them it is incumbent not to 
violate their conjugal faith nor commit any aft of open im-
propriety, which things if they do, ye have authority to shut 
them up in separate apartments and to beat them with rvripes, 
yet not severely. But if they refrain therefrom, clothe them 
and feed them suitably. And treat your women well, for they 
are with you as captives and prisoners, they have not power 
over anything as regards themselves. And ye have verily taken 
them on the security of God, and have made their persons 
lawful unto you by the words of God. And your slaves! See 
that ye feed them with such food as ye eat yourselves; and 
clothe them with the stuff ye wear. And if they commit a fault 
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which ye are not inclined to forgive, then sell them, far they 
are the servants of the Lord, and are not to be tormented. Ye 

VIr hintr ny IsTent irs'Tehbr:igerc7ets're'risr othern  ' V= 
Al] of you are on the same equality." 

The. solemn words have gone fomh to the world; they are 
the living things of Islam, and until they are neglefted Islam 
will be a force in the world. Faults in the Mohammedan body 
ace not difficult to find, but this at least may be said: in no 
part of the world does there exist a large Mohammedan society 
M which men are cruel so that whom they employ, indifferent 
to their parents, systematically dishonest to one another, or 
socially oppressive to the poor, all of which odious vices are 
practised as common customs in the land whence come those 
persons who sally forth to regenerate the East. It is not Moham-
medan law which we would admire, but the observance of 
1i. ..social duties by Moslems, of their own free will, which 
Christians will not perform save of the end of a policeman's 
truncheon. 

Mohammed nova turned his steps once more toward Medina. 
There nos little to trouble him on the affairs of Arabia save 
that Yemen an impostor named Moved, who tended to 
prophetic powers, headed a small rising which w. easily 
quelled; but the noise of his limited excursions cannot have 

used much uneasiness in the councils of the Prophet. His 
thoughts were now turned towards those who had neglefted 
his summons of four years ago. Many of the pen  and 
Arabs ,of the northern border were wavering between the two 
creeds many had accepted the new faith; some hesitated to 
abandon entirely the old one. The permanence of the bankrupt 
Empire of Heraldius was not very strongly impressed in their 
mmds; the sympathy of the Koran found ranch response in 
their hearts; but stil, hey did tradition of submission and 
t he  to the West, they did not immediately respond to 
the call. A strong blow was necessary to mtablish the ascen-
dancy of Islam among them; conmguently the first ant of 
Mohammed, 'on achieving complete dominion over the East 
and 'South, was to prepare an army for the North to confirm 
the faithful and. extend the ever widening circle of enlighten-
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ment. The disastrous expedition of Mum had cost the life of 
the prophet's dearest friend, Zeyd; ta his son Osama the 
command of the expedition of revenge was entrusted. But ere 
the troops could be dispatched Mohammed was suddenly 
seized with a fever. Fora week he strove manfully to perform 
his duties, but at last sickness got the better of him, he could 
no longer command and order as he had been accustomed, and 
at last he could hardly lend the daily prayers as he had been 
wont. Medina was in a ferment; the chieftains of the prophet 
looked on one another askance; Ali and Fatima began to think 
of the future; Omar was distraught and troubled, the gentle 
Abu Bak? plunged in grief. Mohammed grew worse, and knew 
that his end was near. True to his brave nature, he used his 
ebbing strength to tell the people that the time had come 
when he was about to depart from them. It was in the house 
of Ayesha that he chose to ledge during his last sickness. 

When he found that he could no longer rise, he commanded 
that Abu Bair' should lead doe prayers in hie stead. 

The fever ran its course, but did not abate. Hie Pall burned 
like fire, and he groaned in torment, but no complaint escaped 
him; the greater grew his pain, the more did he praise and 
glorify God. In the paroxysms of the sicknen which held him 
he stinted not from recitmg to himself the longest sores and 
proclaiming the unity of the Lord. As delirium swept down 
upon him he muttered a lass direEtion that he would give the 
world. Omar, dreading some disaster, forbade the women to 
bring ink or paper, saying that the prophet was beyond his 
senses. When, a little later, he was asked d he wished to write, 
he said he no longer desired to do so. 

Presently his wandering thoughts turned en other things, 
and he begged Ayesha to distribute what little gold there was 
in the house amongst the poor. So, on through a long night, 
Mohammed wrestled with the angel of death. In the morning 
the mmque was crowded with eager and anxious people. Abu 
Balm', as was customary, led the prayers. Suddenly a curtain 
before a Mummy leading into the mosque was raised, and 
there stood Mohammed, supported by a friend and a servant; 
on his face was het  smile of one at peace who has accomplished 
a mighty task, and whose strengths wen-nigh spent. For a 
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short space he spoke to the people, affirming the truth of his 
mission and challenging contradiadon; then he withdrew to 
his room, leaving the faithful rejoicing in his recovery. Abu 
Bake left the precinas of the mosque, and the news sprmd 
through the town that Mohammed had been spared. But it 
was not so. In Ayesha's room Mohammed lay gmet fora little 
while, then suddenly broke out into a fervent prayer: "O 
God, I pray assistance in the agony of death!" Then thrice he 
called upon Gabriel to approach him; then, after a little rest-
less fit, he whispered: " Lord, pardon me—eternity in Para-
dise—yes, the blessed companionship on high." He sighed once, 
and his mighty spire had sped. 

The soul of this man had gone to give its full account. Who 
are we that we should judge it? This much we !mow: his 
genius still broods over a third of the earth; his words still ring 
out across the world; men bend their stiff necks to God on his 
account. He founded a mighty brotherhood amongst men, but 
how the even scales are matched and judged we know not. 

• • • • • . • 
When the fi rst shrill and piercing shrieks of Ayesha an-

nounced the dreadful tidings to the people, confusion, grief, 
amazement and despair reigned in Medina. In the houses of 
the dead man's women the hoarse sc ams rose and fell in 
quick succession; the courtyard of the re mosque was in an up-
roar of lamentation; from house to house the news sped like 
lightning. Omar, half stunned by the intelligence, forced his 
way into The room of death, gazed upon the salo, furore: he 
knew so well, then, consumed by grief and rage, he cried that 
Mohammed was not dead, that he had swooned, that he would 
return to life; then, in his impetuosity, he rushed out and 
harangued the growing crowd of frightened people; he threat-
ened with torture those who said that the prophet could die, 
swore that Mohammed would return and slay all who believed 
that he had gone for ever, and continued thus proclaiming 
and shouting to the people with the words of one almost de-
mented. The crowd, grousing more and more excited, began 
to accept the words of Omar for the truth. But ere long the 
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gentle Abu Bake, who rode at all speed from his house, had 
reached the dead man's bedside. The moment he saw him, the 
companion in viaory and misfortune knew that. his dear 
master and teacher was no more. He kissed hie friend's face 
an

,
d gazed upon him fora short space ovewome with sorrow; 

then, with the quiet, unassuming courage of a meek and good 
man, he stepped out into the courtyard and cut show am mad 
words of Omar. 

Abu Bake was sadly stricken by the blow; but his was one 
of those great wi.se, kind hearts in which love of justice and un-
flinching fortitude were mingled with simplicity of thought 
and unalterable calmness of diffiosition. With a wren solem-
nity he quietly dispelled the illusion of which the assembled 
people had been the viaims. Mohammed was mortal. le his 
book he had affirmed that he should die, and now he was dead. 
The people wailed in angugh, and Omar, suddenly realizing 
that Abu Bake indeed spoke the truth, fell senseless to the 
ground, while Medina finally abandoned itself to lamentation. 

The breath had hardly .passed one of Mohammed's body 
before the turbulent spirit of disintegration,' which is the 
characteristic of the Arabian genius, began to assert itself. 
The Meccans and Medions, the Komysh and the refugees, 
the true believers and the hypocrites, the leaders and the led, 
each began to eye the other with the glance of disparagement 
and jealousy; each little band would be foremost, each little 
party would wend its own way; before the sun had set the 
Shaykhs of Medina were busy choosing a leader; but in truth 
they were bound fist by bonds stronger than they knew. 

Alexander's Empire faded even as the news of his death 
spread from Babylon, faded as the light fades from the moun-
tains when the one sets, but Mohammed's sway was not 
limited by the short span of a mortal life, nor imperilled by 
material shocks. The elders of Medina thought that his death 
had brought back the old world again, that the Meccans should 
have the city, and that the ancient and interesting feuds.might 
be immediately resumed. The Bedawin wondered whit they 
sight be .going to get, and from whom they might be going to 
get it. AL, notwithstanding his valour in the field, had a vein 
of weakness in hi charaary. He was the adopted son of 
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Mohammed, he was the husband of the daughter of the 
prophet; visions of kingship flickered before him; but, unde-
cided and doubting, he retired to his house. Omar, the fierce 
and turbulent, hungered for strife, the desire to contradia and 
to assail anyone or some one in mere " oppugnancy ""boiled 
in hie heart. 

While the Shaylths of Medina wasted precious moments in 
garrulous discussion, and while Ali sulked in his home, word 
was brought to Abu Bake concerning the dangerous con-
junaure of affairs. 

The aged companion of the prophet was no more perturbed 
than when he hid his master in the cavern, or when he quelled 
the madness of the people in the mosque. He felt his duty lay 
plain before him, and without fear or hesitation he defied 
his steps to the hall where divided councils prevailed. Burning 
words saluted him. Amidst the babble of angry voices one 
shrilled above the rest: " We are your proteaors! Our valour 
saved you! We are the upholders of the faith! One of us shall 
be the leader! " Omar was ready to take up the challenge. Let 
all rome to wreck, a fight of words and blows was worth any 
sacrifice; but Abu Bakri checked him without heat. He ad-
mitted the worth of the deeds dale men of Medina; but, with 
that simple pride which is instinaive in the high-born Arab, 
he added: " We are of the Koraysh, and it is only to a son of the 
Koraysh that Moslemswill give obedience." He then bade those 
present choose between Omar and Abu Obeyda. Omar, pas-
sionate as ever, wrung Abu Bake by the hand." Nay, neither 
Omar nor Abu Obeyda, but Abu Bake shall be Khalif. 0 
companion and dearly beloved of the prophet, thou art his 
chosen one alone!" The clamorous assembly was stilled for a 
moment, then one of the Shaylas of Medina stepped forward 
and hailed Abu Bakr' as leader of the Modems. "Traitor! thou 
desertest thy brother through enry!" cried one.'" Not envy, 
but justice," replied the chieftain. " Let there be two Khalifs, 
one of Medina and one of Mecca!" shouted another, clutching 
at a compromise. " We are the Amirs, you the Wazirs," re-
plied Abu Bake with lofty assurance. For a moment all was in 
confusion. Ere five minutes had 'elapsed, the men of Medina 
had divided among themselves, amidst tries of duce m and 
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1pdt In7iliak7,n:Creht:Int htlYn'aknedli'' 'aZ ghtsTsitTikit;te 
palm of his Unsman, betokened his oath of folty and allegiance. 
On the instant there was a rush to acclaim the new Khalif of 
the Moslems. The spirit of Islam, unity sod brotherhood 
conquered the native spirit of dissension, and Abu Bakr' was 
leader of the people. 

indeed, the spread of Mohammedanism has been the 
result of chance, then the greatot faffior in the success of the 
new religion was the personality of Abu Bak'. In Abu Bak' 
the student will find the highest expression of the flood and 
devout Moslem, for elf unconsciously the nobler spirits who 
accept the revelations of the Koran seem to model their be-
haviour through life on the condo& of the first Khalif—un-
fl nching fortitude, simplicity, modesty, and immovable jus-
tice were Ms virtues, and, happily enough, even to this day 

W are not a few reverend men in the ranks of AI Islam who 
would bar comparison with Abu Bake. 

V. THE STORM 

Hardly had Abu Bakr' assumed the office of Vicar of the 
Apostle of God than it was necessary for him to exert his 
authority. All about Medina news of the prophet's death 
had spread consternation and dismay amongst the city folk. 
Out in the desert camps the raw and crafty nomads muttered 
and nudged one another by the guest fires. " He is dead and 
dead men do not tolled taxes." " He is clod, and who will 
follow bitot " " Ile in dead, and where is Medina and where 
is Mecca t " must have been whispered in every council tent 
through the length and breadth of the land. The Bedawin 
plotted and the townsmen quailed. The great empire of the 
Son of Abdallah seemed to shrivel up and wither under the 
very eyes of the leaders of AI Islam. Even the daundos Omar 
was apprehensive. The allies of yesterday might become 
enemies to-morrow, the friends of the morning might be 
traitors at nightfall; the converts of the day of Honeyn were 
cold and unresponsive; it behoved every man to guard his 
house and watch with diligence. 
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Abu Bake alone was unchanged, and with calm confidence 

gave orders that the army the prophet had assembled 
under Osama should immediately proceed northwards. Omar 
protested that an was on the hazard, and that the men-at-
arms should not be sent away just when an attack might be 
expelled. Abu Bake silenced the objeffiions by the affirmation 
that the commands of the Mohammed must be obeyed. 
0,005 was but a youth, and Omar begged that an older or 
abler man might be sent in command. Abu Bake flamed out 
in unwonted anger, "Hach not the prophet of God chosen 
him, and would'st thou have me choose another? " he 
cried. Omar stood reproved, and Osama set out with the 
arm 

Ny.o sooner had the troops departed beyond recall than the 
rebellion that Omar had dreaded and foreseen broke out on 
all sides. From there mote regions of Najd, Bahrein, Hadhra-

aut and Oman came disconsolate taxgahers and discredited 
emissaries each with his special tidings of min, disaffeffiion and 
rebellion, which became more terrible when it was seen that 
these me [cage from afar woe only repoting accounts of 
events precisely similar to those affioally taking place in the 
neighbouring distriffis of Mecca and Medi.. To make matters 
worse, no less Man three impostors had raised their heads and 
were prqclaiming themselves as messengers of God and were 
daily gaming adherents and power. The only news which 
tended to relieve the general depression was that Aced the 
false prophet of Yemen had been slain and the rebellion in 
that country quelled; but in every other quarter the mot 
melancholy apprehension could not but have been felt. 

At this dismal hour the rebel tribes of the desert began 
advancing on Medina, and soon the city was almost surrounded 
by the encampments of disaffeeted Bedawin. It was not yet war, 
but this gradual dosing in toward the town could not but 
have filled its people with unhappy forbodings. Soon a number 
of chiefs came m from the camps o a deputation. They 
haughtily proclaimed their immunity from further taxation, 
but added, as if by way of favour and concession, that they 
mold continue to observe the other precepts of the creed 
they had adopted. The elders of the city and the Shaykks of 
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the Koraysh, songen in the depths ofdespair, were prepared 
to accept any terms no matter ho humiliating, and en-
deavoured to muse themsdvrt to themselves with true 
Arabian, or perhaps Hibernian, sophistry: "And would it be 
legal," said they, " to force true believers to pay a tax? " 
With the enemy at the gat and no troops in the town the 
question was perhaps one worth discussing. But Abu Bakr' 
had neither craft nor fear. With plain downright words he 
told the council that the law was one for tent dwellers and 
townsmen; that those who withheld the sacred tithe were 
apostatrt; and that he himself would be the first to march 
against them, trusting to God for vidory. "He has more 
faith than all of us," cried the impetuous Omar, and the 
Bedawin ambassadors were dismissed with a refusal. That night 
the tribesmen of the Ghatafan decided to wreak their yen-
geante on the devoted city. At sunset parties of greedy warriors 
began stealing from the encampments, but before they reached 
the city walls they were moo by a resolute band, who turned 
them back. Repulsed but not defeated the Bedawin returned 
once more the following night. This time a large party fell 
upon them and threw them into complete disorder. It was 
composed of the old men and boys of Medina hastily armed, 
onapt M war, but fi red with the courage of heroes. The 
Bedawin fled in all drtedions, leaving baggage tents and 
plunder far behind. Ina few days certain tribes who had held 
aloof from open insurredion brought in their taxes. Mecca 
(where sedition had been quelled with firmness and rapidity) 
dispatched horsemen and arms to Medina, and a little later 
Osama returned with a booty-laden army and the intelligence 
that he had spread to  and destruStion with fi re and sword 
into the very heart of Southern Syria. 

The incoherent efforts of the Bedawin to throw off the 
shackles with which they had been bound failed ignominiously. 
Abu Bake now had at his disposal sufficient forces to carry the 
war into the rebels' country, and before them rdistance 
crumpled up and vanished. When a Modem column sallied 
forth to attack a tribe that had shown insolence or signs of 
independence, it trebled its numbers an the road and generally 
ended by accepting the allegiance of the recalcitrant tribe 
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tself. In a few places there was resistance on a few occasions 

the armies of the faithful were defeated; boo at this dntance 
of time we need only notice the almost uninterrupted series of 
succertrt which the Mohammedans effected. The false prophets 
Tuleiha and Moseilarna were brought to book by the general-
ship of Khalid, the first to join the ranks of the faithful, the 
second to be hacked to pieces in battle. 

In the outer matches of Bahrein and Oman punitive expedi-
tions were no less successful than in the central regions of the 
peninsular, while in Yemen peace and tranquillity were once 
more restored. Within one short year of Mohammed's death 
the Arabs had apostatrted, rebelled and submitted. 

Although the military capacity of Khalid and the dauntless 
valour of Ali, Omar and El Ala' may have counted for much in 
effeding this re-settlement, we must remember that it was the 
absolutely unshakable and uncompromising faith of Abu Bake 
'which was the true support and strength of the Moslem arm. 
Leaders were loyal, for they knew that justice would be done 
to them; soldiers fearless, for they knew that there was neither 
quarrelling nor rivalry at headquarters; and the taxpayers who 
did not bear arms had no fear lest their hard-earned tithes 
should be embertled or squandered, while enemies soon 
learned that although justke might be tempered with mercy, 
and outrage and rapine were not practised, yet false faith and 
treachery were punished by a stern and irrevocable decree. 

MARK SYKES, M.P. 
(To be 'swinged) 
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THE FOURTH MAGUS 

MORE than eighteen centuries ago there dwelt, in the 
East, four woe men in the countries beyond the 
Euphrates. They lived quiet lives, contemplating the 

wonders of nature—the fields and the stars, the rivers and the 
sea—and their earnest gaze pierced through these outer 
screens to their Maker beyond, and so their study passed into 
prayer. Nature spoke to them of her Creator and their Ulm 
changesbrought themHis words,and of whatsoever that was not 
plain they sought interpretation in the wise books of old. 
When, therefore, they saw among the stars a new star greater 
and more splendid than the rest, they searched for its meaning 
with eagerness and awe, till they found in the Hebrew Book of 
Numbers the words/ "A star shall rise out of Jacob and a 
sceptre shall spring up from Israel." Then they knew that the 
time was at hand and that the long-expeeted ruler of the world 
was born. Whereupon Melchior, the eldest, said: " Let us rise 
op and go to worship Him," and the others answered: "It is 
well said." Melchior spoke again/ " Let us take gilts in token 
of fealty." They assented, and Kedar, the youngest, asked, 
"What gifts are most fitting?" Melchior replied: "It is 
Thus written/ ' Gifts fora Hog are gold and precious stones, 
frankincense and myrrh.'" 

Then they sought counsel from an old and most holy man 
who dwelt alone, far from men. He approved their thought 
and said, " If you see it to be good, permit me to join myself 
with you in this worship, at least in wish, for my age and in-
firmity forbid rne to make the journey. And as to the gifts, 
since there are five of us, do you, Melchior, take five ounces of 
the finest gold, and Balthasar five pounds of the best frankin-
cense, and Gaspar five pounds of the most excellent myrrh, 
and you, 0 Kedar, since you are the youngest and the richest, 
take five precious stones." They assented, and Kedar said: 
"They shall be rubies, flawless and brilliant, all equal in shape 
and our and perfeelion." The four Magi returned to their city, 
and going to the merchants in the bazaars, bought gold of 
Ophir, and frankincense of Arabia Felix, and myrrh from the 
Island of Lanka. But Kedar sought in vain for the five rubies 
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in the street of the jewel-sellers. Emeralds and jacinths and 
sapphires they had in plenty, but their rubies were scarce and 
poor. On the day appointed for the journey the other three 
wiu men came together at the city gate with their camels, and 
Kedar met them and said: " Behold, all my labour has been in 
vain, for there are no rubies in this city, but word has come to 
me that there are in Balkh five wonderfol rubies in the hands of 
a certain merchant there. I will therefore go thither and follow 
after you." They said: " We will await you here, that we may 
all go together." But he replied: "It is not fitting that for my 
sake you should delay your homage to the King. So forward 
now, and I will follow as quickly as I may." 

So they rode out towards the West, and Kedar watched 
them in sadness fora long while and turned to the East. 

Now, what befel Melchior and Balthasar and Gaspar is 
written in the book of the Gospel of Saint Matthew. 

But Kedar went speedily to Balkh," the Mother of Cities" 
and found the jewel merchant whose name he had learnt in 
his own city. He was pleased with the rubies, for they were 
more wonderful than he had been told, and in their depths 
seemed to be a smouldering fire. He gave the merchant five 
thousand pieces of gold for them, and turned and rode swiftly 
after the other three. But he did not overtake them, for they 
abo had ridden as speedily as they might. 

One evening in the third month of his journey, as he came 
out from the great desert on to the road that runs from Egypt 
to Jerusalem, he met three robbers. They rook from him his 
camel and all his money, but the jewels he had hidden away 
safely. Ere the robbers left him, three poor travellers were seen 
approaching, a man leading an ass on which a woman rode 
holding a Child in her arms. The robbers, being angry at their 
evident poverty, said among themselves that they woold 
presently leap out and slay them. Roder, hearing this, was 
touched with pity and thought " Surely the King will regard 
the lives of his subjeas above these dead stones, and will for-
give 

here
er de/ay." So he said to the robbers: " Behold, I 

have  a ruby worth one thousand pieces of gold, take it, I 
prayyou,and spare the lives of these poor people." The robbers 
agreed, and crouched behind certain rocks till the wayfarers 
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named by. Kedar also hid himself, but in such a manner that he 
could see them. He thought sadly of his retum, but as the 
travellers passed, the Infant, looking up, smiled at him, and the 
smile lightened his heart and cheered him all during his weary 
journey on foot back to his own country to search for another 
ruby. 

When he came to his own city, he met Mekhior, Balthasar 
and Gaspar once more, and they told him what they had seen 
and Whom they had worshipped, and how they had fled from 
the face of Herod, and how the King was in hiding. " But," 
they mid,  "bed  good comfhrt, for He will surely appear 
again, as it is written, and rule 3n majesty." 

So Kedar took heart and sought to 
majesty."

up his talesf rubies, 
But a fifth equal to the other four was hard to com by, and 
he went to the holy man in the mountain and told hen his 
story, who said: "Show me thy four rubies." Kedar placed 

arethem in his hand. " These," raid the holy man, " are no 
ordinary gems; these the ones that are known to the in-
strua4a as the' Tears of Solomon ' " and he told Kedar their 
story—how King Solomon, the master of the djinth and the 
friend of angels, for his great goodness and knowledge of hidden 
things, fell away, and wept bitterly on his deathbed over the 
loss of his wisdom and his turning to idols, and how the angel 
Atrael had come to him and comforted him and shown him 
four great rubies and said: "The first is the tear that Adam 
shed when he came forth from Eden; the second is the woe of 
Eve over the death of Abel the third is the lamentation of 
Jacob over Josephs and the fourth is the sorrow of Moses over 
the hardness of his people." And Ayrael touched the tears that 
Solomon had wept, and they ran together and hardened and 
changed colour. And he said: "Thy great penitence has made 
a fifth, and these five shall be known by thy name, and go 
among men till the Taket-away of all Sorrow come and re-

hem
When the holy man had finished the story, Kedar cried 

aloud, casting blame on himself for pacing with one of them. 
"Nay," mid the old man' "be comforted. Since the gift was 
made by thee, not out of human pity, but out of love for the 
subjeNs of the King, it will be counted to thee as love for the 
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King Himself, and four will suffice. Go now and wait His 
manifestation." So Kedar went his way and prayed. 

The years rolled on and the old man died, and Melchior 
died, and Balthasar and Gaspar; and Kedar grew old, yet no 
sign came of the King. 

Then one day a traveller passed through the city and left 
tidings of One who had appeared in Palestine, whom all held 
to be the longed-for restorer of the kingdom of the Chosen 
People. So Kedar took heart and rode away once more on the 
Western road. 

On his way he came to a certain dry and there he found 
the people starving, and many lay dead n the streets. Others 
told him faintly that there was com 

i 
in plenty in the storehouses 

of certain rich merchants, but the people lacked the money 
wherewith to buy it. Kedar felt pity for them, though they 
were strangers, and out glove for them as fellow subjeNs of 
the new King, he sough ut the rich merchants and offered 
them one of his four jewels. But they replied scornfully:" This 
is but worth one thousand pieces of gold, and three thousand 
will barely suffice to keep this hungry multitude till the time 
of the new harvest." So Kedar gave three of his gene, and rode 
forward with one only. He began to grow sorrowful, for the 
assurance of the old man had become faint in his mind, and he 
feared to go empty handed into the presence of the King. 

Towards the end of his journey, as he entered another city, 
he saw the elders doing justice at the gates.. Looking, he saw 
that the prisoners were the three robbers who had spoiled him 
on his first journey, and through whom he had failed to each 
the King. He listened to the charge. A merchant was accusing 
them of breaking into his house and stealing his goods many 
years ago—in the year of the Great Star and witnesses came 
forward ands wore these were the very men, despite the long 
lapse af time. The robbers denied strongly, but when their 
eyes fell upon Kedah and they knew him, their words faltered 
and they became silent. But he stepped forward and asked 
leave to speak. He said to the accuser: " When in truth did 
these things happen 1" He replied: " On such and such a 
day, thirty years ago," and the witnesses confirmed. Kedar 
considered the time and said to the elders: " Here is an error; 
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on that day these men were with me on the road between 
Egypt and Jerusalem," and he affirmed it on oath. But the 
elders said: " We may not set aside thewordsof somanyforthe 
sake of thesingle testimony of a stranger. These men meat die." 
But Kedar was still more instant, fill they yielded and said: 
" We will spare them from death and lay on them a heavy fine. 
They shall recompense the merchant for his loss and pay an 
equal amount to the State in return for their lives." And the 
hearers cried that this was jut. Now, the merchant counted 
his loss at five hundred pieces of gold, and the robbers had no 
money, so once more Kedar gave away a ruby, and was left 
with empty hands. As he turned away the people mocked him 
fora madman, but the robbers followed him and blood him. 
He told them why he had aged thus, and they said, " H such 
be the servant, what will the master bel Let us come also." 
Kedar welcomed them, but said: "Alm! How can we go to 
Him without a gift? " One of them replied: " I have heard of 
this wonderworker m Judea. He requires none of these things 
from His followers. He stills the winds and raises the dud and 
heals the lepers. What should such a One want with silver and 
gold?" 

So Kedar went forward, though he doubted somewhat, and 
they went with him. They came at last to Jerusalem, and 
Kedar's years of waking and months of travel were at an end. 
He sought in the city for his long-hoped-for King and found 
Him at last—in the darkness of the midday on the trembling 
hill of Calvary. Kedar hastened up the mount, thinking 
bitterly within himself: Had I but mod the gems, I might 
have saved His life; wealth has few enemies, and It overcomes 
them easily." But when he came into the presence of his King, 
it seemed to him that he saw a momentary smile of compas-
fiOnate insight and sympathy like the one he had seen thirty 
years before on the road that led to Egypt. And as he looked 
at the red Wounds in Hands and Feet and Side, which a last 

hy of the expiring sun turned to a deep and shining brilliance, 
saw that his rubies had found their way to his King and 

that they had been accepted for everlasting ornaments. 
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CATHOLIC DISABILITIES—PAST AND 

PRESENT 

THIS subjeEl may be only of academic interest to the 
present generation of Catholics, but I hope that 
an account showing the hardships of the past, and 

how they have been gradually removed, may not be con-
sidered out of place in the pages of this Jouuss. To peruse 
in detail the various old penal and relieving Acts would be 
tedious, so that I shall commence by epitomizing the law 
against Catholics at the time when Ampleforth was founded, 
and then give the chief enattments since that time, cul-
minating with the remnant of Catholic disabilities which 
exist to-day. 

Towards the end of the eighteenth century, we find that 
persons aged eighteen years and upwards, and professing the 
Popish religion, were disabled from acquiring land either 
by docent or purchase. Is not this provision alone sufficient 
to =ewer the oft-hurled gibe that so few of the large estates 
in England are owned by Catholics. Such were not allowed 
to keep, or teach in, any schools under pain of perpetual im-
prisonment, and if they heard Mass they should be fined 
too marks and be imprisonal for a year. H a clerical student 
were sent to reside in a religious house abroad, the sender, 
besides incurring other penalties, forfeited all his property, 
both real and personal, for life. A convert was considered 
guilty of high treason. Persons conviffied of not atonding 
the Church of England service could hold no office or em-
olument. They could not come within ten miles of London 
on pain of 4xoo, nor travel above five miles from their home 
unless by licence; they could bring no of ion at law, nor 
could they poorer to any advowson. None such could be 
bvtized, married or buried ucept by a Minister of the Church 
of England. A married woman so recusant could have no part 
of her deceased husband's goods, and during coverture could 
be kept in prison unless redeemed at Zoo per month. 

No person could be legally eleffied to any office of a city 
or corporation unle , within twelve monhs eviously, he 
had received the Sacrament of the Lord'st 

pr 
Supper according 
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to the rites of the Church of England. All civil and military 
officers were obliged to make the declaration against Tran-
substantiation and receive the same Sacrament in a public 
church, within six months of their appointment. No person 
could be naturalized without a like test 

Most of these enaeiments were made in the tim. of Queen 
Elizabeth and James I, but, after these reigns, when persons 
became more tolerant and the laws were less exerted against 
Catholics, we find additional disabilities side by side with 
relaxations of the stringency of the earlier statutes. In the 
reign of Charles II it was end ed that the Book of Common 
Prayer should be used in every place of public worship; 
also, all religious meetings consisting of five persons or more 
(exclusive of the family) assembled for other than Church of 
England services were prohibited and made subject to penal-
ties. In ;moo Priesm were forbidden to say M. or exercise 
their funtlions, except in the houses of ambassadors under 
penalty of perpetual knprisonment. It was under this saving 
clause that the early Catholic Churches in London were 
proteffied, such as the Sardinian Chapel (recently demolished 
for the improvements of Eingsway) and Spanish Place. 

Does not every Amplefordian know of the prosecution in 
0766 of Fr Anselm Bolton, the Chaplain of dulling Castle, 
for receiving one of the servants, with the consent of her 
pp the doubt by c'e0.`0h'ili.c.i9 defhendeArndll'lermI l,"71 
which a warrant was issued against Fe Bolton "fonttraitor-
ously and feloniously praftising to absolve, persuade and 
withdraw one Mary Bentley from her natural obedience to 
her Sovereign and reconcile her to the Pope and See of Rome." 
The Pri.t was dragged off to York Gaol to await the approach-
ing Lent ANizes. At the trial the evidence against the prisoner 
of undue priestly influence was m evidently spurious and 
clumsily marshalled that the High Court Judge (Edward 
Will.) told the Jury there was not sufficient evidence to 
convied, and instruffied them to acquit the prisoner. To 
Fr Bolton belongs the honour of being, and to St Lawrence's 
the distinffiion of supykying, the last priest to be imprisoned 
in England for exerusmg his religious calling. 

70
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Many of the before-mentioned penalties and disabilities 

Were eased or repealed, some by the Relief Bill of 0778 • 
end others by the Toleration AN of inr.f The former 
AN was introduced by Sir Geo. Saville, who described the 
existing laws against Catholics as "disgraceful not onN to 
religion, but also to he  in consequence of which 
his house was set on fire and destroyed in the Gordon Riots 
of 0780. By the latter everyh  Chapeh had to be certified 
at Quarter Sessions,  Priem had to register his name, 
address, and order with the Clerk of the Peace, but even 
then he could not officiate at any burial. By the Toleration 
Aft also no Catholic could be the Master of any School or 
College at Oxford or Cambridge or of any endowed school, 
nor could any Catholic school or college be founded nor 
any religious or ....lc order established in England. 
Likewise Catholics were unable to hold any position, either 
military or civil, in the State; they were excluded from 
Parliament; they could accept no office or emolument under 
the Government; they could not exercise the franchise; 
if soldiers or sailors, they were compelled to attend the 
Churches of the established religion; marriages by other 
Ministers than Church of England were invalid; they could 
not present to an ecclesiastical living; and—think of it, 
Amplefordians—property given for purposes of religion or 
education was liable to be confiscated, and all members of 
religious orders or priests exercising them vocation were 
liable to banishment or imprisomnent 

Such was the state of the law in ilho, but the Catholic 
Faith of this little hie set in the silver sea was too deeply 
rooted to be easily killed. Under a more genial atmosphere, 
seats of learning, such as Ampleforth, Downside, and Stony-
horst, were bging founded by the successors of those who 
had sought exile in more troublesome times at Dieulouard, 
Douai and Liege. The success of these regenerated establish-
ments on English soil, together with the wide influence 
for good they exerted, were bound to influence the rising 
generation, and so wefind that, step by step, many important 

• 16 Geo. 111, c. 1 n Geo. 111, c. 32. 
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Act, for the relief of Catholics were paned through, not with-
erou  good deal of opposition and bitter feeling. 

Several attempts at legislation on the Catholic question 

Bute 
made in the first quarter of the nineteenth century. 

But George III, mindful of his Coronation Oath, was averse 
to any measure giving more freedom to his Catholic subjetts. 
In ttlos the Premier, W. Pitt, tried to introduce an All 
which was to do away with all religious tests, but the King 
told his Minister that he would consider the introducer of 
such a measure his personal enemy. At a later date it was 
proposed to endow the Catholic Bishops on condition that 
the Government had a veto . their appointment. To this 
measure there was dissension among the Vicars Apostolic. 
Bishop Poynter was in favou and Dr Milner ugly 
opposed it. To obtain the lattr, er's conversion, it is related 
that he was invited to the Duke of Buckingham's country 
residence in order that the arts of gentle persuasion might 
be tried, but on finding out the purport of his visit, the 
Bishop made his escape through a window, saddled his horse, 
and while riding away down the avenue, gave forth, in good 
choir style, " In exitu Israel de rEgypto." 

The Duke of Wellington next turned his at  to this 
matter, and in 1825 drew up a memorandum° with the 
intention of introducing an Att. In 0f07 he discussed the 
matter with the eminent Dr Phillpotts, who afterwards 
became Bishop of Exeter, with the result that a draft Bill 
was passed, the main provisions of which were that Roman 
Catholics should have the same, privileges in the English 
Constitution that their fellow countrymen enjoyed; that 
the declarations against Transubstantiation and the Mass 
be abolished, that Catholic Bishops and Priests should be 
paid by the State, but that the former should exercise no 
episcopal ttnEtion except under licence from the Crown 
through the Secretary of State in England, the Secretary 
for Ireland, or the   bin) in Scotland. But there 
was so much bitter feeling against these proposals that the 
Bill was never introduced. 

Matters are now moving apace, and at the commencement
see Odes Life of Wellington. 
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of 1828 we find the great Duke Prime Minister and Daniel 
O'Connell, a prominent Irish Catholic, eletted to represent 
Clare in the House of Commons. Strengthened by Me con-
troversy concerning Me position of Catholics in England, 
and fortified by his fellow countrymen, he presented himself 
at the bar of the House and demanded admission, although 
he had nor taken Me statutory oath against Transubstantiation. 
This brought matters to a climax, and the Duke determined 
to introduce, without further delay, legislation removing 
these anomalies. But, alas, he could not carry his Cabinet 
with him, and the King and the Protertant majority of the 
country was against him. Disheartened, but not beaten, 
he gave his mantle to the Home Secretary, and in due course 
the great Magna Charta of our liberties was drawn up. The 
Catholic Emancipation Att• was eventually laid on the table 
of the House of Commons by Mr Peel on March 5, r81q. 

Even now the Premier could not escape taunts and in-
sults which were written and spoken openly against nearly 
the whole of the Cabinet. Lord Winchilsea wrote publicly 
that the noble Duke, the head of His Majesty's Govern-
ment was determined to break in upon the constitution of 
688, and was carrying on insidious designs for the infringe-
ent of English liberties and the introdullion of Popery it

every department of State. This so incensed the Duke 
that he demanded a public apology, which, not forthcoming, 
led to a duel. It was arranged in due form by the seconds, 
and took place in Battersea Fields, known to the present 
generation as Battersea Park. The Duke fired fi rst, and 
then Lord Winchilma fired his pistol in the air. A lengthy 
conference followed, and the Prernier insisted on a fuller 
documentary apology than Lord Winchilsea was willing to 
give. "Unless the word ' apology' be inserted, vve must 
resnme our ground, it is useless to prolong this discussion." 
So the word was insetted. This inddent will serve to Mow 
how highly strung were the feelings of politicians and others 
over the glaring injustice to which the Catholics at this date 
were object. 

By the Catholic Emancipation Aft the provisions of earlier 
'so Geo.IV,u, 
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statutes requiring declarations against Transubstantiation 
were repealed, Catholics were enabled to sit and vote in 
Parliament, might exercise the franchise, and they were to 
have equal civil rights, withfew exceptions, with their country-
men. But such advantages would never have been obtained 
without some palliation being offered to the strong opposi-
tion from all sides of the House and all parties in the country. 
Lest the powers of the Papists, under the influence of the 
religious orders, should nun the country, it was enacted 
by wc. 9 that no Catholic Priest could sit in the House of 
Commons. On the proposal of Lord Redesdale, the Lord 
Chancellor of Ireland, who promised the support of his party 
to the Bill, the Duke readily consented to further prolusions 
being inserted for the gradual suppression and final prohibi-
tion of religious orders and Jesusts in his country. By sec. 09 
any such entering from abroad was liable to uvere penalties 
and transportati on, and the offence of admitting a new member 
into any Order or the Society of Jesus was punishable by fine, 
imprisonment and banishment for life, which could be meted 
out to both the admitting and the admitted. Thus it will 
be  esen that the existing members of such orders were tole-
rated to remain in slats quo —but they had to be licensed 
and an annual return made—and thereby the youthful Ample-
forth was maintained. Despite these penal sops thrown out 

to Cerberus the Benediaines and Jesuits remain, and we are 
thankful for this Aft, which did more than any other to re-
instate us in the eyes of our fellow Englishmen. 

The next ep of any importance is the Roman Catholic 
Charities Aft.st 1800,. by which Catholics were made sobjeffi 
to the same laws as Protestant Dissenters as to schools and 

paceslaces of worship, that is to say, were enabled to acquire 
hold land for these purposes as also for charitable pur-

poses subjeffi to certain formalities, and in 186o this Ark 
was further extended as to charitable uses,} but be it noted 
there is in each of these Affis a clause preserving, unaltered, 
the seffiions in the Catholic Emancipation Add against the 
religious orders. 

Another year of much interest to us is 1867, when an 
• , Wm.IV,c ais. pas and at Vic., c. rya. 
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Aft* was passed by which all subjeffis of the Queen could 
exerc and enjoy any civil office, franchise, or right 
withinise the realm .without making that blasphemous and 
obnoxious declaration which of recent years has been so 
prominently before Parliament, This add of common decency 
was extended to Peen and Commoners alike nearly half
century before our Sovereign, who rules over many millions 
of Catholic subjedls in every quarter of the globe, was granted 
a similar freedom. King Edward VII wished to avoid the 
necessity of publicly denouncing c in doffirines of the 
Catholic religion when he opened hit first Parliament, but 
his Ministers advised hfin that no repealing Add could be 
passed until he was in a position Co give his royal assent. 
With his End Marshal, the Duke of Norfolli, beside, and 
many Catholic Pems in front, he reluffiantly performed the 
letter of this distasteful law by mumbling inaudibly the 
Declaration against Transubnantiation, the Invocation of 
the Saims and the Sacrifice of the Mass as practised in the 
Church of Rome. As if to atone for this forced insult to his 
Catholic subjeffis King Edward, in 0908, attended in state 
at a solemn Requiem Mass in London mid for the soul and 
after the assassination of the late King of Portugal. During 
King Edward's reign several attempts to frame a repealing 
Ad were made, but the difficulty was to ensure the Protestant 
succession while not offending Catholics. When King 
George V ascended the throne he had acquired from his 
world-wide journeys an intimate knowledge of the loyalty 
of his many Catholic subjeffis in the dominions over seas, 
and it is generally supposed Thar he resolutely refused to 
make the same declaration as his predecessors. So the then 
Ministers of the Crown found that the Constitution of 
England would now permit of an Aft being passed to abolish 
the gratuitous insult, wiro the result that on August 3, 090o, 
this infamous blasphemy was finally deleted from the la. 
of England, and the King, in lieu thereof, subsequently and 
publicly declared that he was a faithful Protestant, and that 
he would, according to the enadtments which ensure the Pro-
testant succession to the Throne, uphold and maintain them 

• to and al a. .vi
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according to law.. With this last Aft paned away for ever 
the chief stigma remaining in England against the Papists. 

In 1864, it will be remembered, the English Bishops, 
led by our own venerable Bishop Halley, petitioned the 
Holy See, through Cardinal Vaughan, to remove the ban 
on English Catholics frequenting the Universities of Oxford 
and Cambridge, and so open them to us without the special 
permission which, before then, was necessary. The way for 
this movement was paved as far back as Myr, when it was 
enaftedt that persons taking lay academical degrees or holding 
lay academical or collegiate offices within the Universities 
of Oxford, Cambridge or Durham should not be required 
to subscribe any formulary of faith or take any oath respetking 
his religious belief. 

Such then are the chief enaftments penalizing or legalizing 
the position in which we find ourselves to-day, and perhaps 
it will be useful if I summarize the remaining disabilities. 
They are as follows: 

. No Catholic Priest may sit in the House of Commons. 
a. Any member of a religious order (maks only) may be 

banished or imprisoned. 
3. No Catholic 

may
present to an advowson. 

4. A Catholic may not be Guardian or Regent of the 
United Kingdom, or Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. 

5. Such may not hold the office of Lord Chancellor of 
England (but since 1867 may be Lord Chancellor of Ireland). 

6. He is naturally excluded from the office of Lord High 
Commissioner of the General Assembly of the Church of 
Scotland, or any office in the Church of England or Church 
of Scotland or in the Ecclesiastical courts. 

7. The high offices in the Universities, colleges, and public 
schools of this Kingdom are closed to him. 

Of them the only serious disability is the one regarding the 
religious orders. As this is a matter that closely concerns 
or interests the readers of the Jouroim. I should like to con-
sider its present legal aspell more deeply than is permitted 
by a mere tabulated statement of its existence. It originated, 
as we have seen, with the Catholic Emancipation Aft of 

• to Edw. VII audr Geo. V, e. p. t34aad 35 , , 26-
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targ. it is a remarkable fart that though the religious orders 
were increasing England at this date end at all times since, 
no prosecutions have been made until recently. Lord Mans-
field, one of the greatest English Judges of the nineteenth 

tarp, has said that our penal laws against the Catholic 
religion " were never designed to be enforced at all, but 
were made in tenement." It may have been this diftum 
which, up to 1902, deterred any religious fanatic from setting 
in motion such rusty legal machinery. But such a one was 
found that year in a clergyman of the Church of England. 
He sought to put this antiquated law in force by seeking 
to procure a sentence of banishment against the well-known 
Jesuit Priests Fr Sidney Smith, Fr Thurston and Fr Gerard. 
He applied to a London Magistrate—Mr Gilbert George 
Kennedy—for a summons, which was refused on the ground 
that after so long a time the Magistrate did not think it 
right to grant a summons unless at the instance of the At-
torney-Genmal. The informer then applied to the King's 
Bench for a mandamus to the Magistrate to review his de-

on. Such came before a strong Divisional Court consisting 
of the Lord Chief Justice and Justices Darling and Channell, 
who unanimously refused to interfere with the discretion of 
Mr Kennedy. The judgments are too long to set out here, 
especially as the only point at issue was whether the Magistrate 
had rightly or not used his discretion in refusing to grant 
a Ammons, but it may be recorded how Mr Justice Darling 
showed by the following sentence the absurdity of the exist-
ing laws: "Here is a statute which says: The Jesuit shall not 
cent in this country—dui. the jmmt. tn be banished. Ac 
the same time a Catholic school may earn a grant of public 
money, and, so far as I know, a Jesuit may teach M a Catholic 
school and may help to earn that grant." 

There is nothing to prevent a similar application before 
another Magistrate who might be found willing to allow 
the issue of a summons, but it is my convietion that even on a 
summons being issued there would be found ways and means 
M. the twentieth century of getting behind such bigoted 
permcmion, failing which the penal clauses of the Aft would 
be, by force of circumstances, at once repealed. 
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And this leads on to the last consideration of this subjeft, 
: the repealing by an A° of Parliament of the remaining 

disabilities under which we are supposed to suffer. From the 
foregoing pages, it will be seen that in every way can 
Catholics in this country now equally compete with their 
fellow cormtrymen. do attempt against the Religious Orders 
has miserably failed, and both cleric and layman alike are 
treated with the same reverence and consideration as non-
Catholics in similar walks of life. Even if our present legislators 
could afford the time to consider the matter in Parliament, 
(mind, the Parliament of an admittedly Protestant country), 
what hopes should we have, with the evidence before us, 
of the treatment of the Religious Orders in the Catholic 
countries of Europe such as France and Portugal? As matters 
stand, the Religious Orders here are suffered to remain 
unmolested, acknowledged, by those who come in 

educe with them, to be doing a good work for religion, education, 
and charity- in England, but what a storm of contumacy, 
what a flood of bigotry would be let :oose if the matter were 
to be opened on the floor of the pram[ House of Commons! 
Our Chancellor of the Exchequer, ever mindful of robbing 
hen roosts, would not allow such an Aft to pass without 
taking his toll. Religious, as other corporations, are free 
from much to  which bears heavily on individuals. 
This has already been recognized and somewhat remedied 
by the Finance (0909-00) Aft,• for therein it is provided 
that when land is held by a bcdy corporate in such a mariner 
or on such permanent trusts that the land is not liable to 
death dudes, certain other duty is zo be colletted and re-
covered at intervals of fifteen years, and the first occasion 
of such colleftion is now very close, viz., April 5, Pali- No; 
the Religious Orders of this country now enjoy an immunity 
and freedom by tolerance which they could nor hope for 
by legislation, and, in my humble opinion, the time is not 
yet ripe for taking any aftive steps. 

When the great Abbey of Westminster is once more ruled 
by a Benediftine Abbot and peopled with monks drawn 
from in own community at Ampleforth Abbey, when the 

• io Edw. VII, c. S. 
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neighbouring Westminster school is taught by the English 
Benediftines who have taken degrees at their own Ha in 
Oxford, originally founded by Prior Burge, then will be the 
time to allow de jure the residence of monks in this country 
which they now enjoy de lack then will be the time to pemm 
a Catholic to present to a living, and then .1! be the time 
to make for ever one dean sweep of the remaining Catholic 
disabilities, whether concerning the tenets of a King or the 
profession of a humble lay brother. 

JOHN M. TUCKER. 
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SCHOOL NOTES 

THE following were the school officials: 

Captain of the School . . . . . . . N. J. Chamberlain 
Captain of the Monitors . . . . N. J. Clumberlain 
Monitors . P. W. Long, B. B. Brune, L. T. Milt., 

R. J. Power, R. J. B. Martin 
Captains of the Games . . E. J. B. Martin, J. G. McDonald 
Librarians of the Upper Library . J.O.Kelly,H.F.Marron 
Libralims of Me Middle Library . . C. S. Craves, N. Ilishwiek 
Librarians of the Lower Library . Hen. M. Scott, J. P. Douglas 
Journal Committee. . . . . . C. R. Simpson, J. B. Smith 
Football Committee . N. J. Chamberlain, L. T. Williams, 

C. B. CoMson 
Captain of the Fifteen N  J. Chamberlain 

Tee following boys left the school at the end of the Summer 
Term: G. R. Richardson, A. P. Kelly, B. Livesey, E. Marsh, 
R. Robertson, J. Clark, C. Lowther, D. P. McDonald, L. 
Walton, J. R. C. Temple, P. Wallace, N. Smith. Their places 
were taken by J. W. B. Fitzgerald, P. McDonnell, -E. J. 
Massey, R. Fishwick, T. B. Fishwick, J. K. Loughran, W. J. 
Mawson, D. M. Rochf ord, A. Fors, J. Loughran, J. W. 
Hawkeswell, L. V. Milburn, F. Clancy, E. Baines, P. Black-
ledge, G. Ainwough. 

e 
Or our return it was found that Dom Joseph Dawson, who 
was for so long Prefetl, had retired. He had filled the office 
for nearly eight year, and during that time seemed never to 
grow older. To the last he was full of new prolix% and ideas 
for the improvement of all that came within his department. 
No detail of administration seemed too trivial for his cog-
nizance. He did so much for the games, both by skill, example 
and organization, that the school cannot be too grateful to 
him. But has not Toe Jountosz tecorded his deeds time out 
of number? He has a worthy and indefatigable successor in 
Dom Ambrose Byrne. 

THE large field, which a few years :go was acquired as a 
second cricket ground, and from which the ridge and furrow 

So 
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was immediately removed, has served as an excellent field for 
the small born, but it was evident at the time that a large 
financial outlay would be necessary before it superseded the 
" old " one. A plan with this in view has been drawn up, and 
a posse of men, who have been at work for several months, 
has put a large part of it into execution. When the field is 
completed, six acres of playing-ground in addition to the 
present ground will be available. If the weather does not 
prohibit work in the early months of ruir3, the First Eleven 
matches ought to be phyed on the new ground next season. 
Should this not be accomplished, it will certainly be ready 
for rnrs, as the authorities seem determined that the question 
of cncket grounds shall Kfinally settled unite quill care and 
with or little possible delay. 

PREPARATIONS for the new " Gym " have already begun. The 
selefled site, south of the theatre, her involved the removal 
of many trues, among them an old friend—the cherry tree, 
where e aterte bloom annually delighted lovers of nature, 
and who, l  in the year, made friends with the less testhetie 
but more human boy. Details of the new building are still 
part of the area. impserii; but, apparently, as well as a gym-
nasium, the building ts to contain a covered shooting-range, 
and two covered fives courts, to which later, if the necessary 
funds are forthcoming, another two covered and three open 
POUTS Ile Co be added. By the ARTS issue of Toe JOURNAL 
considerable progress ought to have been made. 

s 
Tun contagion of tree-chopping has spread to the other side 
of "the bounds." Many of the Ball Place trees have been 
felled. It was thought that they obstrueted the view both of 
the buildings and the valley, and were a hindrance to the 
terracing of the ground to the full length of the buildings. 
With a pang we saw the woodmen lay low these fine " fellows," 
who have stood so long and prmided so majestically over our 
"play hours." That they had outlived their original funetion 
there is no doubt, but they were old acquaintances—nay, old 
friends. And are we not allowed to grow sentimental over the 
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cutting down of trees? From tiny saplings they have grown in 
grace and beauty, and in the course of decades waxed strong 
and great, but all the while defenceless against the blows of 
an axe or the plying of the woodman's saw. In one brief hour 
all is at an end. There is something unnatural about these 
dendroclasts. It is well that their sordid job is, generally 
speaking, confined to a special class. Whatever view we may 
take of the politics of Mr Asquith, we can at least rejoice that
the Prime Minister has found other forms of exercise and 
recreation than tree-felling. The for. no longer " laments
that England's first minister " may perspire." It is well that 
it is so. 

Boo too much, perhaps, is being made of these particular 
trees, for they were in a decaying state and then natural 
demise could not have been long delayed. Their removal has 
effeeted this at last, that the question of a new plan for " the 
front" can no longer be delayed. Some work has been accom-
plished in this direflion by the digging operations which have 
been carried on for the greater part of the term. Lawns are 
being made where the trees formerly wood, and on the 
monastery side of the Ball Place. Some considerable time must 
elapse before they are finished, but possibly this ti the begin-
ning of a satisfaftory and permanent solution of a difficultythat 
has eaisted since the new monastery was built. 

hi the last volume of the Dittionary of National Biography 
recently published we the lives of two" old boys "—Francis 

Salvin, the famous naturalist, and Herbert Railton, the 
founder of a new school of art. 

B B oil 
Anna a lengthy dormancy, one of ow minor games reappeared 
at the beginning of term. " Own-y-holes " (this is the b.t 
authenticated but not undisputed spelling) probably originated 
at Dieulouard or Lambspring. Certainly it dates back to the 
penal times. The rules of the game are such that we can well 
imagine our stem forefathers framing them, for them istak. 
of an individual are immediately visited upon the heads of all 
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his side. The requirements, too, are of that simple nature we 
associate with them —a ring sixteen yards in diameter on 
some surface rough or smooth, undulating or plane, seven 
small holes situate about seven yards apart on the circum-
ference of the ring, seven bats of baseball shape, and seven 
players on each side. Undoubtedly seven was a mystic number! 
The elemew of danger in the game is sufficient to make it 
real sport. It had a small but successful season of its own in 
the days before " Rugger." 

B e 
WImn the match against the Yorkshire Wanderers on Decem-
ber  the term's Rugby came to an end. It has bow an 
instruthive s.son so far, and the Fifteen now play a game 
greatly in advance of the displays given by last year's side. 
This was only to be expeEted. Increasing experience and no 
diminution ha. enthusiasm and keenness have yielded fruit. 
The Fifteen have, it is true, lost their unbeaten record in 
school matches since they were defeated at York by St Peter's 
School by the narrow margin of two points. My had, 
however, ample revenge in the return match at Ampleforth, 
where a most decisive vidtory showed that the result of the 
game at York did not truly indicate the values of the two 
sides. Easy viEtories were won over Pocklington School and 
Ripon, and the defeats by the Scots Greys and the Yorkshire 
Wanderers showed that the Fifteen could no up a fight 
against really strong sides. Turning to individuals, J. G. 
McDonald is a capable back, a good tackle, and extremely 
good kick. He is a little slow and undecided about going down 
to the ball—rather a bad fault—but has made a great advance 
this term on his last year's form. L. T. Williams is as safe as 
ever, and shin. chiefly as a defensive player. W. A. Martin 
deft-centre) got hurt early in the season, and has scarcely 
recovered his forms ince. C. R. Simpson is start, one of the most 
improved players of the year. Slow to  his elusiveness 
when he is owe on the move has led to many an opening for 
Farrell (right-wing), who is the try-getter of the side. J. 0. 
Kelly (stand-off half) has greatly distinguished himself this 
year. Both in attack and defence he is equally resourceful, and 
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venous attraCtiveness. Every year it "crops up " with incor-
rigible persistence. The artists are frequently facetious, some-
times seasonable and serious, but always, they declare, artistic. 
Other members of the school are not safe from the contagion. 
One First Form boy, aged eleven, whose draughtsmanship 
betrayed the fart that he was not a member of the drawing 
cWes, but only a possible friend of the Muses, accurately 
described his design of a cat in original rhyme, for printing 
which no apology A naded: 

This A a funny 
(I am sure you'lladmit that.) 
It's got a funny nose, 
Funny rya and funny ton. 
And as he licks his Christmas dish, 
He wishes you the old, old wish, 
And through his fiery bristla 
A smile coma as he whistles: 

" A very merry Christmas to you 
F.D. 

a 3 a 
IN spite of the loss of some useful voices, the choir this term is 
not inferior to last year. In accuracy and attack they have 
improved. This was especially noticeable in Advent, when the 
organ was silent and Monitor's Mass, " Totes l'ulchra," was 
sung for the first time. Solesme Plain Song, as sung by the 
trebl , has a peculiar charm. Without disparaging the tenors 
and bases, may we say that it would be ea delight to hear the 
entire proper of rho Mass rendered by thm. Occasionally they 
have treated us to the Alleluia versed  the Mass. 

With voice sweet entuned and so small 
That methought it the sweetest melody 
That ever I hard in my 

life
. 

a a a 
VESPERS has been vigorously sung by the school as well as the 
choir. Some pranice at psalm and hymn singing (the use of 
the New Westminster Hymnal has given new life to the 
latter) has demonstrated what inspiration can be gained from 
a body of untrained voices. Formerly the " church " voices, 
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though well meaning, were a little raucous and apt to drag 
behind their highly trained fellows. Even as it is, some ought 
to be cautioned that the fate of Falstaff, who tells us: " For 
toy voice, I have lost S with hollowing and singing of Anthems," 
may also be theirs. A reserve choir has been formed of about 
twenty of the smallest boys. They are being taught voice 
produnion and the elements of music--a wise prevision on 
the part of the choirmaster. 

01,
ON the fast of St Cicely, the choir, having taken all rasonable 
trouble to render the ode in her honour in an do ve way, 

e reminded that their successes are partially dependent 
upon beings of another world. Duly impregnated vnth the 
tritgeut, the staff of " Video's Stith," were on strike for the 
second time this term. The gas failed, and the ode was sung 
in semi-darkness, partially dispelled by the sporadic flicker of 
a candle. But they rose to the occasion, and their singing was 
marked by more spirit than usually attends their early-morning 
efforts. Lythgoe, a "front bench" treble, took the solo, and 
sang in a simple and unaffeEted way well befitting the words 
and the music. Later in the day, armed with lunch, the choir 
made their way by unfrequented paths along the river Rye 
to Rievaulx. The day was bright and clear and the air clean 
and crisp, with first frost of early winter. A thoroughly " good 
day" was spent near the old abbey. The usual uleft " smg-
song " was a worthy conclusion to a day the happiness of 
which was in no way dimmed by the thought that the her 
boys had don. a full day's work and were abed when these 
revels were at their height. 

A raw " sing-songs " have been held in the theatre, and have 
afforded a good deal of amusement. The school as a body is 
rapidly becoming proficient at chorus singing. This movement 
ought to develop, and a large repertoire of school songs 
acquired. Among other things, they are useful for the O.T.C. 
At the annual Christmas "Sing-Song," on the night before 
"braking up," four trebles sang some of Mr R. R. Terry's 
"Old Rhymes with New Tunes." The choir also carolled 
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from the same author's book of enrols. Dom Benedia also sang, 
and finally the school, in a manner befitting the occasion, 
made "the welkin dance" by its united choral efforts. 

a a 
THE Had Master offered the usual F.ssay prizes. 

The subjefts for the Upper Library were: 
1. The poetry of either Homer or Virgil or Tennyson. 

2. A comparison of the principles of the Engruh and 
French Revolutions. 

3. Political life at Athens in the fifth century C.c. or 
Rome in the last rears of the Republic. 

4. The meaning of evolution. 
5. The Eastern question in the light of the present war. 

For the Middle Library mid Form II: 
1. The Turks. 
a. A story either of (a) R. L. Stevenson, 0:4 Rudyard 

Kiphng, (c) Dickens. 
3. Aerial flight. 
4. A journey across North America. 
5. Either Pericles or the Court of Augustus Cusar. 
6. A seafight in days of Queen Elizabeth. 

The following boys won prizes for their essays: 
Set I. G. A. Hayes, E. Williams. 
Set II. G. A. Limner, E. j. B. Martin. 
Set III. F. Clancy, A. B. Gibbons, W. Smith (e quo). 
Set IV. C. J. Knowles, L. B. Lancaster, C. J. Ffield 

Regli•). 
Set V. R. G. McArdle, R. j. Cheney. 

a 
THE following boys are heads of their forms: 

Upper Sixth, F. W. Long. 
0. Kelly. 

Fifth, 'V. G. Knowles. 
Fourth, G. A. Limner. 
Higher Third, A. B. Gibbons. 
Lower Third, L. Unsworgh. 
Second, V. J. Craves. 
First, A. F. Bisgood. 
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School Notes 
Tee school staff is at present constituted as follows: 

Dom Edmund Matthews, M.A. (Head Mader) 
Dora Mauna Powell. Dom Ambrose Byrne, M.A. 
Dom Joseph Dawson. Dom Bruno Dawson. 
Dom Placid Dolan, M.A. Dom Herbert Byrne, B.A. 
Dom Dominic Willson, B.A. Dom Anthony Barnet
Dom BenediN Hayes. Dom Sebastian Lambert, B.A. 
Dom Paul Nevill, M.A. Dom Hugh de Notmanyille, 
Dom Dunstan Foul, D.D. B.A. 
Dom Justin McCann, M.A. Dom Francis Primavesi. 
Dom Adrian Mormon. Dom Ildephonsus Barton. 

Dom Lloyd Williams. 
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Mu sir). 
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s 
. F. Porter Ead 

p, 
.,( M.D., 1/ 4.R.C.S. (M5drt ical Officer). 

right, Es q. (Rugby Coach). 
Sergemt-Major Grogan (Sergeant-Instrabor, late Irish 

Guards). 
Mrs Doherty (Marron). 
Miss Till (Aar'  Matron). 

THE EXAMINATIONS 

al :1141r Lltoisozard„ the Oxford and Cambridge Higher 

Higher Certificate 
B. E. J. Burge. 

HI. 
P. 

Chamberlain. DistinCtion in History. 
A. P. Kelly. 
J. 0. Kelly. 
F. W. Long. 
G. R. J. Richardson. 

• Gained exemption from Responsions. 
9 
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Lower Certificate 

Name. Subjean in which first classes were 
obtained. 

M. J. Ainscough. 
J. B. Caldwell. Latin, Greek, Arithmetic, English. 
J. Choke. 
C. B. J. Collison. Arithmetic, English, English History. 
H. J. Erne Arithmetic.

G. A. McL. Hayes. Additional Mathematics. 
H. J. Hickey. Arithmetic, Additional Mathematics. 
V. G. Knowles. Latin, Arithmetic, English, Addi-

tional Mathematics and English 
History. 

L. J. Lacy. 
E. Leach. 
G. A. Lintner. French, English. 
D. P. McDonald. Arithmetic, Additional Mathematics. 
E. J. Marsh. Latin, Greek, English. 
R. J. Power. Latin, Additional Mathematics, Eng-

lish History. 
E. Williams. Arithmetic, English. 

In all, six Higher Certificates with one distinflion, and 
sixteen Lower Certificates with twenty-eight first classes, were 
pined. Thep ercentages of passes in the Lower Certificate was 
well above the percentage for the whole examination, and the 
number of "first classes" is specially noteworthy. We offer 
to all our congratulations, more especially to N. J. Chamber-
lain, who gained the Higher Certificate prize, and V. G. 
Knowles, who gained the Lower. 
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LECTURES 

DOM BENEDICT HAYES 

I NTEREST in the great European crisis was stimulated by 
a comprehensive !effuse on the subjeEt by Dorn Benedift 
Hayes, who first sketched the early history of the Turks and 

the Balkan States, and reviewed the chief crism through which 
the Eastern question has passed in the nineteenth century. The 
lefture ended by some account of them ovemenw of the armies 
and the battles of the present war. The leflure was sadly 
wanted, and it is only a pity that Dom Benedift did not treat 
us to a  series dealing with each of these three questions sepa-
rately. 

DOM OSWALD HUNTER-BLAIR 

Don OSWALD HUNT. BLAIR, now Fr Prior of Fort 
Augustus, gave us an excellent letTure on " Jerusalem." The 
subjeft may sound a liHle dull to those who do not know Dom 
Oswald, but he is incapable of being dull. He has 'nausea here 
wveral times in the last few years and he has never once been 
anything but most entertaining, most happy in anecdote and 
observation, and withal most mstruflive. This was more than 
ever the case on this occasion. Every one felt that they had 
visited the Holy Land, not as do our " Yankee " friends, but 
peacefully and intelligently, not in dun and heat, but in sun-
shine and good fellowship. As for Jerusalem itself, few traces 
of its sacred memories are left. No one who knows anything 
of its early and medieval history could be surprised at this. 
His astonishment must be that there is anything saving the 
identity of locality. Modern Jerusalem is a strange mixture of 
old-world barbarism and modem conveniences, with few of 
the merits of one or the other. Our best thanks are due to 
Dom Oswald. 

HERR OBERHOFFER 

21:1======c1/95n1 
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for us its most complete solution in Hert Oberhoffer's lecture 
on December z. To hear his performance of extrads that room 
within the debatable ground was an experience which cleared 
the mists. The leffture was entitled " The Pidorial Element in 
Music," and was designed to show the methods by which the 
great composers represented in their music the movements, 
forms and sounds of Nature. Schubert's " Eli King " was cited 
as an example of the " pidorial " use of rhythm and melody, 
and the value of pitch was illustrated by the dialogue between 
our Lord and Saul on the Damascus road, from Mendels-
sohn's "Sr Paul." As representations of the sounds of Nature 
were seleded various movements of Beethoven's 6th Sym-
phony (Pastoral) , and that delicate phantasia of elfin imagery, 
the music of" A Midsummer Night's Dream " (Mendelssohn). 
Further points were illustrated by Liszt's arrangement of 
" the spinning wheel" from Wagner's " Flying Dutchman " 
and three lyrics and a sonata by Grieg. Perhaps the most 
interesting movement of the ledure was Herr Oberhoffer's 
eloquent .position of the sublime effed of the pause as used 
in the Hallelujah Chorus. Herr Oberhoffer's musical examples, 
played with his own consummate art, were striHng in
of the power of music to idealize .en where it is most 
imitative. As Plato might say, it woe not fircee o,o that 
we heard, but alrific Inne. Perhaps the most 
beautiful and suggestive examples of this power are to be 
found in concerted music and in the larger orchestral works. 
In Tschaikowsky's D Quartet, for example, a few falling notes 
of the violoncello on chords sustained by the other instruments 
gather up into one simple phrase the majesty of the sea. Again 
(unl.s this be merely a perverted vision of the writer) there are 
the same composer's presence-haunted woods with their wide 
moonlit spaces, an effect which curiously resembles the mo-
tional atmosphere of Coleridge's " Kubla Khan." And who 
does not blow the four notes of "Fate knocking at the door
in Beethoven's 5th Symphony, or the pomp and circumstance 
of war in Tschaikowsky's " 080z," or the clinging, dragging 
chords of Wagner's Prelude to " Tristam and 16cl-de," which 
have thrilled so many audiences with the mysteries of love and 
deaths A more recent example is the Scherzo in R. Vaughan 
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Lectures 
Williams' "Sea Symphony," which perfedly realizes Walt 
Whitman's 

"A myriad, myriad waves hastening, lifting up their necks, 
.... Waves of the ocean, bubbling and gurgling, blithely 

avels7hutdulating waves, liquid, uneven, emulous 

Herr Oberhoffer gave us of his best for two hours, and it was 
all too brief. Our best thanks are due to him for analysing for 
us some of the beauties of his art, and above all for taking us 
with him fora time into that Land of Luthany where he is 
himself so entirely at home. 

DOM ANSELM PARKER 

Too last le6hire of the term was given by Dom Anselm Parker, 
Master of the Ampleforth House of Studies at Oxford. The 
subjed was "Pompeii" The lecturer led the audience on 
gradually from a general view of the antecedents of Pompeii 
to the great catastrophe of 79 A.D. For this we had Pliny's 
account of the eruption and the fate of his uncle. Then we 
were given a very dear, well-offered account of the Pompeii 
that is gm dually appearing under the hands of the excavators. 
The slides were good, particularly the rather grim memorials 
of the" Ian days." 
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SENIOR LITERARY AND DEBATING 

SOCIETY 

THE first meeting of 'the term was held on Sunday, 
September 29. In Private Business the usual elections 
took place, which resulted as follows: 

Secretary, Mr E. Williams. 
Committee, Mr N. Chamberlain. 

Mr Burge. 
Mr L. Williams. 

In Public Busineu there was a debate on " Conffiription." 
Mr Williams, who moved " That England should adopt some 
form of compulsory military service," dwelt upon. these rious 
situation used by the want of efficient officers and men in the 
army. Thecagrowth of trade and industries during the last fifty 
years had been the chief cause of the decay of national feeling 
in the country.. Men no longer adopted a military career as a 
matter of choice. There were too many more attraffiive pro- 
feu  which offered better prospeffis of promotion and suc-
cess in time of peace. Th. a serious situation had anima which 
celled for strong meaures. Compulsory service would re-
kindle national feelings and give to the average Englishman 
what he most needed at present, a sense of discipline and re-
sponsibility. Mr Hall, in opposition, referring to the success 
of compulsory service in Germany, said that England, unlike 
Germany, was a sea power with no frontiers to proteEt. A large 
army was unnecessary for purposes of defence and would be a 
guar financial burden, besides being a strong incentive to ;var. 
Mr Chamberlain also opposed the motion as calculated to 
disturb the peace of Europe. After several other members had 
spoken, the motion wee put to the vote and lost by fourteen 
votes to eighteen. 

The second meeting was held on Sunday, Offiober 6, when 
Me 

Kelly read a paper on" Light as a Faffior in Nature." 
At the third meeting, held on October ;3, Mr Smith moved 

"That England is Justified in Her Attitude Towards Ger-
many." The feeling m Germany of hostility towards England 
was natural, for England alone stood in the way of German 
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expansion. That Germany intended to extend her boundaries 
there could be no doubt; therefore we must be prepared for 

Mr Marron, who opposed, controverted Mr Smith's con-
clusions. A war with England was the last thing that Ger-
many desired, since England was the chief market for German 
manufaffiures. The German navy was necessary for the protec-
tion of her trade. 

Mr Hayes thought that the precarious state of German 
finances made war impossible. 

Messrs Martin, Knowles, Hall, and several others also spoke. 
The motion was lost by thirteen votes to sixteen. 

At the fourth meeting, which took place on October 27, 
Mr Chamberlain read a very interesting paper on "The 
Influence of the French Revolution on English literature," 
which evoked a lively discussion. 

The fifth meeting of the term was held on Sunday, Novem-
ber 3, when Mr Lacy moved "That it was desirable for Eng-
land to abandon further colonization." The colonies pro-
vided a market for our manufaffiures, but otherwise rendered 
little material assistance to the mother country. We had 
reached a stage when they had become merely en expensive 
luxury which we were bound to forgo in view of the increased 
demand for Dreadnoughts. Mr Hickey opposed. He thought 
that our colonies contributed something to British prestige 
besides providing en outlet for superfluous popotation. Their 
cost was trifling, and they were our best market. Their number 
should increase with the growth of trade and population. 

Mr E. Martin opposed further colonization. Our colonies, 
instffid of astraffiing the loafer and the unemployed, claimed 
many our ablest and most promising citizen?. 

Mr Simpson dwelt on the spirit of enterprise fostered by a 
policy of colonization. 

Messrs Lancaster, Knowles, Chamberlain, Hall, Kelly, 
Power, Limner and Rankin also spoke. 

The motion was lost by ten votes to twenty-four. 
At the sixth meeting, held on November so, Mr Emery 

read a paper on the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy. 
The seventh meeting took place on November 07. Mr 
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Knowles opened a debate on Trade Unions by moving " That 
Trade Unions should be abolished." They had been instituted 
when wealth tyrannized over labour, and, enc?uraged by 

n favour of legal support, had 
 =re erected  Tygnsty' grn . tha[ which 

they had suppressed. Recent events had shown clearly the 
evils which they had created and the dangers with which the 
country was threatened at their hands. 

Me Caldwell opposed. He said that they were the only means 
by which rho vome of the working dames could be heard. 

Mr Simpson suggested co-partnership as the only alternative 
to Trade -Uninism. 

Me Lancaster thought that the unions were the tool of 
the Socialist party. 

Mr Hell thought that the unions robbed the working man 
of his freedom. 

The motion was lost by seventeen votes to nineteen. 
Eighth meeting, November 04. In Public Business Me 

Telf ever read a paper on " Dante." 
The ninth meeting was held on December e. Mr Barton 

moved, in Public Business, "Thar the change of England 
from an agricultural toe malufatkuring country was a happy 
one." Ta this change, be said, wee due our /yesent prosperity, 
together with our supremacy among rho nations of the world. 

Mr Martin opposed, chiefly on the ground of its eff eel upon 
the individual and upon the physique and moral qualities of 
the nation. 

After a vigorous debate, the motion was lost by twelve 

voOn 
tes to sixteen. 

Sunday, December 8, the tenth meeting of the terra 
was held, when Me Mansfield Hall read a paper on "The 
Situation in the Near East." 

On Sunday, December 15, the eleventh meeting took 
place, when the motion before the House was "That restora-
mon to the working classes should be in capital rather than in 
land." This somewhat ambiguous motion produced a good 
debate on the question of small holdings. It was begun by 
Mr McDonald, who said that agriculture had ceased to be a 
matter of importance in England. The working man had no 
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taste for it. Foreign competition and the use of machinery 
made the success of the small holding impossible. 

Mr Hayes opposed. No State interference could secure the 
holding of capital, while the control of land would be a simple 
matter in the hands of Distrift Councils. He gave an interesmng 
account of peasant proprietorship i8 France and the agri-
cultural benefits which it produced, on spite of many natural 
difficulties. 

Mr Knowles drew attention to the success with which 
small holdings were worked in many of our colonies. 

Mr Hall pointed out that the success of the small holding 
in France was not a safe guide to the probable resolt of its 
adoption in England. France was not a manufkluring country. 

The motion was won by nineteen votes to sixteen. 
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ON Simday, September 09, the Society celebrated the 
tenth anniversary of its birthday and held its tooth 
meeting. Ten years ago Mr Robinson re-organized the 

Society, and for five years presided over its meetings. He was 
succeeded by Father Ambrose, who for the next quinquen-
nium performed the same office. This year other duties have 
compelled him to abandon the position of President. When 
Mr Clancy and the members of the Lower III had been 
elected members of the Society, and the officials for the term 
had been chosen (Secretary, Mr I. Heffernan; Committee, 
Messrs N. Fishwick, F. Doherty, L. Haynes), Mr Heffernan 
p posed a vote of thaws co F:Tomer'!;thars°se, who for so long
had worked untiringly for h  President. The 
Society fully appreciated the trouble he had taken, and 
regretted that new duties entailed the breaking of his close 
and long conneadon with them. The proposal was seconded and 

Hied unanimously. Father Dunstan has succeeded to the 
office of President. 

In Public Business the House at this and at the mast 
meeting considered the motion "That this Howe would 
welcome a return to the methods of warfare in use before the 
introduEtion of gunpowder." Mr Lythgoe, the mover, argued 
first on econosnic gromds—swoM, shield and battleaxe were 
gni. inexpensive compared with the modern outfit, and they 
were provided by the soldier, not by the State. Further, 
ancient warfare developed individuality, and the vitiory fell 
to the strongest, not, as at present, to the richest nation. 

Me Fish wick opposed. He urged that modern methods do 
not cultivate the merely animal man, bat exercise the noblest 
pen of his nature—his intellea. He admitted that the body 
still has a part to play; the millennium of a merely intelleanal 
conffift has not yet begun; but even here the moderns are at 
an advamage—the body is clothed, fed and patched together 
better than formerly. 

Mr A. McDonald proved himself a latedator tempoth anti. 
The joy of smiting your foe with battle-axe,  and of leaving 
him cleft from crown to chin offered to him personally allure-
ments not to be found in shooting at a man 2,000 yards away. 

Ac the adjourned debate Mr Beech supported rho motion, 
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and struck a note of decided pessimism. Modern methods have 
made war financially ruinous, and are responsible for the 
bitch of a nation of shopkeepers, which followed the passing 
of the age of chivalry. Mr. T. Long appealed to feEts against 
Mr Beech's statements, and sang the glories of the modern 
Thomas Atkins. Mr Mackay supported Mr Long, laying 
stress on pa ive amenities of warfare at L ong, laying 
day—good food, tents, attention to wounded, sure pay, etc. 

Twenty-seven other members took part in the debate, as well 
as Mr Honari, who, with Fr Bruno, was present at the second 
discussion. The motion was font by seventeen votes to twenty-six. 

The aomad meeting of the Society was held on OEtober 
The subjeft before the House was " ViviseEtion is a Disgrace 
to Civilization." Mr Gibbons was the mover; Mr Gerrard 
opposed. Unfortunately, both speakers plunged at once into 
argument, and came to a conclusion too quickly to enable the 
members to get as clear idea of the subjea under discussion. 
Hence the ensuing debate laboured under serious disadvan-
tages. Br Raphael, who was present as a visitor, cleared up any 

confusion of thought and put the question on a philosophic 
basis. The motion was carried by twenty-nine votes to eleven. 

The zoercl meeting of the Society was held on Oftober 07. 
Mr C. Rochford, in moving that "Modern inventions are a 
benefit to mankind," referred first of all to old-time methods 
of travel and stripped the good old coaching days of their 
poetry and glamour by describing their inconveniences and 
cost in the matter of time. He also quoted the sad case of 
Harold, who took three weeks to get from Took to the South 
to discuss matters with Willlam of Normandy. An express to 
King's Cross in four hours would have changed the history of 
England. He refuted the argument that machinery produces 
unemployment, by calling attention to the faM that the 
machine is not self-creative. 

Mr Le Fevre opposed with arguments drawn from the cost 
in human life that must be paid for modem improvements, 
saddled them with the responsibility for rural depopulation, 
and concluded by lamenting the lack of interest shown by the 
modern workman in his work. 

Mr Beech found the ideal life in the England of Dickens. 
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The debate was continued by fourteen other members. 

The motion was carried by twenty votes to eighteen. 
The sorth and so5th meetings (November 3 and vo) of 

the Society were occupied with them otion: " Advertioments 
are a danger to the nation." Mr Barton, the mover, took as 
his ideal in life health, wealth and wisdom, and showed how 
the man in the street was attacked on these three points by 
the advertisements that surround him. 

Mr H. Martin, opposing, declared advertisements indis-
pensable, whether your need be a motor-car, employment, 
shaving-soap or toffee. Mr Clancy 5upported him, speaking in 
the interests of the Stock Exchange. 

Mr Welsh rod some extraels from the classic English 
writers, and called attention to the faft that these were 
degraded to advertise well-known fruit salts. 

When the Society continued the debate on November 
Mr Heffernan and Mr Macpherson, maj, opened the discussion, 
Mr Wright and Mr P. Williams were present as visitors, and 
the latter took part in the debate. Eighteen other members 
spoke. The motionwasrejedled byeighteenvotes totwenty-two. 

At the so6th meeting of the Society (Novembers  iv) Fr 
Benoit& and Mr Bradley were proent visitors. Mr C. 
Cravos moved "'Gut public-houses and places of amusement 
should be closed on Sundays." Mr Beech oppoed. There oho 
spoke Mesrts Simpson, Bisgood, Le Fevre, J. Morrogh-Bernard, 
Doherty, J. Cravos, Long, S. Rochford, Emery, McDonald, 
Clancy, Macpherson and Barton. Fr Renedift oho addressed 
the meeting. The motion was carried by thirty votes to eleven. 

The soyth meeting of the Society was held on November 
arth. Mr W. Smith moved "Thar fashions should be regu-
lated by law." He protested against the present rapid changes 
in fashions as a hardship to the person of small means, to the 
shopkeeper, and to the poor husband who had to meet 
extravagant bills for dress; let them consider, he said, how the 
question would appeal to them "forty pram on." 

Mr F. Morrogh-Bernard pronounced a solemn warning 
against too great an interference of the State with the 
individual. The Government might successfully design dresses 
for convias, but they were hardly likely to be so successful in 
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determining fashions for other walks in life. Mr L. Lancaster 
would allow people to wear an absurd garb if they wished tor 
it would serve a useful index to their charaCter. Viseou 
Encombe brokeas new ground. Eighteen other members spoke.nt
The motion was lot by thirteen votes to twenty-seven. 

The so8th meeting of the Society on December x considered 
the motion "Thyt professionalism spoils sport." Mr Milburn 
was the mover. Mr Beech opposed. The debate sustained 
by Moos H. Martin, Unsworth, Morice, C. Liston,was  Lythgoe, 
Le Fevre, Welsh, Macpherson, maj., Barton, Long, MacMahon, 
Knowles, L. Lancaster, S. Lancaster, Emery, S. Rochford. 
The motion was lost by seveoeen votes to twenty-two. 

The scgth meeting of the Society was held or ecember 8. 
Mr S. Lancaster, in moving " That the French Revolution 
was justified," dolt in a lengthy and masterly manner with 
the antecedents of the Revolution and showed the impossi-
bility of avoiding the catastrophic uplosvaL Mr Long oppoed, 
urging that milder means would have attained a like end. 
Mr Simpson told the Society it had to thank the Revohtion 
for their presence in that Society in that school in Mowbray 
Vale. Messrs Lythgoe, F. Morrogh-Bernard, C. Rochford, 
Le Fore, C. Cravos, Allanson, Knowles, Bisgood, Morice and 
L. Lancaster also spoke. The Society heartily welcomed Fr 
Joseph as a visitor. He took part in the debate. Voting: For 
the motion nineteen, against twenty-two. 

The rtoth meeting of the Society on December 15 discussed 
the motion "That compulsory military service is necessary in 
England." Mr Doherty was themover, and laid stros on the 
physical degeneration of the nation, and the ladi of moral 
backbone. He also quoted Lord Roberts to show the futility 
of the Territorials. Mr Clancy, in opposition, demanded that 
the Briton's birthright of liberty should remain inviolate, and 
insisted that there was no need for such drastic means of 
defence as compulsory service; the navy was sufficient bulwark 
for the country. Twenty-one members took port in the dis-
cussion, and the upholders of conscription carried the day. 
For the motion twenty-three votes, against fifteen. 

A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the meeting 
and the session. 
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SCENES FROM " TWELFTH NIGHT" 

THE scenes which contain the underplot of " Twelfth 
Night" were sited m the School Thatre on the even-
ing of the celebration of Bishop Heclley's Jubilee. 

"Twelfth Night" has been described by a modern writer 
as a presentment of self deception—Ordno under the influence 
of a sentimentality which he calls love, Olivia in the unreal 
mood of exaggerated mourning for her brother; Mal olio, 
whose discomfiture is the subjeM of the underplot, imbued 
with a firm belief in his own imagined impormnee. 

The underplot could have been presented alone, without 
introducing anything connetled with the main theme of the 
play. But this wasnot done. In order, we suppose, to secure a 
better eliding than the mere underplot gives, the challenge 
to " Cesario," written by Sir Andrew at the instigation of his 
boon companions, was introduced, and the play ended brightly 
with the consequent lamentations of the broken-peed Sir 
Toby and Sir Andrew. Still this arrangement slightly marred 
the unity of the piece, and we grudged the omission of the 
excellent baiting of Midvolio by" Sir Topaz." 

The success of the plot against Malvoho raises the same kind 
of question as the defeat of Shylack, though in a lens urgent 
form; are we expeCted to echo Olivia's " Alas, poor fool! how 
they have baffled thee!" or to enjoy his discomfiture to the 
very end? To the odor who played the part we must pay the 
tribute of our confession that our feelings underwent a com-
plete change. He disturbed the indefensible carouse in so 
exasperating a way and with such a subtle revelation of his 
own clef els that we applauded Maria's plan and watched its 
complete success with delight, all the greater because the grace 
and dignity of his movements and the effortless composure of 
his self-complacency showed us that we were in pursuit of 
no common prey. But when the truth was revealed to him and 
his humiliation was complete neither we nor anyone else in 
the audience could laugh at him. We regretted the applause 
which we had bestowed on his tormentors, and with rather 
shameful fickleness we enjoyed their cuts and bruises. 

The distimEtive qualities of all the Farts were well brought 
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out. The boisterous Sir Toby, the apish and inane Sir Andrew, 
the roguish Maria, the shrewd and humorous Feste, were all 
ached with dearly marked charaeteristics. Of these, perhaps, 
Si, Andrew and Maria call for special note, they were the best 
aeon in thme parts that we have seen on our stage. The 
laughter, we may add, was not of the spontaneous, infeElious 
sort that we have heard at times, for example, from the 
" Heracles " of last June. 

CHARACTERS 
Sir Toby Belch, uncle to Olivia L. T. WILLIAMS. 
Sir Andrea 21guecheek . . F. W. LONG. 

astaard to Olivia J. D. TELFENEIL 
Fabian   J. G. McDone.o. 
Clams   R. J. POWER. 
Olivia   C. R. Samson. 
Maria, Olivta's maid  E. W. W/LLIAMS. 

The anti-masque, if we may so call it, provided by the 
Second Form with the Latin exercise on some of the scenes we 
had just witnessed, was a triumph. In dearness of enunciation 
the afters surpassed those who had gone before. The Maria, 
(Nein Antilles rivalled that of the previous play; the Malvolio 
junior gave an excellent caricature, the Andreas Eva was 
very successful, especially in his mighty " Optime" of approval 
of the designs of Maria. The duodecimo edition of Fate sang 
swemly a Latin voodoo of " When that I was and a little tiny 
boy ... " as a conclusion to the eutemainment. 

DRAMATIS PERSONA 

Tobias, [VW, OlinitS patrunt C. P. Powoo. 
Andrea,, ever, . . . . Hoer. M. SCOTT. 
Mama", Olivia ViiiMI . H. A. MARSDEN. 
Emu, . . . . . . . L. Lancer.. 
Mario, Olivia dhoilla . . H. W. Geo/moon. 
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FIRST THURSDAY SPEECHES 

OCTOBER.—The usual 011ober speeches did not take 
place, but an impromptu entertainment was given by 
the Sixth and Fifth Forms. The Captain took the 

chair. The programme included 

01/CIIMI0 " Poet and Peasant" SNP,
ham; " Sonata Pathetigue " ."'"f"'" 

J.D.Telfener 
Pomo Op. to, Beethomm 

B. E. Burp. 

h the interval the orchestra was less classically disposed. 
Two good recitations were given by R. J. Power and F. W. 
Long, and L. T. Williams tore " a passion to tatters " in a 
reading from " Macbeth." The comic vein was less successful; 
though E. Williams introduced himself excellently he failed 
to maintain the standard of his introdullion. 

November.—Speeches took place in the Theatre on Novem-
ber 7. On the whole, neither the speakers or the programme 
were quite "up to mark." The sentiments of the audience 
and the speakers on this occasion are accurately reflelled in the 
following brief extra& from a dialogue in "The Rivals ": 

Sir Jordon, What—ails the fellow( Why don't you speak out(—not 
stand croakiaglike a frog in a pinsey. 

Abraham The—the—emess of my awe, and my—my—my modesty, 
quite choke me. 

As to the programme, it contained too much versification 
and not enough poetry. Our minor poets and rhymesters had 
more than their share. 

Appended is the programme; 

"The Patriot" Browning Bengtson 
"The Walrus and the Car-

p.m " Carroll Morrogh.Bernard land 
Umworth 

" The Slave, Dream" Lo ilaw Gerrard n 
" Wag:Waster Cathedral Rankin 
"The Akond of Swat Lear Morice and others 
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First Thursday Speeches 
"The Owl-Critic" — Greenwood 
" By-and-Bye" — Wright 
"A Sea Dirge " Corm" Newsham 
"The Pebble who has oo 

Tom" Lear Cheney 
"L'Oisep Bleu " Maeterlinck George, and MacDoonell n 
"The Losing Silt" Legge Smith is 
" Ode to an Ancient Ha" Punch Allanson 
" flohenlintfin " Campbell Pollack 

Mehrat Khan" Doyle Gerrardt 
"England my Mother" Wagon Knowles ; 

December.—The first Thursday was December 5. The 
speeches were happily tempered with a little excellent music, 
and were themselves improved in delivery and quality.. A Latin 

on of the Trial Scene from Pickwick was distmllly re-
freshing. 

Sonata B flat (Piano) Beethoven Emery 
Lou,,i Speech and Form (a) 
"Dissertation on Toast" Sinkimon Knowles n 
Chanson Serenade (Violin) Knowles 
"The Mad River" Tennyson Speller and Power n 
"The Admiral's Ghat" Name Kelly n 
"Ode to the North-East 

Wind" Kingsley Caldwell 
Roman. Sig Welsh 
"Sunset and Surmise" Lynch 
"The Wind and the Moon "Macdonald Cuddon 
" The Sensitive Plant" Shelley MacDonald n 
" The Song of the Tagabog "Phi posts Ost Porm 
" Griffith's Defence of Wol. 

Shakespeare Mackny,Laneaster 
"The Ballad of Father Gil-

ligan Emu Long inn 

Tragedy" 
of a Greek 

Tragedy" Housman Power B Martin n, Emery 
Scherzo (Piano) Schubert Collison ri 
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THE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 

BY the retirement of Captain Parker the Corps has fat 
a most enthusiastic and successful commanding officer. 
To him the Ampleforth contingent praftically owes its 

initiation, and in the short period his health has allowed him 
to remain in command he has given it an excellent start and 
leaves it in a flourishing and efficient state. His mantle has 
fitly and naturally fallen upon Lieutenant Barnett, his second 
in and. Lieutenant Maws on the new officer. He has 
already manifested in manifold ways his energy and capacity 
for things military. 

The report of the War Office—the result of the inspeetion 
held on June so by Lieutenant Wavell, of the General Staff — 

Jwhich arrived too late for publication in the last number of the 
viorat, was as follows: 
"Drill.—Good. The drill was steady, and the officers and 

seCtion commanders showed a good knowledge of drill. 
"Monauvre.—Fair. In an exercise in attack which was carried 

out, covering fire was arranged for and some control of fire 
was attempted. 

"Discipline.—Good. 
" Turn-out—SatisfatIory. 
" Clothing.—In good condition. 
"Arms and Eguipaunsi.—Well kept. 
"Buildings and Sterns.—SatisfatIory; the orderly room is 

very A well kept. 
" promising contingent, showing good r.ults." 
We have aho to dispose of one other item of last term's 

news—the result of the shooting competitions, and at the 
same time to thank the donors of the prizes for their very 
material in  in the welfare of our .ntingent. 

The Anderson Challenge Cup (presented by Colonel 
Anderson): Sergeant D. McDonald. 

The Cadie Cup (presented by Mr L. Cadie): Cadet C. 
Cravos. 

Boyce Prize (presented by Captain Boyce): Corporal C. 
Simpson. 
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Officers' Training Corps 
Sharp Prize (presented by Mr E. J. Sharp): Cadet J. 

Heslop. 
Head Master's Prize: Corporal J. Robertson. 
Officers' Prize: Cadet C. Lancaster. 
An officer, twenty-five cadets and the sergeant-instruaor 

attended the Public Schools Camp this year—a fairly good 
percentage; but next year it is hoped that cony member of the 
contingent, who boo attained the requisite age, will make it 
part of his duty to be present at an event which so success-
fully combines pleasure, work, healthin.s and instruaion. 
Certainly the enthusiasm of those who were at the Odney 
Farm Camp, Borden, this year will help to increase numbers 
nert Au,. We formed part of No. Battalion in Company 
No. 4. The Battalion was commanded by Captain J. E. Gib'. 
(Coldstream Guards), and was considerably over a thousand 
strong. Altogether, camp, though not favoured by the ideal 
circumstances of place and weather of last year, was quite as 
successful. Although the work was lighter and there was no 
night attack, much good soldiering—in the way of company, 
battalion and brigade training—was got through. The who 
was untiring in its efforts, but it served rather to give reality to 
the work, and made officers and men forget they were only 
playing at war. On Saturday the routine was broken by the 
rt. of Lord Roberts. The brigade, in column of fours, 
marched past the veteran Field Marshal. Later in the after-
noon there were band mid drumming competitions. Mr 
Hamilton Berners (Irish Guards), who has done so much for 
our contingent, was among the staff officers. Finally, we may 
be allowed to say that our contingent was honoured by being 
sp.ially mentioned for promptness and smartness in tarrying 
out company and battalion orders. 

The contingent this term numbers sixty-eight all ranks. The 
following promotions were posted at the beginning of term: 

To be Sergmnts: Corporal Simpson, Corporal McDonald, 
Lance-Corporal Martin. 

To be Corporals: Lance-Corporal Long, Cadet Williams, 
Cadet Barton: 

To be Lance-Corporals: Cadet Power. Cadet Knowles, 
Cadet Farrel, 
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A marked improvement in the shooting has taken place. 
Next July, when the Cups are again competed for, some good 
scores ought to be made. Cadet S. Lancamer's thirty-nine out 
of a possible forty is deserving of special mention. The range 
was m constant use down to the end of November, but the 
new covered range will be of the greatest help us, for bad 
weather will then only stimulate shooting prantic 

teo 
. 

In the annual musketry return for som Lieutenant-General 
Sir Herbert Flamer, K.C.B., thus reports of our contingent: 

`For the first year the results are good, and with the 
troable taken in preliminary training the results pert yea
should be very good. The time spent on oft the rang!' train-
ing shows keenness. Its importance cannot be overestimated." 

Lieutenant Mawson has charge of the signalling, which 
involves considerable sacrifice of time and energy, but has 
been enthusiastically praftised by this term's recruits. 

An innovation of some note is the band, which contains ten 
members. When they have ibecome profice route marches 
will be more popular. Cadet Leese is already skint, lled in emitting 
tuneful noises on the bugle, while Cadet Welsh is setting a 
good standard for the other dmmmers. The members of the 
band are: Lance-Corporal Collison (big drum), Cadets Welsh, 
McMahon, and L. Rochford (side drums), Cadets Leese, 
C. LancasterS. Lancaster, Liston, J. Morrogh-Bernard 
(bugles). We owe the band largely to the kindness of Colonel 
Leese, to whom the thanks of all are due for providing several 
of the bugles and the drums. We assure him of our apprecia-
tion of this most generous gift. 

Regular clams have been held for Certificate "A," and 
eight members hope to present themselves for examination 
in Mara. Each week a paper has been sex and answered by the 
prospetliye candidates and the other members of the N.C.O. 
class. The results show some talent and a keen interest in 
something more than the glamour and display, which is to 
so many the only attraCtion, though it is the least important 
part of a soldier's work. 

Major Barrington, of the West Yorks, inspeEted the con-
tingent on OEtober q. An attack was arranged on the Lion 
Wood. The defence was offered by those of the school who are 
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Officers' Training Corps 
not members of the O.T.C. The corps drew up under the 
cover of the Batting Wood, and a lengthy manoeuvre, lasting 
more than [WO hours, was carried out. Major Barrington 
congratulated  the N.C.O.'s on their spirit and knowledge and a 
display of initiative which was highly praiseworthy. The 
whole contingent, he said, had advanced very considerably, 
and their smart " turn out " was a credit to their school. 

O November 1, All Saints, a "field day y"" was arranged. 
Thenday, full of incident and excitement, was spent on the 
magnificent examse of manoeuvring ground provided by the 
moors, where the Northern Command held their camp a few
years ago. Once again the rest of the school provided us with 
an enemy. They made their final stand in the old camp (pro-
bably construCted by Edward II in his flight from Bylmd), 
where they were routed, though of course they refused to 
aclmowledge defeat. 

Two night attacks on the College, on Oftober 7 and Decem-
ber 5, gave some prathice in outpost duties at night. The 
former was particularly useful, but the latter less so, as suffi-
cient time was not allowed for the attack to develop. 

We have to thank Mr Cumons, of Kirbymoorside, expert in anatomy, for some most helpful "first aid " leaures. The sight of human bones,stripped of theircamalvestment,jumbled 
together on Mr erase& table and handled by him as old and 
intimate acquaintances, was distinftly fascining, if at times a little grim. The praCtical part of the Indoo, was exquisitely simple and intelligible. 

Dom Stephen Dawes also favoured us by an illi01.021 tall: on his experiences hi the South African War. Theoretical knowledge is good, but it is still better when illumined by a oflittle  the empirical sort. Such was Dora Stephen's. 
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RUGBY 

AMPLEFORTH COLLAGE V. ROYAL SCOTS ORRIN 

TTHIS game was played on the school ground and ended 
in a win for the regiment bothree goals (one dropped) 
and two tries (twenty p ts) to one nity goal 

(three points). The deciding faftors in the game s were the 
weight of the Scots Greys' forwards and the brilliant play of 
Elliott, the stand-off half, who, besides dropping a goal, 
scored three of the four tries obtained against the School. 
The School had the wind at their backs during the first half, 
and replied to the visitors' kick-off with a good forward dribble 
which gained them a lot of ground. Elliott put the Greys 
ahead in a few minutes by following up a high punt, and, 
beating the School full-back, regained posmssion and scored 
near the corner flag. Cranstoun kicked a fine goal. Shortl) 
afterwards Elliott dropped a goal from a quick heel-out in the 
School twenty-five. The Greys continued to get the ball in 
the scrummages, and the School " threes " had a busy time 
in holding their backs, for whom Elliott invariably made 
clever and often unapefted openings. The next score came 
from a scrummage on the School line. The School forward= 
got possession, but they were pushed over the goal-line, and 
the imitors' pack fell in a body on the ball. The try was un-
converted. Shortly before half-time the School scored a 
penalty goal from a free kick given for handling in the scrum-
mage. On the resumption of play the School forwards made a 
senes of strong rushes which took the ball to the visitors' 
twenty-five, but a great run by Elliott sent them quickly back 
to their own goal-line. A fine passing movement started by 
Kelly and developed by Simpson, W. A. Martin and Williams 
took the ball back to the centre. The School forwards now 
asserted themselvu in the " tight," and for a short time a 
sustained attack was made on the Greys' goal-line, but with- 

ass. For the rest of the game play ruled in the School 
twenty-five, and, despite the desperate efforts made by the 
School Fifteen to hold their very weighty opponents at bay, 
the elusive Elliott scored twice again before "no-side." A 

Rugby 
goal was nicked from one of these to and the game ended 

AMPLESORTX COYLE. V. RIPON SCNOOL 

On Oftober 23 the Rugby Fifteen played Ripon School at 
Ripon. The game was played on a heavy ground with a slippery 
ball and partly in rain. The first try was soon gained. Prom 
a line-out in the Ripon twenty-five the forwards dribbled over 
the goal-line and Cravos scored. It early became evident that 
the Ampleforth eight were the stronger, but through poor 
hooking they failed to get possession in the scrummages. As 
they were able to prevent their opponents from gaining much 
positive advantage from this, the play. during the first half was 
of the scrambling lied that is inevttable when nob side is 
abbe to spoil the incipient attacks of the other. There were 
rare good movements, however, and in one of these the ball 

t
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flag. Though the ploy continued in the Ripon half for some 
time there IRAS no further score before half-time. Ripon 
defended with Ail] and determination, and ultimately forced 
the game into the centre of the field. 

In the second hall the Ampleforth forwards regularly 
secured the ball in the scrummages, and were able Co give the 
bath opportunities for attack. Two tries, both scored by 
Simpson were the immediate result, the second crowning a 
partmula'rly fine passing movement. But the game continued 
hard and exciting. Slow heeling and the fine spoiling of the 
Ripon halfbacks largely neutralized the superiority of the 
Ampleforth forwards in the scrummages, and a fierce and 
prolonged atmck was made on the Ampleforth line. But the 
defence was sound. MacDonald made some fine saves, the 
tackling was good, and the forwards attempted bilocation with 
a persistence that deserved success. When the attack had been 
beaten off, a mismke by the Ripon back ruuhed in a fifth 
try, and before the close of play W. A. Martin and Williams 
mch scored again. 

No try was converted. It is fortunate that such a failure is 
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not common. Final wore: Ampleforth, seven tries (twenty-
one points); Ripon, nothing. 

The following played for Ampleforth: Back  ̀ G. Mac-
Donald; Three-parsers, L. T. Williams, W. A. tin, C. R. 
Simpson, G. E. Farrell; Half-backs, 0. Kelly and 0. J. 
Collnon; Forwards, N. J. Chamberlain (captain), W. G. 
Chamberlain, J. D. Telfener, E. J. Martin, C. B. Conon, 
C. S. Craves, 0. S. Barton, and F. J. Marrogh-Bernard. 

AMPLIZSOLTH COLLEGE V. POCKLINCT011 SCHOOL 

This match was played at Pocklington on November 6 and 
ended in a viecory for Ampleforth by one goal and four tries 
(seventeen points) to nothing. The remit of the game, which 
was on the whole a poor one, was never in doubt. Ampleforth 
were quite the stronger, forward, and were able to pooh the 
opposing eight pretty much as they liked. But a great deal of 
the advantage they thus had was neutralized by their inability 
to get possession in the scrummages. In the second half they 
did not secure the ball in this ay more than three or four 
times. Their heeling, when they did get k, was slow and not 
always the outcome of unanimity of plan. Moreover, Pockling-
on played three half-backs, two of whom, allowed a somewhat 

generous interpretation of the off-side rule, came round the 
scrummages very quickly, and Kelly had little time in which 
to get the ball away. In the loose, the forwards, though they 
took rather a long time to settle down together, improved as 
the game proceeded, and in the second half their footwork 
was c cered and skilful. At half-back Kelly, as has been 
indicateond, was very much hampered, and probably played 
better than he seemed to. His try towards the end of the first 
half was a smart piece of work. O. J. Collison nawrally endured 
the consequences of the disabilities imposed on Kelly, and, in 
addition, showed a hesitancy about tinkling and a prejudice 
against going doom to the ball which wem the only blow on 
an otherwise strong defence. Williams was obviously out of 
his place at left -ware and dropped his passes, which, by the 
way, were none too good. Simpson had little to do and was 
quite unable to make use of Farrell's speed and dash on the 
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wing. The try gained by the last-mentioned player was the 
redeeming feature of the three-quarter play and showed 
Farrell to be quite the fastest player on the field. MacDonald 
at full back was sound in tackling and long in kicking; but he 
went down to the ball too uch as if he regretted the necessity 
of having to do so. The m team,. however, showed gleams of 
distina promise and may evolve into a very powerful side. The 
fi rst two tries were gained in scrummages on the Pocklington 
line. W. G. Chamberlain dribbled over for the third, the 
result of some good footwork by the forwards. Kelly scored 
the fourth and Farrell, by a brilliant run from the centre of 
the field, scored single-handed the only try of the second half. 
The goal-kicking was poor. The following was the Ampleforth 
side: Bark, J. G. MacDonald, Three-quarter; F. G. Doherty, 
L. T. Williams, C. R. Simpson, G. E. Farrell; Half-backs, 
J. 0. Kelly, 0. J. Collison; Forwards, N. J. Chamberlain (cap-
tain), W. R. Liston, W. G. Chamberlain, J. F. Telfener, E. J. 
Martin, C. B. Colson, C. S. Craves, and 0. S. Barton. 

AMPLEPORSH COLLBOB O. ST PETER'S SCHOOL, YORE 
This match was played on November zy at York, and 

Iced in a vi6tory for the home side by two goals and one 
try (thirteen points) to one goal and two 

by
(eleven. points). 

The ground, though not heavy, was wet, and a. dnule fell 
throughout most of the game, which was a surprisingly open 
one. The handling by the St Peter's backs would have done 
credit to the fielding of a county cricket elev while the 
footwork of the Ampleforth fulwaills displayed a en,  control of 
the ball that is rarely seen under such slippery conditions. 
Both sides were at the top of their form, and the great pace set 
at the commencement of the game was more than maintained 
until "no side " was called. Indeed, in the Ian ten minutes, 
when a single try would have turned a pending defeat into 
an Ampleforth victory, the hall was carried from line to line 
with a fervour bordering on fanaticism; and yet, keenly fought 
as was the game, there was not from beginning to end a single 
stoppage for injuries, and only once did the whistle blow for 
a penalty Eck, and that was for off-side. It MS generally 
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admitted that Ampleforth were unlucky to lose, and on the 
run of the pby the score does not represent the relative 
strength of the two sides. After the firm two or three minutes 
the Ampleforth pack dominated the game, and for quite 
forty-five of the seventy minutes played were doing something 
with the ball—either shoving with the ball at their toes, or 
uuring Scottish-wise down the field in formidable loose 
rushes, or heeling out to the backs. The Ampleforth backs had 
rather little of the game, and yet almost invariably, when rho 
ball was among them, there was a good piece of individual or 
dual play, but nearly every attempt ar a complex combined 
movement broke down, chiefly through faulty passing. In 
defence, for the fi rst quarter of an hour they were slow to go 
down to the ball, and there was some hesitation about tackling, 
which cost their side two tries. 

At the kick-off Ampleforth were slow to mart. St Peter's 
rook advantage of this to set their backs going, and in a few 
minutes a combined movement accurately and swiftly carried 
out led to a try in a good position, from which a goal was 
kicked. Then ced a terrific forward onslaught on the 
St Peter's goal-line. Ampleforth, who were rather the lighter 
of the two packs, showed themselves the better set of scrum-
magers both in sheer strength and in getting possession of the 
ball. Four times in less than three minutes they pushed the 
St Peter's eight over the line, and certainly an three occasions 
wored what theologians would call a " material " try. It was 
unfortunate for them that the referee was not dose enough 
to the scrummage to he able to distinguish which side touched 
down. Ultimately salvation came through the backs. Ample-
forth heeled out about twenty yards from the St Peterh lone. 
Rockford got in a quick pass to O. J. Callboy, who opened 
out the game towards the left. J. O. Kelly took his pass at 
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near the corner flag. A good attempt at a goal failed. Keeping 
up the pressure after rho drop-out, Ampleforth broke away 
from touch just outside the St Peter's twenty-five. N. J. 
Chamberlain picked up and made an opening for W. A. 
Martin, and the ball went to Williams, who scored far out. 
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Farrell missed the goal-Eck, and Ampleforth held the narrow 
lead of one point. But only fora few minutes. Good punting 
by 

the 
t Peter's backs carried play to the Ampleforth half, 

and ball came out to Medhurst, who roe through prac-
tically the whole Ampleforth side and scored behind the post, 
the most brilliant try of the match. Wray kicked the goal. 
From the centre-kick midfield play followed, and then a great 
rush by the Ampleforth forwards, headed by N. J. Chamber-
lain, W. G. Chamberlain and Barton, was not only neutralized, 
but turned into positive disaster by the last-mentioned player 
kicking too hard. The ball went into the hands of Wray near 
his own twenty-five, and the whole St Peter's back division 
rook pan in a movement which brought the ball right up to 
the Ampleforth line. L. T. Williams, who had come across 
from the left, brought off a great tackle just on the goal-line, 
but the St Peter's claim fora try was allowed. Wray missed 
rho goal, and the whistle went for half-time with St Peter's 
leading by thirteen points to six. On resuming, St Peter's 
were the fi rst to attack, but Rockford, Kelly, Williams and 
MacDonald, by the judicious use of touch, brought relief. 
Ampleforth were now progressively showing themselves the 
better side. The forwards got the ball pradocally every time 
out of touch, and adually every time in the scrummages, and 
Their play in the loose was the feature of the second half. 
Though St Peter's went down to the ball man after man, 
they were unable to check the Caledonian rushes of the 
Ampleforth pack. In one of these rushes the ball was taken 
right over the goal line, and Morrogh-Bernard scored what 
prayed so be the final try of the game. Farrell kicked a good 
goal, and brought the Ampleforth score up, to eleven points. 
St Peter's after this were ?radically always defending, though 
their defence was of the Harlequin type and consisted in 
taking the ball into their opponents' twenty-five. But they 
only twice tlueatened danger—once when a good drop-kick 
by Wray fell short by a few inches, and again when one of 
Their forwards crossed the Ampleforth line only to be hastily 
removed into touch-in-goal. As the minutes slipped by, 
Ampleforth concentrated on their loose rushes, which in-
creased in frequency and fervour. But the St Peter's line 
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seemed bewitched. Once Williams got across for what looked 
like a try, but for some informality not seen from the touch-
line the ball was ordered back. In the last minute Rockford 
darted round the blind side of the scrummage, but was held 
over the line. The whistle then went for " no side," leaving 
the viEtory with St Poser's as stated. 

The following was the Ampleforth side: Back, J. G. 
MacDonald; Three-cparters, L. T. Williams, W. A. Martin, J. 
0. Kelly and G. E. Farrell; Half-backr, L. Rochford and 
0. S. Collisons Forroarda, N. J. Chamberlain (captain), W. G. 
Chamberlain, D. Telfener, C. B. Collison, C. S. Cravos, 
E. J. Martin, 0. S. Barton and F. J. Morrogh-Bernard. 

APIELEPORTH COLLEGE PETERS SCHOOL, YORK 

Second Firma. 
Played at Aropleforth on November 27, and ended in a win 

for the home side by one penalty goal and six tries (twenty-
one points) to nothing. Ampleforth were much the stronger, 
forward, and were able to give their backs many opportunities. 
Within five minutes Hall got over, after some scrambling 
play near the St Peter's goal-line. The game was chiefly a 
forward one, and the Ampleforth back and wing three-quarters 
had a slow and cold time of it. Forward, Ampleforth had a 
complete advantage; their rushes and footwork in the loose 
were almost up to the First Fifteen standard, and their heeling 
quick and clean. They should, however, pick up the ball near 
their opponents' goal-line, for they lost certain trim by 
attempting to dribble over. The tries were scored by Hall, 
Limon (two), Huth, Gerrard and Hayes. Doherty kicked a 
good penalty goal. 

The following were the Ampleforth second fifteen: Back, 
G. F. Mukey, Tbrts-quartert, L. F. Lacy, G. F. M. Hall, J. 
C. Caldwell, co W. Long; Half-beckl, R. L. Lynch, F. G. 
Doherty; Forward', H. J. Marron,.H. G. Hickey, G. F. Hayes, 
G. L Beech, H. M. J. Gerrard, W J. Rochford, H. j. Emery, 
and W. P. Sr Leger Liston. 

ALIPLEFORTH COLLEGE V. SY PETER'S SCHOOL, YORK 

The return match with St Peter's was played at Ampleforth 
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on December of and ended in a vidory for Ampleforth by 
three goals and two tries (twenty-one points) to one try (three 
po

St
ints). 

Pete's pressed at the t. Their forwards controlled 
the scrummages and kept thestar ball in the Ampleforth half so 
that their backs had many opportunities and were frequently 
thrmtening danger. The Ampleforth forwards this year have 
invariably taken a long time to find their game, and now 
they seemed to be rather longer about it than usual. After, 
roughly, twenty minutes' play the Sr Peter's half-back, Wray, 
from a scrummage close in, darted round the " blind"  side, 
and eReflively eluding Rockford and MacDonald opened the 
scoring for St Peter's. The same player failed with the goal 
kick. In reality this apparent advantage turned out disastrous 
for St Peter's. For although it meant for them a lead of three 
points comparatively early in a game that was expefted to be 
very close, on the other hand it provided the Ampleforth pack 
with a stimulus of which they had shown themselves to be in 
some need. From the exchange of kicks between the backs 
after the drop-out MacDonald got in a great punt which 
we  into touch in the visitors' twenty-five. From the scrum-
mage following the line- ont the ball came out quicldy to 
Williams and was sent through the hands of Kelly, W. A. 
Martin and Simpson to Farrell far out on the right. The lam-
mentioned player crowned the movement with a magnificent 
run through a group of opposing forwards and scored the 
equalizing try near the corner flag. The goal-kick failed. Keep-
ing up the pressure, Ampleforth forced St Peter's to touch 
down twice m succession. From the second drop-out C,ollison 
charged the ball down, and getting possession dribbled over 
the goal-line. Here he overran the ball, but N. J. Chamber-
lain, who had followed up well, got to it next and scored. 
Farrell kicked a good goat There was no more scoring before 
half-time, when Ampleforth were leading by eight points to 
three. On resuming Ampleforth went MI with a great rush 
and penned St Peter's in their twenty-five. After Kelly had 
almost dropped a goal—the ball went just under the crossbar 
—Craves broke away from a line-out and scored. A few minutes 
later from a scrummage on the line Co/lison scored the fourth 
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try. Farrell converted both of these. St Peter's now rallied and 
became dangerous again. Once Wray was almost in, but 
Barton and Morrogh-Bernard arrived just in time to rein-
force MacDonald. The feature of this- part of the game was 
the touch-kicking of Kelly and MacDonald. Time and again 
they put Ampleforth in an attacking position by punts of 
thirty or forty yards into touch. Just before " no-side " was 
called, Farrell, whose play throughout had been brilliant, 
surprised the speekbors and both sides by darting up at full-
speed, intercepting a throw-in from touch and dashing off 
with a flying start for the St Peter's line. Just as he reached 
it thefull-back brought him down, but hefell with the ball over 
the line. He missed the goal-kick, a very difficult one against a 
wrong wind, but only by inch.. It was a fitting ending to a 
glorious game. The following was the Ampleforth side: 
Bark, J. G. MacDonald; Three-quarter barks, G. E. Farrell, 
C. A. Simpson, W. A. Martin, and L. T. Williams; Half-backs, 
J. 0. Kelly and L. H. Rochford; Forwards, N. J. Chamber-
lain (captain), W. G. Chamberlain, E. J. Martin, O. S. Barton, 
C. F. Cravos, R. J. Power, C. B. Colson and F. J. Morrogh-
Bernard. 

ANIELEFORTH 

COLSecond F

LEGE DEPAKS SCHOOL, YORK 

ifteens 

The second fifteens played at York. A hard and keenly 
fought game ended in a win for Ampleforth by one goal and 
two tries (eleven points) to nothing. The score scarcely repre-
sents the run of the game. During the first half, playing with 
the wind behind them, Ampleforth had much the better of 
the play and Long scored an unconverted try. In the second 
half St Peter's kept us on the defensive until dose on time, 
when Bends scored from a forward rush. Just before the final 
whistle blow Hall got through after a good run. This try was 
convrted. The following were the second fifteen: Back,

F. G. Doherty; Three-quarter bads, C. H. McPherson, C. L. 
Knowles, G. F. Mansfield Hall, J. C. Dobson; Hay -barks, 

F. W. Long and 0. J. Canon, Forwards, G. L. Beech, M. j. 
n113 

Rugby 

Germrd, G. F. Hay., H. J. Marron, H. J. Hickey, W. J. 
Rochford, W. P. St Leger Liston and H. J. Emery. 

AA/NUMMI COLLEGE P. YORKSHIRE WANDERERS 

The YorkshRe Rugby Union sent a very strong Wanderers' 
side to Ampleforth on December z 8. It was captained by J. A. 
King, the English international. The forwards also included 
J. H. Sturgess, a Cambridge " Blue," and L. Stockdale, the 
captain of the Headingley Club. Among the backs were A. S. 
Hamilton, the Yorkshire County "half,"  the Rev. N. C. 
Beasley and F. Houldsworth, the former the Yorbhire County 
left-centre three-quarter, and the latter a player who has 
frequently played in the Oxford Fifteen, though be has not 
yet been awarded his " blue." The other players were quite 
good also. Ampleforth lost the game by one goal and five 
tries (twenty points) to nothing. During the first half the 
Wanderers monopolized the play. Greatly overweighted in 
the scrum the Ampleforth forwards could not get possession 
and the Wanderers' threes werefrequently bearing down on the 
home goal-line in well-ordered and legionary movements. In 
a few minutes Appleyard scored after a brilliant run on the 
left. Hamilton soon added another try and Maws scored 
after a fine run by Beasley. Beasley soon again othreatened 
danger when Simpson brought him down. A minute later 
he scored again, his pace, weight and momentum carrying 
him with the ball and three of the Ampleforth backs over 
the line. At half-time the score stood, Yorbhire Wanderers, 
one goal and three tries (fourteen points); Ampleforth, nil. 
On resuming the Wanderers were without Beasley, who had 
renewed an old strain in the knee, and the consequent lighten-
mg of the opposing pack made a great difference to the Ample-
forth forwards. They now occasionally got the ball, and the 
backs had a share in attack. Once Ampleforth .almost scored, 
e momentary h.itation by W. A. Martin costing Isis side an 
almost certain try. In the last ten minutes Ampleforth pressed 
continuously for the first time. The forwards, by a brilliant 
loos e rush, carried the ball into the Wanderers' tvvemy-five, 
and a great duel between the opposing packs ensued; but the 
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defence was impenetrable. In the meantime the Wanderers 
had scored twice, once through a great run by Houldsworth 
and again by King after a marvellous piece of dribbling. Ample-
forth had never any chance of winning the game, but they put 
up a good fight agii!ist a team that had the advantagesn weight 
and pace. nd experience. 

HOCKEY 

THE hockey season officially begias towards the end of 
February, and the inter-school matches are played in 
March, but desultory hockey takes place during the 

first three weeks of this term. The ground is scarcely fit for 
Rugby at this time; it is too hard and the grass is too Rng. 
Moreover, hockey serves as a good training for Rugby; it 
gradually gets us into condition. This year the fine weath. 
m September kept the cricket grounds in good trim for 
hockey, and we played until Ottober 6. The Eleven played 
one match, on Otkoher 3, against Mahon, and gained an easy 
viaory by nine goals to one. Melina nere rather a weak side, 
but strong enough to bring out both the merits and defeas 
of the School Eleven. The forwards are light and fast and 
should be very good next term. L. T. Williams (right outside) 
and W. A. Martin (centre forward) are perhaps the ben. The 
halves are only moderate and the backs weak. In Taft, unless 
the backs improve very much or better ones are found, the 
outlook for the inter-School marches next term is none ton 
bright. 

Hockey Committee B. E. Burge, N. J. Chamberlain, 
L. T. Williams. 

Hockey Captains: 
rot Set.—.B. E. Burge, N. J. Chamberlain. 
end St t.—R. Power, B. J. B. Martin. 
fed Seb—H. M. J. Gerrard, M. J. Ainscough. 
4. Set.—G. R. Emery, J. W. Bisgood. 
5th Set.—C. P. Power, J. P. Douglas. 

Set.—I5. J. Cheney, A. F. Bisg.d. 
ago 

THE GOLF CLUB 

T
HE general superintendence of the golf course has now 
paned to Dom Ildephonsus Barton and the secretary-
ship to B. E. Burge. In spite of the heavy rrins of 

August, She course, after the return in September, was soon in 
good order. Much good work towards its general amelioration 
has been accomplished; new flags and sand boxes have been 
aequired. But the enthusiasm has not been all the secretary 

Yeats 
desire, for the membership is smaller than in former 

y.rs. The usual Sunday morning golf competitions have been 
interfered with by the general absorption of the players in 
" Rugger scram" praElice. P. Killea was the winner of the 
only one that took place. Mr A. F. M. Wright has offered a 
silver cup and Mr B. Marwood a handsome prize to be played 
for next term. The. kind gifts ought to bring the membership 
up to moormal number, and restore golf to ris pristine vigour. 
It was never more deserving of patronage, and it has seldom 
possessed more enthusiastic officers. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB 
IN spite of the fail[that we have enjoyed during the 

present term but a modicum of daylight, photography 
seems to have been 

modicum
popular of late. Modern 

plate makers seem to be equal to every situation and every 
degree of obscurity short of complete darkness. Certainly 
their wares have been severely tested, and with excellent 
results, during the recent football matches. Many of these will 
doubtless give joy to the fortunate recipi.ts of home-made 
Christmas cards, which have been produced in large numbers. 

It has been rumoured that some of the more ambitio. 
members of the Club bar rtes  hopes that the ubiquity 
of the camera is likely to produce marked effeas upon the 
general deportment of the School. Whatever the value of this 
rumour, it seems certain that the custom of taking snapshots 

nos
to the suc.ss of the Fifteen, for we have observed that the 
back line of the "scrum," which appears so prnmie4ntly in 
most of the recent photogr4plis, has increased in vigour of 
late and made a notable addition torts total pushing power. 



THE FISHING CLUB 

THE Fishing Club is not dead, nor even moribund, but 
only infin ed. During the summer vacation the un-
portsmanlike landowners of the distrier united to 

clear the Brook of everything, leaving only in banks and the 
ghost of its former self. The aelivities of the Club have, there-
fore, been confined to visits to Foss Ponds, where, among 
many other sporting attratlions, they enjoy the privilege of 
fishing. "Nam laces piscem, ferns silthe, ffudia altissimus 
iste secessus, affatim suggerunt." The Club have acquired a 
steel punt, around which the main aftivitia of the first visit 
eentred. The generosity of Dom Ildephonsus Brown, Mr F. J. 
Lambert and Mr P. Lambert has made this possible. The 
Club is greatly indebted to them. The efforts of the younger 
membem to overcome the natural vagaries of this new craft, 
in possession of a peddle as the sole means of propulsion, 
excited some derision. Bt a progress up the lake in a series 
of small circles was found to be diverting only fora time, and 
fishing was resorted to in eamest. A large pike, which broke 
away with an entire line and took up a strategic position in
thick bank of weeds, succeeded in evading the united efforts 
of the Club and a "gaff." This was the sole departure from the 
routine of rod and reel. After the experiences of the fi rst 

t, the second began with the fixing of new rowlocks, but 
ended in a search for bait, which had been unhappily forgotten. 
An " old boy " and a party of friends spent a holiday at Foss 
Ponds, and it wee to their aelivities—they dare not say success 
—that the members of the Club attributed the lightness of 
their baskets. 

NATURAL HISTORY 

NATURE study seldom seems to flourish in the school 
during the winter months except among a few enthu-
siasts. Yet the study of bird life in winter has an 

attraftion and charm of its own. It used to be thought, and it 
is still sometimes amerthd, that our more sociable birds, such 
as the starlings, blackbirds, thrushes and robins, remained 
through the winter, while the so-called " summer birds" 
moved southwards. During the lifetime of White of Selbourne 
the belief was still prevalent that swallows and other birds 
hibernated in crevices and hollows in the ground. The 
science or art of observation was then in its infancy. By 
slow degrees the fa& of migration was established, but 
it was long thought that of the resident species the same 
individuals remained in one locality throughout 

them 
r. 

This too has now ceased to be probable. In a merc y 
age disinterated enthusiasm of ally kind is refreshing. With 
thoroughness which no modern stockbroker or board school 
inspeEtor can hope to rival the continual observation of our 
more familiar birds has be. taken in hand. The systematic 
marking of birds by means of rings attached to their legs has 
evened the fa& that birds which used to be regarded as most 

sedentary in their habits frequently wander great distances 
during the autumn and winter months, and observations 
from most of the lighthouses around the coast confirm this 
view ; so that it is now generally agreed that the spruce looking starlings that amuse or annoy in early autumn by p ly

latitude 
chattering have just arrived from more northerly 

latitudes to take the place of their fellows who were with us for the summer. 
The study of what may be called the more striEtly domestic 

habits of birds during the winter months is still inchoate. We have watched for several years the daily movements of the rooks—presumably the entire rook community of the distrift —as they towards,n the early morning wending their way eastvrards t  the more fertile meadows of the Rye Valley, and we have wished to be able to follow their move-ments and live in their society fora single day. Possibly it is 
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due to the inherited aperience « many generations of 
ancestors that when the sun is setting and darkness coming 
on they know with unerring instinft that their day's work is 
done. Whatever may be the cause, they return again every 
evening with no less regularity, though with more leisurely 
movements, to their nofturnal rmtirg-places in one of the 
valleys off the Ryland road. And as we watch their march 
past, which sometimes «cupies the best part of an hour, our 
interest is not without some thankfulness that their ancestors 
did not choose to seleft their nightly quarters in that precise 
spot wherein we happen to spend the nights. Had they done 
so, that spot would probably not be an abode of peace. 

It has been said that to have formed habits is to have failed 
in life. This may be so in human life, but surely no bird com-

ity would subscribe to it. Perhaps it is ta mankind that 
rho stimulating eff et1 of new decisions and spontaneous aftions 

Itis so necessary and beneficial. 
is unfortunate that the kestrel, which is a harmless and 

useful bird, is still regarded with suspicion and dislike in many 
parts of the country. A few days ago a kestrel was brought to 
us which had been killed in a trap—its only crime the supposed 
theft of poultry. Is it too much to hope that the Yorkehueman 
shall one day be taught to think imperially even on the matter 
of kmtrels, and will at length refrain from molesting this 
beautiful bird at the sacrifice, if necessary, of an occasional 
chicken? 

RSA 

OLD BOYS 
R MATTHEW tiONAN visited us this term. We 
have to thank bins for the mtablishment of a new 
drawing prize of the annml value of Lz, and also for 

two stained glass medallions for the Study Hall. 

Mr GERA. FARRELL, who is E member of the Montreal Stock 
Exchange, her present in England. 

Mr RAYMOND CALDER Mum has an appointment in Iquitos, 
Peru. 
Mr OSWALD WILLIAMS has recently been appointed organizing 
secreLary for the Boy Scouts Association for the Principality of 
Wales and Monmouthshire, vice Captain C. G. Cole-Hamilton, 
D.S.O., resigned. 
Mr A. P. KELLY went up to Trinity College in Oftober. He 
is reading Classics. 

Mr T. 0. C. DUNE, who is oho at Trinity, has gained his 
"colours "for athletics. He is reading for Law, and has passed 
his Intermediate. Ho has already scored a SUACCSS as an adive 
politician. 

Mr COWLES MACKAY has joined the Special Reserve of 
Officers, and is attached to the Leinsters. 

Dom CLEMENT Hrszern went up to Oxford in Oflober. 
Mr EWAN ROBERTSON is tea-planting in Ceylon. 

Mr Plums Wirers., who is on leave Boni die Gold Coast, 
recently paid us a visit. 

Our congratulations to Mr NICHOLAS Cocssuorr on his 
couragmus protest against the imroduftion of religious 
animosities Mto the Home Rule question. We are afraid that 
it Ms coon bins his candidature foe Rochdale, which he was to 
have contested in the Conservative Mutest. 
Fr EDMUND Donn, who joined thc Society for Foreign 
Missions, is now Preferl Apostolic of Labuan and North 
Borneo. 

ass 
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Mr D. P. McDorath has joined the Special Reserve of Officers, 
and A attached to 79th Cameron Highlanders. 
This year "The Old Boys" have eaten dinners at London, 
Liverpool and Hull. Accounts of these will be found elsewhere 
in this Jouxnxx. 

THE CRATICULAE CLUB 
In August the Craticulae Cricket Club made their usual 

summer tour. This year the number of cricket success. was 
considerably below the average, but in all other respeas the to

was in no way inferior to former years, thanks to the 
hospitable entertainment of kind friends, notably Mr J. P. 
Smith, Mr G. C. Chamberlain, Mr J. Bladdedge and Mr R. 
Collison. The comparative inferiority in cricket was largely 
due to a series of wet wickets, quite unsuited to the bowlers. 
Mr G. H. Chamberlain, the captain, was the most consistent 
scorer, and Mr A. P. Kelly secured the highest aggregate of 
runs. The bowlers who met with some success were Mr G H. 
Chamberlain, Mr B. Collison and Mr G. R. Richardson. Ten 
matches were played, two won, four 1.t, and four drawn, 
while two were abandoned owing to rain. 

The Craticulae Club Ball, which took place in the rooms of 
the Exchange Hotel in Liverpool in November, was so great 
a success that it will surely become an annual event. 

LONDON OLD BOYS CRICKET CLUB 
Played nineteen gam. of which they won six, lost seven and 
seven we drawn. Mr B. R. Bradley's batting was consistenth 
good, end finished the season with an average of 27.82. Mr J. 
Huntington had the best bowling analysis. The Club has lost 
an invaluable batsman and fast bowler in Mr R. Calder Smith. 

OLD BOYS GOLFING SOCIETY 
The first annual meeting of "The Old Boys" Golfing 

Society took place at St Anne's Golf Club on Wednesday, 
September as. The number of competitors, thirteen, augured 
badly for the success of the first meeting, but happily the 
omen proved false. 
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Old Boys 

T. RABIC Co, 
Rev.W. S.

40= 4=oree'clo'nettepS.w"P.Mr C. Marwoo4 

Tn. Ho... Coe. 
Rev. V. H. Daum pa—x. =So. Winner of kw Sweep. 
Mr C. Mozwood — z =80. Divide second Sweep. 
Mr J. P. Roby 

gar Ping 
Rev. V. H. Dawn ea-6=4'. Mauer of the Cup. 
Mr C. Maywood 4.-0=000. 
MoJ.P. Bs," .0-58=4.. 

After this close and exciting finish a general meeting W. 
held, at which the following officials were eleeted: 

President, Fit ABBOT. 
Vice-Presidents, Loan T0.11.6TOWN, 

Mr J. P. Roar, 
Mr M. B. Hons.. 

Secretary and Treasurer, Mr J. W.THEAO. 

In view of the success of the meeting, which was entirely 
due to the courtesy of St Anne's Golf Club, and the untiring 
Secretary, Mr Westhead, it was unanimously agreed to meet 
at St Anne's next y r on Wednesday and Thursday, Septem-
ber ro and tr. Only" old boys" are eligible for membership, 
and any wishing to become members should apply to Mr 
Westh.c1 at So Winckley Square, Preston. 

Finally, the Society have to thank Mr J. P. Roby and Mr 
M. B. Honan for the exquisite cups, of which the Fathers 
Dawes are now the holders. One of the cups was lEtually 
burgled on the very day it nor won, before the holder had had 
his name engraved upon it. It is now, however, safely in his 
possession once again. 

As we Ono press the death of Fr Goldie, S.J., is announced. 
He was in the school fora short time, and has therefore 
claim to our prayers. R.I.P. 



NOTES 

H IS EXCELLENCY, LI HUNG CHANG, informs us, 
in his Diary, that whilst crossing the Atlantic from 
England to New York he wee dreadfully sick. He 

was quire su however, that it was not sea-sickness he 
re,suffered from. The English dodo: on board, Dr Gray, said 

it was, but he mst have been mistaken. He himself was 
convinced that thei rrue cause of his complaint was the series 
of big dinners he had enjoyed on land before he stetted—in 
faffh he had suspicions that the raw material of his indis-
position had be gr exported from Germany. He mils us, also, 
that his Chinese physician, Tong-1e, agreed with him in this 
diagnosis, and expresses his pleasure at this dear evidence of 
the superiority of Eastern over Western medical science. 

We do not doubt that His Excellency and the Chinese 
physician would have found equally satisfaCtory reasons for 
agreeing with each other, and disagreeing with the ship 
dogror, no matter what had been the case for consultatio. 
If he had found health on the ocean, instead of sickness, and 
the Englishman had ascribed the cure to the sea-air, and to 
the admirable entertainment provided by the company, 
the Celestials would very probably have discovered a cause 
for the improvement more flattering to their Celestial self-
complacency. The Chinaman and the Englishman gre gifted 
by Nature with a very similar pair of ey., and, in the main, 
agree about the faan and phenomena which present them- 
selves to the seas.. But when they put their thinking-caps 
oh, and those wonderful glen. that enable them to ace through 
stone walls,when they begin to talk of dedunlions and motives 
and origins and consequences, to discriminate in the bestowal 
of praise and blame, and make comparison of likes and dis-
Dres,they find themselves in nearly complete and quite hope-
less dnagreement. 

Ws offer our readers the above piece of moralizing as an 
use for making use of the newspaper reports of the Bishop 

of Newport's jubilee celebrations, instead of composing them 
or re-writing them ourselves. We hope they will see the logic 
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of it better than we ourselves do at the pr.ent moment. 
We began the fi rst paragraph with an idea, as we thought, 
dear in our minds, but it had nearly faded out by the time 
we got to the end of the second. Reading the passage over 
again, we find ourselves forced to ask the reader to think of 

a, like Li Hung Chang and Tong-le, only able to view 
the proceedings through Celestial speffacles, and, therefore, 
incapable of writing of them without prejudice. The fait 
is we were present at one only of the festal meetings—the 
Ampleforth Society dinner at Liverpool. We know, there-
fore, that that was by far the noblest gathering of the sons 
of Alma Mater and of Bishop Hedley's friends; we were there 
ourselves. We know, also, that the other celebrations could not 
have been so important, since they had not the privilege of 
our company. We were bound, therefore, to have given 
dissatisfaffrion to such of mar readers who were neither 
Northern.s nor Liverpudlians, if we had allowed our Celes-
tial imagination and fountatn pen to have it all their own 
way, and had written the history of the Golden Jubilee from 
our particular point of view. Is not this reason enough? We 
amid, perhaps, find a more .quisite reason still, but we dare 
not try the patience of our readers any further. 

0 
Flan of the celebrations was that at the pro-Cathedral, 
Belmont, "at which," the Toffee correspondent writes, 
" the me personal side of Bishop Hedley's Jubilee was 
celebrated." It took place on Wednesday, September 4. 
Bishop Hadley sang Pontifical Mass, and the Bishop of Clifton 
preached a beautiful sermon, which we hope may some day 
be published. After the Mass the following address was read 
by Prior Fowler in the Sanauary: 

To the Right Rev. John Cuthbert Hedley, 0.S.B., Lord Bishop of 
Newport, Assistant. the Pontifical Throne. Most Rev. Lord and Father 
in Christ: 

The event a your lordship's Sacerdotal Jubilee gives us occasion to 
approach you in ftder to express our congratulations and our sense of 
all you are to us, and have done for es. For well nigh fifty yearn you 
have been connefted with the diocese of Newport sod with this 'atones-
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tery, and for more than thirty-one yew, you lave ruled as the ordinary 
of the Diocese. 

The public diocesan celebration of your sac, ordination to the 
priesthood is to be held later, and in another place; but here, in your 
Do-Cathedra/ Church, the Chapter of your diocese, associating with 
itself the community of this Cathedral Monastery, wishes to offer to 
your lordship a testimony of veneration and ea./Um/ate attachment. 
Many who have held place in this church and house are no more; many 
are labouring in the Divine field ehewhere. All these we are sure, join 
in spirit with us in our testimony, as m mat, of them, with us, have 
experienced your fatherly care. 

It is  privilege not given to many to stand at the altar of God during 
fifty years of the sacred ministry of the prienhood. Such an event is 
therefore deserving of special commemoration, as a thanksgiving to 
Almighty God, ass subjeft of true rejoicing to all, and a happy reminds 
how great and salutary a call God has given to us. 

You, my lord, have been to us an example and an incentive to fidelity 
and teal in the Divine service; though we recognize the truth of what 
you will say in your heart: "This has been the gift of God." 

We owe you, therefore, a debt of gratitude We have to-day offered 
our Sacrifices and our Communiom for you, both in thanksgiving and 
petition. We thank God tee all His graces and gifts to you. We beseech 
His mac, for whatever in you has fallen short of His will. This further: 
we pray that the years yet  before you may be guided by the Holy 
Spirit, so that you may still, by voice and pen md goon example achieve 
Mach for the Divine glory; and that when God calla you your name 
may be Mund on the roll of faithful pastors, and you may receive from 
the Prince of Pastors the never-fading crown of glory. 

There were present, besides the Poles and Community, 
the Archbishop of Birmingham, rho Bishop of Clifton, Abbot 
Cheques and nearly thirty others, Canons of the diocese, 
priests and personal friends. 

e D 
On 06tober 1, eta meeting of the Hierarchy held at Arch-
bishop's House, Westminster, "after the formal business of 
the morning "—we quote from the Tablet—" their lordships 
took advantage of the occasion to recognize the jubilee of 
Bishbp Heclley, of Newport, by the presentation of an illu-
minated address. Those present at the luncheon at which the 
presentation took place Included all the titular Archbishops 
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and Bishops resident in England." The text of the address was: 
"May it please your lordship,—We, your brethren in the 
Episcopate of England and Wale, desire to offer to you our 
most affetlionate and heartfelt congratulations on the ap-
proaching fiftieth anniversary of your ordination to the 
t reio.esthcoroch 1:Tdoi!eysst thar

he 
fluitIhtly-cn,finoeheof Lhcose,redofity4e, acres boos

and 
throughout, your life hoe been an example and an encourage-
,nent to all your brethren. On many a great and memorable 
occasion you have been the chosen spokesman of a united 
Hierarchy. To our common counsels yen have never felled 
to give the wise guidance of your learmng and experience. 
In your vvritings you have set forth the teachings of the 
Catholic Church in a manner which, for generations to come, 
will be the enlightenment of all our flocks. To each one of us 
you have been a true, a faithful, and a touted friend. We 
rejoice, then, with you in the gladness and thanksgiving 
of the coming day of anniversary; and in the Holy Sacrifice 
which each one of us pro zees to offer for you Lordship 

or about the afkual day of jubilee, we will ith a united 
heart beg the Prince of Pastors to fill you with every choicest 
14 and to spore you to your brethren and to the Church in 
England for many long years to come. We beg your lordship 
to accept this tribute of our reverent and grateful love, and 
to regard it as some token of the close and intimate ties that 
attach us to your person. We are your lordship's devoted 
brothers in Jesus Christ." 

e e e 
Tee Sunday following (06tober 6), Cardinal Bourne made 
an official visit to South Wales, in very dire& connexion 
with Bishop Hedley's Jubilee. The Shah Wafer Daily Nero, 
has the following graphic description of what took place: 

"A personal letter from the Pope is always a notable 
circumstance in British Catholic circles; and the reading of a 
communication from the Pontiff was the chief feature of a 
gathering of the Faithful in the Park Hall, Cardiff, yesterday 
aftemoon—Rosary Sunday. The assemblage had a two-fold 
objeft. Bishop Hadley said it was intended as a dernonstra-
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tion of welcome to Cardinal Bourne on this his first visit to 
Wake since receiving the Red Hat, while his Eminence pro-
tested that the primary purpose of the meeting was to publicly 
felicitate Dr Medley upon his sacerdotal jubilee. 

"The fa& was—as wassubsequently explained—the Cardinal 
has to proceed to Rome ho the next few days, and was thus 
unable to take part in the diocesan jubilee rejoicings a week 
hence, nor in those at Ampleforth College on the aPtual day 
of jbbilee. 

' And m I have the joy, as the Cardinal put it in his 
speech, of being able to take part in the rejoicings at this 
event by coming among you on the premxt of my receiving a 
public welcome.' And both Cardinal and audience laughed 
to enjoyment of the innocent subterfuge. 

"The memage from the Pope came as an obviously genuine 
surprise, even to the promoters of the meeting. A subdued 
murmur of sensation passed through the hall when Cardinal 
Bourne spoke these words to Bishop Medley: 

DRAMATIC INCIDENT 
Coe said a moment ago that my presence here brought you, in a 

certain sense in Me presence of the Sovereign Pontiff. Will you let mc 
tell you that our Holy Father is pleased to make his own voice heard iii 
our midst? 

"The moment was dramatic. There was tense silence for a 
few seconds, and then a storm of applause broke out. 

"The precious document was, of course, couched in Latin, 
which, mad by the silver-tongued Bishop of Clifton (D: 
Burton) with fine elocutionary clearness, produced a power-
ful impression upon en audience two-thirds of whom, pro-
bably, could follow its drift. 

"Meanwhile, the entire assemblage was standing, and re 
mained standing while Bishop Burton read a 

"'Venerable 
of 

this Papal message. It began with the greeting: 
Brother—Health and the Blessing Apostolic," and went on 
to say: 

Know with what pleasure we have received then ews that you ire 
soon to keep the fiftieth anniversary of your prirsthood, and that them 

Notes 
will shire in your holy joy not only yew Benediaine brethren, but all 
the Eaglish Bishops, and the vast majority of the Catholics of England. 

Such a display of combined goodwill undoubtedly proves that your 
praise has mounted Hgh, and hoc so irnpreased the minds of all, Mat of 
you and your worth all have conceived but one conspicuous opinion. 
And that opinion is well-grounded; since we are well aware how the 
writings you have published creel alike for their matter and for the 
grace of their polished dam, and we knmv full well how your pursuit 
of religious perf ears, your weightiness in deliberation, and your 
solicitude in the pastoral office, have won for you, and still vain for you, 
the garland of a flourishing renown. 

We, therefore, concurring with Oh general opinion of you, and moved 
with fatherly love, are fainto share In your joy, Venerable Brother' and 
in the joy of all them that with you rejoice, and we congratulate both 
you and them on the age Rion that links you together. 

Furthermore, we wish to enhance this present mark of our loving 
regard for you by the gift of a chalice, Co be mod in Mass, which we take 
pleasure in sending you, together with our Blessing Apostolic. This 
Blessing, Venerable Brother, as a gage of heaven's gars, we very affersion-
wely in the Lord bestow both upon you yourself and upon the clergy 
and people of your diocrse. 

Given at St Pars's, Rome, the oth day of September, in the year 
mu, the roth of our Pontificate. 

PILO THE TENTH, POPE. 

"The Pope's letter was received withgreat cheering, which 
was renewed when Monsignor Reilly, the Vicar-General of 
the diocese, produced the chalice of gold, beautiful in design 
and rich in arabesque tracery, and handed it to Bishop Hedley. 

"The Bishop of Newport was visibly touched, and told the 
audience, at a later stage, that the Pope's letter and gift 
had taken him completely by surprise. He further confessed 
that he had never seen the Holy Father, but if he was spared, 
and was able to bear the journey, he should go to Rome at 
the end of this autumn, when he hoped to have the high 
honour of being personally received by Pope Pius X. 

"The incident ' of the Papal message did not quite end 
here. The Rev. Father Duggan, who is of the same Order as 
Bishop Hedley—the Order of Benedifilines—and has 
afted as co-secretary with Mr J. Keane of the Cardinal's 
reception committee, suggested that a telegram of thanks 
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be sent to the Pope, as well as an expression of their unswerving 
loyalty to the Faith and the person of the Pontiff. The happy 
thought met with instantaneous endorsement, and his Emi-
nence undertook, at Father Duggan's further suggestion, to 
phrase the telegraphic. message to the Pope. 

"Oa Sunday morning Pontifical High Mass was said at 
St Peter's Church before a large congregation of worshippers, 
in the presence of the Cardinal, the celebrant being Bishop 
Hedley. The Cardinal entered by the west door, which is 
only opened on special oecas.ions, wearmg his red biretta 
and vestments, and a long tram home by six attendants. As 
his Eminence proceeded up the able the beautiful ' E«e 
Sacerdos ' was sung. Throughout the solemn ceremonial the 
singing was most devout and impressive. The music of the 
Mass was Father Turner's Mass of the Good Shepherd,' 
the offertories being Elgar's Ave Vernal' and Gounod's 

Ave Maria.' Bishop Hedley mug the Mau, attended by the 
Right Rev. Prior Fowler, O.S.B., as assistant priest. The 
deacons of the Mass were Father Hickey (Newport) and 
Father Hughes (VVadhurst), deacons at the throne, the Rev. 
Alphonsus van den Heuvel and the Rev. M. E. Duggan, O.S.B. 
(Canton); in the sanEtuary, the Right Rev. George Ambrose 
Burton, D.D. (Bishop of Clifton), the Very Rev. A. Emery 
(Provincial of the Order of Charity), the Right Rev. Mons. 

hn Hayde, the Rev. Michael o 
O'Reilly (Vicar-General), the Riiht Rev. Mons. Jackman, D.D. 
(Cardinal's secretary), the Rev. 
Fennell (reaor of St Peter's), ather Harrington (Upton, co. 
Cork), the Very Rev. Canon Crow, O.S.R. (Merthyr), the 
Re, T. Hunan, the Rev. Father Mason, the Rev. J. O'Connor, 
and the Rev. George Elson. 

"The sermon was preached by the Cardinal, who took 
Hebrews v, 1, as his text. The priesthood, said his Eminence, 
held a place apart hr the eyes of every one who accepted the 
teaching of the Saviour, and they alarmed from their fellow-

special reverence and tune& The purpose of 
God was to unite mankind once more to their Maker, and 
tbat purpose would be fulfilled if the objea of the priesthood 
be accomplished. They were gathered together that day to 
give praise to God for a priestly life of noble fulfilment during 
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fifey years, the life of one who, called in earliest manhood to 
th roofer of the altar, had for nearly forty yearsbeen one of 
the chief shepherds of God's flock in this country." 

e e e 
Maas of our readers will, doubtless, be glad to have the 
Pope's letter to Bishop Hedley in the original Latin: 

Venetabili gratri 
Cuthberto EaMcopo Neoportemi 

Pius PP. X 
Verret.. grater, 

Salutmn et Apo...ahem Benediflionem. 

Te propediem celebraturum annum sacerdotii quinquagesimum, 
mnlb lamitiae so, non Benedreinos tantum habitunun mdales, sed 

omnes Angliae Amistites, props universos Ate. Catholicos, 
jueunde Nos mito amegiese. 

Tanta maim voluntatum significatio hand dubie ostendit in ego, 
loco sits m ease laudem tuam eamre ita mimes percellere, ut omMum 
egregium sit de te, de tua virgme mdicium. 

Rerium guidem rim, et rebus, m perpolitse orationis 
elegantil ?med., edita te scripts mote noverimus, cumque proof 
romper.. habeamus quo monastic. perfeedonis studio, qui consilii 
gravimte, qui pastotali flomeris Mimes sidlicitudine. 

Qum, non absinult Nos opinione, paternigue aff anti caritate, mum, 
Venetabilis Prate, ornniumque tecum lanamium gaudium libenter 
commuMcamus, ac de mut. studio grarulamur taring.. 

Benevol. ratite. Nostrae testimonium add. volumus edam cal. 
mantis, quern. libet ad te dono [Macre, um+ cum Apostolici Bene-

diftionet guar, cariestium ampicem donor. tibi, Veneta.. grater, 
Moccasin ruse Clem populoque peramanter 

ho
 Domino impertimus. 

Datum Rococo aped S. Petrum, die in Septembris, rem, Pontificatus 
Nostri an. decimo. 

PIUS PP. X. 
e 

More than a week later, on Tuesday, Ofitober r5, Pontifical 
Mass was 

at
at St David's Church, Cardiff, and after 

luncheon at the Park Hotel, there was a presentation of an 
address and a he  for 2,000 guineas. Colonel Vaughan 
was in the chair, supported by the Lord Mayor of Cardiff 
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and a representative gathering of clergy and laity from all 
parts of the diocese. The address was read by Mr le Brasseur, 
and at its coxlusion the Chairman handed the address and 
cheque to his lordship. " We beg you," raid Colonel Vaughan, 
" to accept this address, accompanied with a cheque for 

ono guineas as a genuine expression of our feelings. It 
represents the grateful tribute of a very considerable number 
of G land, 
but also in more distant parts of the world." The Bishop's 
thanks we give in the words of the Tablet correspondent. 
" He said he found himself in the p on of one who received 
praise and reward without merits that he was aware of. 'I 
do not agree,' he proceeded, ' with the expressions that have 
been used to me in this address and by my friends. No man 
at my age, who has been fifty years in the priesthood, to say 
nothing of the seventy-five years of life, can be under many 
illusions as to merit and to achievement. The rough labs of 
life teach us differently—the many failures and sometimes 
the plain speech that one's friends indulge in leave no illu-
sions. Therefore you will allow me say—and I say it without 
affeelation—that I consider I haveso been treated far beyond 
my merits.' At the same time, he continued, their gifts 
showed him that he had many friends. Looking back over 
the fifty years, one's demerits and imperfeetions were apt 
to be allowed to rest, and they seemed to grow more friendly 
to one who had lived a long time. His lordship then thanked 
the clergy for so many years of help, esteem and affeftion. 
I have felt,' he said,' that I have been not merely respefted 

officially, bur the subjelit of a considerable amount of affec-
tion from the clergy.' Next he spoke of the work of the re-
ligious women of the diocese, remarkiag hove the religious 
sisterhoods helped in matters educational, social and charitable. 
The laity generally would give him credit for having tried to 
sympathize with them O every good cause and aspiration. 
' I have tried to render service to the utmost of my power' 
he added, and I have always tried to keep a united flock.,' 
Referring to his non-Catholic friends, he said he had come 
to see how many kindly people there were, how many hearts 
were affeRionately disposed towards him. I do not know 
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what to say about your magnificent gifts,' he raid in con-
clusion. ' They convey to me, not O words, but in hard 
fafts, how many friends I have. Perhaps it won't be wasted, 
and it may help an old man to limp through life a little mom 
easily.' 

s s 

Peons the Tablet of Oecober z6 we take the following ad-
mirable account of the Ampleforth festivities on the preceding 
Sunday, Otlober eo, "The enthusiastic demonstration of 
affeetionate loyalty towards the Bishop of Newport on the 
happy occasion of the jubilee of his ordination to the priest-
hood, from his clergy and people at Cardiff, has been followed 
by a celebration at his lordship's old college. It was at Ample-
forth that he was educated, and it was there, in St Lawrence's 
Church, that on Oelober r9, fifty years ago, he was ordained 
priest. It was therefore but natural that his is brethren 
should welcome him at such a tisne to the old home on dm 
Yorkshire hills, which has always held so large a place in 
his heart. On Saturday morning the venerable Bishop cele-
brated the Conventual Mass. In the afternoon the guests 
who had been invited to take part in the solemn celebration 
of the jubilee began to arrive at the Abbey. Among those 
who a«epted the Abbot's invitation were the Archbishop of 
Liverpool, the Bishop of Newport, the Bishop of Notting-
ham, the Bishop of Menevia, Bishops Fenton and Butt, Mgr 
Brown (President of Ushaw), Mgr Croft, Mgr O'Reilly, 
Prior Cummins, Father Bodkin, S.J. (reefer of Stonyhurst), 
Dom Ildephonsus Brown (co-jubilarian with Bishop Hadley), 
Dom Wilfrid Convey (Procurator in Curia of English Bea, 
ditlines), Dom Gregory Murphy, Dom Pauline Wilson, 
Dona Placid Whittle, Canon Billington, Canon Aspinwall 
(representing the Cathedral Prior of Belmont), Dom Wilfrid 
Darby, Dom Anselm Tomer, Mr Wilfrid Ward, Mr 
Leonard Lindsay, Lord Alfred Douglas, Mr James Britten, 
Mr J. Turnbull, Mr Francis Heywood, Mr R. Worsley 
Worswick, Mr Alfred Williams, Mr G. C. Chamberlain, 
Mr J. Fishwick, Mr J. Tucker, Mr J. Ryan, Mr J. Roby, 
Mr J. MeElligott, Mr J. Kelly, Mr Burge, Mr C. Forster, 
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Captain Riddle, Mr Matthew Liddell, Major Long, Mr 
Fairfax Cholmeley. 

THE JUBILEE MASS 

"On Sunday morning, Pontifical High More was sung by 
Bishop Hedky. As the Bishop entered the church the choir 
sang Win's Ecce Sacerdos Magnus.' The Mass was Singen-
berger's`Misses in honorem Purissimi Cordis B.M.V.,' the 
proper being taken from the Vatican Gradual. The Right 
Re, Prior Cummins was the preacher. 

"Taking as his test the words of the Psalm,' Going they went 
and wept, casting their seeds, but they shall come back with joy-
fulness, carrying their sheaves,' the preacher spoke eloquently 
of Bishop Hedley's years of pastoral labour. Fifty years ago he 
had, as a young monk, received priestly ordination on the steps 
of that sananary, and next morning sang at that altar his first 
M tog fro
take up other work, to sow the seed in wider fields. First he 
worked at the new cathedral monastery of Belmont. Within a 
very few years, barely eleven, the fullness of priesthood came 
upon him with episcopal consecration, and the field of his 
labour was widened yet more. He did not need to tell them 
of the diligence and untiring zeal with which the Bishop had 
worked in that field, nor of the divine blessing and success 
with which his work had been crowned. With the sweat of his 
brow and of his brain he roiled manfully for the Lord—
with spoken word and written word, with priestly sacrifice 
and epo copal oversight, in synod and 3,1111011, in conferenze, 
confessional and retreat, in literary esuys and at the editorial 
desk. And now, in the eventide of life,. he came back to his 
old home, with his brethren's exultarion, if not his own, 
bearing sheaves upon his shoulders, sheaves of golden grain 
gathered from the wider fields than the limits of his own dio-
cese, sheaves of the abundant harvest with which the Lord had 
blessed his priestly labours. To-day he laid these fruits of his 
long life on the altar to which he had gone try in the glad days 
of youth. Continuing, the preaches said that it was their privi-
lege to assist at thin sacerdotal jubilee, not merely to praise 

upS 
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the Bishop or to congratulate him on many years spent in our 
Lord's service, but rather to help him to thank the great High 
Priest, from whose fruitful sacrifice came the increase of the 
priestly harvest of his life. Enlarging, then, on the priesthood 
and the one sacrifice of the Catholic Church, he spoke of the 
dignity and ineffable nature of the charge committed to 
weak men. He dwelt on the necessity of long and careful 

fireeol:rareqfitedfrZ 
many sacrifices

p
 that 

orlilg hOrce.
h 

m4Os-
day's spoken  was a recognition of the principles of which 
he had spoken. Bishop Hedley was an example so them of care-
ful preparation, of diligent, assiduous performance. And now 
hey were gathered together to assert their belief in the 

Citholic tradition. 
° For Bishop Hedley, now, the day's heat was past, the strife 

and struggle almost over; in the serene light of a calm vesper-
tide, homeward the tired labourer was plodding his way, 
supported by the reverent affeedon of brethren and disciples, 
and with the light already dawning of a day that would know 
no setting. There had already been recognition of this anni-
versary. The venerable Chapter and the community of his 
own Cathedral lead offered early congratulations. His brother 
Bishops, through the Cardinal Archbishop, had voiced the 
admiration and love of the English Hierarchy. The Holy 
Father hod written with his own hand, sending a golden 
chalice for ohs golden jubilee. And in the gifts and prayers 
of the Bishop's own flock many had joined from wherever 
the English tongue was spoken. Not the least touching of 
them celebrations woe that which was taking place that day 
at Ampleforth; for the beloved Bishop, the Father of the 
English Hierarchy, was also a member of that community, 
md was come back to his early home to sing the Mass of 
Jubilee on the altar where he first celebrated. They should 
then, on that day, thank God for all His mercies. He would 
end in the prayer of the Holy Scripture: 'Map the Lord 
send thee help from the sanEtuary and defend thee out of 
Sion; may He be mindful of thy sacrifices; may He give shoe 
thy heart's desires; may He confirm thy counsels and fulfil 
all shy petitions.'" 
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After the Mass, the jubilee addrGs from the Abbot and 
Community of the Abbey was read by the Abbot and pre-
sented to his lordship. It was in the following terms: 

Irenstansree et Ireve mums,. Dom,—
Legem ifiam jubi/aci secums, mem olim spud populum Hebraicum 

/atam rempimus, jam ad porensionem Guam revers°, m ad familiam 
red,/ prirtinam. Abhinc permultos an ex hac familia et don° 
egresre, good nobis damn, qua m maximnos um es., id in totiva Ecclesiae 
Christi lens rum a/Gemini. Quinquagesimus ffim annus est cum 
sacerdotii onus sacrum sustinuisti moldsacerdos, pontifea plum 
assecuto. Quae eniin optime restore sint munera, omnibus menu, 
studios, assidue Quinquaginta jam annos omnipotenti Deo 
honiam nevem obodisti,Dominum pro populo precatus, iffiumpopulum 
exemplo, sermme disserto, semp. do d. Qui re vera maffister in 
Israel es appellandus, et, si verbis sec  us lice, lucerne file Mores et 
ardens fuisti et nos reluimus ad hors m in Isms tea Tultare. Nor 

neque nu. desinis, illis tois libri: scienti et met, refertis, 
Civitatem Dei aedificare, filustrare ornare. Qoere a libi nue hoc auno 
gratias merit. rependunt cleanu populusffie nGter; at ,obis, 
tuae, noble maxime licet hart a tibi gratulari, simulque 
in nos ipsos quasi radium sffiendoris tui defied/ere. Cum enim tanti 
panto is jubilee, celebramus, et nos, tines gloriae hujus et 
lauffis aliquo modo participes lien videmur. Gaudery 'gnu r et Ire, 
fiber, :dome id modo, sed et nobis et tibi iliquid spore. Praesret tibi, 
Deus mt. ffiuturnitatem, nobis et Erelesire sure te concedat. Adh. 
en, populo tames necessarius. Ne, qoaesumus, recusaveris annos edam 
multos excipere, lobo, moires non.... 

(Taresucnoffi 
010111.1,remoos Awn Revere, 10L0,— 

It was a law given of old to the chGen people that in the year or 
jubilee s man should T., sobs possession and so ffislamily. That Ian 
you have observed. It is now very many years since you left this house 
and community; you left a to ono great 1,, to the great gain of the 
Church of Christ. For fifty years now you have borne the sacred burden 
of the priesthood. Many things , accomffighed as a simple prior; as a 
Bishop you accomplished yet more. You hare fulfiffid every duty of the 
pastoral office with energy, real and areduity. For fifty years you 

and 
that 

the Holy Sacrifice and besought the Lord for His people, and 
that people you have ever taught by your mble example and eloquent 
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words. You have never ceased, nor do you nosy cease, to build up, 
enlighten and adorn the CiG of God by your writMgs, writings. ov. 
learned and pious. Truly may you be called a "master in Israel," and, 
if we may again use the sacred word, you have been "a burning and a 
shining light, and M your Eght awhile we have been content to rejoice." 
It u right, therefor, that this year our clergy and people should pay 
you a debt of gratitude well earned: but we, ,r brethren, we above 
all may be. permitted to offer yam our congratulations, and at the,
time to wm for ourselves some part of your great glory. For while ore 
celebrate this jubilee of a great pastor, we, your bretffim seem in some 
mmsure to :Mare in that praise and honour. Therefore are we fain to 
rejoice and be glad, and not that alone, but to ask some favour Mr you 
and for on/moires. May Gad give you length of days, may He gram you 
too and and to Nis Church. Still are you neceffiG to your people. Don
we beg, Me to undertake ail] many years, to endure yet greater 
labour, 

The Bishop, in reply, spoke a few words of gratitude and 
hren 

Zr,2e:te 
He 
 n' 71'' thheentbrr thin hilt; 

religion

by his jubilee. He thanked the preuher for the eloquent 
words that he had addressed to them that morning, words 
of deep truth and importance, when he spoke of the sacred 
dignity of the priesthood, words too kind in what was said 
of himself. Indeed he found it hard to realize that here in 
this church, fifty years ago, he had been ordained to the 
sacred priesthood, and on that elree sung his first Mass. It 
waS a long period of time. Many things had his life seen 
since then. But it was so. Here in these monastic walls he 
had been trained from earliest boyhoods here had he 
received the monastic vocations here had he been ordained. 
There "Mt 110 greater blessings 111 God's gift than these 

the monastm vocation and the priesthood —and he bad 
seised both. Little wonder that, when refleaing on such 
p.ce, is should seem incredible, it should be hard to realize. 
But there was something else which he realized, something 
which same home to him very near, and that was that for 
every year of those fifty, for every moment, he would ugh
o gyre an account to God. This he knew, and the thought 

would fill him with fear, but for one thing. He had a cm--
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min confidence; he had a trust. It was in the training that 
he had received here. Here was he taught as far as possible 
the gielsatssompg„ dtity. ofsei;hfeorpirizstlioodt ,r.hpeore. r isirihee in-s.

Of 
those who were ordained with him fifty years ago, one, he 

Tee: dtstv0o clorryiesne 
present char day; two others 

i pwreie:fiti 
We cannot know it, but as far as we can know it here be-
low, it was imprimed in his heart and mind in the days of 
his monastic training; and this was his source of confidence. 
And another them was besides. For long years now he had 
not lived among his monastic brethren, but he knew that 
he was never absent from theft prayers. He was sure that, 
when they prayed " pro frstribus nos cis absentibus," he 
received the benefit of that prayer, ,a  this gave him some 
hope and a feeling of trust. Again then, he would thank 
oil fee their kindness. He would be forgiven if he said that, 
of all the congratulations that he received, of all the celebra-
tions in his honour, there was none more deer to him, none 
he valued more, than this from his own brethren. Boo he 
had something to ask from them. They knew the account 
he had to give; they knew his need; they knew what he 
defined above all: it was their prayers. For those he would 
ask them; there was nothing they could give him that he 
valued more. No presentation, no words of praise, no ad-
dress of congratulation, were more to him. Therefore he 
would ask them, as he asked always when such celebration 
was held in his honour, for their prayers before all else. 
Let them pray foe him, now en this day, and until the end 
came, and after the end. 

LUNCHEON AND SPEECHES 

The guests then spent time ha inspefling the grounds and 
the various buildings of school and monastery, and various 
photographs were taken of Bishop Healey and the digni-
taries present and of the goers. Luncheon was served in 
the ample Study Hall, which comfortably accommodated 
visitors and community and the boys of the school. 

zet 
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The Abbot, who presided, proposed the toast of "The 
Pope and the King," and all responded with "Ad Multos 
Annos.' 

Toe &cesium, or Livenvooh 

The Archbishop of Liverpool then proposed the toast of 
the day, the health of Bishop Hedley. His Grace com-
menced by saying that the assembly would perhaps be grate-
ful to him if his speech were as brief and apposite as Father 
Abbot's. But in consideration of that great occasion they 
would bear with him if he were to expatiate a little. It seemed 
to him that other than he should have been chosen 
te propose thesome toast of "Bishop Hedley." He had, he con-
fessed, some little hesitation: he was not himself a son of 
Ampleforth, and this was the acasion when it was especially 
fitting that one of the Bishop's own brethren should be 
the spokesman. And yet he had some consolation. Bishop 
Hedley did not belong to Ampleforth alone; he belonged to 
his diocese, he belonged to the Church in England; he be-
longed to the Universal Church. He had, like so many of 
the monb of old, gone forth from his monastery. into the 
troubled outer world to evangelize and Christianiu it. He 
belonged, therefore, to his diocese, to the English Hierarchy, 
and that in three ways, if he might so express it, daftrinally, 
liturgically, hymnodically. For in all these spheres he had 
done a great work, and done it well. He was, only, the pee-

on of the English-speaking world. If we looked through 
the hierarchy of the world it would be had to find in all 
that hierarchy one who soma forth as he, one who was, 
as he was, the model of what a bishop should be, "forma 
faffius gregis ex ammo." He had himself in his "Lea Levi-
tarum " spoken to them and instruffied them on the duties 
of the pastoral office; he had himself fulfilled that teaching 
and that instruetion. Again, in his pastoral lea in those 
Letters from a Bishop to his flock which all knewers,  so well, 
he had given them a high appreciation of the office of the 
true pastor. But he need not speak of his writings; they were 
known to all. His eloquent English was a possession of the 
Church. With it he wielded an influence and a power that 
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was strong wherever the English language was spoken 
So he was not merely a son of Ampleforth, he belonged to 
the world. 

Of these feels his diocese had already shown its apprecia-
tion. Cr had presented him with an eloquent addrem, and 
it had also written its congratulatton and gratitude, if he 
might so phrase it, in letters of gold; but he knew no one 
who could make better use of a present of soon guineas 
than Bishop Hedley. Them was something else he must 
my. Hemust in the name of the Bishops of England, 
express gratitude to Bishop Hedley for his writings and his 
counsel. They could always rely on him to express their 
feelings, their joy or their sorrow. They all owed him much 
for many efts of friendship and kindness. 

Mr Wilfrid Ward also spoke to the :oast of Bishop Hedley. 
He could claim, he mid, to have known Bishop Hedley for 
a considerable time. He was not, indeed, among those who 
knew him from his earliest years, but he was in the second 
rusk. He first met his lordship in tO69, forty-four years 

and four yean after that his lordship stayed with Ms 
fagher in the Isle of Wight. On that occasion he had, though 
only a boy, come to know him intimately, nor only in his 
priestly charaEter, but also in social ways. The Bishop de-
lighted them with his musical powers. It was perhaps a 
frivolous reeolleftion, but it was none the less a real and 
human one. From that day he was proud to my he had been 
an intimate friend. 

Bishop Healey, on rising to reply, was received with re-
sounding enthusiasm. He wished, he said, to thank all very 
sincerely for all their End words, and especially the last two 
speakers. He could say a great deal on some of the points 
raised by their Speeches, but he was content to say that he 
agreed with them on the whole. 

Hie first feeling that day was, he said, that he had come 
to hie own house. He did not wish to compare school with 
school or on  with monastery, but't was only natural 
that a man's predominant feeling shouE be an apprecia-
tion of all he owed to his own house. How much was not a 
man's life formed in those early years, by those first im-

Notes 
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bored by re rend seniors who made long speeches of re-
miniscence, sveo he would not Mill& another such on his audi-

ce.en But he could any much of those early arm lasting im-
oressions—the preparation for his first Communion, the 
Easter Retreat with the sermons of Maundy Thursday and 
the Blessed Sacrament, rho procession and ceremonies of 
Corpus Christi, the first masses of the priests, their well-
beloved masters, the Mass in the old chapel—all strong and 
formative influences. And it was such impressions as these 
that. explained all that a man felt on returning, as be did, 
to hie awn school and monastery. He could say much more on 
that point, but he would refrain. Hr world only repeat what 
he said that morning, that there was as well in all such re-
fleCtions a note of warning, reminding one that there was 
an account to be given. And he would ask them again, as he had 
then asked them, to give him that best of gifts, their prayers. 

Continuing, his lordship said that he wee deeply grateful 
to the Abbot and Community for their warm welcome, 
receiving him, as they always did, as one of themselves. It 
was peculiarly refreshing to the heart on such a day. He 
had, too, to thank the Archbishop of Liverpool for his 
Endnms in coming to honour his jubilee, and at the same time 
to visit for the first time this portion of his province. He 
must say that he had been too End, food to exaggeration, 
in his remarks; but, though he might discount many things, 
he would not contradia anything. He most also thank the 
other Bishops who had m honoured him. It used to be said 
that the bishops and the regular orders were not great friends, 
that the bishops were fond of smiting the Philistines, the 
people of Gath and Ascalon; but there, on that day,  they 
were united in perfea friendship and amity. And he had to 
thank many others Who had taken this opportunity to con-
gratulate him—his brother clergy, the secular clergy who 
had through life been ever his great friends, and the laymen 
with whom he had been so long associated in various work. 
He would like to mention the names of all present, but that 
was impossible. 
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He would like, too, to thank the boys for their enthusiastic 

reception of his toast. They carried him back in thought to 
his owns boyhood. He hoped he had not bored them with 
tiresome reminiscence. He could tell them what a comfort 
it was to him to see them maintain the old traditions and
idea/s, through all changm of timm and methods. To them 
and to all who were present he would express his convirtion 
that it was the Catholic spirit and at  that were euen-
tial. They could not, he firmly believed have true Catholic 
education without the influence of the 'Catholic priesthood; 
that was a primary fundamental thought; that was the prin-
ciple which inspired all their Catholic colleges, and them at 
Ampleforth that principle was perfertly fulfilled. The school 
was taught almost exclusively by priests and monks. There 
were ten priests who had won degrees at the University of 
Orford, in the Hall which Ampleforth had established there. 
This was a state of things that gave him unqualified pleasure 
when he returned to his Alms Mater. 

But he would conclude, and it would be again with the 
request he had made before—for their prayers. Them, he 
asked from all, down to the youngest boy there present. He 
asked them, as he had asked them in the morning, to remember 
him unto the end, and afoot the end.1 

a a a 
We are not able to commend to our readers as adequate, in any 
sense of the word, then ewspoper report of the Lrterpool Re-
union of the Ampleforth Society, at the Exchange Hart, on 
November sz, when Bishop Hadley was entertained as the 
guest of the evening. It is a mere outline of the proceedings. 
An impressionist sketch would have been much more interest-
ing and valuable, if, as seems to have been the case, the re-
porters wee unable to give us a reasonably full and detailed 
account of what was said and done. Still, webave no choice but 
to put it before our readers. 

From the Liverpool Daily Post and Mercury: 

The largest company of Roman Catholic cbgnitaries seen in Liverpool 
for mere time assembled last evening in the Exchange Station Hotel, on 
the occa n of the Amplefordian reunion dinner, with which was 046 
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identified the celebration of the.den jubilee of Bishop Hadley, O.S.B. 
His Gram the Archbishop of Liverpool (Dr Whiteside) presided, and he 
was aupported by Bishop Medley, O.S.B., and the Bishops of Shrews-
bury, lidenevia, and Leeds, and the Right Rev. Abbots of Douai and 
Ampleforth, the Right Rev. Monsignor V.G. (Newport), Me 
Rev. Sit David Hunter Blair, .rt. (Prior of Fort Augustus), the Very 
Rev. Comm Billingron and Gordon and the Very Rev. Father Parry, 
S.J. (ReEior of St Francis Xavier's, Liverpool). 

In proposing the toast of "The Pope and the Cog," Archbishop 
Whiteside said that obedience was ingrained into Catholi, wlmher it 
was to State or Church. The resent occupant of the Papal See found 
special favour because of his kindliness, his lovableness, and his hospitable-
ness to all. The King ma a model of all public and domestic virtues. 

Rising later ton ropose the maw of Dr Hedley (Bishop of Newport), 
Me Archbishop id they were gathered together in a most suitable 
centre, for Liverpool was, indeed, the centre of Catholic Lancashire. 
Bishop Medley might owe mash to Ampleforth, but he was sure that 
no kw Ampleforth owed much to the Bishop. To-der Ampleforth was 
one of the fins educational institutions in the country, and obis was 
largely Me to Dr Heaney. 

A presentation was then made to the Bishop by the Abbot of Ample-
forth (Abbot Smith, 0.S.B.), m behalf of the Society, of a handsome 
perloral crow. 

Replying to the toast, Bishop Medley said he would not have con-
sidered his jubilee complme if he had not been present at the reunion of 
the Ampleforth Society. He went to Ampleforth College in 0848, and 
since that time it had done much for the formation of the clergy, which 
had made Lancashire the right wing of the Catholic Church in this 
country. There was no society like the Ampleforth Society; but, although 
dinners, gam, social evesdngs, and these amummeats were all right, he 
would . to go one imp furthar and have literary, religio, auk ether 
inrellertual organizations in connexion with the Society, which would 
do credit to the old school. There should be intelleamal intercourse 
among the old students. Also let men not go in for hardnasses, cynicism, 
00 despair, but go for the very best in everything. A great deal of time 
was wasted among young men to-day in frivolity, and Ohio smuld not 
be or if they only lived up to the traditions of their childhood, and with 
Ampleforth men this would be especially so. 

Mr I. P. Smith, J.P., in proposing the toast of "His Grace the 
Archbishop," said that he was a great leader, and if in the future—as on 
the education question in the past—fighting had to be done, he wa sure 
the Archbishop would lead them as before with no uncertain attitude. 
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Replying, the Archbishop said that on every hand he saw Ample-

forthaoa doing great work. However obscure a parish they were always 
willing to help in the performance of their dunes. 

Canon Billington added his tribute to Bishop Medley in proposing the 
toast "Alma Mater;' describing the Bishop as the that famous of 
Ampleforthb distinguished sons. 

The Abbot of Ampleforth, in replying, mid that during the time the 
Bishop was at Amplekrth a school of thought was moulded which had 
influenced the college ever since. It was a school of literature and art, 
and it was from the Bishop that the hest in these things came. He had, 
therefor, to thank the Bishop for the spirit of the arts which he had 
infused into the college 

The toot of "Our Guests" was proposed by the Rev. J. W. Darby, 
0.S.B., and responded to by the Bishop of Leeds, Abbot Taylor (Abbot 
of Dona), Very Rev. Sir David Hooter Blair, Ban., Bishop Mostyn 
(Bishop of Menesia), Bishop Singleton (Bishop of Shrewsbury), and the 
Rev. Father Con (Ream of St Mary's, Highfield Street). 

5 .5 

We other like the general description of us as "tite largest 
company of Roman Catholic dignitaries seen in Liverpool for 
some time —thewriter can hardly have meant this to refer 
only to the dozen namm of goons he has put on record—and 
we may mention that there we about one hundred and forty 
of us altogether. We also likeer the heading, " Sons of Ample-
forth " (in large capitals) beneath which the report appeared, 
and the phrase, " a true family gathering," which was the 
editorial description of the meeting. Indeed we have no fault 
to find with the report except that it quite fails to convey to 
the reader the distintlion of the thurion—not in numbers 
merely, but in tone and quality. We have no hesitation in saying 
that the speeches were more than intetessing and pleasumbk 
as an after-dinner entertainment, they were important enough 
to have dmerved a word for word report and record in the 
JOURNAL: In each one there was something said which all 
Laurennans would have been glad and proud to read, His 
Grace, the Archbishop's appreciation of the Ampleforth lay-
men in his diocese; Bishop Medley's kindly reference to the 
Jotruum—he has always been its best friend—when he so 
warmly commended its interests to the care of all Laurentian; 
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Father Abbot's handsome tribute to the late Abbot Hickey 
as one who helped to create a refined, artistic and literary spirit 
at Ampleforthi Canon Billington's eloquent compliment to the 
Brother Cuthbert of 036z and his " Ode to Alma Mater "i 
Father Wilfrid Darby's pleasant and graceful chaff of " Our 
Guests " and their equally pleasant replies—these are matters 
we should have liked to put on record and hand down to poi-

y.
  
But

,,.: ttlo'°.T.11°,̀t ' Llr:.;Ll'Ajgoihtet; Zwuem°2'<,',twould _ 
rately on papm. All thatPwe can do now is to thank Mr Fishvvick 
and his committer for a delightful and memorable entertain-
ment. 

5 5 5 
MAY we also, in the name of the sixty guests who were assembled 
at his table—all of them prelatm or priests and mast of them 
mods—thank Father Wilfrid and the pries. of St Anne's for 
she generous hospitality and welcome we received on the fol-
lowing day, the Feast of All Monks? Abbot Smith pontificated 
in the morning, and Bishops Medley and Mostyn were present 
in the- sanetuary; Prior Cummins preached, and a choir of 
about forty Benedielines sang the old Mechlin Gregorian 
Mass with great spirit. It was pleasant to listen to—so pleasant 
that we can well imagine a day when, after the new chant ha 
lost the charm of novelty and become stale with repetition, it 
will find itself in vogue again. We may say of the midday enter-
tainment, that we never sat at table with a pleasanter com-
pany, or partook of a great dinner more excellently prepared 
and served, or listened to after dinner speeches better worth 
hearing. This may sound loud praise, but it is the truth. 

5 5 B. 
We have still to record the Ampleforth London dinner, et the 
Trocadero,on November 26. Father Abbot was in the chair, and 
we am glad to learn from the programme that the health of the 
Bishop of Newport was proposed by Mr A. de Normanville, an 
old friend whom we would welcome as a leader amongst us. 
Mr J. M. Tucker proposed the toast of Alma Mater, and it is 
to his energy and thoughtfulness the success and pleasure of 
the evening is due. About forty sat down to table. 
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The Downside dinner, which took place two days afterwards, 

was also arranged to do honour to the Bishop of Newport as 
chief guest. There were Misty present. But we must leave our 
readers to learn particulars of this meeting front the report 
which will appear in the Downside Review. 

THE death of Andrew Lang▪  last July was a serious loss to the 
literary world, where his independence and freshness of 
thought, his accuracy, his impartiality and his keen, wide 
interest, were ever appreciated. We venture now to publish a 
charaZteristic note written by him on an article which appeared 
in our ownpages  December, 19o9("The Execution of Darnley"), 
bearing on a subjeei on which he was a recognized autho-
rity. What Andrew Lang did not know about Mary Queen of 
Scots was not worth knovving, and he was the only critic to 
throw any light on the problem propounded by our contri-
butor. 

e s e 
Alleyne House, 

St Andrew, Scotland, 
November 55. 

Dear Sir,—The ideas of your paper (p. 4) were advanced publicly by 
the Confeasor of Philip II of Spain, but were promptly suppressed by 
the Spanish Inquisition of the period. 

I am on the sided the Holy Office. 
Believe me, faithfully roam, 

A. LANG. 
This interesting note shows the theories of our contributor to 
have been held by Queen Mary's contemporaries, and perhaps 
advanced in her defence. Inn opinion "p romptly suppressed 
bye e Spanish Inquisition " was not necssariN false, though 
it ght be highly inopportune. The ideas of our article were 
just such as to commend themselves to Philip II, whose con-
fessor may have had to use them in direfling the conscience of 
that remarkable man. But they were the kind of theories that, 
in the hands of an autocrat like Philip, would be extremely 
dangerous to the liberties and here of his subjetls Small 
wonder that the Inquisition condemned them, and inch 
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demally allowed how the Holy Office could be  achesk upon the 
arbitrary authority of princes. But the principlmmay have 
been tenable in themselves, however easily misapplied, and 
however injurious when misapplied. If they were condemned 
they were being ventilated at 

the ti ed.
and there was danger of 

their being carried into praelice. It was precisely the purport 
°four paper that e,  likely to have been in Queen Mary's 
mind as an muse, or a palliation, of her own severe dealings 
with Darnley. 

e s e 
HEARTY congratulations to Fr Clement Standish upon his 
sacerdotal silver jubilee. There were great doings on Sept. x9 
in the Workington Schools. Many members of his congrega-
tion had been working hard for some months previously in 
order to be able to make him a generous gift. Their highest 
hopes were realized. A cheque for LE 5o was given him in the 
re=lochSeltregErctigierletbtpropIn. He also received a 

• e e 
Conoakkokenoes also to Fr Roulin, who celebrated his 
silver jubilee on Thursday, August 5, when the congregation 
at Filey prmented him with a purse of gold (t5o). We are 
sorry to hear of the recent death of his mother, and ask our 
readers to remember her in their prayers. R.I.P. 

e B e 
To comply with the requirements of the education 
authorities it haa been found necessary practically to re-
construct St Benedict's School in Orford Lane, and the 
culmination of the efforts of those connected with it was 
reached on Monday afternoon when the new building was 
opened by Councillor H. Roberts, the chairman of the 
Education Committee. The new premises, which were designed 
by Mr M. Honan, of Liverpool, and have been erected at a 
cost of Zz,soo, are an immense improvement on the old 
building, and bring the school up-to-date for the purposes of 
modern education. The building will accommodate about dot 
scholars in the boys', girls' and infants' departments. 
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The Somme Theologise of St Memos Aquino. Part I. Second Number. 

PP. cp,. Washbourne, 6s. net. 
Tuts is a solid instilment of the Dominican translation of St Thomas. 
The whole volume ia St Thomas, containing Quoestiones ay to 74, 
and treating of the Trinity, the Creation, the Angels, and the work of 
the Si, Day, 

If only our young men, who have left Amplefortis would read this 
book! Just because it is not up-to-date, nor dealing with the latest 
views and rood°, nor oadly what people are clamouring for. 
For people clamour for one thing, while they need another; they 
ask for surface detail, while they need to go down to the roots. Any-
oe who has dolt with the people's reading knows that it is easy to
form a library, but hard to form readers, easy to rake karts and 
buy books, but hard to get the books read unless they are superficial 
and topical and oohing. And the great need is men who believe and 
know from their own experience the value of reading solid books, 
who know that the study of trunk and branches best prepares for 
problems of arrangement of leaf and twig. But 

"Dreadful truth is it that men 
Forget the heavens Irons which they fell," 

and it is quite possible for those who have appreciated St Luke and 
Plato and Bacon to fell to Charles Garthe and Haeckek and forget 
that they have fallen. 

If a man means to keep up his intercoarse with master minds, he 
cannot choose a better than St Thomas. It is true that this is only 

translation, and that of a most difficult and technical original, and 
that the reader's mind will have to be alert and hard at work all the 
time, and that he may have to leave many a phrase unsolved if he has 
not the original at hand to give further light All this labour would 
have to be given to the phraseology of a new roienoe or a modern 
philosopher. But in St Thomas, when the meaning is reached, it is 
a solid addition to one's mental poster. He dears and lays bare the 
roots to throw light on the one problem he has in hand, but to us 
this clearing up explains, and puts in their places, many other things 
that we have puzzled over. And his thoroughness is a most while. 
ome thing to be in control with; both for our own imitation and 

for putting courage into our faith. Here, for instance, in the treatise 
of the angels we find a mt thorough exposition of that motery of 
space which De Quincy os trifled with over the hare and the tow 
toise—the mystery that promo us from expressing motion in tents 
of rot, although they 05 both in space. 
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Ampleforth boys have in many ways been centres of good influences 

after leaving school. In this also they might do good, in being men, 
who in their own pradiro and in their influence, realize our reading 
should be the highest that we are capable of: realize ,It that the fide 
sets the other way and must be misted. J. B. Mel. 

lonely", PhIleseyby. A Text-huh fee Colleges end High Schools. By 
Ceidus A. Doeco, S.M., Ph. D. Longman, sm. 6d. no. 

Ost would like to be able to recommend this book unreservedly to 
those schools and students that require an English introdudory text-
book of Philosophy. As it is it may be recommended, but with very 
considerable reserthtions and cautions. 

To write Iwo pager of philosophy which shall be comistent and 
intelligible, the author should be either an original thinker, whose 
ideas will shape his treatment of every point, or ehe a deep student 
to whom fundamentals have become second nature. Such students 
were the writers of the Stonyhurat series of philosophic manuals. 
Dr Du bray has compiled his wilume, with infinite prins O the accumulat-
ing of details, but with no deep thinking out of the right place to be 
given to the. details, and, in fad, with no clear view of the framework 
into which they are to be fitted. He accepts, formal/y, definitions, 
phraseology, and theorems which, from his treatment of any detail, 
you would suppose he wholly rejected; and indeed if they were part 
of the working equipment of his own mind they would tore¢ him to 
rkwrite that treatment. 

Here is Dr Dubray's synopsis of his book: 

I. The empirical study of the self—psychology. 
t. Cooritive consciousnoy—knowledge. 
a. Alfedive consciousnos—feeling. 
g. Conatiro or naive ronarionsuos—adissio and will. 

II. Theo  soiroces. 
of the intellect—logic, 

a of oprosion of idols to arouse certain fee/hos—esthetics, 
a of will and adion—ethies. 

III. Epistemology, or the study of the relations of rognitive pro• 
coso to real world;. transition to the following: 

W. Philosophical study—metaphysics. 
r of the world—rosmology, 
a of man—philosophy of mind, 

of God—theodicy. 
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The arrangement is a good one, good especially in beginning with psy-

chology, or so much of psychology as will enable the student to identify 
the promo. that go on in his mind. For both tethers and etudend 
have felt the difficulty of beginning according to the usual plan with 
logic. The student has been expel ed to study ideas before he hes 
been taught to distinguish ideas from sensations and imaginetkm, 
with the result that he may lose months before he discovers what 
exaftly is being talked about. Dr Dubray need this difficulty by taking 
first the operimental knowledge of on s mind, and leaving 
till the forth book such qua tions as We mbstantiality and epirituality 
of the soul. Unfortunately, though ido is good, and though he 
wcepts the scholastic principles and !laws, of knowledge, his leaden 
will not learn them from him. Rather they will think he does not hold 
them. And this because they are not part of the working outfit of his 
own mind. His habitual thoughts mem derived from modem non-
Catholic ptychologists; he has gathered that Woodhts and strung them 
on a wholastic framework without making the individual thoughts 
conform to the system into which they are being fitted. 

Take, for inetance, his treatment of the imagination. The scholastic 
theory of knowledge, which he accepts, puts our knowledge on three 
planes-0nm, imagination, indic& While I am reading, a noise makes 
me look round; a moment's thought  aatiefio m 

it
e that was the parrot 

in the next room beginning to whistlea tune. That was cettainly We 
tone of a parrot, whistle. And, yes, the tune was from "Carmen." 
Now I have learned all this by thinking, not A the afloal sound—that 
had ceased before I had began to thick at all—but of the image of it 
which remains with me. This power of pairing to ourselves a tam, 
a feeling, or a sound, calkd by the Scholastics We imagination. 
The senses give We to these imago, We iota, thinks about then, 
If , watch what Atte before ,r mind while you are falling asleep, 
you will find a mom of these images—scrape of tune, broken phrases, 
bite of roads and hou, faces—all the stuff that Weems are made of. 
Bakke being conneffied with the sewo below, and the inteneet above, 
they are joined in their own level to the feelings, causing diegot, 
pleasure, shame. If a than mistakes Woe for his thought, he will become 
their Wye, abdicating his reason and will, es happen in dreaming and 
day dreaming. The important thing is to learn to know thoughts from 
imaginations, and how reason can be miner of the imagination. It 
may happen that you are asked to think of f tune, and for the mom.,
no tune M/ suggot itself—your imwination does not sing one to you. 
But al/ the time you know quite well what a tune is—a sequence of 
notes that, once made familiar, seem to belong to each other more or 
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less end to form a whole. rho knowledge is the knowledge of the 
reason, a thought, an idea, a definition that fits every tune that was 

made. Again, when the mind is at work, it wee the imagination 
irs tool. This ie quickly seen in the work of explainiog. When you 

o re day-dreaming, the words and souude that floated before you 
ore random and disconnefied. Nov you are going w tell some one 
that Whir are wrong and mot be changed. Ton talk vehemently 
for five minutes, ten minutes. What to this stream of word. that you 
have poured out to express your one thought? Every word is, of course, 
ea age brought back by the imagination for your services there is 
so more random wandering, bur an incredibly rapid assembling of 
every sound that may suit your pr om. thought. We experience the 
ow thing in regard to a foreign tongue. Begin to work M language 
which you have long laid aside, words and sounds flock bads tint have 
not occurred to you for yeah pot. It ie obvious that they are hnagm, 
not thoughts, for many of them convey no meaning to your mind; 
but the imagination lux brought them back, and there they are for the 
intelleffi to think about and study. 

These are the two important things to be taught to the student—
that iroaginetion is not thought, but the servant of the iwelkauel 
tNought, and that We itttelleft exercises in consul and makes it hebitual 
by the habit of work. Now the sad thing is that Dr Dubray recognizes 
all trot in theory, but obscuresit in his pmetical tooling. He uses 
the term Men and mental image to express indiffetersH the image and 
the thought. Half of his discunion of images and imagination is really 
concerned with thoughts and the intelleft. "11th!!!! only one idea 
in the mind;'—"the trend of convereation,"—" the conviftion that 
a remedy (for seasickwes) beneficial,"—" 

•
for a scientist to think 

of A the possible causes of a phenomenon,"—" worm depends largely 
on imagiwtion and forethought, since it requiro the idea of the end 
to be reached, and of the means to reach it,"—thee are among . 
examples of the imagination. Everything that is ever called imagina-
tion h brought ins whether the linage ie in the intelleft or in the 
"imagination " is never considered. And yet throughout Dr Dubray 
reminds us that he does know of the difference. "The higher forms 
of mental life, cocaption, judgemeo, and reawning, are dependent 
on imagination, as will be shown later." " Some are inclined !t identify 
understanding with imagining." 

This weakness of ignoring his own principlo and 1001040ns rune 
through every portion of the book that we have examined. There is a 
corresponding wantof depth and thought in lie praflical concloions. 

" In Moral Life, imegiwtion may usurp the place of reason 
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av the guide of human aGions, but it may also be used to re mnae 
the means of doing good, and to form ideals and examples. 

"5. In Religions L., imagination helps to grasp the highest 
spiritual oaths, and to express them by appropriate symbols. But it 
is also the sourre of ern, prejudices, and superstitions." 

"To concludes Keep the faculty of imagination alive, but apply it 
cording re reason. Develop it, but control it and diredt it, and do not 

held by it in your judgements and aftions." 
One cannot help thinking that the book would be a good one if 

three-quartext of it were left out; for it seems to contain in its outline 
all than wanted, and in Os filling out so much that is mischievous. 

B McL. 

The Lift of St Sit,,. Taken from the French of A Carmelite Nun. 
By Altos, LADY LOVA, With a preface by Mgr R. H. Breson. 
Herbert and Daniel. London, tgtt. 109. 6d. net. 

lc is omoimes charged against live, ft the saints that they are often 
sively Imam., or vague and childishly credulous. At other times 
—Gough less frequently—that the prereatmret is too severely critical. 
None of these charges can justly be made against the present work. 
It is not neb.ous, it does not rejoice in the maredlous, nor could it 
be described as unfl nluous—u ess the word be used to denote genuine 
devotional feeling. And, finally, it is not severely critical. The book 
is simply a G11, clear and deeply interesting bistoo of the Saint, yet 
one inspired by dery n. It would seem too be intended for readers 
who dente oreG1 narrative of the fa& f the Saint's Iffe, both 
interior and oterior, a narrative not burdened by much critical 
matter about sources, chronology, etc., or lengthy discussion of 
mystical fare and doElrine. 

Any Lift of St Teresa has bo submit to a severe tots it naturally 
challenges comparison with the" Life" from her awn pen. Nor can there 
be any doubt that no biography by another hand can equal in power and 
interest her own acco.t of herself as told in the "Life" and the 
" Foundations." Yet a biography such as the present has a distioff 

se. It brings together in one connelied story events told us by the 
Saint in different works, and it complow the whole it can introduce 

tam from her letters, supply details gathered by contemporary 
writers, and give a general setting to the story by affording the reader 
some knowledge of the dmes in which the Salnt lived, and the in-
fluences amid which she worked. All this is done in the present work, 
and, on Al, whole, done well. The extra& from the Saint's own boob 
and from her boos are many, and bring vividly before us her well-
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known and beautiful charaGeriatica—the strong pradtiol under-
s,anding, the playful wit, the deeply afierelonare heart, the intense 
ardour of soul. How full of humour are such Ifttell atthose referred 
to on pages 308, 463 and 45... But fit could easily cover much space, 
if we would notice the numerous instances of the " swength and sweet-

w" of this ardent oul. Let it 84.0C tO say that the reader will find 
this biography rich in "personality," and its index—though we dis-
covered some minor diorepancio—a really full and useful one. 

We may, perhaps, express a regret that the work ft not a little more 
critical." A word or two of explanation or description li the" sources" 

would have been welcome. There is, too, a lamentable 5. of references, 
a L. that we feltss rather. serious defeli Ge care of the very nume-
rous quotations from the Saint's writings. We should have liked, also, 
some simple chlonoGgical scheme, such an that given in various editions 
of the works. Fr Zimmerman'i Intralutlion to the new English edition 
of the " Life" is anexcellent piece of work in this direCtion. And we may 
notice in passing that the dates of the Saint's clothing and profession 
as given here are not in accord with the dew given by Fr Zimmerman. 

Lady Lont'v translation, or adaptation, is in clear and excellent 
English, and makes the reading of the hook a pleasure. Mgr Benson's 
Preface is an interesting and useful essay. He enforces chiefly two 
hings: St Terse 's intense and rigid faith, her adherence to Catholic 

doff:rine and devotional prodlice, as a witness against " modernist
ideas of "high spiritual religion" independent of on historical revela-
tion, mid her " virile common-sense" as a remedy for unreality in the 
interior if, of the soul. 

Altogether we recommend the book very strongly. It is full of St 
Teresa's own words. She speaks to us on every page. And it will surely 
compel its readers to go for themselves, if they have not yet done so, 
to the fountain head of this vivid kindling eloquence. 

The Mari A Study of the Roman Liturgy. By Anal. Forrescon. 
Longman., Green and Co. 

Tins work is the latest volume of the Westminster Library, a aeries 
of manuals for priests and students. In reading it one felt that from 
first to last it sou the work of I scholar who has made a thorough study 
of his sublet. Scholars of equal calibre may dissent from some of 
Dr Fortescue's views on the seed questions of the original form 
of theCanon, the  Epikleaia, and so on, though he states in his preface 
that while showing some preferences he makes" pretence of supply-
ing a new answer to any of there questions, or even of taking a side 
finally among theories already proposed." 
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Parr I, pp. 1-03, deals with the History. the Mass, We origin of 

the Roman Rite, and the subsequent changes it has undergone. Part II, 
pap. 212-295, is entitled The Order of the Alas, it considers the Mass 

we have it now, indicating the origin of each prayer as far as it is 
known, and showing how various ceremonies and rubrics have developed. 
The book is full of interest throughout, and we co only touch upon one 
or two matt.. 

One often hears the Sarum rite spoken of, especially by Anglicans, 
as if it were totally different fromthe Roman Mass, arid woe com-
parable withthe Ambrosio and Mmarabic liturgies. The truth is 
that it was merely a local variety of the Roman rite, differing only in 
unimportant details. In a note on p. or Dr Fort escue sam, " To 
distinguish Roman, Sarum and Mosarabic liturgies u o the rame 
plane is like classifying Eoglish, Yorkshire dialed and French as three 
languarys." The local use of the Sarum spread over most of Southern 
England a century or two before the Reformation. The difference, 
from the pure Roman rite are of comparatively lam origin, and consist 
generally of additions, often much to ornate, and not unfrequently 
obacurin the waning of simpler ceremonies that were no longer 
understood. Dr Fortesoe describes Sarum usage as " immeasurably 
los dignified than ours now, anything in the world rather than archaic 
or pnmitive." 

We naturally feel chat in connexion with the most important and 
sacred MI of religion that which is tody archaic and primitive is of 
extreme value. A study of Eastern rites shy wa Wet they lave an oder-
gone modifications, some of them quite late, and that no Eastern rite 
now in use is so archaic as the Roman Max. The last sentences of Me 

, quoted 
of the book dealing with the History of the Mao may well 

bquoted here. "Our Mass goes back, without essential change, to 
the when it first developed out of We Aden liturgy of all. It is 
niB redolent of that liturgy, of the days when Co., ruled the world 
and thought he cosld stamp out the faith of Christ, when our Fathers 
met together before don, and tang a hymn to Christ as to a God.. 
The final result of our inquiry is that, in spite of unsolved problems, 
in spite of later changes, there is not in Christendom another rite so 
venerable as oura." Perhaps the strongest impression that one carries 
away from a perusal of this work is an enhanced sense of the dignity 
of We gloriousPrayers with which we ere no familiar. 

In speaking of the Kyrie nation Dr Form.. sus, "It is tempting 
to see it in the remnant of an introdutitory litany, a which it originally 
formed the answering dose." The earliest evidence adduced for the 
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use of the Kyrie al Rama is the second Synod of Yasio, held under 
Cools, of Arlo in 559. St BenediErs Rule, which cannot have been 
written mu. latex Woo this date, as the as cat died probably in t44, 
affords interesting corroborative totimony that the Kyrie deism 
wy in common use in Italy hiss  does not refer to the Kyrie 
at Mass, bus mentioning in use in We Divine Office he speaks of the 
supplicatio lion., id es t Kyrie eleilon in Chapter IX, and in Chapters 
XII and XIII alb it simply litania. At first sight it might appear that 
the WM, .1.01.1,10 and litania show that the Kyrie was 
originally part of a litany, but we should hesitate to accept this, since 
the word litaniawas frequently used to aignify supplication or prayer 
without reference to what we now term al... On e. 322 we rcad: 

The Sanctus and Beftediefo are one tear, and should be sung through 
without a break. The pratisice of waiting till after she Consecution 
and then singings Benediflus qui venit,' tc.—once ommon—is 
eot tolerated by We Vmican Gradual. See the rubrica therein." Um 
fortunately this laudable attempt to restore the coMinuity of the 
Snags and Benediftus has been stultified by a damn on of the Con-
gregation of Rites of which Dr For sue does not sons to be aare. 
See the A& Apostolicu Se.s, ryso, page as. To the dubium."Utwtion 
iv Mien solo. Benediflus cani posit ante elevation, eel standum 
it procriptioni Cummonialis Epucoporum, Lib. II, cap. no, yo-
or/ " the answer was given "Sand. Cseremoniali Epiooporum." 
The pasuge referred to is: "Chorus prosequitur cants. umue ad 
Bytedutut psi Yeah am each.. quo finis et non pots, elevatur 
Sava m. Toe silo chorus, et cum OM salon, Organ. veto, 
si habour cum omni tutu minds et gravitate pulcandma est. Elmato 
Sacramento, chorus prosequitur carom Bmedions qui omit, em" 
Apparemly even in Requiem Mosso there is no authority for departing 
from this usage. 

Sancti Banditti Regain Mon.-bonus: Editionem ariticalractimnt 
edemas,. ByD. CUTHBERT., Brous, Abbas Monasterii S. Gregorii 
Magni de Downside. Herder. p. 3d. no., papers m. net., cloth. 

Tire highest praise is due to this new edition of the Rule of St BenediEt 
The book is far from being a superfluous accoion to We already 
numerous editions of the Rule. It is—as we should naturally raped 
from Abbot Butler—a thoroughly scholarly work, in which all We 
roources of modern criticism have been employed m order to recover 
as torly as possible the tort of the Rules it left the hands of St Benedict 
himself. The history of the text ia discuued in the Prokgamenm and hs 
an appendix is givers a collection of lestimrs seisms to illustrate We 
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tritical canons which have been employed, and to explain differences 
from the Tarim mama. A noteworthy and novel feature of con-
siderable interest is she citation in the footnotes of the " sore," 
certain or probable, from which St Benedi. 'deny. ideas or passages 
contained in the Rule. The work is thus thoroughly "critical" and of 
the greatest value to students of monastic history. But it is at the same 
time no less " praflical" from the standpoint of the monk, to whom 
the Rule is not merely a document of the dead past, but a present and 
vital reality. The text is marked out in the customa, way for daily 
reading in the choir, and a valuable portion of the book consists of a 
summary of St Benediel, whole teaching (Medulla derecimr) which 
Abbot Ruder has compiled in a kind of tato.= for the use of his 
own novkes, and which will be of utility to all who are desirous of 
comprehending the spirit and teaching of St henedi.. The indexer 
are excellent. The whole book is beautifully printed and published. 
There is, however, something wrong with the fourth line of the table 
of contents. 

The lereamissier Hymnal. R. and T. Washbounk, Ltd. 

On the title page is inscribed: The rldecturinoT Ilymnal. The only 
adhesion aoberistdby rbt Hierarchy of England and Wales. We think 
that this is somewhat misleading. In moo a committee appointed by 
the Bishops issued The Hymn Beek a coreffion of the words of all the 
English hymns chosen and authorized by the Catholic Bishops. We 
take this authorization to mean that oher words are t allowed to 
be used publicly, whereas other tun. than those in the Westminster 
Hymnal are not forbidden, so Mr as we know. This colleflion of tunes 
is recommended, bo not enforced. 

A writer in the Saturday Review of June. last says that most Roman 
Catholic hymns in our language may be described as vulgar verse 
in the vulgar tongue, though there are notable exception,. This is 
unfortunate, only too tree, and one canno but regret the intolerant 
attitude which forbade the use of  many fine translations of Catholic 
hymns which have been made by non-Catholics. Still more regrettable 
is the fa. that Dr Terry, the editor of the musk, has not been allowed 
to insert any toe which is not comidered to be of Catholic origin. 
In his preface he thus charitably states another very real difficulty 
which he hat had to face:" The colkelion includes all the popular tunes 
in common use amongst E,/ish-speaking Catholics. Some of these 
tunes are good, some are indifferent, and some bad. But it has been 
felt that since those of the last-named class have bee —for one genera-
tion at least—bound up with the pious associations of no many holy 
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lives, this is hardly the occasion for their suppression. They have there-
to, been retained, although this reteoion cannot be justified on 
musical or ertistic grounds. Alto natree tun. have been provided to 
men of them, so that they need no be used by those to whom they are 
distasteful." 

We find, then, three chief difficulties which have confronted Dr 
Terry: a large arnoot of poor and uninspiring versification, ma, 
ocelleo and suitable tunes banned, and a considerable number of 
bed ones to be included. Under each harassing condition we think 
that Dr Terry has acomplished his task remarkably well. There are, 
without doubt, many fine and inspiring tunes in the colleEtion, and 
even of the worst melodies the harmonies are good; this is a great gain. 
Many of Dr Terry, own tunes are mullahs, good, notably his set., 
of Hymn s35. One tee, here how noble poetry inspires a musical com-
poser. The words of this hymn upon the Church are by Aubrey de 
germ " Who is she that stands triumphant," We notice that a con-
siderable number of tunes are accredited to one "Laurence Ample-
forth," and we are gratified to find that they have been highly praised 
by several reviewers. If it was desired to eal the na o mines 
el reek composers, we venture to suggest that' St Lawrencme e's Ample-
forth" would have been a better indication of their source. 

With regard to the accompaniment of the plain-song melodies, 
rye are sorry to find we totally disagree with Dr Terry upon one of hi, 
principles, that O paying due regard to the accentuation of the words. 
In his preface he quotes the first lines of the ottt two vowes of the 
Fero 0eator to show the difference in position of the tonic accents, 
and rhea he says: "The counsel of perfeerion' would be to bring 
out these tonic accent, by different harmonies." We regard accent°. 

on of the words as the business of the singers, and not of the organist, 
where " precept" should be to accompany according to the musical 
rhythm, and never to change the harm, except at the beginning O 
a rhythin.The alternation of accent in music and words in many hymns 
eve most pleasing effedh while, according to Dr Terry's principle, 
the musical rhytkns are utterffi lot. There are numberless instances 
of this throughout his accompaniments, with the result that they lack 
smoothy. and repose. The harmonies are changed much too often, 
and in places where they Orel. certainly not be changed. 

The form of book and the indexing are based on the plan of Hymns 
&clew and Modern which is excellent. An additional index of nom-
pa, two,. weldtiotototowtog. 
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The Swum Chrirtion. By BISHOP 110-. New Edition edited by the boy 

Rev. CANON Evros, Sands. 

Bithop Hay ors We Prierthead. A nerose reksed and edited by the Eery 
Rev. CAry011 Samoa. Sands. 0. 6d. 

Ts, celebration of the centenaw of Bishop Hay has afforded a suit-
able occasion for direfiling the attention of Catholic to the writings 
of the famous and vainly Scottish pm/ate. His work, entitled The 
Sincere Chrimiry, the merits of which seem to be but little known or 
realized, well doom to be brought before the notice of the clergy 
and teachen of Christian doarine as a singularly able and lucid ex-
position of the truths of faith. The proem volume, therefor, is 
especially welcome. But surely it might have been improved by the 
addition of an alphabetical index. The Treatise on the Priesthood 
lava hitherto been praflically unknown, and it is certainly a laudable 
task to bring it to the light. Written originally as a prooral for the 
Bishop's own clergy, the little work not only posroso a biographkal 
interest o revealing something of the imedor life and priestly ideals 
of Bishop Hay, but also is of very prof/foal value to all who are engaged 
in pastoral work and to aspirants to the sowed mieistry, and well 
merits a place in every sacerdotal library. It is a motto, however, for 
great regret thatthe book has been so badly produced. Slovenlinos is writ 
Inge upon it. The editor says Mat little more has been done than 

change a few archaic erprosions and spellings" of the original. 
We might, however, have expeRed refer o to be given for some 
long Latin quotation, and a certain amount of discrimination might 
have been employed in the distribution of various typo, and m these 
of opital letters. Whether or no the proem book follows the original 
in that respece, we know not; but it is trying to the nervo of a twentieth 
century reader to see, for example," taverns a written with, capital T, 
and the Holy Ghat dismissed with small initials (pp. 5+ and 55). 
Misprints are legion, especially in Loin words, and on page 42 Were are 
three mitres in as many lino. 

Vika( Mosartryne et Is vie Chritienry des Premiers 7enit I. Par lin re. 
ligtee Berediain de iriAnnave os MAIEWOU.S. 

frinvoitices and spiritual writers have frequently pointed out that 
the monastic orders, by their possosion of property in common, their 
community life, and their frequent gatherings for public prayer, 
reproduce in every age the manner of life of the early Christians des-
robed in the Aces of the Apace+ We have never sees the idea so fully 
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developed as it is in this admirable series of discourso, delivered some 
twenty years ago to a Benediceine community. The face that the retreat 
took place doing the Calve of Pentecost suggested to the retreat-
giver that be could not do better than show how the origin and model 
of the monastic Efe is to be formed in that of the first Christians. We 
give the titles of the twelve discounes, to indicate hov thorroghly 
the subjece is treated: Vocation and compunflion of hewn Obedience, 
Doing penance. Baptism and profession, The apasiolit Bt, The breaking 
of Bread, Liturgiml prayer, Monareic spirituality, Monastic poverty, 
Discretion and breadth of spice, Joy, Simplicity. Every one of them 
is full of interot, and sham a deep appreciation of Me Rule and spirit 
of St Benedice. We might mention in particular the discourse on 
poverty, in which the difference between St BenolitTs view of poverty 
and that of St Francis is dearly explained. 

That twenty yean have been allowed to ehpse between the deliver 
of the disceurses and their publication is a matter for regret. We should
gladly welcome an Engfish translation of this book. M. D. W. 

The Idea of Mary, Meadow. By Vioror O'Coroon. Alston Rivera, Ltd. 
London. 

Toe title reems to suggest that this book is about our Lady. It is not, 
at kart not repressly so. The difficelty is to say in a few words pre-
cisely what it is about. Mary's Meadow. is the name of the writer's 
house. The book is a serie of papers written to her husband, giving 
her ideas upon the planning and building of the lams, and upon the 
upbringing of an adopted daughter. It is not easy at times to tell how 
much is fad and how much is Ifni.. But, for allthat, it is very interest-
ing reading, and contains irony brood. though.. The ideal which the 
authoress rem before herself in bringing up her child is indeed high 
and noble, but we ca n+. help foaling roma misgivings  to whether 
the insistence laid upon piety would stand the tem of the aft.' ex-
periekes of life. 

R Childs Pale of Life. By ROBtlli Hums Bcemo. Drawn by Groan, 
Preen. Longmans, Green mod Co. 

Tae simple rhyme should be the means of sowing many a good seed 
in the hearts of those children who are happy enough to possess this 
book, and the genius of Mr Pippet's piceuro wilt make any who 

Here onm seen it want to pomos it. All who, for the Kingdom of 
Heaen's sake, would breome as little children, may find profitable 
instruflion here. 
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Old Rhymes with New Tune, Composed by RICHARD ItAncnoor Tam, 
Illustrated by GAIAllA. Rvreo. longsnms, Green and Co. 

Boni music and piritures are quite Manning, one, only regret is that 
the rhymes are so short. 

Too Ascalon Smoot t. On 'Gan,. a. On Character. 3. On Piety. 
4.. We Bawdier of POI. (All Ions by Very Rev. ]. Cultism) 
5. Os ThanOgiving (Farness Foam). 6. Forma Garden Jot& 
(All UNPAI, SECRETARY). 7. On Union mitt Gad Oh. Assam Ma 
GREAT). B. ON Italy Coen on QOM 9. 7.m ate' 
the Sold (MINNIE Moamar.). Washboume. Artlinen, xs. 91. 
nettleathen as. 6d. net. 

Tim serim of booklets, attraGlively bound and well printed, contains 
variety of works—most of them appAl to the ordinary reader—

there are work of devotion and ins[ Ni  (Nos. t, 0, 3, 4, 5, ll, 0; 
one (No. (),[gives gentle controversy clothed in a slight but sufficiently 
interesting s ry; and one (No 7), is a treatise for religious and others 
on perferilion. The volumes by the Very Rev. J. Guibert have the 
excellent recommendation that they have sold by the tea thousand 
in France, and, we may add, As translation into English is well done. 
The familiar names of the other authors makert unnecessary to say 
anything about their works. 

Mordegium Hebraic:no Edidit Dr Hon. Lummox's. Herder. Cloth, 
5s. 5d. 

Tms is a very representative and well printed anthology drawn from 
all parts of the Old Testament for the use of students. Them ums.< 
text is used, but in the appendix will be found examples of the text 
without points, and with the Babylonian points. 

Yeses on rarions Occasions. By Csamssm Newman. Longmans. Cloth, 
13. net; leather, 3s. net. 

Tot,, tastefully published link volume of the Cardinal's poems is a 
welcome addition to Longman's Pocket Library, which already includes 
several other of Neuman. writings. The print and paper are good 
and the binding neat and in good trite. 

God Made Man. Rev. P. M. Monacan. Wohbourne. as. 6c1. net. 
Is the ceder will persevere beyond the preface, which gram some-
what on one, nerves, and the firm four chapters, which are rather 
philosophical and theological, he will find in this book many fresh 
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thought, on the Life of Our Lord that are very stimulating and useful. 
At times there is suggestion that the book is meant specially for pnes[s, 
IAA there is very much ion that will appeal to the general public. 

One Ams Banadietino Dom A... Hammel.. Lethiellem. 3 fr. yo c. 
To ins, edifying life, note-book and learn of a young monk—which 
will be very acceptableso those who have a trite for the self-revelation 
and effusiveness of French autobiography. 

An Experiment in History Teaching. By Rowans Rocamn, S.]. 
6d 

Long-
mans. aa. . 

Tus "experimeat "described in this little book consists mainly in the 
sorapilation and use of graphic charts by the pupils. The principle is 
not a new one. This experiment however, is a lendable attempt to 
make the past more real, the kris and figures in history more Bring. 

The author himself has found his method stimulating to his classes at 
Wimbledon. Several sample charts are given in this book, sod thry are 
explained very fully. They may appeal to some, but their compilation 
calls for special (amides not possessed by every teacher. 

Fr Roddrif gives a very lucid account of his experience and difficulties 
is doubt that they tally with time of 
mher teachers. 

If only on its merits ss a clear exposition and possible elucidation 
of them difficulties, we confidentlyrecommend his little book to the 
mice of those interested in the teaching of history. 
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Rm. ROBIRT PLACID Coatrrt, O.S.B. 
DEED SEPTEMBER. 30, INIT. 

FATHER ROBERT PIACI., Contra, 0.S.B., died on the date set 
forth above, and was buried at AmpleforthAbbey on Oftober 3. 
He was fifty-eight years of age, in the thirty-eighth year of his 
:ffigious profession, and in the thirty-first of his priesthood. In 
Liverpool he was a well-known figure,for eighteen yean labour-
ing at St Peter's, Seel Street. He was first appointed to that 
mission twenty-tee years ago, but for four years he was away, 
returning to Ampleforth Abbey to take the office of Sub-
Prior. The first years after his ordination he passed at Cleator, 
in Cumberland, and then at Warringto and the last three 
years of his Me we...pent at Leyland, nnear Preston, but St 
Peter's was chiefly his home since he left them onastery as 
:using priest. For eight years he was a curate with Father 
Anderson; for ten years he was reftor. His heart was entirely in 
the place: his life was simple and devoted to R. He did much to 
beautify the church: much to improve the schools: and under 
his management their reputation rose to high-water mark. He 
endeared himself to the people, and they were dear to him. It 
took long months for him to recover from his distress at leaving 
them. How much his life had become interwoven with theirs 
was manifest when the solemn Requiem Mass was sung for the 
repose of his soul. He had left nearly three yearn, but the 
founts of sorrow were fresh as if he had died amongst his old 
flock. At Leyland, too, the grief of his parishioners showed 
that affeflion had Mere taken deep root. 

His death was so sudden and in such circumstances that it 
came as a great shock. He was returning from his holi-
days, and was on board ship in the Channel. On the Sunday 
night he was in the best of spirits and alive with all that 
exuberance of humour which charafterized him. On the 
Monday morning he arose, took his bath and returned to his 
cabin. There he was found later by the steward, unconscious. 
H. fellow-priests were called: he was anointed, and died. 
Dotiors %Imre in attendance, but heart-failure was beyond 
their skill to touch. 
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His body was conveyed to Ampleforth, and rested before the 

altar in the monastery church where he had made he vows, 
where he had been ordained and said his first Mass; where, as 
a boy, he had prayed and received the Holy Sacraments 
often. The Dirge was chanted in the evening. On the Thursday 
morning a solemn Requiem was aoog by his brethren, and then 
he was hid in the ground to sleep in the quiet cemetery on the 
hill-side, in the nudst of all those scenes wherein the years of 
his boyhood and early manhood had been passed: scenea that 
had been dear to him and wrought into his life many gracious 
and happy days. God rest the cool of an unworldly man and a 
good priest. 
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SPIRITS FROM THE DEEP 
(A SPIRITUALIST SEANCE)+ 

Y the way, Florence, are 7011 interested in spiri-
tualism? There's a man coma down this evening who 
is an ex 

pobo 

pert in these marten, and I have got him to 
arrange sea 

I• 
nce. sup se you II come.' 

I know very httle about such alas and I Lie them even 
Ins, for I don't are either to be fooled by trickery or to 
dabble in devilry. Which is it to be to-night/ " 

" Oh, don't ask mull don't believe in devils or spirits my-
self; but if it is all trickery the man must be uncommonly 
clever. I suppose in mesmerism or hypnotism or some of those 
occult powers that we haven't yet fully explored." 

" Well, if I Irnav it was devilry I certainly should not come. 
The Church forbids necromancy and dealings with devils, and 
I don't at all want to be mixed up in such things." 

" Why, I thought you Catholics held constant communica - 
liCal with the s rit-world yourselves, with your saints and 
angeh,  souls'n purgatory; but perhaps the prime are 
jealous ofdy rivalry in that domain " 

"Never mind the priests just now, Herbert. Spirits are jar 
as real on we are, but the good ones don't fool almst rapping 
floors and turning tables, and as for evil ones I prefer to keep 
awayfrom them as far as possible." 

" Nell, don't mind my teasing, Florence, and do just as you 
like about coming to our meeting; it may be nothing more than 
legerdemain. Still, I fancy you would be interested." 

The Hon. Mn Merioneth had only arrived at Ashworth the 
previous day on a visit to her brother, Lord Wyndham, and 

• manyyearsagoby the kay who misted at the se mw, in whole veracity and competence I have thefolleat 
confidence. Nor the moo have been altered, and a few dela. aupplied d aped.
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this was her first intimation of his latest infatuation for occult 
science. He had long ceased to follow any religion, and hitherto 
his views and tastes had been decidedly materialistic! best
vein of superstition often runs through the mind of the pro-
fened sceptic; this and a certain imellertual curiosity bad 
lately led him to look into spiritualism and to search for 
glimpses of the unseen. A long convenreion with Mr Wragge, 
one of the advanced proficients of the day, after a successful 
seance had issued in this invitation to Ashworth, and in the 
forthcoming exhibition of the medium's powers. Mrs Merto-
neth vvas a recent convert to the Catholic Church, and very 
different in charabler from her erratic brother. A thoughtful, 
well-read woman who had travelled much and mixed in the 
best irtellertual circles, she was of a serious, religious disposi-
tion; her marriage had not been happy, and the sorrows and 
disillusions of her life had become stepping-stones to the Faith 
in which she now found contentment and peace. Her published 
writings on religious and other subjerts disclosed a rnind of more 
than average ability, and her trustworthinms vvas beyond sus-
picion. 

The prospert of such an experience as the evening promised 
was more attrartive than she had cared to admit to her brother. 
The medium's name and reputation were not unknown to her, 
as she had herself been interrtted in psychic phenomena which, 
some thirty years ago, were comparatively novel. Many of the 

reels exhibited in these seances she susperted to be fraud! 
some might be due to natural causes, to hypnotic suggmtion, 
to thought transference re other latent powers in the human 
soul; but that there was a residuum of preternatural efferts 
whichcould only be ascribed to malefic spirits she fully believed. 
Forbidden knowledge is a very real thing; there may be a line 
beyond which human science may nor safely stretch, and it is 
just in this borderland of the forbidden and the unknown that 
the fallen angels are most likely to hide and work. Had M. 
Merioneth clearly understood the seance to be a spiritualistic 
one, nothure would have induced her to be present, but she did 
not like to disappoint her brother, or show disapproval of the 
entertainment he had provided for bin gusts ; and, curiosity 
helping, she decided that without further evidence she was not 

Spirits from the Deep 
bound to believe the affair to be diabolic. Still her conscience 
was a hide uneasy. As the afternoon wore on the ordeal ap-
peared more and more formidable. Her maid and herself were 
the only Catholics in the house, so, by way of preparation and 
prntertfion, they said the rosary together, with more than usual 
PAMCSLICIS. 

The medium arrived a little before tea-time, together with 
some neighbours who had been asked to meet him, making up 
a party of ten or a dozen. The snnce was arranged to begin 
at six and might be resumed of  dinner if thought fit. 
Nothing could have been simpler than the preparations, or 
less suggestive of trickery. In one wall of the library, where the 
party assembled, was a large bay window, partly covered by 
curtains acrom the alcove; inside of this stood a chair for the 
medium in full view of the spertators, who faced him in a semi-
ircle. Mr Wragge began by requesting those present to assist 

as far as possble, or at least not consciously to resist the 
influences that might become manifest. To some extent the 
success of the seance depended on the co-operation of the 
spertators, vvho were urged to approach the subjert with open 
minds, free from scepticism, and, so far as possible, even from 
dirrtartions. Concentration of attention, or, rather, passivity of 
mind and will, with readiness to receive impressions, would 
grearty facilitate the experiments; whereas the manifestations 
would be fugitive and unsatisfartory if met by critical or re-
pugnant dispositions. The lights were lowered, but not quite 
extinguished. He then sat down, and there followed a period of 
silence and attained erpeHancy with the beginnings of hyp-
notic suggestion—that mamas, quart d'hertre with which ap-
parently every seance must open. It took cometime to secure 
non of the guests' attention. At length. all eyes were fixed 
upon the medium, who seemed to be passing into a comatose, 
or even a cataleptic, condition. Occasional shivers passed 
through his frame, his limbs grew rigid, his open eyes staring 
into vacancy. But no sign or sound as yet, and no unusual 
manifestation! Mrs Menoneth sat still, interested and curious, 
but by no means disposed to assist him by emptying her mind, 
and ocmsionally breathing a prayer to be delivered from all 
evil. Nothing, however, occurred, and when, after about 
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stole over the silent speetaton; Moe Merioneth Hatched her 
beads and began to pray; and when the whole line of dancing 
Names flashed and faded, brightened and then suddenly 
flickered out a sigh of relief went round the circle, whilst a 
general movement broke the spell and relieved the tension. 

Conning to himself, Wragge sprang from his chair, and in 
angry tones complained of deliberate opposition on the part 
of some of the spetlators, whose presence and will resisted 
his efforts and checked his spirit allies. He had little expeHation 
of a successful display so long as this continued. Lord Wynd-
ham reassured him, courteously intimating how fully riatafieS 
they were with the results, and begging of him to continue 
these most interesting experiments. The medium consented 
to 

By 
his seat, and quickly fell back into hie trance. 

By this time Mrs Merioneth was seriously disturbed at the 
charafter of the performance at which she was assisting. She 
had no desireto be involved with the diabolic agencies that she 
more than suspeEted lurked behind these strange occurrences. 
Determined not to yield to their malign influence and finally 
to ten their nature, she called up all her faith, and shielded 
herself by earnest prayer, in which her pious handmaid joined. 
There was reason for alarm. The phantoms were now taking 
more distikt embodiment, the fantastk shapes, quivering in 
the flames, becoming grotesquely hum.. It used to beheld that 
evil spirits area metimes allowed to fashion temporary appear-
ances for themselves out of material elements, but though 
permitted to take an external shape, they may never assume a 
perfeti body. They can only funCLon through imperfefl 
organisms; they must always show at least the cloven foot! 
Moreover, the lower and more degraded these discarnate 
creatures are the less power they have over matter, the less 
complete is their disguise, and the more ugly and ill-shapen are 
the forms assumed. Something of this End was happening 
now, clear before the eyes of all in the Ashworth library. 
Horrible little goblins flashed out of the flames, misshapen, 
grotesque caricatures of the human body—hideous masks

nning with malevolence and spite, kw-like hands stretched 
ont in rage. Every few mioum the fiery shapes flickered or died 
out, as though their power of materialization failed; but they 
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nee and solidified again, gathering force for mom complete 
embodiment. With their dwarfed figures, big, misshapen 
heads and skinny likers they looked like the hunchbacked 
goblins of Teutonic folk-lore; but the venomous look of spite 
and baffled rage with which they scrutirked the faces in 
front were truly devilish. They seemed to be searching for an 
themy upon whom to wreak vengeance. In the tense silence 
that prevailed a sickening sensation came over people as of 
some potent and evil presence close at hand. At last the 
sj,,ett looks enof h. att,e g rneesntgrarrodmentilhoemim w,pheerl le,

Elt".gsZidt.721.tiglile:; 'Lad ttnifiat!'06.: beads  m demon [heir 

phantom, darted forward as though to clutch Mrs kletioneth 
with his skinny claws. With a cry of far, in desperation and 
defence, she thrust out her crucifix into its grinning face. 
The monster shrank as if struck by  a heavy blow; in en 
instant the whole devilish phantasmagoria vanished, and 
nothing was visible but the parted curtains of the akove, with 
the pale figure of the medium writhing painfully within. 

• . • . • 

The seance broke up in confusion. Most of the speetators 
had seen enough to shake their nerves and satisfy their curiosity. 
Mrs Meriameth, trembling with excitement and tenor, fled ro 
the shelter of her own room. 

Next morning, before the gums came down, the medium 
departed an a great hurry and a very bad temper. He apolo-
gized to Lord Wyndham for the scanty results sd his efforts, but 
complained that he had been unfairly treated, though as he 
,V09 not paid by results he might have been more content. 
Later on in the morning Moe Merioneth met her brother. 

"What do you think of it all nowt" he asked; "things 
were getting a bit uncanny last night." 

"It was all devilry, sheer devilry," she replied, "and I am 
sorry now I took any part in your proceedings at all." 

" You seem to have played a very prominent part indeed, 

:moo! suppose it was your crosses and prayers that upset all the 
fellow's tricks.' 
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"You noticed that, then; I wasn't sure that you had.. But, 

if so, can't you see what it implies? " 
" What do Lou mean? " 
" as it wasn't Beelzebub casting out his own devils, 

it must have been the Finger of God." 
Lord Wyndham seemed struck by his sister's remark. 
"Herbert," she went on, "I wish you wouldn't get mixed 

up in these diabolic ?raft:km. They are bound to do you 
harm, and surely Christianity offers something better and 
nobler than this." 

"re 
erhaps you are right. I must think about it; meanwhile, 

Flonce, give me your prayers." 

116 

KATHARINE TYNAN 

D
OES any reader remember the wild enthusiasm that 
welcomed Katharine Tynan's first volume of poems? 
It was in the great times before the first Home Rule 

Bill, when the Irish race all round the world was in a glow 
from the long struggle of the 'eighties and the hope of early 
vietory. The trumpet of that struggle was William O'Brien's 
oaper, Unit9e? Ireland. What the Nation had been a generation 
before, Unmet/ Ireland was now. And among the singers we 
met in in pages was Katharine Tynan. 

When her first volume of poems appeared, under the title, 
Louise de la Yalli oo and other Porno, the whole Irish world 
broke into rapturous delight, and even the English reviewers 
were enthiniastic. This, indeed, was the one troubling thought 
as when Catholics find one of their loved champion's books 
acclaimed also in the infidel camp. Was it some fancied un-
soundness that prompted the enemy's praises, or was it, indeed, 
the beauty of the book that made them forget their prejudices? 

I suppose there is one place where the volume can still be 
seen—M four-thousand-and-something in the Pielon Reading-
Room at Liverpool. But I know you cannot buy it now. If you 
put it on your bookseller's list, your other books will come 
with a note—" Valliere's poems to follow" (so does a hurried 
salesman deal with an unlmown tide). But they will never 
follow. I once made a pilgrimage round the old book-shops in 
New Orford Street and Charing Cross Road searching for it, 
listening with ever-growing agony to the shop-boys mangling 
my message to thew masters, " I am looking for Katharine 
Tynan's first book of poems, Louise de la Vallthre?" There was 
only one bright spot. An unlikely-looking, middle-aged man 
nodded his head and said, "I bow. A very sweet poetess. No, 
I'm sorry I haven't it?" And I blessed him, but finished my 
pilgrimage empty-handed. 

Some of these poems are printed in the penny poetry books 
issued by the Catholic Truth Society under the title, "The
Catholic's Library of Poems." If you know the volume weLL 
enough to have favourite pieces in them, I should expeet that 
most of your favourites are by Katharine Tynan. 
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Hem is a Catholic mind in the highest sense. Not one that 

has been ensnared and clouded by the world and has then 
learned to look up to the supernatural light, but one that from 
the first has looked on the world and all things in it in the light 
of God's love. The Catholic faith is the true key to Nature. 
By Nature God placed His child in a world '• unfathomably 
fair." By revelation He says to her, " 1 will tell you about it." 
And she from her childhood has listened,andunder His eyes has 
seen the beauty and the greatness of everything, and has loved 
everything, slmring His love. So her mind is both f.rl.s and 
reverent like an angel's; reverent to God's secrets, fearless in 
looking on all that He shows. Saving sin (which He made not, 
and will not have us study), there is no field in all His world 
where she may not enter and see what He has set before 
men. The mysteries of joy and of sorrow, how when comfort 
comes in sorrow  the sorrow still abides, the innocenci. of 
childhood and the enthusiasms of men; the lovelin.s of the 
outer world and the fancies that make fairy tales—all are His 
work, and she looks on them and loves them all. 

So all her thoughts of things are true and pure and sweet; 
true by a special gift of seeing things in their light proportion, 
and pure in seeing their goodness; and sweet with the stirring 
of joy, or of pathos, or of sympathy. And she has a dittion to 
match: clear and of a simple dignity, worthily expressing her 
thought, rather than carefully choosing her worsts. And the 
movement of her verse is musical, often sweet, often to my 
ear with the serene and spiritual beauty that belongs to Bach 
and to Pm Angelico. 

Path is ill the oh; the year is tin. 
Pain is on the Imes of the solid. 

One, the tothttry's well-beloved, is /*a 
In his shroud. 

Perhaps it is necessary to read the whole poem, that the 
rhythm of the whole may sing in each veme, as refined music 
must be heard often bef.e its phrases can be rightly felt. 

This poem appeared in United Ireland the next week (if I 
remember rightly) after the death of A. M. Sullivan, "The 
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Dead Patriot." To an Irish reader there is no need to say what 
A. M. Sullivan was—the dauntless heart who kept hope alive 
in the long winter between the famine years and the Parnell 
movement. He, with the elder John Dillon, was our guarantee 
that this at last was a sound national movement. And now, 
when it seemed that the winter was indeed over, he died, like 
ivy leaves that beautify the winter and wither unnoticed in 
spring. At his death there were so many thoughts thronging 
and craving for utterance: the beauty of lais life, the path. of 
his dying at such a time, the bittern.s against the Govern-
ment that had made such a man's life one long winter, the 
desolation of his family, who had shared his long self-
sacrifice. And at once came the voice of a young girl, singing 
the best of all these thoughts, singing them with a flu= and 
beauty that not only expressed but deepened all our feelings. 

Two dap since, his feet were set to heaven: 
Strong and great and pure and free from strife, 

Unto God and home and country given 
The white life. 

0, be sure the dear Lonithine to meet him, 
This true knight who did His muse espouse. 

. • • . . 
Here on mmloome human hearts are breaking 

With the num of sorrow and of pain, 
just for one word from the dud lips aching, 

And in vain. 
Did this trouble him in his long dying—

Thoughts of his fair noble wife's despair, 
Echoes of Ms tittle 

God will care. 
. . . 

When you came to us this last dead summer 
With the laughing winds and sapphire k, 

Could we know we welcomed our home-corner 
Just to diet 

There was no bitterness, yet no lowering of the truth. With 
that song in our hearts we could turn anew to the struggle 
with no sense of heardessn.s to the dead, for here was all the 
goodness of his life made into an inspirationf or thecomingyears. 
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fl at first volume was the work of the maiden mind, that 

" wakes like a wondering rose" and sees the beauty of things 
around—sees it from without. Except in one world, she sing, 
not what she has lived through, but what she sea others living 
through. She has for all the pure sympathy of a child or a nun; 
joyandmrrow andpi 

e.,
ty moved by whatshe s not bywhatehe

has feltand suffered. She sings of other lover, notyetof hero, 
love. There is the deep joy an the beauty of Nature, that never 
di. out of her poetry; for the brave chrysanthemum, that 
fears not frost nor snow, and for the daffodils all aflame with 
their trumpets recalling the March weather when the arch-
angel made the great annunciation. There is the keen se. 
of the beauty of a Christmas Mass in penal times when the 
hillside Mass was followed by martyrdom; of the devotion of 
the sweet lady whose life is spent among the poor and the babes 
of the wicked town," She, the mother that never shall be," 

Earthly love, love she shall not offee, 
For the dear Lord her true Love is. 

There is a piercing lament for the flight of the wild geese" 
over the s., showing a full sense of the tragedy of Ireland—that 
for ages her best leave been driven to find a career in other 
lands. 

Whatever she sings of, the beauty of her mind shows itself, 
like the beauty of a child's sympathy; in the full understand-
ing of what she se., and the instant and spontaneous seleff ion 
of the good in it, and the keen feeling of its beau, in its 
pathos. Only one life there was which she already had lived 
and knew from within; the spiritual life. Many of the poems 
in this first volume are religious poems, most soothing and 
elevating. (In quoting this volume I have to rely on a tr.cher-
ous memory.) One favourite, "The Dead Christ," has not 
been primed in the C.T.S. booklets, perhaps through some 
timidity about the theology of saying that during the three 
days in the sepulchre the world's cry "fell from heaven un-
answered." It is bold, but I think not likely to be misunder-
stood. But the poem is MU of beautiful though. and music. 
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In His Father, house on high 

It had berm soother thing. 
The wild raptures pas Him by 

For His smile the serapl. sing; 
He is likening steadfastly 

For the mapping of a striae. 

When a human hear, mum. 
For the sorrow and the need, 

Breaks /sudden. His feet, 
He will gatherit with speed. 

This His harvest wide and sweet—
emoting flax end bruisrd reed. 

Others of these poems will be found in the C.T.S. books. 
"A Tired Heart"—most beautiful and comforting to 
moumers—and the picture of the Angel of the Annunciations. 
fir and other pithy-es of spirits and of heaven are all in most 
concrete image,. St Gabriel is d.cribed from head to foot; 
his hair is a blown flame, his hands are most innocent. 
There are later studies of other angels, of a guardian angel 
" shaking " the darkness from his wings, of his sapphire 
gown, his aureoled curl, his opal wings and mother-'o-peal; 
and of St Michael, 

Not woman-faced and meet, as look 
The angels in the piaure-book: 
But terrible in majesty, 
More than so army passing by. 

A fine conmption, though I prefer that of the wonderful 
statue of St Michael at Belmont, with the face suggesting fiery 
faith and selfless devotion. (Since most statues in our church. 
are as much outside of art as the coloured piftures in a prayer-
book, it seems worth calling attention to modern statues that 
have greatness and beauty—this statue of St Michael and the 
side statue of Our Lady and Child in the Ampleforth Lady 
Chapel, and the outdoor statue of Our Lady at Downside.) 

It might be thought that all these detailed fancies of 
heaven and of angels come from a too material conception of 
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spiritual things. A shallow thought; as if one were to think 

a Botticelli's idea of heaven was rainbow wings and delicate 
laces and aureoles, missing the spirituality of his faces. Angels 
of such unutterable reverence and earnestness,. a Madonna se 
humble, so queenly, so filled with gazing on God—what other 
outward forms should they wear but these refined fingers and 
perfeft hair and fine-wrought lace and gold? Fill yourself with 
the spirit of those faces, and then pass backwards and forwards 
from the faces to the surrounding beauty, and you will feel 
that they belong to each other, that such a sprit naturally calk 
for all outward loveliness; you have before your eyes what 
Coventry Patmore speaks of, 

That God's grace is the only grace, 
Aldan grace is the grace of God. 

Read these poems with the same spiritual thought that 
moved the writer in writing them, and you will welcome the 
imagery. Read them without that thought, and you will know 
what an unbeliever feels at High Mass. kle wonders is our wor-
ship made of music and incense and solemn movements, lacking 
the spirit that calls for these things. 

Any strong movement of our souls has very little power of 
uttering itself in dire!! words. When we have said " Holy, 
holy, holy," or " God shall wipe all tears from their eyes," we 
have said all that can be said direedy about heaven. But, on 
the other hand, these great movements of the spirit have the 
wonderful power of passing down the lanes and regions of the 
world and picking out unerringly their own likeness in lower 
things; joy finds the images of joy and sorrow the symbols of 
sorrow everywhere, and by help of these things a great lbws 
or pi eture or ceremony moves onward, and the mind of the 
watcher follows not the outward symbols but the thought 
which moved the artist to choose them—the thought which 
no Rwer thing can express, and whichyet can express itself 
through any and every lower thing. "Monter et macs calks, 
[igen frustifrra et onsnes redri." What a glorious setting they 
are for the spirit of joy; what an empty catalogue when the 
spirit of joy is missing! 
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In these poems b the highest sp tual insight. I will not 

quote the bast. But here is one that I wish were printed on a 
card at every candle-shrine. We burn a votive candle feeling 
that it b some little offering and in some way exprebes our de-
votion; yet wondering at its smallness, and abashed at the 
thought of such an offering presenting iGelf amid the glories 
of heaven. Who will put all these thoughts'n their true light 

for us? 
Hearts of sliver and of gold 
Men had brought in dam of old 
To Thy shrine for offering, 
Symbols of a holier thing. 

Lord, Lord, dear, adored! 
Take mg little candle, Lord; 
Through the lights in Paradise 
Leo my candle gleam Thum eyes. 

Hearts that ache and hearts that break, 
Hearts to Matter and re-make, 
Here before Thy hens, laid, 
Where June's roam burn and fade. 

Lord, Lord, lif e is light, 
Flame a heart that burro to white, 
As this Same meows steadily, 
Draw a heart that mums from Thee. 

For a cold heart a/1 its days, 
Ler my candle tell Thy praise: 
For a heart Marla ignorant, 
Ler my candle one hour chant. 

Poor my candle is and mall: 
Tenon know, the thoughts of 
How my candle with my prayer 
When my feet go °Merv/here. 

How one thought I leave behind, 
Though my thought', are hard to bind; 
Though I go awdy,f ergo, 
Thou one hour o erlookem it. 
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There is the charaeler of her mind—to look at all problems 

under the eyes of God, f ace to face with His love, knowing that 
this will make all plain that seems elsewhere hard. "Exi-
stintabanz ot rogouresens boo; Labor est ants me donee inuen it 
catenation Del." Apparently it is fun natureto her, though 
to us so hard to learn. 

One fruit of this habit of mind is that to her the world does 
not seem to make confliaing appeals. She is not drawn in 
opposite direedons by her human loves and the love of God 
and the Houseludd of Nazareth and the beauties of Nature. 
These to her are all furnisMngs of one house, and all needed. 
The beauty of the world Is no rival to the love of God, but an 
obvious and necessary part of His love. And she turns from one 
to the other, not to escape their varsity but to leam their full-

ess. Each throws light on each. Much of what she knows 
of God's love has been learned from flowers and from children. 
And the best that she knows about birds has been learned from 
the love of Gods To her husband she sings; 

There is but one sweet Love, one Love mooring, 
Truer than mine may be; 

One constant Love beyond rib mortal loving, 
Greater than yours may be. 

Therefore sumo that Love I do commend you, 
So that when mine shall fell, 

That Love unfailing may wrap round, befriend you, 
Thames of love prevail. 

From her own motherhood she Immo of Mary's: 
What coed th'inteuse Hue heaven keep 

To draw boo eau nod thoughts so high, 
All heaven was where her Boy did leap, 

Where her foot quietly 
Went rocking Medea: God asleep. 

The gardener shall learn this insight from his work: 

The wonders of the sky for hire 
Shall ore, nor his eyes be dim,• 
And seem., the first leaf unfold, 
He shall praise Gods. hundredfold. 
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Do you know that miracle of the newness of a lei just 
onf railing, on lime tee or beech—the faultless transparent 
glean coming out oft the decay and witheredness of wi er 
fresh as if Ma was the first leaf God had made? "bs sound

 intones smnia," says the Church. That miracle is bo
up with the mystery of the Immortality of Motherhood. 

As the tree blossoms, so bloom I, 
Flinging wild branch.mo she k; 
Renevresch year mylesfysoit, 
Strike with she yearsa deeper root. 
. . . . . 

I clothe myself without again. 
In me a child it born again, 
A child that looks wish innocent eyes 
On a new world with glad surprise. 

The old mistakes are all undone, 
All she old sim are purged and gone. 
Old wounds and scars have left no trace. 
There are no fines So this young face. 

Marriage came, and motherhood, and death of children; 
and from this time she sings of these things as one who has 
lived in them, not looked on them. It is all remembered 
emotion; no shriekings in the crises of events, but her soul's 
harvestings from these events. The love poems seem to belong 
as moth to the time after marriage as before. To me the most 
moving thing is the ceaseless thinking of rho dead children. 
At first she takes comfort, as if high thoughts would end her 
sorrows. She takes refuge in her husband's love, and in the 
little ones' happiness in heaven. 

Unto myself I am grown dear, 
Being dear so you: 

And fearful with a doubk fear 
maul do, 

Lest that some evil chance should prove 
Ruin of that poor thing you love. 
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0 this woman wfilleve her girl 

And thus  boy! 
I keep me even the golden cud 

Of ow deed joy; 
Now both myloves in one are given 
Ever to you who make my heaven. 

Gold on gold, mow on snow, 
Height on height, row on row, 
Greater in number these 
Than the sande. Me seas. 
Yea, pat all counting fax, 
Flower on flower, tar on arab 
Dimpled shoulder, cheek of peach, 
As they leen each to each. 
Golden heads, Mom of pearl. 
0, many a bay and many a girl, 
0, men, girl and many a boy, 
Mother, grief, mother's joy. 

But amid snow and gold, 
Gathered warm from the cold, 
Fairer than gold, more fine, 
Should be tun that ere mine. 

But such thoughts give strength to bear the pain; they 
not take the pain away. 

Over the fields and our or sighs, 
Bends the lonely riven flow, 

Lieth the child this hisser night. 
se; 

The dad sleep ,under Mary, ryes! 

What wandering Iamb aim nose Mu-eased, 
Whilst I with fire and comfort go, 

0, let me warm him in my breast! 
6, 0; 

e metre:in G.T. lir atmeries! 
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afterh thought of Me dead little Ones breaks out M poem 
poem; and, finding that she will never f orgM, she Marns 

also that the child in heaven will never forget. 

The silence ached for the baby's my. 
Ostler., silence :mato:reline, 

And she thought of the empty nursery 
Cried esker heart wither keen Camas—

knocked at her bean like a ghost of the night, 
rollowed her ever an near vs fax: 

Boo her link boy he is clad in white, 
In the land Mao isover the mond:1pm. 

He thinks Wan mole: through of that cheer; 
He week:neves forges in a hundred year. 

Peace we have the Little Ghost of the child trying to comfort 
the mother. 

The other children play; 
But when I world rejoice, 

0 mother, I hear from. away 
The crying of your voice! 

Aid again 

Hee heart cried for her lamb 
Lapped cold in the churchyard old; 

She mulct not think on the happy children 
At play with the Lamb of God. 

Now come Mak me, my men meshes, 
And you shall have great ease, 

For you shell see therm children 
Gathered to Marie knees. 

Sheia gone mile as a fawn, 
As a bird homes to its out; 

She has seen them ho, the sleepy children, 
Maryfi arm and breast. 

It is one of the mysteries of sorrow—here the orphaned child 
and there the bereft mother each craving for love. As is 
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natural to her, she shrinks from no part of the mystery, but 
fearlessly looks to know how it seems in the eyes of the Shep-
herd of the sheepfold, and the finds Him weeping over it, OH, 
wept over Lazarus. 

His tender thoughts were nwned apart 
To where his orphaned Iamb cried our 

Their cries lay heavy on his heart—
Poor milkiest lamblins and undone. 
With man he saw the milky dams 

Go dropping mirk upon the grass, 
These were the mother of dead Iamb, 

The mothers M dead lambs, alas! 

And there is smother and deeper mystery which echo lies at 
the edge of our knowledge; God has shown us no answer to 
it. How could we be content to be in heaven if our own 
beloved are lost? Our Lord has told us of Dives in hell praying 
that his brothers might not come there—the same mystery, 
love is stronger than hell; but He has given us no key to it. So 
we can only say what we see He has made, and leave the rev 
to Him. /pre /wit nor, anon ipti nos. 

Child, in
leave for you the fields of God and baeen Mary, feet, 

Straight to the heart of hell would go, seeking my sweet. 

God mayhap would turn firm around at sound of the d0On 
Who is it goes nut from Me to some back no motet 

Thenphe blessed Mother of God would say from her throne: 
" Son, 'tin a mother goes to hell, Mnd hes noon. 

" Body of mine, and soul of mine, horn of me, 
non who wew none little Jesus beside my knee. 

fil!IdgM=121TOV' 71=k ra=r d'"1""'
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Another thought often recurring is that the joy of founding 
new home brings with it the sorrow of tearing away from the 

old home. Most beautiful is " An Island Fisherman "—at lean, 

to Irish ears. 

I groan as I put out 
My thts on the say, 

To hear the EMe girths, shout, 
Dancing among the spray. 

Ochom, the °finder pass 
An' lam us to our gr..: 

The stranger took my little lass 
At the fall o' the real. 

Why would you go so fast 
With him you never knew? 

In an the throuble thn is past 
lamer frowned on you. 

• 
Ochone !my thoughu are wild; 

But little blame Isar, 
All odd roan hungering tot his child, 

Fishin. the livelong day. 

You will notrun again 
Laughin' to see me land. 

0, what was pain an' throuble then, 
Wain' your little hand, 

Or when your head let fall 
Its soft curls nu my Meant 

Why do the Milder grow at all 
To love the stranger best? 

It may be asked, Are there any really great poems among 
them? I cannot say there are. In looking on what is lovely one 
don not ask oneself Is it great t and the question had not 

Ioccurred to me till began writing. It would be hard to say 
what makes a great poem, what is the greatness of Lae k dey 
Nall, or The Ilona el Heaven, or Wiliam Watson's Hyvto 
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the Seat Perhaps there must be a worthy thought, bodied in 
such verse as (not bring the thought down to our level, but) 
Efts us up to enter f ally into the thought, and neither mar, 
it by unworthy touches, nor fails to say what we feel ought 
to be said. I mill not pretend to judge whether any of Katharine 
Tynan's poems are in this way great. It is better to love qsan 
judge. At any rate, there is no want of great thoughts. Her 
meditations on purely spiritual things are often side-thoughts 
and fancies suggested by the familiar truth; but bl the grew 
truths of life it is no side-thought but the truth itself that she 
feels and speaks. The fundamental faEts of rote and its joy, and 
its necnsary parting of families, sorrow and death and mows-
tw. csi.af Ih;eZiags she speaks the very heart; not with the 

are poshble to one who forgets God, but 
with the reverent tender and restful yet throbbingly earnest 
of one who takes thse things dire& from His hand. And that 
living earnestness is the greatness of her poetry. 

We teach that family He is the foundation of all goodness 
in Church or State, the one essential that must be safeguarded 
and santlified et all costs; and that this was the purpose of 
Our Lord's home life. Here is the truth in poetry: 

ADVENIAT REGNUM TUUM 

Thy kingdom come! Yea, bid it come. 
But when Thy kingdom first began 

On earth, Thy kingdom was a home, 
A child, a woman., and a man. 

The child wag in the midge thereof, 
0, Hewed Jesus hollow One! 

Menu, and therms, ono, 
Mary and Joseph's little Son. 

W  the cosh dull be 
A child, a mama, and a ma, 

Imaging that sweat trinity 
Wherewith Thy kingdom firm began, 

Eatabfish there Thy kingdom! Yea, 
And o'er that trinity of Iove, 

Send down, as in Thy appointed day, 
The brooding spirit of Thy Dove! 
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And again, in a poem too long to quote in full: 

OF THE TRUE MARRIAGE. 

Unto His servont one day 
The Lord revealed His hidden way. 
He said, Within this city meat, 

Where tiostill slays the Lamb of God, 
What Most thou think I contemplate 

For condors when I Iook abroad " 
His seavam anawered " Yonder church 
Crowded at Maas-time to the porch." 

The Lord replied Noma ": and then 
His servant guessed,. make IBm glad, 

The priest where he sat shriving men! 
The wounded healed; sks clad; 

The widovin tears wiped off the poor 
Fed from mother, hale atom. 

And many more guesses he made. 

And yet the Lord God shook tile head. 
He said:" Lo, in thy day Deo 

A wife and husband, BB of love, 
Whom lives in loving harmony 

Are set all death and change above. 
I me; and, leaving from My place, 
I Hess them in their hidden grace, 
Whose have and peace andaweet accord 
Comfort Me greatly," saith the Lora. 

We teach that to have charge of others is a sharing of the 
fatherhood of God, one highest privilege and our meet awful 
responsibility. Here is the teaching from one who feels and 
can make us feel: 

PARENTHOOD 

These are the yeas our God 
Lays down, and nothing loth, 

His sceptre and His rod 
A9 lie were tired of both, 
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Bide men and women take 

His emphe for a while, 
To ban, to bias, to make 

The children weep or smile. 

All power be youn, He saith, 
Over My liade ones: 

The power of life and death, 
The power of clouds and sum. 

The power of weal sad harm 
Be yours to have and hold: 

In 'eau they shall go warm, 
In you be pinched with cold. 

Just for these God-like years 
You shall not know th' intense 

Pang beyond prayers and tears 
Of your love's impotence. 

Be purer° make, to mar, 
This lovely thing harmed, 

With love brought (row afar 
And My eternal thought. 

This faahioned lot joy, 
Mush hope, Mahout a stain, 

Pure gold without alloy 
Redeemed in mine own pain. 

For this the wive-pre' trod 
Emangedned to the hide. 

Afterwarda—iaieh our Cod—
Ye we/ account to Me. 

For every needless rear, 
For all the amilui unemiled, 

For lonely wrong and fear 
Wrought on My little child, 

Myself will exati the fee, 
A God of wrath and Morn 

Better that day... ye 
Were dead ere ye were born. 
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Cemrariwise—His wrath 

Our Lord God pus may—
Your watchful love till death 

I will repay, repay. 
Lord of thedies and lauds, 

Take pity en Thy dad, 
Strengthen our mortal hands 

Lest we betray Thy trust. 

I had hoped to quote much more, of the years of longing 
to be back in Ireland, and the joy at last of being at home 
agahr, where 

They aren't mating money of the water and the land. 
Please God, they'll learn no aiming, bat keep the open hand. 
And what they lase they're saving, end what they give they hold. 
Ali, God help the (eolith people with the yellow gold. 

of the lovely musk of the fairy-tale of the Children of 
LAr: 

But dee! for my weans, with the human nature, 
Sick with human longing', starved for human ries, 

With their hearts AU human cramped to a bird, more, 
And the human weephig in the Mors sof t epee. 

Never shall my swans build nese, in some green riv et, 
Never fly to southward in the autuma gray, 

Rear no terrier children, love no mud for ever: 
Robbed alike of bird's joys and ormards are they. 

It seems that these poems are a treasure which we ought 
not to negleet. We all recognize how much our people are 
being lowered by the reading of rubbish, and in a general way 
we advise them to " read something better than that." But 
that is small guidance, unless we are prepared aEtually to intro-
duce them to something barter. Introducing does not mean 
simply putting the good books within reach, but getting the 
people to share our own enjoyment of them. It can be done. 
I know working-dm people of ordinary education who find 
delight and comfort in these poems or Katharine Tynan, and 
not only in throe but in others that might be thought more 
unlikely, such works as The Angel in the House and The
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Dream of Gaon m. Of co it es from personal inter-
course, from reading to them and, comd, if need be, explaining piecen 
that we think will appeal to them as they appeal to us. But 
when this has been done a few times, if they have thy power
of appreciating poetry—and many have—they will begin to 
read for themselves. And to read and love Katharine Tynan's 
books must be a strong influence for good, because she is, as I 
have tried to show, so utterly Catholic and at the same time 
so utterly natural—Catholic and natural are to her the same 
Thing. 

For many years I dared not try her novels lest they might 
lower my idea of her, being in some way unworthy. It might 
be that consciously she wrote down to a lower level. Many 
writers do, persuading themselves rho the reading public 
Saes the standard it wants and that the writers therefore 
incur no responsibility when they accept that standard. Or 
it might be that unconsciously she was writing poor stuff, 
thinking that her success as a poet was assurance that she could 
write well in other fields—a thing which has happened some-
times. Whth at last, with much venthring, I read Mary 
Cray, both fens vanished at once. It might not be as high in 
the world of literature as her poetry. I do not think it isi but 
it appealed in the same way—as pure, true, sweet. Still I did 
not know how it would appeal to other minds, minds un-
prepared by her poetry. So I lent it to a brother priest, a 
hardened novel-reader, and he returned it ith the verdia, 
" The world is the better for having books likwe that." 

Since then I have read—and preached—her novels as freely 
as her poems. The novels have enough individuality to mate 
Them enjoyable reading, but not enough to make them stay 
in the memory. The last I have read, Peggy the Daughter, has 
many roughnesses that suggest that it may be a first novel, yet 
it is full of lovable people and healthy happenings. (Perhaps 
it may have been written under the shadow of death in mo-
ments stolen from a child's sick-bed.) more is the same 
f earlessnese shown here that is in her p0¢08—fearlessness in 
looting on any part of the truth and seeing its beauty under 
the eyes of God. The real heroine of the book is the QUA.. 
Priscilla. We ]mow that of all the means of holiness in the 
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Catholic Church, some few in more or less degree have been 
preserved in each of the non-Catholic bodies, and that these preserved

of holiness (because they ke such by nature) produce 
their natural cll.& in those bodies. The love of peace and the 
habit of silent prayer which have been preserved m the Society 
of Friends have produced a very real and distina type of 
spiritual life. And here this type's boldly piaured in'ts most 
lovely form. Equally fearlessly and truly 4 its narrovinth 
Mown. Priscilla is married to a Catholic husband, and in 
bringing up his Catholic child, at all points where the two 
traditions conflia, she finds that her own healthy nature leads 
her to break through the Quaker narrowness and follow the 
Catholic teaching. Three is no controversy; simply the pro. 
blem arises, and it is dear at once that healthy human nature 
calls for the Catholic solution and rejeas the other. There u 
the same daring and successful appeal to Nature in the picture 
of Pierce Rowan being welcomed home in triumph on his 
return from prison; he had been sentenced for abduaMn and 
attempted murder, and after twelve years' punishment he is 
wekomed back as a hero. What else would you have in a land 
where for centuries the presumption has been that the law of 
the herd is engaged not in enforcing the natural law but in 
outraBing it1 The appeal to Nature is habitual to the people, 
and here it is made so simply and naturally that probably you 
will read it and approve it without noticing what k is that you 
are approving. 

To William Watson, who sees the beauty of the world 
without the love of God, man is only'` a captive king, mewed 
in a palace divine." Here, in her own words, is what Katharine 
Tyneu 

Green are the field, of the earth, holy nod ...et h., joy. 
Take and task, nod be glad—ve fruit and blonom and hod, 
But kill as as exile, Soul: thee heylwitha sirning voice, 
For ae stars red sen and meet heaven, whore ultimate height is the 

Lordl 
Ripe, lovely and glad you shall grow, in the light of His face and Hie 

word. 
J. B. McLAUGHLIN, O.S.B. 
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THE MYSTIC OF AVILA 
Om of the fine six volumes of the Nelson Colleaion of Spanish Clary, 
issued about twelve months ago, and the very first to show itself on our 
bookaallfr was the Ofras ...eider de le Soma Madre Tense de yerli—
the Life mitten by herself and TM Mamie. or The Interior Carle. St 
Teresafr distinfition as a prose writer of exceptional grace of form and 
purity of ditlion is well known to students; her literary work has won for 
itself an and  right to representation by bones in an anthology 
or• a History. Spanish Literature. But I do mt lmowhow to take this hid 
for a wider and, as I think, coarser popularity—whether the association 
of a book m sacred in chmafrer with the literature of the smoking-
carriage, its fraternization with romances like the Exemplary Navels of 
the author of Don Quixote, the setting up of the story of a pure soul's 
Mtwary with its Maker side by side on the same shelf with La Oils 
lane de Napoli., be not calculated to mIgarize it rather than to do it 
honour, to discredit it as a veracious document rather chess to extol it as 
a work of art. I do not suppose the Spanish reading public has, of . 
sudden, discovered an appetite for mystical study keen enough ro 
warrant the hfrlinion of one or two choice spiritual entrrys in a mew 
chiefly made up of novels and romantic history. Assuming, therefore—as 
we are bound to do—a straightforward, if not aftually a devout, fist
tendon on the part of the enterprising editors, we must conclude that 
the mystical mailings of the Holy Virgin have been presented to the 
public in cheap popular form purely as a literary work of the first rank. 
Or, perhaps, we should believe that there eau equivalent of exceptional 
genius in exceptional sanfrity, that St Teresa 's native timplicity and 
mennas, illumined by the loved God, kites through her words, 
imadiating them with a halo of beauty not altogether of earth and that 
her persomlity, by its nobility and pushy, has breathed into them a 
vitality which retains its youthful charm and freshness after the lapse of 
more than three hundred years. 

Anyway, we may assume that the busies brain& of the publishers 
has anored them of a ale for the book that will pm to thousands and 
tens of thousands, what, then, will this multitude of chance seriesmake 
M itsNVe English have nothing. guide era in estimating in effefit on the 
man In the street under Spanish ski.. We have seen St Tereaa's works in 
the hands only of the devout. We think of them as intended mainly for 
the reverent use of dmIlen in convents and monasteries; we have even 
doubted the capacity of any bus experts in the spiritual life to understand 
or appreciate them. Doubtless our older Engird. translations of D 
Teresa—even Sir Toby Mathew's anion of the Life—ore not set out in 
the form that anode the ordinary reader, it is posaible, therefore, that 
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the more lucid style and handsome make-up ot the Stanbrook edition—
of wig. The Interim Cute (Thomas Bat, London) h to vordk,vs v 
beginning—will sewn a wider audience. But it will not be a popular 

no. It would need an English St Teresa to make an English classic of 
Me Spa.. Saint's mystical wog.h. Taking it for granted, then, that, in 
iheoriginal language, St Tevesa's books will now have a rope they have 
gems yet enjoyed, what may we prediet, or hope, will he the result 

Let it be said with ill reverence that the Nehon publication is not 
more likely to encourage the praftice of highhs methods of prayer than a 
cheap edition of De Quinces, Confessions to spread the laudanum 
lubit. The opium-ester can boast of few disciples in spite of the pop.-
lathy of his pithirenne presentment of the via. St Tama, pieluresque 
presentment of a virtue will be even less ablivelv effeaive. But, since the 
Swim's truthfulness is obvious and conMncing--since she nem.. soul 
and the world of the spirit, even the Divine PleSPJX, as matters of loft 
end not merely of faith—faits, in her case, of proved knowledge and 
experience, the popular reading of her mystical works should bring about 
sons rerivifiwtion of the belief—now more shadowy Rod unseal than it 
has ever been since the overthrow of Paganism—in a personal God and a 
future Me. Man, even whilst asserting his egnonicisin, craves for an 
essurance of his immortality. lbw this purpose, and tot simply out of 
curiosity, he meddles with dark seances nod epititsmedinms, talks of 
ang planes and mahatmas, experiments with the planchette and table-
tapping, investigates automatic writing and thought transferencn and 
flocks open-mouthed to the preacher of the tow gospel. Have we not 
seen hard-headed men of business and leaders of scientific thought, 
credulous as children, sitting at the feet of charlatans who ...to have 
opened up communication with those who have passed beyond We veil 
and to have power to summon up their ghats, We may not altogether 
Nome such people. There is something wholesome and even desirable in 
this quest of the superwtural. In all &Gm, it has been Chet 

The 
mission of 

the Saint to bear witness in his own person to reallty. The man of 
God has been endowed by the Holy Spirit with gate and mined °. 
gild that he may imprew unbelieving generations with the reality of 
Godh presence and power in the world and erahle men Wm. .4 to 
see it and experience it for themselves. St Tires  worla will preach 
convincingly the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven. And in a sceptiml 
age Me ours such writings, aflame 

,ttth 
the love of God, telling of 

wonderful keyspiritua p iens, 
oh

give the lie direft to materialist 
lig... and, it may be hoped, told do something to commend the 
Prolseganda of Ferrer, }heck. and their atheistic following. 

We may expea a large proportion of St Teresa's twentieth. century 
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readers to treatag that is wonderful in uu.arative as illusion. Many. 
them On have heard talk °Iv lion; caebration," " Me sublimieil 
consciousness " or mreconscio. ad/icily "—to use the several phrases 
in vogo—a catain abnormal meoality, associated usually with di.. 
robed conditions of health, but discoverable oho, at times, adtively ere 
work in persons of exceptionally robust body and mind. But even these 
sceptire all not be able to doubt the honesty of the Saint or she stria 
veraciousness of ha story. M. Delacroh for fast o, speaking of 
mystics, St Teresa in paticula, says: Le sentiment de passivire qui 
opiate. afortement la mystiques, et lion its confluent L ream, 
cenclare de leers Stare et leer rapport i one &Stalin more., I 
Paaion divine, rat !Ignorance d'un travail interior, de Paairitn 
subs...ciente. ... Les wired. du sujo sexOars, see meditations 
aorefdenten, la fins quit pounds core.mr d'opher en luf 5eon 
insu." However, we need not iust now trouble ourselves with the 
psychology of the so-called Plnsions. The ordinary readers of the Nihon 
volume hall not be a the dm which has leisure and mans to amuse 
itself with such theaies. I quote M. Delacroix as an example of the way 
an unbelieving critic of the Saint invariabh taken her gaod faith for 
granted, and ako to show how an able exponent of tlre theory of elk 
jettveamitilon is oaf aka re ...eat a plausible explanation of nods 
phenomena-wan explanation, therefore, whiM praairelly admits that it 
may be the wrong one. Tycho Mahe accounted f or all recorded astro-
nomical movements on the hypo.. that the earth is statiooryt Sir 
Is... Newton explained all the loam phenomena of Light by his 
" Emission " theory; but who would accept such doarines now/ As I 
say, very many readers will explain away St Teresa's means., 
experiences, some with theories of an abnormal condition of mind or 
body, the generality for no better reason than that such happenings 
have not come waren there ken; yet I veer re to assert that, in BM,  4
obellef and preredice, her credo will hem convinced of her truthful-

res an.d so impressed with her intelligence that they will confess in 
their hearts she may have known more of such matters than ton-
do, will soiree!, pahaps, that she is justified in ha ammo, of a 
repernatural ageoy, and, consequently, will be brought nearer to a 
living faith in the world of the spirit than they have been since they 
emerged from childhood. 

The Catholic reader will, nay likely, wonder if he ought to accept 
each and all of the revel/Pore of the Saint au pied de la laps. He. will 
notice that St Teresa is confident ot ordy of the repernatoral origin of 
her expecie.ncek but of divine guidance in the literary expression of 
them. How far are we to accept the writings as divinely assisted Of 
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inspireclOrts1 127iuni: I thi,.rnk:e. t u,b: tuosfieudin follozing the

 owe 
wtse, 

ren!rTaudil;be explained by a natural one. " II 
!list

pas scientifique de 
Mashes I 

liquor
par 

be
plus ce peut s'expliqa pat. le mores, 

There are kinds and degrees of tootraton. IVe can do nothre ad e 
the help of God. What we do wale,. hold St  sounder the influence 
of divine grace, with the Messing of God. St Teresa took up her pen to 
write ander an , he lpnc • she believed the task cptite beyond ha 
pwers; Oomp  he  andgnidence of God in prayer.Them goons
ha incapacity, the work progressed and she saw that it was d; 

must she na Mre GO ll the glory of it, Was it do His doing? Mem-
orex with a Saintodhok like Se tTrea,. may do more than my that 
without God's help she odd no have written as she did; with soh a 
one His gra. is always and aflively with ha, illuniloting, direaing and 

Hima g; she would be conscious, all the while, of an intimate union 
with i  in prayer. She could aly, and did say, with St Pauli " Eve, 
vet not I, but Ch. Eve. in me." Nevertheless, wen red not, and, ail

should not, postulate the miraculous in such direne help. We shall 
not be joified in making use of the word if inspiration " fn Scriptural 
sense, nor in alling the " locoions," 

he
in the tranres, as the word 

of God." Dote, also, believed he had divine direetion in his visioo. The 
inspiration the great Christian poet received through prayer and by the 
grace of God will not have dill ered in kind from. that vouchsafed to St 
Taw—though, dobtires, less masterful in his case and not so manifest 
either to Moab or to his readers. The store told by Zimmerman, in 
his preface to the Stan/wok translation of She Inter, Gadim-how 
Maher Mariana of the Angels heard from Mother May of the Heavily 
reek entering one day the Saint's cell to deliver a message, she found the 
holy Mother just begmning a new sheet of ,. Ina book wire, toot taking 
ofi her mean. to listen to the message, wai seised with to, how 
the terrified nun kept ha eyes steadily on the Saint for the several boom 
Me trance lasted; and when. it came to an end, " it was teen .t . 
paper, previously blank, was covered with writing "—it valuelav as 

mince of an/ thing except the veneration inspired by the Ss.. Sob 
a miracle may have happened; God's ways are ever 

may 
" 

foolinhoss of this vrorld bath GM chosen that He may onfond the 
wise." But we need sornahing better than an a flit with one very 
aideot exaggetvilon• in it, to convince us that God worked a miracle to 
nova Melo of time occasioned by the trance and was joinreauthor of 1 

• The period of the, however long it may have been, diving which the 
faculties of the mind were entranced, is very shott, if half-a-hour, Mat would 
be a long time. I do not Mink I have ever been so long."—dfre, Chap. XVII/. 
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portion of the book. Again,. are told that, on a similar occasion when 
the Saint was interrupted whilst writing, she said: " Sit down, my tad, 
and kt me write what Our Lord has told me ere I forget it "—to my 
mind merely an instance of St Teresa, habit's. way of speaking about 
her work—giving God all the praise ad glary of it. Another piece of 
evidence, adduced by Fr Zimmerman, apparently to encourage belief 
in a very dima, though at plenary, divine inspiration is a passage front 
one of the Saint's lours to Fr Salazar, S.J.: "If Sear Grillo (Sala, 
himsell) came, the per, in question (the Saint) thinks he would fa 
another jewel (the Ithensiew) which in ha opinion is superior es the 
armee' (the 4(). The one mile. nothing foreign to itself, So is 
resplendent in its own buoy. It is enriched with more deli,e enamels 
than the former: the warkmaohip, too, is more perfea. For, as the 
poson in question says, the jeweller as lac experienced when he 
fiehioned the previous one. Moreover, the gold . the lisp one is of 
better quafity than that of the former, though the precious stones are 
not so well set. It has been done, an might be expetled, after the designs 
st the Jeweller Himself." In there any warrant for the capital letters 
given to the law two word. St Teresa is at in the habit of mizing her 
metaphors. The jeweller of the penultimate sentence clearly is St Teresa 
hers.; an the passage is printed, however, the Saint is made to describe 
Our Lod as a Jewella somewhat inexperienced when furnishing the 
earlier design and doing better, on the whole, at the second attempt. 
Need we read ism the extra& any deeper meaning than thin: that in 
her first coaition, St Taosa was roaltively inexperienced and 
was hampered by the loosely-conneaed narrative font of the work, 
prescribed by her diretkor, whilst, in the later book, she was at liberty ro 
group her operiencen more scientifically and WAS more pratlised in 
ampulla, The ornate extravagance of the " jeweller " simile is a 
playful reference to her correspondent's use of the word jewel" wha 
writing about the Life. A passage from a later letter, ,oted oho by Fr 
Zimmerman, tells the story is pion, unvarnished words: "The book I 
have written since (the Mansiow)seents to me superior (to the Life); a,
least, I lad more experieuce whet I wrote it." 

This difficulty in distinguishing between hay inspiration ad divine 
difiation is intensified, in St Teresa's case, when we come to consider the 
revelations and "locutions." She had, to a exceptional degree, the 
poet's gift of visualizing the symbol., similitudes ad concepts she made 
use of, and she wrote of them as though they were realities ....fly 
present to her sight. In her own mind, there as no confusion between 
her flights of imagination and the supernatural favours she received from 
her Divine Spouse. A oaful reader can often gather from her own well 
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chosen wards into what category—of poet, drum or mystics vain—to 
paat the incident or donription. Who I mean will be best explained by 
a  example. In Chapter I of 2' be Interior Castle we have the Saim's own 

the 
cot of the conception of the works in the Preface we have 

the venion her Confessor (Don Di, de lief.) professedly took down 
as he heard it from her lips Her own a0030 " While a was begging 
Got Lord to-day to speak for me ... an nna occurod to me which I 
will explain and which will serve us the foundation of all I am about to 
write. I thought of the soul as resembling a castl, formed of a single 
diamond or a very transparent antal, road coaniaing mass, ion"s, just 

in heaven there are many mansiona." Don Diego transmutes this 
" thought " 0 " idea " into a supernatural Moo. " (God) showed 
her a most beautiful globe of myna), in the shape of a castle, with seven 
rooms, the seventh, situated in the amts, occupied by the Sing a 
GI," A pious reader, its Don Diego, is very naturally inclined to 
confuse the imaginary 'Adorn with the true orim—all the more .at 
St Terse a's mystic experience made no appeal to the senses. She had but 
few vfinal manifestations that she accepted as undoubtedly supernatural, 
and she tel in of these with some diffidence; she cannot altogether rid 
herself of the suspicion 0.10 there may be unconscious deception in a 
corporealvision. The revelations she put full faith in were commun.-
tions to her soul What time the mind and senses were dormant and 
inane. They were formless wonders—mysteriea that eye bath not seen, 
not ear heard, neither bath it entered into the hears of man to conceive—
ma, as St Paul sans, it is not given to man to utter. In order to 
translate these souLexperienen into words—very real sad illuminative 
impressions of divine  truths and realities m undoubtedly they were—she 
had 0 choice but o make use of simile and comparison and draw freely 
on the wealth of imagery her poet's focy placed at her disposal. The 
procest was not very different from that of interpreting a matical 
omphony by a poetiml rhapsody or a prose poem. Hen. her ro,ical 
. ..vas.  are not readily distinganhable from her imaginative svotk eitlanr 

concept or manaer of 0pressioo. From the literary point of new they 
am a " creation"--as definitely tublenive es Turner's grandiose land-
smpe named " Italy " or Elgar's Italian Concerto—both of them an 
artist's hboginative exprenion of a composite Italian experience. St 
Teresa ia at some pains indicate the nanire of this subjedive inter-
pretation a the mystical revelation, and at times this subjenivenns 
betrays its  and cannot he mistaken. But by its v, nature it ma, 
difficulty and leads to some mistrust, not of the reality of the revelations 
or visions, but of the value of their description in words. To take a very 
palmed example. Various mystics have been favoured with the vision of 
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Sephia, « Sapientia, the &anal Wisdom. With some—St Teresa is 
among these—it is Christ, the Word of God, whom they have seen with 
the eye of the soul; with the Mused Henry Sum and St Lawrence
Justinian, influenced, no doubt, by the gender of the nouns, it is the 
vision of a very beautiful woman. 

A greater difficulty still is that of determining when and how far the 
mystic phenomena are Buret-natural and from God. The trench with its 
visions and remlations iu real . fancied communication with the 
unseen world, its prophetic spirit and mitaculous concotnitanth has 
place in the history of nearly every religion of all ages and countries of 
the world. Not only, therefore, would it be foolish to claim for ail or any 
of the external phenome. that they are the exclusive Fogerty of 
Cluiatianity and charaCteristic of the servants of God, but it would be 
v.er and more in accordance with the use and teaching of the Chuck 
to make little account of them as indications of personal holinent and, 
although they may beat on the face of them very clear aigns of a celestial 
origin, to leave the pious reader of Saints' lives to be convinced or 
unconvinced in his own mind u to their authenticity. The trance-
phenomena of Christian mystics are paralleled very sandy by those a 
other mystics—Neo-platonist, Buddhist, Taoist and thetass. Some of the 
manifestations, bolstered up by trickery and hypnotimuggestion, are Me 
stock-in-trade of the fakeer and juju priest. I am not sure if we ought 
not to adroit that such phenomena are more frequently and mare 
prominently a future of debased and degraded forms of worship than of 
spiritual and cultured ones. St Teresa herself was so amionsU afraid of 
the deceits of the Evil On, and so conscious of the possibility of delusion, 
that she made a monifutarion of her state to every notable priest and 
theologian who came in her way. I have counted twenty-seven persons 
from whom she mught assularce of the truth of her visions, all with 
reputatiou for unecity—two of them since mnonared—most of them 
Dominiun or Jesuit Provincials and Refloat of religious houses, likely, 
therefore, to be experienced dire.ors of souls. She was unfeignedly glad 
when the Life wee submitted to the judgment of the Inquisition. Hu 
diteflors—be it said—one and all pra.cally confirmed her in the MEd 
that the expuiences were trustworthy and from Gad. They based their 
verdiEl—as we might have expeEted—not on the quality of the ex-
periences, but on theit biowledge of her peraonal holiness—on the fa. 
also, Mat the manifestations led to an Manage of this holiness, and that 
them seemed to be a certain order and procession in the experience+ 
which masked the successive steps of her progress in pearettion." Which 
of you shall convince me of sin? " was Our Lord's challenge to the 
enemies who denied that his ...Ms were of God. "Every good tree 
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bringeth forth good fruit and the evil tree bringeth forth evil fruit." 
"Do men gather grapes from thorns or figs from thistkar By their fruit, 
you Mall know them." 

Another reason why, instead of acmpting mystic phenomena as 
end.tt of nudity, we should Ma be convinced of the holiness of the 
subjett before crediting them with a divinely nmernatural origin, is she 
psychological explanation of such phenomena mentioned on a previous 
pear. Unconscione cerebration, subconscious aativity, or whatever we 
,pay choose to call it, millet nowadays as an ascertained scientific DEL 
and, though I do not suppose—and, indeed, refute to admit—that the 
...cies and visions of St Tea. may hue been purely subjeetive 
their nature—the produCt of an automatic mental aflivity, whilst the 
ear. were inett and the body in some sort of trance or hypnotic sleep—

] think we should dial,ish between the spiritvalfavours communicated 
to them. dire. from the hands of God anc. Meix physical eflefls. These 
latter are, fiat, the trance-state of the body, and, secondly, the ruEltion 
of this abnormal condition of the body upon the mental faculties—a 
tea.on which may also be supernatural, but is of occurrence in 

am where a divine agency may not be postulated without irreverence. I am 
mt hue alluding to the .periences of non-Christian mystics, like 
Plotinuq Jarablicus, Swedenborg and Professor Myers—to take a few of 
the best-known names, nor to Cluistian sumic suspeslied of heresy or 
heretical tendencies, like Ituyabroeck, Madame Guion and the Quietist; 
it may be said of them as confidently now as in the days of St Teresa that 
then visions and revelations were counterfeit, the work of Satan in the 
form of an angel . fight. But I am thinking of certain Hutton., 
associated with the hypnotic trance, which may be induced in certain 
individuals by the use of drugs. Hem, for urine —I quote from the 
Daily Chronicle—is the description a web-known art critic gives of the 
earraonslinary effeft upon him of a drug administered by injeCtion to 
give him relief from paint " I will try to tell you just what happened so 
far as I am able.— In pear eft trust I waited for sleep to encompass me, 
and in the blissful iaretval difficulues, problems that had troubled me, 
vaniahed. All was clear and ta.ant there was no more disharmony—and 
as sleep dosed over me I wondered that anybody, anywhere, could ever 
have thought that Gad could be anything but Love. Did I sleep( I 
hardly know. It was bearer than sleep. I had the joy of sleep, but I also 
was aware it some mysteriousway, that I me asleep and very happy. 
Mutely this may be 0 foretaste of the one Um of all true mystics—
conscious union with God, the real I of Love, the child of God, escain 
fm awhile, through one of His merciful palliative, ham the dominionp of
the unreal, I, the child of Pain, escaping and in Him abiding—moment-
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aril,. In one of the spat of conscious sleep—and they seemed to recur 
all through the night—I ratio' the full sigthfionce of those most 
consforti.worda of the great Law-giver, who kept the frith through all, 
and who, knowing all, told His people that ' Underneath are the eve,. 
lasting arms.' There they were waiting for me—incredible ...so!. . . 
So I fell asleep, sank into conscious ineffable deep, under me the Ever-
lasting Anus, that night of my awakening." Drugs theft prisons 
differently, but Mr Lewis Hind's experleoe is not exceptional. I loath
known a Catholic Prof easor who, inoculated in a similar way, had 
eatceic risions of spiritual being, in another world. I have known a

S... also, who, under the influence O a drug, seemed to himself to 
have a dual perionthty, to be rapt out of himself, an onlooker at the 
workings of his own mind and heart. We shall not—I am very sure--be 
wrong in trearang as " unproven" any manifestation, in a trance-state 
dimthy thhirated mod induced by ill-trotment of the body in cot-
junthon with Quiet. osetico-oself-hypnothm scientists would to

a also in recogniriug, in thus where the supernatura/ origin of the 
trance-state may not be doubted, the concomitant noonscious mental 
athivity set automatically in motion, which busies itself with the in-
terpretation of the manifest-thane, gives to them shao and speech and 
expression in words—adds to them, also, in some instance:, particulars so 
intimately personal that their subjetlivity betrays imelf one may trace 
in them the migration of antecedent emotiona and the influence of ca 
dominant idea. Instances of this are not wanting in even such authentic 
revelations as thou of St Teresa. Speaking for myself and under con 
realm, I take they ision of "Pincus " in glory—betas alive at the time 
—as a case in polo. " I saw my Eliseus (a poname of her Confessor, Fr 
Joon Oration) there, ot at all acearthy, but in strange beauty: around 
Si. head was a garland of precis us MAC, a multitude 0 damsels went 
before him with palms in their hands, all singing hymns of praise unto 
God . . . .I thought there was ,,,nit ciao—the „,,en hinds 
angels—which filled my soul with joy." The auperotural four, 
apparent/y, ;vas a comforting assurance of the dirinn approval of the 
joint efforts of herself and her Coleco. to reform the Carmelite 
convents, may we no look upon the remainder of the vision as sub-
jerilive—a produth of the subcocious motel aflivity set in mot, by 
the trance and reading upon the vision and the persons and ea:cinn-
amon associated with it? 

For my part, I confess it is these revelations of self—manifestation of 
the lovable humanity in her—which are the chum of St Toroth 
mystical writings. As I read them I find moth thinking much oftener of 
the artist than the Saint. The child-like delight in rare and beautiful 
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things; the pretty wayshe has of tridtiug out her visions with a splendour 
that belongs to earth rather than to heaven; the sweetaympathy—that 
of the pure of heart—with ail that is dean and wholesome in Nature and 
in Life; the sense of humour, never almost though. not visible on the 
surface, felt rather than seen, like a warm heart-beat beneath the full 
rids drapery of the scholarly phrasing s the " rejoice with me" exclama-
tion over the discovery of the right word or the telling image—a 
rejoicing none the 10 humble and free from vanity that it ia frankly 
displayed, nor the less heart-felt that 0 the glory and praise 0 it ie 
given to God; the and, io cote pitta's safisfatlion when her book 
has found favour with some one of disceranent and reputation;—it is 
the intimate grace 0 these touches 0 Nature—touches that make the 
reader akin with the Saint and herself did vfia all the world—which 
entitled her bob to rank among the masterpieces literature. Like 
0e paintings d the artist-monk, it team Angelico, they eltould, and 
doubt/es 011, rank among the heirlooms of all natiord and all times, 
whenever, by adequate methods 0 reprodudion, other nation than 
Spiv shall have the opportunity to make 0.010 familiar with their 
beauties. May the edition of her world begun by our Stanbcook eistens 
do for the masterpieces 0 St Teresa what the Arundel and Medic 
hidedes have done for the devout paintings of Eh Angelico and his 
Pre-Raphaelite contemporaries. 

3.5 



THE RISE AND DECLINE OF THE 

EMPIRE OF THE ARABS 
VI. THE TYPHOON 

NOW that Abu Bake had reconsolidated the body of 
Islam, it became incumbent upon him to perform his 
missionary duty as Khalif and to send the words of the 

prophet our to the four corners of the earth, and it was against 
the Arabs of lower Mesopotamia and Hira that he decided the 
fi rst attempt should be made. It is hard to attribute any deep 
policy to so simple a man as Abu Bake, but there is little doubt 
that he could not have made a more artful choice than in se-
left:Mg the Babylonian distrieb for the first essay at permanent 
conga.. 

This borderland between Arabia and Iran had for so long 
been the scene of Arabian and Persian strife that the local 
nomads mu. have been imbued with a in political enthu-
siasm in addition to the natural religious confidence of opinion 
with which they were inspired. Further, the sedentary native 
population of the lands adjoining Hira were s.ongly impreg-
nated with a Jewish and Arabian leaven; their religious 
opinions tended towards Christianity or to some local forms of 
Manichxism and were opposed to the pure Zoroastrianism of 
the Persians. 

The Kings of Hira had left a memory of Arabian dominion 
which could not be obliterated by the lax and unsettled govern-

which had dethroned them. The Persian forces were 
generally discredited in she eyes of the Arabs by the disasters of 
previous years, and the battle of DhP Kar was still a glorious 
record of what might again be repeated in the future. 

The public knowledge that the people of Yemen had ac-
cepted Al Islam hi fay our of the Persian Yoke was one last 
preparative accident 111 favour of the aggressors. Hira and 
Babylonia woe regions which had not been plundered for 
many years and had not shared the generally blighting conse-
quences of the preceding wars—rich towns were surrounded 
by wealthy ',Wages, water and food were within the reach of 
an invader, the winter was usually mild, the hot season held out 
no terrors to people from the South. 

o6 

Rise and Decline of the Empire of the Arabs 

From the preceding lines it will be noticed that hardly any 

Moslem
militated against the probability of an early 

Moslem success. With the keen seme of a tre Minister of 
State, Abu Bakr' refrained from hampering hiss nerals by 
minute and unnecessary orders and omitted to w up for 
them a detailed plan of campaign. Having seletled the two 
ablest leaders amongst the Arabs in lyadh-ibn-Gbanam and 
Khalid-ibn-Walid, he wisely separated them and their armies 
into two completely independent forms. 

Iyadh was bidden advance on Hira from the Syrian Desert 
in the North-W., Khalid-ibn-Walid had orders to approach 
the same city from Najd in the South; the supreme command 
was reserved as a prize for the chieftain who first reached his 
destination. 

Khalid had under his control a fore such as perhaps Arabia 
had never produced, an army numbering perhaps not less than 
ifi000 men. It was no hungry horde butting blindly along the 
lines of least resistance in search of fresh pasture, such as had 
fought at MP Kar, nor was it a loosely knit confederation 
I.gued together for a brief season 29 at the Fosse, 

our
 yet a 

gigantic raiding party such as Osama had carried into Syria; 
the forces under Khalid were of an entirely different composi-
tin, they were organized into divisions, their enthusiasm 
was 
f o

primarily for an ideal, and their hop. could not be 
ll  by a single campaign. Permanent conquest and the spread 

ef their creed were the °Need which the early Moslems had in 
view; that lust for plunder, riches and women may have re-
vived their drooping spirit need not be contradifled, but that 
the motive power of thei l oconctests was derived from higher 
sources no one can deny, or had merely piratical instinft been 
their guide the floor success woudd have proved their ruin. 

On the other hand, the Persians were disorganized, unpopu-
lar, and probably incompetent; the troops of the Satraps were 
in all likelihood undisciplined craven levies with none hearts 
nor minds for battle. It is the merest presumption on my part, 
but I should certainly imagine that in the empire of the an-
cient Sassanians, .cept under peculiar circumstances, underh
worst troops in the empire would be found marshalled ud
the greediest and most incompetent officials in a rich and 
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peaceful province such as that of Mira. There the only business
of a governor would be to remain on amicable terms with the 
nomads of the North, to .trafl tax. from the industrious and 
unwarlikecultivators of the soil, and toplay off thevarious muni-
cipalities one against the other. 

When war raged in the North with Rome, or in the East with 
the Turks, levies and treasures would be required of the 
Satrap: when the Arabs raided from the South a seasonable 
bribe would divide their hosts or bring others from the North 
to expel them. At the bat a man would be selethed for the post 
rather for diplomatic than military capacity. 

We may also assume that at the date of Khalid's invasion 
little help could be mpethed from headquarters: a puppy 
King surrounded by wrangling and ambitious chieftains is not 
likely to prove an efficient source of military reserves. The true 
strength of the Persian armies lay in the wild mounmin hone-
men of the modern distrifts of Warna and Shirwan; these were 
feudal levies, and when the Me of a monarch is precarious and 
the succession doubtful the baron and tribal chief, if he be 
wise, will as a role keep his men at home or, if he be ambitio., 
io the vicinity of the court. Consequently, when Khalid broke 
Through the deserts and swampy belts which divide lower 
Mesopotamia from Najd he entered a densely populated but 
almost defenceless land. 

The Persian governor, Hormizd, who had received intelli-
gence of the incursion, gathered together his army to oppose 
the invaders. Hormird was no coward, and the chivalrous tra-
ditions of an hereditary nobility prompted him to challenge 
Khalid to single combat in view of both armies—to a knight of 
the desert there could not have come a more welcome request. 
Khalid slew the Satrap after a brief engagement, and the fall of 
the Persian lord was a signal for the Moslem attack. With a 
frenzied roar the Arabs charged upon the wavering lines before 
them. Lance, mace and sword were soon dyed with blood. 
The Persians fled from the piffless slaughter in vain. They were 
pursued and put to death without mercy. Many perforce had 
to bide their ground, being manacled together in living mass., 
thus offering only a more helpless target for the darts and 
weapons of the vithorious Arabs. From this last circumstance 
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Khalid's first battle was known to the poets as the Day of 
Chains, and those partial historians, ever ready to magnify the 
task of the vietors, mribut. this stratagem of the Persians to a 
courageous d.ire to perish on the field rather than fly: those 
who remember the wretched gunners found mangled in the 
batteries of Ras-el-Tin will perhaps attribute another cause. 
The victory opened the lower regions to Khalid, and he 
hmened to take advantage of it; the peasant population were 
neither plundered nor annoyed, they were commanded hence-
forth to pay their tax. to the Khalif of Medina and repwe  er-

tted to rest in peace; a second Persian army which hastened 
down to endeavour to check the Moslems met with no happier 
fate than the first, the leaders were killed and the battle io 
which they fell was little more than a massacre. Towns and 
villages surrendered without question or were abandoned in 
has the plunder and treasures which were abandoned were 
enough to have satisfied three tim. the number of men Khalid 
had at his disposal; but this neither stayed the advance nor 
diminished the numbers of the intrepid Moslem army. 

As Khalid marched further north a third array was prepared 
by the Persians to meet him—this consisted of a host of Chris-
tian Sedmin from the North, and a few apos.tes who had fled 
from Arabia cluing the late rebellion. Under its own Arabian 
Shaykhs this force endeavoured to stay the resistless onslaught 
of the invadem. If we have need of proof of the poor quality of 
the two previous divisions which had succumbed before the 
Moslems iv the south, we have it in the fact that this motley 
assembly of undisciplined nomads offered the mot serius 
resistance that had yet been encountered. So obstinately in-
deed did they contest the field that the remorseless Khalid 
swore a 'nighty oath that he would slay every prisoner that 
fell into his hand. Eventually the Christians gave way and a 
mullitudewere captured during theirs rreat. If Khalid had one 
object it must have been to inspire absdute terror in 

en
 active 

Arab supporters of the Persians. To the eutral peasant he was 
merciful, but to the warrior he was absolutely ruthless. For one 
day and one night the Moslems are said to have been engaged 

slaughtering the wretched men they had made prisonem 
From sunset to sunaet on the bank of a canal the  unfortunate 
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Bedawin were beheaded man by man until its waters ran so red 
that it was known thereafter as the Stream of Blood. 

Khalid had now passed far beyond the limits usually ex-
plored by the petty plundering expeditions of the border 
raiders, he had penetrated those highly cultivated regions
which the science of ages had in ersefted with waterways for

gation and transit, where the crops were ever abundant, 
where civilization had never received a check for nigh upon
two thousand years, where wealth, prosperity, and certainty 
were the ordinary terms of existence. 

This hod must have appeared like the sodden realisation of 
the phantom mirage of the desert to the lean and hungry 
warriors from the south. The populous and clustering brown 
mud villages, the olive green stretches of ripening corn, the 
vast groves of palms, the rigid, direa and welt-controlled 
canals, the mighty towers and gleaming palaces of the cities 
moulded from plattic cement, the richntts of the clothing of 
the inhabitants, the evident signs of in  and elabortte 
cuhttation mast have formed an incredible contrast to the 
land of barren wastes, tattered tents, scattered flocks and 
insignificant hamlets from which the Arabs had emerged. 

At Hirer the Persian officialdom was endeavouring to make a 
last despairing rally; the local nobles were bidden put the town 
in a state of defence, while the Governor of the city in person 
led the regular imperial troops southwards to meet the rapidly 
advancing enemy. Clad in the South had colleeked a number 
of boats from Southern Mesopotamia, and apparently with 
the aid of the peasantry` was transporting lux infantry and 
baggage along one of the great canals that led northward, while 
he himself preceded them with a cloud of horsemen. 

The Governor of }lira advised of this fa& sent forward a 
strong patty of horse, under the command of his son, with the 
objea of closing the locks of that waterway on which the 
enemy had embarked. 

The Govemor's orders were carried out. The stream was 
defiefted and' the Arabs, to their intense chagrin, were de-
posited in their boats on the dry bed of the cutting. Khalid 

• It teems unnely that desert Arahe could have performed this feat unaided. 
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immediately divined the Persian scheme, and, hurrying for-
ward with the whole of his cavalry, soon reached the point 
where the hydraulic engines were being put in motion by the 
Persian Prince and his tro 

the With wild enthusiasm the Arabs fell upon their foes, scat-
tered them in all direaions, slew their leaders, reopened the 
locks and refloated the stranded infantry. 

News of this disaster reached the Governor of Him at the 
same moment vs a dispatch from the Persian Court announcing 
the death of Ardashir the King. There could be now no ques-
tion of fighting. The unlucky Governor knew that for the 
moment his troops would not obey him, that no order was 
valid, and that anarchy and confusio would be the only 
masters of Persia until a new King moo proclaimed; accord-
ingly he had no choice but to retire, leaving the cities and 
rattles to of  for themselves. 

The castles and monasteries surrounding Hira were occupied 
and the town was called upon to surrender. The dispossessed 
monks begged the inhabitants to consider the ter. of the 
conqueror, and the morning after the blockade had been 
declared Khalid was interviewed by a deputation from the 
city. "Death, Tribute, or Islam' were the laconic terms 
which Khalid laid before the ambassadors. These men were of 
the same stock as the Moslems, knew and quoted the same 
poets, thought in the same language, indulged in the same 
sports and were moved by the same passions, but most of 
Them were Christiana. After a little hesitation their leader 
seleaed the payment of tribute as their choice. "Obstinate 
men, you are lost in a desert, yet you choose a stranger to 
guide you instead of one of your own." Amr', the leader of the 
deputation, had a simple wraps in a packet hanging from his 
neck` "What stuff is this?" mid Khalid, pointing to the 
envelope. "A strong poison," replied Amr'. "For whati " 
inquired Khalid. "To slay myself if thou went not inclined 
to mercy," answered Amt. "The life of man is predestined, 
neither can he lengthen it nor shorten it," cried Khalid. " In 
the name of the compassionating and compassionate God, 

• Ws is not au uneommouthing. 
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nothing will harm the non who invokes Him," and with 
these words Khalid crammed the compound into his mouth. 
Beyond a little transient pain he felt no inconvenience from 
hie rash aft, and the deputation were duly impressed with the 
strength of the Moslem faith." 

Hira surrendered, and the surrounding lords and nobles 
accepted Moslem rule without a murmur: taxes were agreed 
upon and imposed, Governors appoimed, garrisons and 
colonists distributed through the conquered country, and in 
a few days Khalid effeEted a settlement of the region he had 
annexed both thorough and businesslike. 

That an Arabian Emir should perform all them things will 
perhaps surprise the reader, but, again, it must be remembered 

ithat it s only as regards material things that the Arab is dull, 
and that in the regions of policy, philosophy and poetry his 
wits are as nimble as those of other men. 

Meanwhile all was in confusion at the Persian Court. Mas-
sacre, assassination, plot, counter plot, revolution, intrigue and 
conspiracy were the only employments of the ministers and 
nobles, and unfortunately for the Persian Empire no one 
seemed to gain the upper hand. All pretenders to the throne 
appeared equally unpopular, yet a sequence of assassinations 
seemed only to inmease the exhaustible es. supply; whole families 
were extirpated, root and branch; princesses were slain lest 
they should prove with child, nobles were elevated to royal 
rank only to be flayed or throttled within the hour. 

Amidst the daily discords which broke out in the Persian 
Court the messengers of disaster and defeat gave their tidings 
unheeded. The commanders of the armies remained in their 
cantonments and camps, paralysed and confused. No orders 
for concentration were issued, no plan of campaign was 
divulged, and the hosts of the Sassanian Empire stood in spell-

• As regards the credibility of this incident we have the following explana-
tions: (o) That he story is an invention. (a) That the poison was of poor quality. 
(0) That Amt and !Chad. arranged matters beforehand. (Ones Khali. faith 
was of so order similar to that of Christian scientism. (5) That he had a stomach 
similar to another Bedawi, to whom I gave ten Livingston Rouser Pills without 
producing noticeable effect. 
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bound impotence before en empty throne. Presently the fal-
lowing dispatch reached the quarrelling nobles at Madain: 

"In the name of God the Compassionate and Compas-

shootifief the son of Walid to the Lords of Iran. 
"Laud to the Lord who dissolveth your Dominion and 

shattereth your sword of power. 
" Unite with us in the submission se faith or yield to our 

rule. 
"By force or goodwill you shall accept our law, and it shall 

be given you by men who luso after death as much as ye lust 
afterlife." 

This stern summons for an instant chilled the hearts of the 
wrangling chiefs; the words were as the ravings of a madma 
but Hire had fallen, and the choicmt province of the empiren,
had been ripped away. 

For a brief space the courtiers called a truce among them-
selves and chose one Ferukaad as regent and minister. But 
firm and hereditary tyranny was the only scheme of government 
then comprehended by the Persian people, and since the word 
of a temporary ruler carried little weight the Mmlems were 
suffered to rest in peace. 

Khalid now began to grow anxious as to the fate of his col-
league Iyadh, who had vanished into the northern deserts 
above three months before the fall of Hire and concerning 
whom nothing had hem heard: his advance on Hire had been 
planned from the north, and it had been presumed that he 
would first debouch on the Euphrates Valley before striking 
southwards. Accordingly, after Khalid had settled the govern-

em of the newly-conquered territories, he turned his troops 
toward El Faluja in hopes of encountering the tardy division 
from the Syrian desert. On his way Khalid captured the two 
frontier posts of Anbar and Ain Tamr. At either stronghold 
the local Arabs vainly endeavoured en assist the Persian garri-
sons; on each occasion the Persians abandoned their fortresses 
without offering any serious resistance. 

At the last-mentioned castle Khalid received news from 
lyadh. That chieftain, it appeared, had decided to attack the 
castle of Jaumat Janda' in the Oasis of joj before turning east-
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ward. A glance at the map will immediately convince the 
rodent that such was a very necessary affiion, since all com-

munication between Medina and the upper Euphrates lay at 
the mercy of the populous and hostile colony of settled Arabs 
who dwelled in the Oasis. 

Further, the inhabitants of Jaumat jandal could count on 
the co-operation of their affiliated tribes, and to have se 
strong a position untouched would have laid lye& open to 
the danger of irreparable disaster if he had sustained even a 
slight mbuff at the hands of the Persians. Moreover, it must be 
borne in mind that lyadh had no guarantee or knowledge of 
the wonderful vielories which Khalid had obtained, since a 
distance of not less than soo miles separated the two columns 
at the outset of the campaign. However, at jaumat Jandal 
Iyadh had encountered uneapeffied ands erious opposition. 
He had endeavoured to carry the fortress by storm, and 
having failed in the first instance had been compelled to 
undertake the siege. During this operation the surrounding 
tribeshad encompassed his force on all sides. At the time he 
established communication with Khalid, 'yeah was in a posi-
tion of serious and extreme peril and he appealed to his more 
fort .ate comrade for aid. 

Leaving sufficient garrisons in both his newly-occupied 
posts, Khalid advanced at the head of his best troops tote 
relief of Iyadh. The distance of coo miles he traversed in ten 
dams and arrived just in time to intercept fresh tribesmen from 
co ng to the assistance of the people of the Oasis. It is notable 
that these reinforcements had gathered from the Syrian border, 
hence we may infer that the Romans were not ignorant of LI‘e 
nature of the struggle which was taking place in the south. 

The presence of Khalid and his men was sufficient to assure 
the Moslems of viffiory. The Christian nomads dispersed, the 
castle itself was stormed and captured and its defenders put to 
the sword. 

Khalid did not delay one instant on the scene of his latest 
viffiory; he had given certain hostagm to Fortune in his garri-
sons in Irak, but, like the sound strategist and taftician he was, 
he did not give that fickle lady a very long time to mature her 
plans. 
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Fifteen days after effeffiing the relief of Iyacllu he reappeared 

before Hire, where a host of new converts received Mm with 
shouts of acclamation. There't was learned that the Persians 
and 

of
Arabs of North Mesopotamia had made a faint-

hearted attack on the castle of Anbar. With commendable 
promptitude Khalid reinforced the garrison and himself set 
out to attack  he enemy in the open. By means of a caref ully-
matured strategic plan it was arranged that Khalia's mobile 
force should make a night attack on the enemy in co-operation 
with the troops who held Ayn Tamr and Anbar. The bold and 
complicated scheme succeeded to perfeftion. The allied 
Persians and Arabs were surprised in three places at once and 
were utterly scattered and disorganized amidst a terrible 
slaughter. Flaying delivered this fearful blow at the most 
formidable body of his enemies, Khalid broke up his army for 
a short tffim into a ,mber of small columns, pursuing, harass-
ing and dispersing the remaining tribes and garrisons which 
had not hitherto had the fear of the sword of the Lord in-
stilled into their breasts. 

By these methods, ere a year had elapsed since Khalid had 

rutered the modern province of Basra, he had uprooted the 
le of the Persia, broken the power of the Christian Arabs, 

and subjefted a whole count, not only to a new government 
but to a new system of thought, a new religion and a new code 
of ethics. The energy, decision and mental balance which 
Khalid displayed in this brilliant campaign should place Mm 
among the great captains of history, yet how many soldiers have 
even heard of his name? 

VII. THE TORNADO 
While Khalid the son of Walla conquered in the east, the 

Khalif Abu Behr' devised and prepared for the conversion of 
the west. 

The iperial rule in Syria never appears to have recovered 
from them Persian invasion; to say that Syria had grown inde-
pendent would be false, but it <an hardly be denied that it 
had fallen into a semi-anarchical condition. Governors and 
officers there were indeed and even levies of ill-disciplined 
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soldiers who burlesqued as Roman legionaries, but the impe-
rial spirit of obedience and cohesion had vanished or dertyed. 
The tribes of rhe Syrian border appear to have entirely lost 
their Roman veneer and become more closely allied to the 
Arabians; the towns of Basra, Damascus, Tiberias, Crtsarea 
and Jerusalem looked more to themselves for defence than to 
Constantinople; the raging of the Christian seffiarim, which 
for centuries had been sapping the foundations of belief, had 
subsided into a kind of formal apathy; the officers and generals 
were as often as na Arabs, Arm eni or Syrians with neither 
enthusiasm nor instinft for the empire.a  At such a time and at 
such a conjunrture of affairs whether a prophet, a leader, or a 
new idea came from within or vvithout, it could have mattered 
but little; each seflion of the older machinery of government 
bad gradually weakened and faded, laws were little more than 
a name, imperial traditions tarnished and dim, religion an 
exhausted fire. 

Remained there only in Syria one dominant spirit and that 
was the spirit of Arabia, the spirit of rhetoric, compromise and 
argument. 

The Syrians were still Semitic by nature, and the desert 
dialeffi had undoubtedly advanced even as the Roman and 
Greek tongues receded, and a Semitic tongue had once more 
formally reconquered that which it had never lost. The fart 
that the sonorous verses of the poets of the desert had been 
long welcome in the houses of the Christian nobles of Damascus 

ts only the logical preface to the rapid spread of Al Islam. To 
he Arabian mr there is a wonderful magic in the swaying, 
undulating, vibrating cadence of the Koran; even as the 
lover of music will grow enthralled by somecomplex sym-
phony of a great manes, so will the Arab become wraps and 
uplifted by the very sound rather than by the sense of the 
words of the Book. 

During the last years of Mohammed's life the Moslem had 
broken each one of the desert barriers which lay ft.. Mecca 
and the Mediterranean coast, the expedition of Osama had 
obliterated all memories of defeat, Christianity was fa Bing from 
the northern tribes like a mantle, and Syria lay before the sword 
of Abu Bakr' like a ram for the bairam sacrifice. 
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Shortly after Khalid-ibn-Walid had left for Hira another 

Khalid, the son of Said, gathered together an army at Tayma, 
and just as the army of Irrk had been assembled from the men 
of Persian littoral so this .cond force was gathered from Yemen 
and the Red Sea coast. News spread quickly in the desert, nor 
was it long before the officials in Syna teamed of the danger 
which was menacing them; there seems to have been no army to 
hand to repel the invaders, and the only defence of Syria lay in 
the Christian tribes of the border, which formed the only 
rrtource of the Romans. They were marshalled under their 
chiefs and set out to hurl back their brethren of the south, but 
instead of defending the desert line they melted away without 
striking a blow. 

The Moslems advanced cautiously into the JordanValley and 
near Jericho (?) were attacked by regular troops under an 
Armenian named Behan; the Christians were put to flight and 
Khalichibn-Said, feeling that the friendly deserts were now 
receding in his rear, paused for reinforcements. These were 
sent forward by Abu Bakr' under the command of two chief-
tains, named Ikrima and Dhu'llela, who joined the main array 
with orders to carry on the war in the Jordan Valley. Behan, 
who had not been so hardly beaten as the Moslems supposed, 
retired slowly before them toward Damascus. 

At the distance of one day's ride f rose the capital the invaders 
halted,asif puzzled bytheslight resistancethey had encountered. 

Kahan had now lured the Arabs into the heart of an unknown 
land, which to them, by reason of its unaccustomed surround-
ings, was perhaps . confusing as the desert would have proved 
to a Roman soldier. The none-walled fields, the paved high-
ways, the innumerable castles and valleys, and the rocky and 
terraced hills cannot but have been unfamiliar to the Arabs 
from Yemen and the south. At Damascus, at Bar a and in the 
mfrounding cities the Romans had not only garrisons but 
allies in plenty; by a fine strategic movement these scattered 
forces were made to converge on the Arab camp. Attacked 
at night in front and rear and on either flank, Khalid, the son 
of Said, was panic-stricken and helpless. with a good part of his 
men he fled in disorder to the desert, leaving Ikrima and 
Dhull'kela to hold their own as best they could. 
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The irregular formation and general lassitude of the Roman

forces may be judged from the /aft that these two chieftains 
were not only able to cover the retreat of their cowardly leader, 
but contrived to hold the enemy at a distance after the first 
shock of battle had passed off. Abu Bake was undismayed by 
the news of this reverse which reached him soon after it had 
occurred, for it was completely ombalamed by the glorious 
and overwhelming success of Khalid the son of Walid Irak, 
In Medina the news of these vidories in the east and disasters 
in the west inflamed the minds of the Arabs with two equally 
violent passions—the greed of conquest and the desire for en-
geance, both of which in an equal degree tended to unite and 
cement the new brotherhood which had grown up amongst 
them. The Khalif saw frah armies spring into being for his use 
as quickly as he dispatched them to the front. Whole tribes who 
but a few months before had been compromising, prevaricating 
or breaking 00 into open rebellion were eager to prove their 
devotion to the Koran with their lives. 

Hardly had the news been received and diseased ere Abu 
Baler' dispatched into Syria no less than four armies destined 
to aft in concert for the conquest of the land. 

The disposition of these forces is worthy of some attention. 
The first division, under Todd the son of Abu Sofian, held 
Moab and the southern end of the Dead Sea; the second, under 
Shurabil, advanced into the Jordan Valley, the third, under 
Abu Obeyda, traversed the hooray and supported Ikrima and 
DhuTkela, on the line of the Yarmuk; Amr, with the fourth 
contingent, swept south of the Dead Sea and threatened 
(Amu and Jerusalem. A brief ten years before the most 
elaborate ideas of warfare of the Arabs had been raids, flights, 
cattle lifting, and the rapid colledion of booty; the spirit of 
Islam had seemingly brought new facuhies into play, and 
undreamed-of powers Mto aftion. No German theorist or 
learned staff officer could conceive of a more elaborate or 
complete strategic disposition for an invasion of Syria than 
was put into praftice by Abu Bak r' and his comrades. Lines of 
communications, both latmal and rearward, were carefully 
laid down; the army extended over a front of two hundred 
miles, and yet was cohesive and compad, for the commanders 
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aped on previously conceived schema, and maintained con-
stant correspondence with one another. Meanwhile the 
Romans were not idle. Heradius the Emperor, at last used to 
the seriousness of the situation, had proceeded to Emesa and 
there marshalled his armies even as had his predecessor Aure-
lian when confronted with the demm soldiers of Zenobia. But 
nosy the Romans were no longer facing mercenary desert 
chieftains, led by the merchant: of a trading city, but were 
standing face to face with the Semites of the south united, 
transformed and ennobled by an idea. The weapons, the 
language, and the appearance of the enemy were as before, but 
the motive, the power and the aftions were of another age. 
The Romans appear to have had but little conception of the 
struggle in which they were about to engage; their straggling 
and undisciplined armies were broken up into divisions and 
dispatched in different dirediens to attack the four Emirs. 
The Arabs, desiring to bring about a single and decisive 
adieu, contrafted simultaneously ono the right flank, where 
Abu Obeyde held supreme command, while the Romans, 
who seemingly permitted the Arabs to dilate the whole 
course of the campaign to them, contrafted in a similar manner 
so as to cover Damascus. 

Abu Bake, who was kept closely informed of the course of 
events, now took 

n
 step which shows him to have been

supreme roaster of strategy. The problem confronting him 
was serious and difficult. Eland was master of Irak, Abu 
Obeyda was confronted with superior forces in Syria , a vic-
tory was essential.With sublime courage Abu Bakr' sent a 
command to Klialid ordering him to jinn Abu Obeyde with 
half his army, leaving Irak to be guarded by the remainder 
under Mothanna. 

ey 
t o KDha'ulimd ivain117wdherae 
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• r presume that Ames sion on its northward march encountered and 
defeated 2 Roman force near Ajnadin, between Jerusalem and Jaffa. If thia be 
the ease it will make the battle of Ajuadin a minor operation and therefore 
comprehensible. It is impossible to imagine that Iferaelius mold ha.e permitted 
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The Ampleforth Journal 
blood to tingle: "Were they not the sons of such-an-one of 
such a tribe?" "The vitIonous, the unconquerable!" Pride
of birth, pride of race, pride of name—ewh in turn was sum-
moned mien the courageous fires of the hearts of desert meth
while the wives and daughters urged them on with verse, 
and timbre's, the Moslems also hearkened to the stern adjura-
tions of their leaders: "Strike for Paradise! Strike for the 
faith! Strike for the Prophet and his Book! Strike in the name 
of the Lord!" As if to add to the battle fury of the invade, 
the Moslems saw paraded before them in the distance the 
crosses they abhorred, the images they longed to destroy, the 
piCturor they hungered to rend, and heard the voices of the 
monks raised h, the praise of Ise and Miriam, whom they had 
made Gods beside the God the Lord of all;" liars and hypo-
crit., pagans and blasphemers!" Khalid watched for the 
favourable moment when to launch his army to the fray, for 
his praelised eye alone knew the instant when the word might 
be given. Presently a man ran through the lines calling for 
Khalid. "A messenger from Medina," went up the cry. 
"All is well," said the man, as he ran to Khalid's side. Then, 
gaining. his ear, whiffiered, "Alas! Abu Bob' is dead and 
Omar IS Khalif." Khalid bade him tell no man, and, seeing 
rim all was in order, gave signal for the battle. The Christians 
held their ground manfully, the discipline and traditions of 
the legions held good, but, alas! the ficIde Arab horsemen 
who guarded the flanks of the Romans, treacherous to the last, 
vvem over to the enemy, at first man by man, then squadron 
by squadron, then at last in a body. Betrayed, imoherent, and 
disorganized, the Christians turned to retreat into their camp, 
but the battle bad been too violently engaged to per  of 
retreat. The Moslems followed close upon the Roman heels; 
retreat turned to rout, and rout to a massacre. The camp was
shambles, the river dammed svith corps., and the army of 
Heraclius a thing of the past. It is said that some of the 
imperial officers wrapped their cloaks about their faces and 
flung themselves on the swords of the enemy. Perhaps some 
dim memory of the great Casar prompted them to this; 
Armenians, Greeks, Isaurians or Bulgars, in the final agony 
of defeat they conduEted themselves with a fortitude worthy 
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of the traditions, ensigns under which they served. The battle 
ended. Khalid regretfully opened the dispatch which had been 
brought from Medina at the commencement of the engage-
ment. The Emirs then learned that Abu Bake the Khalif 
had taken a fever and had died even as had the Prophet. On his 
deathbed Abu Bah' commanded thm Omar should be his 
successoras Khalif, and that certain of his own should be sold 
to meet the expenses the people had been put to for his main-
tenance during his reign. Further, he had commanded that 
the momenta decisive vittory had been gained in Syria Khalid 
should return to Irak to reinforce Mothanna. So passed away 
the firm of the Khalifs. His dash was as his life had been, As-

rested, honest and simple. His last thoughts were of Islam 
and the Modems, of obedience to his stet's commands and 
the spread of his master's faith. Omar.na took over the charge 
from Abu Bakr', and on the very night of his death hid him 
to rest m a grave beside that of the Prophet. Henceforth

yesha never came to mourn into the room of the dead save 
striedy and decorously veiled as in the presen. of a stranger. 

VIII. THE LOCUSTS 
0. Syria 

The moment Omar assumed ofEce of Khalif he gave vent 
to his personal dislike of Khalidbbn-Walid, of whom he had 
ever been jealous and with whom, but for the good offices  of 
Abu Bake, he would have more than once been engaged in 
adkual combat. 

By the same post which brought the news of Abu Bakr's 
death came an order for the degradation of Khalid from the 
rank of Emir, putting him for ever under the command of 
Abu Obeyda. However, the original discipline of the Moslems 
wm such that this provoked neither disunion no recrimina-
tion among the I.ders, and henceforth, although Khalid 
fought for Islam in a subordinate Fosition, he fought with the 
woe indomitable courage and skill as he had when supreme 
commander.  Omar, who seems, like his colleagues, to have 
been endowed with a kind of miraffilom strategm talent, con-
duer,d the whole course of the Syrian campaign from Medina. 
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Here are his orders to the Ernie after the battle of 0100 

Yarmuks "The enemy must be struck in his vitals." "Com-
e by rating Damascus, which is the key of Syria." " Hold 

Pahl, Homo, and the distrift of Filistin in awe with cavalry 
while you press Damascus." " When you take the city, place 
Yazid and his army in charge of the town and distrifh and 
dispatch thethree otherEmirs and their armies to take Fahland 
destroy the Roman army encamped there." " When this has
been accomplished Abu Obeyda and Khalicl will proceed with 
their forces to Horns Shurabil and Amr will remain in the 
Jordan Valley to coTilete the conquest of that region and sub-
sequently Filistin. mil these operations are concluded the 
other four armies will aft in concert, and the supreme com-
mand will rest with the Emir in charge of the region where 
aftual hostilities are =Eng place." 

Against soch organizauon and strategy, so deliberate and 
methodical, rt ayes not to be expeffied that the dislocated and 
shattered forces of the Romans would make much resistance. 
Damascus surrendered alter an obstinate resistance, arid the 
inhabitants were given the usual choice of tribute, of or 
death. What was the precise result of he,t  mposition of these 
terms it is a little hard to discover, that th whole of the civil 
officials, the soldiers, many of the clergy, and a few of the 
native families departed, that a certain proportion of naives 
baame Moslems, and that the rnajonty preferred to t pay 
tribute, would, I expeffi, be a pretty accurate summary of the 
event. The Syrian Christians themselves were perhar. bu-
little affeEled by the change at first. The justice, adninustra-
tion and law of the Romans at the time of Heraclius was pro-
bably a mixture of intrigue, corruption and blackmail, and 
whether a man was plundered by a Hun or an Armenian with 
a Greek name or whether he was robbed by an Arab Emir, 
would matter:but little. We must bear in mind that for the 
empire of Constantinople there was no enthusiasm save in pro-
portion to the measure of safety or wealth it assured to its 
subjeas, and that neither of these benefits had been very 
noticeable to the generation then living. 

Hence I thnk we may assume that when Yazid took charge 
of Damascus 

10
 was much the same city that Heraclius had 
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visited a few years previously. The merchants were still in their 
shops, the monks and nuns m their sacred houses, the beggars 
and without Lhe,  hTut e,sheydo uulttlt,erss 

day. I 
al

the 
mmsu  kicn,

square, perhaps, the desert Arabs pitched their tents or 
encamped in the Governor's palace with much dirt and dis-
order, but otherwise there must have been hut little change. 
Greek remained the official and business language. The Arabs 
had nothing to bring but the Koran, and, being by nature 
neither savages nor barbarians, they were glad to avail then, 
selves of the arm and learning of their converts and vassals. 

The strategic commands of Omar were obeyed to the letter. 
The distrid of Damascus was conquered completely, from the 
outlying fortress of Tadmor or Palmyra to the town of Derast, 
every Christian post or castle was taken and occupied. In the 
Jordan Valley the last remnants of the Roman army of the 
Yarmuk were utterly destroyed, Tiberias and its surrounding 
cities were captured, while FilistiK the last refuge of the 
Romans, and North Syria were separated 

bees 
solid and corn-

pa& block of country entirely cleared of t  enemy, entirely 
subjefted and unlikely to revolt.. 

z. In Irak 
Mothanna, whom we left in Irak guarding the newly con-

quered lands with an attenuated and depleted army, soon 
began to feel the want of the troops Khaild had mken with 
him to Syria, and applied to Omar for reinforcements. The 
need of the Mealeme on the Euphrates was nation indeed. The 
Persians, who had slain or blinded most of the royal princes and 
princesses, had by a process of gradual attrition reduced the 
number of possible claimants to a considerable extent. At last 
only two Princesses remained to contest the vacant throne. 
One was viEtorioos through the aid of Rustem, Governor of 
Kharrassan, who, having blinded the less f ortunate rival, made 
his client the Princess Buren Queen Regent of Persia. 

For a moment there was a lull in the intestine quarrels of 

.171% ::,,SIZMI:11',`17.7.7,:.°4-1.,:,7 am " 
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the Persian nobility. Rustem, who seems to have been a man 
of some ability, rapidly reorganized the Persian forces, gained 
over many of the lords who had surrendered to Khalid, and 
with their assistance prepared to expel the invader. In the face
of this determined advance Mothanna was obliged to rwreat 
from Irak, evacnate Hire and fall back with his weakened army 
on the desert border, there to await the succour he had asked 
Omar to send him. 

These Mixes, under the command of Abu Obayd,` woo 
reached Mothanna, who was thus enabled to set out upon the 
reconquay of the lands he had been compelled to abandon
At first success attended the arms of the Arabs. By superior 
strategy they contrived to attack and defeat in detail to 
Persian columns who were operating in the vicinity of Hiw.. 
The Persians retrsed, and tim native Arabs once more sub-
mitted to the Moslems. However, Rustem had by no means 
exhausted the powers at his disposal, and was able to dispatch 
from 1Vladain a formidable array of troops to arrest the Moslem 
adance. 

As far as may be judged from the amounts given, this army 
was the most effeaive the Persians had yet gathered together. 
Rustem himself having lately come from Khorasan, had pro-
bably brought in his train numbers of the Turks and other 
warlike inhabitants of the north; he had also contrived to 
enlist the services of many of the mountain tribes from the 
Kurdish highlands above the Zab, and the presence of a number 
of elephants in his line of battle suggests that he had probably 
gathered together allies from India and the east. The fait that 
he standard of the King of Kings was borne before the troops 

would lead us to infer that the army of Rustem was no longer 
a mere local levy, but in fa& an imperial army such as had 
enabled Khosrau to march to Constantinople. 

It is interesting tonotice that this final martial array of 
the Empire of Persia bore a great resemblance to that pre-
sented by the last of the Parthian Kings when on the eve of 
the dissolution of his monarchy he turned back and overawed 
the legions of Macrinus. Rustem entmsted the command of 
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this great army to a noted Persian general, named Bahman, 
who proceeded immediately to that point on the Euphratrs 
where the Moslems were encamped. The two armies were 
separated by the great river, winch, however, was traversed 
by a bridge of boats at the very polo t where the two forces 
were stationed. On his arrival Bahman immediately sent an 
embassy to Mothanna and Abu Obayd, asking them whether 
they dared cross and give him battle or whether they chose 
to hold their ground and await him. 

Abu Obayd, succumbing to that quixotic instinek of chivalry 
which Islam was doing so much to stifle, accepted the Persian 
challenge. In spite of the appeals of Mothanna, he ordered the 
Moslems to pass over and deploy along the Persian from. 

In the ensuing battle Abu Obayd reaped the reward of his 
folly. The Arab horses would not face the elephants con-
fronting them, and the Moslems were obliged to fight on 
foot at heavy odds. The Persians charged home in overwhelm-
ing numbers, and the Arabs, deprived of the accustomed sup-
port of cavalry, were unable to oppoetse the attack. Abu Obayd 
himself was crushed under the fe cif an. elephant, and his 
ghastly fate was the signal for general panic. The bridge gave 
way under the crowded weight of numbers, hundreds leaped 
into the river itself, and only the division of Mothanna held its 
ground. 

This gallant band did much to minimize the disasters of the 
day by keeping the Persians back until the bridge had been 
repzired, when they retired in good order. 

The whole of this defeat presents a peculiar resemblance to 
the reverse at Mute, when Bedawin chivalry organized dis-
aster and Bedawin common sense in the person of Khalid 
covered the flight of an army whose foolhardy general had been 
slain. 

The followers of Abu Obayd dispersed and fled, and Moth-
ana, with his gallant remnant of some ik000 men, represented 
then total effeEtive forces of the Moslems Mak. The case of 
Al Islam looked black indeed. Mothanna could only hope to 
tetire in good order before the advancing Persians, and the 
fruitful province which but yesterday was within the juris-
ditlion of Omar was once more engulfed in the Prssian 
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Monarchy. But Mothanna was not pursued, for hardly had the 
din of battle subsided than news was brought to Bahman tha t

yet 
another revolution had burst out in the capital, that a

r olted Governor named }Inman was at that momem 
threatening Madain with a large army, and that his master
Rustem was in immediate danger. 

The Persian array hurriedly retraced its steps eastward and 
Mothamsa and Iris weary men were granted a respite. 

Omar in Medina hastened to dispatch reinforcements to his 
hardly-pressed lieutenant in the east. Tribes who, on account 
of their former perfidy, had hitherto been forbidden the privi-
lege of joining in the holywar were now granted the inestimable 

privilege of dying for the faith. Thousands flecked to eke 
mooed standards eager to spread the doftrines they had 
rejefted, and in a short time Mothanna's army Wde again 
ready to take the field. Before the Moslems advanced a second 
time they received additions to their numbers that even the 
most sanguine could have hardly expefied. Not only did 
Bedawin auxiliaries pour in from the south to sustain the 
Modem army, but two important tribes from North Mmopo-
tamia* also threw in them lot with Mothanna and aban-
doned the Persian cause and the Christian religion for ever. 
Reanimated by this unlooked-for increase of his power Moth-
anna once more advanced toward the Euphratm, where he 
was informed a Persian army was encamped. This latter force 
was under the command of one of the princes of the home d 
Mihran and had been dispatched from Madain by Rustem, 
who, having compounded with his rival, was once more firmly 
established in power. 

The Persians, elated by their former vidiory, crossed the 
Euphrates and attacked the Moslems, but Mothanna was 
now fighting on his own ground, and, supported by masses of 
irresismble cavalry, he completely shattered his audacious 
enemy. Mihran was slain and his army put to flight, the fugi-
tives being pursued to the very walls of Madain. The vietory 
gave the Moslems opportunity of which Mothanna readily 

• Sums., enough, they had come southward to sen horses, even as do the 
Sham.. and Anne.-day. 
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availed himself. Hira was reoccupied and a campaign of re-
conquest undertaken with great vigour. 

The mobile bands of horsemen scoured the whole of the 
hods between the two rivers, burning, destroying and sacking 
the dwellings of such as had played false to the cause of Islam. 

The radius of these two operations extendulfrom the Khabur 
in the north to Tekrit in the east and the swamp in the south. 

Wittily that region the whole country was systematically 
cowed, converted or destroyed. So crushing had been the de-
f mt of Mihran that for nearly a whole year the Persians were 
unable to assemble an army or take any offensive measures to 
interrupt this fatal industry of their enemim. The Persians 
were obliged to remain inaEtive, not on account of the inca-
pacity of their leaders, the poverty of their exchequer, or the 
unreadiness of their troops, but because no Royal King of 
Kings could be found to mount the empty throne. The pride 
of the nobles and governors was such that no one of them would 
obey any save a Royal Prince of the true linej their provinces 
were wasted, the enemy bearded them in the very suburbs of 
Median, but still they would not bend their proud necks to 
even a temporary diet  or regent. 

At the last moment a Princess, who had been a concubine 
of Shariar, fine unfortunate son of Khosrau the Conqueror, 
announced that she indeed had borne a son, that he had been 
reared in smrecy and so escaped the Imife of the executioner. 
The Persians eagerly grasped at this opportunity of reconsti-
tuting the monarchy, and perhaps without making a very 
strid inquiry into the reputed heir's antecedents, eagerly 
acclaimed him as King of Kings. Under the leadership of 
Yezdejird Persia was once more united and, outwardly at 
least, presented a very fair semblance of her former strength 
and power. Omar quickly realized how serious an enemy was 
now confronting the army of the faithful in the east, and 
decided to push on every man at his disposal to its assistance. 
The elders of the council at Medina must have felt that the 
crisis in their fortunes had now arrived. If they lost Western 
Irak once again it would pass out of their power for ever. 

The situation was certainly grave. Not only had Persia sud-
denly revived into a martial and united empire, but Moth-
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nna, who had steered the faithful through so many storms and 

difficulties, fell sick of an old wound and was unable to con-

So serious was the danger that Omar was at fi rst inclined to
proceed to the frontier in person, but on being dissuaded he
appointed Sad, the Emir who fought by the Prophet's side at 
Ohod, to take charge of the army of Irak. 

Sad immediately proceeded to Irak, carrying with him 
considerable reinforcements on his way. On reaching the bor. 
ders of Irak he encountered the bulk of the army of Mothanna, 
from whose leaders he learned that their Emir was dead and 
that he was alone in supreme command. On taking charge of 
the army Sad followed very exaffly elm lines which Mothama
had indicated as those cakulated to achieve ultimate success. 

South Mesopotamia, or Irak, was one of the few regions of 
the Persian Empire which had known no serious wars within 
the memory of that generation. The chaos and bloodshed of 
revolution had been confined within the walls of the palace or 
at least of the capital; the intensity of cultivation, the bigness 
of the population, the multitude of cities and dependent 
villages were all in the favour of the invaders. The more pros-
perous and highly civilized a country is the more keenly dos it
suffer from the effetts of war in general, and predatory and 
irregular war in particular. 

In the desert a raid is a merry  sport, the loss of one thousand 
camels a matter of regret, the death of a warrior the subject of 
an ode, the capture of stock a cause for rejoicing, and the 
whole course ofhosrilities a keenlyexcitingform of amusement, 

Due in a rich and crowded country irregular hostilititt carry 
with them a host of unbearable miseries. In spring the crops 
are trampled under foe summer summer they are fired; the villages 
are wrecked, the towns bankrupt, communications destroyed, 
canals and engines of irrigation suffered to decay, and the 
unhappy population confronted with otter ruin. 

Thtte taffies were pursued by Sad the Emir wieb relentless 
severity. By incessant raids he galled the Persians and irritued 
their subjeffb, by harassing their smaller towns and cutting up 
their lesser detachments, and continually offing on an irregular 
offensive he kept them in a continual state of alarm, curtailed 
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their powers of concentration, disorganized their system of 
supplies, and mutilated their interior commerce. 

The not connate subjetts of Yezdejird implored him to put 
m end to their torments by a decisive battle, and although the 
situation was by no means favourable to such a proceeding it 
was impossible for the Prnce to remain deaf to ther entreaties. 

At all hazards 
hexing

  of Kings decided to marshal his army 
and strike one desperate blow et Mo leksive yet terrible enemy. 

Yadejird concentrated the who of his forces at Madain 
and placed them under the commanderf Rustem and diretted 
that we  to march upon Kadesiyah nr Hira. 

If we required proof of the terrible effettiveness of the 
policy of Sad, we should find it in the fa& that the chief 
difficulties the army of Ruffed experienced on its southward 
march 

are
from a want of supplies. When it is remembered 

that Irak had always been the chief source f rom which the food 
of formes Persian armies operating in the north had been 
drawn,. we shall find this circumstance striking enough. 

During the whole period of the Persian advance the Arab 
bands had 

or
without giving battle, concentrating 

at Kadesiyah, where Sad himself was encamped. At a slight dis-
tance from this point Rua  halted, perhaps hoping that the 
invaders would retire into the desert. However it soon bettme 
evidem that Sad was ready to give battle; accordingly the 
Persian general prepared to attack him. Ahhough it had been 
by slow and painful degrees that the array from Madain had 
made its way into the territory of Hire, it nevertheless pre-
sented a formidable array when it finally assembled. 
torians have computed its numbers Cr perhaps not less than 
120,000 horse and foot, assisted by a body of 33 armed ele-
phants. It was marshalled under the famous banner of Khos-
rau, and if a Persian army could have been fired with enthu-
siasm certainly that of Rustem must have had sufficient cause. 
The Persians were fighting under a popular and able leader, 
for their rightful and sovereign lttd, the descendant of a long 
line cif mighty kings and conquerors. They were about to 

t ack an plum and hereditary enemy, who now appeared 
tonly as plundering freebooters, but as destroyers of their 

sacred religion, which, whh the kingship, was one of die 
33s 
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symbols of their national unity. The banner which Rustem had 
raised had Ian been unfurled at the battle of the Bridge, when 
the Persians had learn ed that the Moslems were not uncon-
querable and could flee with the most scepti.I of unbelievers. 
If the army of Sad could but be dispersal, there would be no
others to follow in its wake for many a long day, for before the 
Persians stood the whole of the Moslem army. The Persians 
must have realized that this battle would be final and decisive, 
them were no armies in rear to assist either party, no reserves 
upon vahich to fall back, and crushing... complete and deci-
sive vietory were the only alternatives of a general engag .tneet. 

To the Moslems the fortune of the day was equally impor-
t.t. They were confronted with the low of all the rich terri-
tories that Khalid had won for them, all the converts  had 
accepted their creed, all the borty they had made thew own. 

Both Rust  and Sad appeared to realize the intense 
gravity of heelt  ruggle on which they were about to embark. 
For several days before serious hostilities were commenced 

the 
not of peace but of war, passed frequertly between 

the camps of the opposing armies. At length the field of battle 
was decided upon, and both forces prepared for aflion. 

At the last moment a sudden illness confused the Emir Sad 
to his bed. Reludantly he gave Khalid the eon of Arcata charge 
of the troops and bade him fearlessly lead thefaithful to vittory. 

The contrast prrt.ted by the two armies must have been 
striking in the extreme. On the one side we see the glittering 
array of the Persians, gathered around Ruston, who, after the 
ancient eastern custom, surveyed the field from the eminence 
of a throne of gold raiaed upon a portable dais. To hi, .igla 
and left the barons and lords of Iran headed their squadrons 
and cohorts of re tainms andmemat- whileabovethewhok 
mass of the army towered the huge dark formsarms  of the elephants, 
bearing on their backs wooden castles filled with marksmen. 

Opposite stood the ragged gathering of the Moslems, now 
carefully marshalled in a disciplined and ordered host. Every 
thousand was commanded by a veteran Emir, every hundred 
led by a trusty Shaych, every ten ca rained by a seletted 
warrior, every man imbued with a fierce and determined 
drtire to conquer or to dm. 
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Up and down the ranks marched poets, singers and reciters 
of the Koran, urging and encouraging men already almost mad 
with excitement. The warlike words of the Prophet mingled 
With the swinging verse of the desert bards, the e.emporized 
couplets of the moment rang out amidst the mighty words of 
prayer and the shrill treble notes of the Arabs' charging war-

The final issue commenced with Hodieric duels between 
champions of either perry, which evertually merged into a 
close engagement. 

From morning till evening the no armin remained locked 
in close fi ht. When the evening .me neither side hod gained 

'able advantago and the weary troops drew oil to n 
snnoatCE ra' season of rest—the Arabs somewhat disheartened, 
since  their horses would not face the elephants; the Persia]ns 
holding their ground, unconquered. With the morning of the 
second day the uncertain battle recortnenced with r
doubled fury. By way of revenge for the panic the elephants 
had spread among the Arabia h  herds of camels covered 
with streaming rags and cloths were driven against the Persian 
cavalry, whose steeds took fright and fled in consternations 
stUl no decided advantage was gained by either side. The 
Persian nobler bore themselves with superb courage, bearding 
the Moslem leaders in the honor press of battle, driving back 
the wildest charges of the frantic Arabs at every point in the 
field; but if the Persians drove back the attack of they assail-
ants, so were they themselvrt hurled back when they ventured 
to the assault. Once more the sun sank to rest and once again 
the warrior, withdrew from the still undecided field. With the 
first streak of the dawn of the third day the equal and bloody 
contrtt was again resumed. The Persians battled with bravery, 
but when the Moslems smacked they seemed inspired with a 
new-f.nd confidence. Soon it was se® that they had received 
an immense and unexpeEted reinforcement; hosts of fresh 
horsemen and infantrymen added further power to the 
terrible onsets of the preceding day. This fresh assistance for 
the fainting Moslen was composed of that division which 
Khalid had cartied into bedy on the eve of the battle of the 
Karnak, and which Omar  dispatched to the help of Sad 
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the moment it could be spared. By some freak of fate the 
lethargy of the Persians had allowed this division to be with-
drawn from Irak for the final undoing of the Romans; now the 
fatal inaaivity of Heraclius permitted of its returning to com-
plete the destruCtion of the army of Rioter. 

The Persians struggled on throughout the day, but the 
fates fooght against them. They still held their ground, but 
were unable to do more. The elephants were driven forward 
as a last resource in hops of breaking the Moslem line. At 
first the huge beasts carried all before them, but at last one, 
maddened with the pain of a wound, became uncontrollable 
and rushed up and down the line of battle between the two 

mks. The remainder, stricken with panic, followed suit, and 
fora time the aftion was suspended, while either side stood 
dumbfounded, watching the careering, of the infuriated herd. 
Presently the distrafred brutes, after striving vainly to find 
an exit from the battle, hurled thenuelves against the Persian 
line. Breaking the ranks of their masters, they trampled a 
deadly way through the army, and with one accord, dashing 
across the Euphrata, vanished down the road to Madain, 
leaving panic and disorder behind them. Once more the 
Moslems charged upon the broken Persian ranks, once again 
the army of Rustem endeavoured to repel the attack. Darkness 
came, but with it no lull in hostilities. Throughout the livelong 
night the hoarse, confused noise of battle continued, the 
rumbling of the distant charge, the roaringe of the Emirs, the 
yelpings of the Bedawin warriors, the fierce calls to God for 
assutance, the neighing of the stallions, the shrieks for mercy 
and the howls of savage triumph seemed all the more horrible 
in the impenetrable obscurity. Till dawn the issue of this 
hideous strife was yet uncertain, but the fi rst glimpse of 
morning light served to show the Persians fleeing, broken, 
panic-stricken, and utterly routed; the valiant Rustem himself 
slams the army of Yezdaird dispersed and Irak a defenceless 
viaim at the feet of the conquerors. The land of Babil, which 
for one thousand years had been an Iranian hands, now fell 
back once more under Semitic dominion. 

Mnia Sore. 
(To be continued) 
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THE DIRGE FOR DORIS 

c
s) li, to think dull earth must press 

That white bosom, veil those eyes, 
Hiding all the loveliness 

Of fresh fields and cheerful skies: 
Oh, that suns most rise and set, 

Light and shade each other chase, 
when the morning dews are wet, 

O'er the grass that hides thy face: 
And the wandering mountain-bee, 
Heard no more, draw near to thee, 
Humming all the golden noon 
To deaf ears his drowsy tune. 
Softly, softly shall the snow 
O'er thy grave her mantle throw, 
When the winter nights are long 
And 'us dark at evensong. 

JAMES BARTON 
(in Denys of Auxerre) 

NENIA 

SICGINE, duke caput, tenebris obnubet °cellos, 
Sic niveum peaus terra tenebit inns, 

Prato ubi velans vernantia ruris honore, 
Aethere ubi nitido rider amoena dies? 

Sol ignes refera quos vespereconcliclit undis: 
Alter ant rapidas lumen et umbra vices: 
Praeque diem venien, lacrinai.s rorabit Eous 
Gramina qua e celant heir! aeons omne tuum. 

Florentivolitans Hybles apie immemor aestu 
Irrita mukebit murmuresomnifero. 

Cumqueferent gaidam matura crepuscula notlem 
Molle tibi stemant vellera cans 
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TWO SONNETS. 

I F one might always clasp Thy pierced hand, 
Climbing with Thee; and 'math the planed 

them 
Might see the steadfast lo by sin unworn, 

Y the

Would the heart toil Thy toil from earliest morn 
Till latest night, and joyful share the scorn 

That falls on Thee and all that with Thee stand, 

Haw lightly then, and with no lingering glance, 
Would be passed by all ways of pleasant ease, 
Since Thy ways have no fellowship with these, 

E'en as a mother nursing her child's pain 
Turns from the empty music of the dance, 

Sickened at thought of sharing joy so vain. 

II 
But ah I how often on the climbing hill 

A sudden veil of fog, thick, cold, and wet, 
Strikes in the climber's face, and seems tole 

His further going. Lonely now and chill, 
He weighs los vanished Lord's remembered will 

Against the living homes beneath him set 
Of men that climb not. Will he press to yea 

That is loves test—in exile to love still. 

A child could love while looking in love's eyes. 
The man hears now with shamed thanks the call 
Of warriors who the true-love way have trod, 
Of flaming-heart Teresa, and of Paul, 

And thine, true priest, who rising biddest rise, 
And all the nation of the sons of God. 

Pmna7 0903. 
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SCHOOL NOTES 

Tim following were the school officials f or the term: 

Captain of the School and Head Monhor . N.J. Chamberlain 
Monitors . . F. W. Long, B. E. Burge, L T. Williams, 

R. J. Power, E. J. B. Martin, G. E. Farrell 
Captains of the Game. . E. J. B. Martin, r G. McDonald 
Librarians of the Upper Library. J. 0. Kelly, H. F. Marton 
Librarians of the Middle Library C S. Crams, N. Pialmick 
Librarians of the Lower Library . J. L P. Douglas, A. Pollock 
Journal Committee . . C. IL Simgoo, J. B. Smith 
Football Committee . . N. J. Chamberlain, L. T. 

Williams, C. B. Collison 
Captain of the Fifteen   N. J. Chamberlain 
Hockey Committee . . N. J. Chamberlain, B. E. 

Burg, L. T. Williams 

Tim following boys left at the end of het term: 5. D. Telfener, 
J. L. Lacy, IL Hickey, 0. S. Barton, J. and G. Heslop. Our best 
wishes accompany them. The follovnng boys joined the school: 
R. G. Agnew, A. F. Corbels, H. Renwick. 

is 
Coematerecasnotts to Noel J. Chamberlain, who was elected to 
an Exhibition in Modern History at University College, Ox-
ford, in January. 

M
Amer to V. Knowles, the winner of the Ampleforth Society 
Scholarship. 

M • M 
Tug building operations on the gymnasium site proceed apace, 
in spite of some difficulties in the getting of materials. Bags 
bust nslos desiderabos. Let no add this further much, one surely 
of pMgrant sorrow, to the life-story of that great man. But it 
should not be long before we have the completed struaure. 
The position is (Smelly south of the theatre block. The plan of 
the building is not intri and even the lay mind can follow 
its simple outline.. The maincate,  portion Is, of course, the gymna-
sium proper, measuring eighty feet by forty. On the east, lying 
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along the length of the building, will be a covered shooting 
range. To the south are two covered courts for Rugby fives, and 
the heating apparatus. We believe the future will see more of 
these courts, placed to the south of the two that are building at 
present, but th.e are as yet on the knees of the gods. May we 
soon have profit of this welcome addition to the school build-
ings. 

We neglected to record a change ice the horarium introduced 
at the beginning of last term. Night preparation for the Upper 
School was abolished, and the time thereby lost to work was re-
captured by mailing half-past seven the supper hour. 

Dm MAJESTY'S General Post Office has seen fit to barmy on us 
sub-post office of our own, which figures in the Postal Guide 

as Ampleforth College. It Is tempor.ily homed in the cottage 
at our gates. Some doubt exists as to whether the move is 
altogether a disinterested one, but it is a small mercy, for which 
we are very properly thankful, while hopeful that it will smn 
be converted into a postal and telegraph office. Its present 
shelter was for many years the cottage of a very old and faithful 
servant, our herd Cawood—a familiar figure in the fields in 
front of the school—who died this winter. R.I.P. 

TIM winter months have not been favourable to the progress 
of the work of levelling near the Ball Place, but a good begin-
ning of a large scheme has been made. In completion is, how-
ever, a kng way off, but things have " looked up " unce an 
ingenious amateur succ.sfully engineered a light railway for 
expediting the removal of the enormous mound of earth con-
ernd. 

We have to thank the Swarbreck family, who have given two 
stained glass medallions of the armorial bearings of the 
Swarbrecks. Several others, we understand, have been given 
but they have not per appeared. We hope to record the names 
of the donors in our nextissue. 
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Noes. C111.1113IIIRIN and Cothbmx Collison were chosen ea play 
for the Public Schools XV against Liverpool. 

As the choir must keep'ts bow strung all the 7ar, so it may 
justly claim to have its pp as judged on an Inclusive view 
of all its achievements; aNually in performance in Holy Week 
is the crucial test. But this year the broader and the narrower 
view furnish the same judgment. The singing has regularly 
been satisfying and often deeply impr.sive. TIe improve-
ment in tone has been great; great, too, the advance past mere 
simultaneity of utterance to delicate expression of unity of 
feeling, and the trebles at last ing the Soles  Plain-song 
confidemly.The skill andfeelingconsistently displayed through-
out the term forecasted and ensured a satisfaHory rendering of 
the Holy Week music, and probably few while listening, say, to 
the devotional but difficult Colleges. Ponti fit, and Pant 
Hobos:mem on Palm Sunday, remembered the weakness in 
which the choir began the year. 

trt W 
Tee captain h. colleHed £8 Om. for Me Norman Potter's 
work. 

W 
We have to thank Madame Giglio for an excellent colleftion 
of music and books, which she hoe pr need to the school . a 
remembrance of ViElor Giglio. Nothing of yiaor Giglio's 
could be more valued by us, for he was ccrtamly one of the 
best pianists the school has had in the bee few years. We take 
this occasion once again of recommending Vietor Giglio to the 
prayers of his old schoolfellows. They will hardly need to be 

minded that he was one of the victims in the " Titanic " 
disaster. 

WE congratulate Dom Gerard Blackmore, who was ordained 
priest on Sunday, March 2. Also Dom Francis Primavesi, Dom 
Illtyd Williams and Dom Ildephonsus Barton, who were raised 
to the diaconate. 
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Too Upper Library has been out of use this term, but happily 
its books have been accessible. It is undergoing considerable 
renovation. When the work is finished, it will certainly be one 
of the finest rooms in the whole of our buildings. Its members 
have been lodging in the Middle Library, which in tum has 
sent down the Lower Third Form to the Lower Library. The 
billiard table has disappeared, and the billiard room Is being 
prepared as a fifth library. This latter change has been necessi-
tated by the demand for more accommodation for the Middle 
School. Both rooms will be ready for use early next term. 

T. secretary of the Fishing Club has furnished no details of 
the doings of that mysterious body, but we learn that the 
fmrs expressed in the last number of the Jommin about the 
disappearance of trout from the Halbach, after rhea ndlords' 
united efforts to ameliorate its course by the cl rance of 
vegetation within thentream and on its banb, are rapidly giving 
way to feelings more akin to hope—surely the Imo virtue of a 
good fisherman! 

WE have to record some v• aluable additions to the Museum: 
A ciborium-cum-monstrance, evidently belonging to the penal 
times (presented by Father E. C. Jarvis), an old plan of 
Lambspring Abbey (presented by Bernard Robinson, Esq.), 
several coins of the Dutch states (presented by Gaston Lintner). 
The Natural History Department of the Museum are indebted 
to Mrs Bisgood for two skins, an alligator's and a raters, ob-
tained by her in Mmico, and to Miss B. M. Corballis fur some 
birds. To all these End friends we accord our grateful thanks. 
The Napoleon death-mask has at last been suitably mounted 
and covered. This mask, which was formerly in the possession 
of the Napoleon family, is now all but unique. Them is only 
one other original mask-in existence, on that the care lately 
bestowed has come none too soon. 

a. .1. .k 
Tim new cricket ground has made good progress since our 
last issue, and work still continues. May it do so until the whole 
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large scheme h quite completed! The ereation of a second 
pavilion worthy of the new ground ought not to be postponed 
any longer. Apart from the fall! than the present pavilion is 
not situated on the new ground, we have outgrown its slender 
accommodation; but the solidity of its struffiure guarantees 
it many years of useful life as a refuge from inclement weather 
and a store-mom for the junior sets. 

Too Rackets season, which started as usual on Locum Sunday, 
has been a good one. Rumour persistently asserts that the Ball 
Place R to be taken down. It would be greatly missed and would 
with difficulty be replaced bo  other coarts. At present it serves 
many purposes, which Fives r Squash Courts could not serve. 
Hutthere is no reason why we should not have Fives and Squash 
Courts as well. Our old gamin of Rackets and Handball have a 
lot of life in them still, and because we are building Fives Courts 
we are not compelled to abandon them. Let us keep them all! 
ThemaM point m favour of the removal of the Ball Place i 
rho " view argument." If this is sound, ohm let it be removed,s
but not Ion to us. But as it stands it is surely capable of 

i 

adap-
taton, and could be an excellent feature. The work now being 
carried out it suggests the possibility of adding ))Squash 
Courts "on the other side. 

• 
THE steed which moves to and fro m the cricket ground has 
always been a source of merriment. Hitherto it has not been 
neemovry to know much ahem horseflesh to discern its weak 
points. Last year's beast evidently decided that it had no fur-
ther call to precede the mower and roller and committed 
suicide by drowning. Can it be doubted that" she did't in her 

can defenc 
successo

e "7 Its r appeared towards the end of the 
term, and is on the whole appreciated. May it die in the 
stables, whm it has men us safely through several cricket 
S.0119. 

4. .1. 4. 
Doe OSWALD HUNTER-Burt was eleffied Abbot of Fort 
Augustus ON March 03 and was solemnly blessed on April 9. 
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We offer him our sincerot congratulations and ad maims
Father Abbot was one of the assistant prelates on the occasion
of his " Blessing." 

o 
Gearxxx airships are sai▪ d to have been hovering over in !More 
than one of the school have testified to strange lights. Some go 
further and assert that while crooing " the square " from 
the theatre at night they saw a strange aircraft which was 
making in tIse direflion of the village. This, it is declared, was 
the property of our Germanic cousins. Surely the corps have 
missed their opportunity. 

Ox Easter Monday the school enjoyed time-honoured "out-
ings." The Sixth Form and Monitors went to Mount Grace, 
the Fifth and Fourth to Lastingham is Kirbymoorside, the 
Higher Third to Crayke Castle, the Lower Third to Scawton 
and Helmsley, and the Second Form to Helmsley. The Choir 
were accorded a special day at Castle Howard. These are, 
without doubt, among the best of schooldays. Would rho 
they came more frequently! But possibly they would then 
be appreciated less. A day at Fountains or Mount Grace or 
Castle Howard is not only a joy but, in part, an education—a 
statement we commend to the Head Master and his staff. 

• o 

Tim retreat this Earter was given by Dom Basil Maws n. Our 
hot thanks are due to him. It was attended by many old bop: 
C. (tines, A. Hium, J. Pike, G. H. Chamberlain, 0. L. Cham-
berlain, B. Collison, C. Aintiough, G. W. Lindsay, C. Fanner, 
W. V. Clapham, A. Clapham, H. Rochford, H. Weissenberg, 
H. W. Weissenberg, C. Clarke, A. P. Kelly, T. Dunbar, 
F. Mackay, P. J. Homo, P. A. Marti, W. O'Connor, L. Milo, 
A. F. M. Wright, D. N. Wright, M. Wright, B. Hardman, and 
C. Lowther. 

o 
THE following old bays also visited us during the term: 
P. Williams, A. F. Smith, V. Harry, J. nE. Keogh, 
W. Sharp, 0. L. Chamberlain, F. W. Wright, Barton.M Worthy. 
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nafollowina boys are heads of their forms: 
Upper Sixth, F. W. Long. Higher Third, N. Fishwick. 
Sixth, J.O. Kelly. Lower Third, T.Wekh. 
Fifth, J. Caldwell. Second, D. Rochford. 
Fourth, M. Ainscough. First, A. F. Bisgood. 

. . . 

Tax school staff is at present constituted as follows i 
Dons Edmond Matthews, M.A. (Head Mater) 

Dom Maurits Powell. Dom Ambrose Byrne, M.A. 
Dom Joseph Dawson. Dom Bruno Dawson. 
Dom Placid Dolan, M.A. Dom Herbert Byrne, B.A. 
Dom Dominic Willson, B.A. Dom Sebtitian Lambert,B.A. 
Dom Benedia Hayes. Dom Hugh de Normanville, 
Dom Paul Nevill,M.A. 
Dom Dunstan Pozi, D.D. Dom Francis Primavesi. 
Dom Justin McCann, M.A. Dom Ildephonsus Barton. 
Dom Adrian Mawson. Dom Illtyd Williams. 

10: Ildndoyv tiZ qEffj . Viti u ing and Pa in (lag). 
. F. Porter, Esq., M.D., M.R.C.S. (Mrelical Officer). 
. Blades (late Yorkshire and XI), (Cricket Prof eniond1). 

Sergeant-Major Grogan (Sergeant-Instrunlor, late Irish 
Guards). 

W. S. Hardcastle (late Bandmaster, West Yorke). 
Mrs Doherty (Matron). 
Miss 1111(4 aim:at Matron). 
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LECTURES 

DOM ANSELM WILSON 
ON 23 Dom Anselm Wilson gave a lea-rye in

the Middle Library on " Francis Thompson." This is
not the first time that we have had the pleasure of 

hearing him discourse on the subjea of poetry, and we felt 
on this occasion that it was something more than the writing 
of a great poet that inspired his eloquence. He spoke of the 
poet and Ms work with genuine enthusiasm, and ended by 
the recital of "The Hound of Heaven" and other poems. 

HERR OBERHOFFER 
Heim OBSBNOSPER'S lecture on " Chopin " was a very virid 
and interesting appreciation of the work and personality of a 
great artist. The main events of Chopin' brief life were 
explained in connexion with his various musical works. In 
this method there is a danger of seeming to suggest that the 
work of an artist can he explained by the material circum-
stancs and chance of his life, and, as a fallacious deduaion, 
that ae work of art is necessarily the reproduaion of a " real " 
experience. Into this danger Herr Oberhoffer did not lead us, 
and his method had the great positive advantage of empha-
sizing the relation between art and life, and of giving to art 
that wide human interest from which it should never be 
divorced. Particularly is this necessary in the case of a distinc-
tively lyrical composer like Chopin, for whom the symphonic 
form had no attraaion and whose genius was completely 
realized in the concentrated utterance of a momentary mood. 
The lyrical charaaer of Chopin's work was abundantly exem-
plified in the illustrations played by Herr Oberhoffer. Thos 
included the " Raindrop " Prelude, four of the Noasumes, 
four valses, two Mazurkas, the Berceuse (Op. 57),, a brilliant
example of construaion on a single recurring base, and the 
famous Ballade (Op. 47). In the course of the leaure an 
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'o'rrtsi's °Iora :072:"rsims'sruggssodsir doslIsPlaY17eerset 
technique. 

DOM MAURUS POWELL 

Doss M AMOS teamed to us on some of the Italian painters. 
As usual, his slides were excellent. The leaurer began by sug-
gesting to us the influence of Byzantine art on that of 
Northern Italy, and showed how Giotto, who was the first to 
giVe2natural and dramatic treatment to sacred themes, became 
the ideal of all who followed for nearly a century. With the 
Renaissance came a return to the pagan ideals of Ancient 
Greece, but side by side with this movement rose Christian 
sculptors and painters in some of whom the influences of 
Christian and pagan art were strangely blended.In the piaures 
of Fra Angelico the purely religious art was exemplified, while 
Masaccio, by his "Tribute Money," became the father of 
modern painting. The idyllic charm of Filippo Lippi, the 
wistful sentiment and beauty of Bottirellh the grace and the 
classic detail of Filippino Lippi, all received their meed of 
praise. Gozzoli, copious in detail; Ghidanclaja, cold infeeling 
and Dutch in finish; Fra Bartolomeo, highly spiritual and 
a colourist; Andrea del Sarto, small of soul but beautiful in 
form and approaching the Venetians to colour, were used as 
illuatrations of the development of or, until it reached perfec-
tion in Leonardo da Vinci. Finally Dom Maurus ended a most 
entertaining leamre with a very searching analysis of the style 
and work of Michelangelo in sculpture and fresco. Our best 
thanks to Dom Maurus. 

DOM SEBASTIAN LAMBERT AND DOM 
BENEDICT HAYES 

"Tits Faculty of Geography," represented by Dom Benedia 
and Dom Sebastian, announced two lettuces on the British 
Empire, embellished by lantem slid. issued by S. H. Benson's 
Lantern Leasure Bureau, and illustrative of the extent and 
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resources of India and our Colonies. The exigencies of time
necessitated a very broad survey, but the school welcomed 
with enthusiasm this patriotic and educational stimulant 
administered with much cheerfulness and prepared with great 
care. DoMry an assurance from the leelos. that they had no 
desire to drive us to the Antipodes the piEturesqueness of the 
presentment most surely awakened in roving dispositions
desire to visit these" woods and pastures new," which ere em 
country's pride. We proffer our best thanks to the leCturere. 

SENIOR LITERARY AND DEBATING 

SOCIETY 

T
HE first meeting of the term was held on Sunday, 
January 46.InPrivate BusinessMrWilliams was re-elefted 
Secretary and Mr Burge, Mr L. Williams and Mr 

Chamberlain were elefked on the Committee. 
In Public Business Mr Leese moved " That a republican 

form of government would be welcomed in England at the 
presem day." His chief argument was of a financial nature. 
Now that monarchy was divested of its real power it was an 
expensive luxury. France, as became a nation which was above 
all things logical, had thrown off the burden of kingship as soon 
as its kings had lot their pow. It was otherwise omth Ger-
many, where the Kaiser was truly an emperor. The mover 
closed his speech with some scathing criticisms of the law of 
primogeniture. 

Mr D. Long opposed. He considered England of to-day to 
be in a very prosperous condition and therefore deprecated any 
constitutional change. The French Revolution should serve as 

warning. The speaker referred to the usefulness of the 
monarchy as supplying a strong link between the mother 
country and the colonies. Lastly Mr Long spoke of the 
advantages monarchy gave a nation in the sphere of foreign 

Mr Knowles disagreed with the mover on the question of 
the relative financial merits of monarchy and republicanism. 

Mr Simpson, confirmed of the excellency of the British Con-
stitution in all its aspens, was opposed to the motion. 

A high note of loyalty was struck by Mr L. Williams, who 
drew a vivid pith re of monarchy as a source of inspiration to 
a nation in time of war. 

Mr Hayes felt that a republic was a source of higher inspira-
non than a single member of the reigning family. Returning 
to prervical details, he laid before the house an ingenious 
scheme for utilizing the royal palaces under a republicanformof 
government. 

The motion was Ion by seven votes to twenty-two. 
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On February e the Society met to hear Mr Limner read an 

instrudive and interesting paper on "The Island of Java." 
The third meeting of the term took place on February q 

Mr W. Rochford moved "That this House sympathizes with 
the Suffragette movemt." His main contention was that as 
woman had to bear themburden of citizenship she should be
allowed to exercise the rights of a citizen. The present state of 
affairs had resthed in legislation for men alone. A womth's
charter was crying need. The present agitation, with it 
methods of violence, bore a striking resemblance to man's 
struggle to gain the franchise. 

Mr L. Rochford spoke against the motion. The empire had 
a double aspenffithe public and the private.Woman's sphere was 
the home and the nursery. For the sake of the welfare of the
nation it was essential that the should not be called upon to
bear the burdens of public life. 

On motives of abstraft justice Mr Hayes supported the 
motion. Further, he considered that domestic legislation
would be safer in woman's hands. The debate was adjourned. 

On Sunday, February of, the debate of "Woman's Suf-
frage" was continued by Mr Chamberlain. He regarded the 
whole agitation as an impranlicable attempt to reconcile the 
difference between man and woman. While he welcomed their 
thlivity in local government, he held that women should have 
no part in the larger sphere of imperial politics. 

Mr Hall, who spoke next, felt that rt would be unsafe to 
allow women to vote on matters of national importance. 
They were ruled too much by emotion rather than by reason. 
Moreover, he doubted whether the majority of the women 
of this country desired the franchise. 

Mr Power hesitated to support the motion by reason of the 
numerical superiorityof the female sex. 

The motion was carried by thirteen votes to eleven. 
The fifth meeting of the term was held on Sunday, March o,

when Mr Power read to the House an able paper on "The 
Indian Mutiny." 

The sixth meeting was held on March 9, when, in Public 
Business, Mr Collison moved "That this House approves of 
the Insurance Aft." After speaking of the Aft as intended 
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primarily to improve the condition of the working classes, he 
proceeded to an examination of its details and concluded by 
smong that it had been successful in teaching employers of 
labour the duty of supporting their servants in the time of sick-

The Hon. R. Barnewall took a wholly different view of the 
Ad, which he classed with a series of similar enaftments as an 
thempt to deprive the people of their freedom and to establish 
the principles of socialism. The AM had merely murped the 
fondions of volume,' societies in the relief of eiclmess. 
The debate was continued by Messrs Chamberlain, Simpson, 
Hayes, Hall, and others, and when finally put to the vote the 
motion was lost by twelve votes to twenty-two. 

At the seventh meeting of the mrm, held on Sunday, 
Muth of, Mr Lancaster moved " Thm our present military 
force was insufficient for the defence of the Empire." He was 
opposed by Mr Lynch. After an interesting debate the motion 
was Iffit by sixteen votes to seventeen, 

The eighth meeting of the term was held on Easter Sunday. 
Several " old boys " were present and took part in a debate on 
the motion "That the present unequal distribution of wealth 
isas the greatest cause of unhappiness in the world;' proposed 
by Mr N. J. Chamberlain, who, after giving a long list of 
cases in which the burden of taxation fell unequally on the 
poor, went on to show that if this injustice were removed 
most of the evils and consequent unhappiness of their lives 
wffild disappear. 

MT G. N. Chamberlain, who opposed, denied that happiness 
was dependent on wealth. Many unhappy people were rich, 
there were many happy and contented lives among the poor. 

A lively debate/allowed, in which Mr A. J. Kelly, MI Hall, 
Mr Neeson, Mr W. Cl Mr  Simpson and others took 
part. The motion was lost by nineteen votes to twenty-six. 

At the ninth meeting of the term Mr Hardy discoursed to 
the Society on the subjeft, " Why do we read poetry? " 
testing his remarks by 

the,
reading of several beautiful lyrics. 

Hz very instruftive mid interesting paper was much appre-
ciated. 
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JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY 

THE m rth meeting of the Society was held on 
January lg. As it was the fi rst meeting of the new session 
theusual eleCtions took place, with the result that Mr N. 

Fishwick was voted Secretary, and Messrs Beech, Mackay and 
Unsworth members of the Comers-me. Mr Agnew was then 
eleffed a member of the Society. The rest of the ting wa 

very 
s 

occupied by a ve stimulating and helpful address on 
" Public Speaking" by Father Dominic. A co 

mee
rdial vote of 

thanks to him concluded the proceeding,. 
M the 212th meeting, on January 26, Mr G. Mackay moved 

" That the House of Lords should pass the Home Rule Bill." 
He drew an affeNing piCture of the woos of the sister isle, 
which were the result of the interim :me of the Anglo-Saxon. 
He ridiculed the idea of Ireland being a danger to England, and 
hid sums on the modesty of Ireland's demands. 

Mr MacMahon opposed, Accepting for the sake of argument 
the hon. mover's pirhire of the sad condition of Ireland, he 
urged chat Home Rule would multiply those evils by arousing 
internecine strife and inevitably bringing the country to a 
state of bankruptcy. He f urther called at  to the danger 
of alliance between Ireland and England's enemies. 

Mr H.Martin dwelt on all that England owed to Ireland,and 
demanded some return in the shape of Home Rule. 

Mr Beech based his remarks on the proverb, " L'union fait 
la force," and drew a lurid pia-ore of the horrors of the civil 
war which might be expeNed if Ulster's claims were not 
respeCted. 

There also spoke: Messrs Long, Morice, Gerrard, Simpson, 
Lythgoe, Le Fevre, Barton, hold, McDonald, MacPherson, 
S. Lancaster, Unsworth, R. Liston, Heffernan and C. Craven. 
The motion was lost; votes for, nineteen; against, twenty-
four. 

The at gth and 214th meetings were occupied with the 
motion, "That the Government should include women 
in the Franchim Bill." 

Mr Unsworth was the mover on February 2, and argued 
from the absolute need for feminine influence and knowledge 
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in as branches of legislation, and then drew attention 
to the impossible position at present, where the rich, well-
educated lady had no vote, but her own servants, with but 
little at stoke, and a very small amount of education, enjoyed 
the full benefit of the franchise. 

Mr C. MacPherson opposed and demanded that women 
should confine their aftivity to their natural sphere, viz., the 
household. He saw a danger in their possible presence in 
Parliament. 

Sixteen other members spoke, among them Mr Beech, who 
said that it was clear from the mad or rather criminal an
of the militant suffragettes that women were naturally un-
balanced in charader and liable to hysteria, and hence their 
entrance into politics would certainly give rise to embarrassing 
situations in international and other gtestions. 

The adjournment of the debate was proposed and carried. 
Mr Hawk well opened the discussion at the next meeting 

(February g). He proved, with oh, aid of a wealth of historical 
allusions, ranging from Sparta to the Boards of Guardians 
of to-day, that women have shown their capacity to take part 
in the govorsinent of the country.) 

Mr Beech opposed, showing how the feminist movement in 
general was undermining the family life. 

A spirited debate ensued, in which fifteen embers took 
part. The motion was lost by a majority of one Votes: For, 
nineteen; against, twenty. 

At the stgth meeting, on February 16, Mr Meld moved 
"That Esperanto should be adopted as the Mend lan-
guage." He dwelt on the need for greater facility in inter-
national communication and proceeded to show the simplicity 
of Esperanto. 

MrWehh opposed. He argued that there was no call for such 
a language, and said experience, from the 

To
of Babel to 

the multiplicity of and dialeNs, showed that its introduc-
tion would be futile. 

Mr S. Lancaster developed this last point; asked interesting 

he 
quarsons about the language used by Adam and Eve, to which 

himself supplied somewhat origiml replies. 
Viscount Encombe urged that the interests of the Peace 
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Conference would be promoted by the introduetion of 
Esperanto. 

Seventeen other members spoke. The motion was lost. 
Votes: for, fourteen; against, nineteen. 

The mlich meeting was held on March a. Mr F. Cray. 
moved "That a monarchy is a better form of government 
than a republic." 

Mr Morice opposed. 
Messrs S. Lancaster, Bisgood, Le Perm, Simpson, Odd, 

14,Tas,,bL3 :hgoe, Agnew, Beech and Father Paul took part in 

The house showed its strong monarchical sentiments by 
supporting the motion by a majority of thirty-two. V..: 
for, thirty-five; against, three. 

The myth meeting, on March 9, considered the motion:
"That capital punishment should be abolished." Mr Manson, 
the mover, described the brutalizing influence of this made of 
punishmem on those concerned in its inflrition, urged the 
danger of miscarriage of justice, and held that more efficacious 
modes of punishment were at hand, rendering the death 
penalty unnecessary. 

Mr J. Morrogh-Bernard, in opposing, said the death penalty 
was necessary as a deterrent from serious crimes. The sickly 
srntimentality of the day, which shed tears over the fate of 
the vilest murderer, was a distressing feature of modern 
civilization; the alternative, viz., long imprisonment, merely 
hardened the criminal. 

Twenty-two membem continued the dismission, and Farber 
Bruno also addressed the meeting. The motion was lost by ten 
votes to thirty-two. 

At the rfith her  on March r6, Father Bruno and Mr 
Hardy were present as visitors. Mr Blackledge moved:" That 
aerial navigation is a danger to England." He said England's 
strong defence was her insular position. The introduthion of 
aerialnavigationdeprivedher of this proteflion: she ceased to be 

" 'Phis f ortress built by Nature for herself 
Against infeEtion and the hand of war." 

The Government had recognized the danger, and had made 
3S 
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regulations abouz the entry of air-craft into England, but these 
palm were so f utile as to bring ridicule on this country. 

Mr Knowles opposed. He described the precautions taken 
against aerial invasion, and outlined a plan of defence. He said 
the utility of air-craft in war was much exaggerated. 

Viscomt Encombe, in 
the

the morion, lamented the 
comparative lethargy of the War Office in the formation of an 
Aerial Corps. Mr C. Rochford proved that the chief use of the 
aeroplane in war was for scouting. Sixteen other members and 
both the visitors spoke. The motion was carried by twenty-five 
votes to eighteen. 

On Easter Sunday, March a3, the ar9th meeting was held. 
The following visitors were present:Father Placid Corballis,Mr 
F. Corballis, Mr Hardy, Mr J. Pike and Mr Lowther. Mr G. 
Simpson moved "That the press stands in need of reform." 
He pointed out that the bad style of the journalist dmtroys the 
taste for good literature, that the information was often very 
unreliable, and that detailed, sensational accounts of crime lead 
to further violation of the laws. 

Mr L. Lancaster, in opposition, based his arguments on the 
principle of liberty, and showed the good done by the modern 
press in checking headstrong politicians, and in showing up any 
corruption that existed among public men. Mr ffield instanced 
the Marconi inquiry in support of this last statement. Nine 
others spoke, as well as Mr F. Corballis and Mr J. Pike. The 
motion WaS lost by one vote. Votes: For, 19; agaimt, an. 

At the zsoth and last meeting of the session, on March 30, 
Mr J. Bisgood moved: "Thai the construthion of a Channel 
Tunnel is now necessary for the welfare of England." He 
showed how the expendriure would be quite justified by the 
certain prospe& of Immediate and large profits—the greater 
facilities for transit of goods would develop made, and larger 
numbers of visitors would come to m from the Continent when 
the dreadful demon of the deep, mai de ma, had been circum-
vernal. The tunnel, he argued, would also ensure food supplies 
to this country in time of war if our fleet should chance to 
meet with a reverse. 

Viacount Encombe opposed. National sentiment, he said, 
was against such a scheme; we could afford to run no risks; 
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there was no guarantee that France would always be our ally. 
Expense also was to be considered, and the great difficulties of 
contruCtion to be faced. He outlined an altmnative scheme of 
ferrises, as a safer and cheaper plan of meeting the need. 

When ten other members had spoken, as well as Father B enediet 
and Mr Humphrey Johnson, who were present as visitors, the
motio was put to the vote and lost by seven votes to thirty-
seven. n The vote of thanks to the Committee, Secretary and 
Chairman concluded the meeting and the session. 
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FIRST THURSDAY SPEECHES 

F
EBRLIARY 6.—A concert took the place of the usual 
February speeches. it was much enjoyed. We give the 
programme: 

Overture Gillet Orchestra 
" Mildest proposituro" (Song) The School 

Ueda ohne Worm," N6 6 Mendebthen Ether y 

(Dam) 
eTheColden Vanity" (Song) From Folk- Burge 

Songs 
" Shepherds' Dance " (Violin) German Bow.. 
"Forty Tens On" (Song) Booth The School 
"Art Maria" (Violin Quar. Hens. Door Joseph, Emery L 

tenth Power r, Knowles r 
"Flevideput parrultsa" (Song) The School 
"Nursery Rhyme, (Songs) R. R. Terry Lon is, Welsh, Kelly II, 

Le Fevre, McMahon, 
Lythgoe 

"Myosotis" (Violin) Lomb* Pewees 
"The Vethron's Song" (Song) The School 

March.—" Speeches " were held in the Theatre on March 6. 
The First Form, in "The True Story of the Hare and the 
Tortoise," caused much mirth. I. G. McDonald spoke very 
well, but the preparation of some of the others had evidently 
been curtailed. The musicians were good. 

Scams (Op. 10, No, 3) (Pion) Beethoven Barge 
" La mai.. queFierre a hatie" Second Form 
" King Alfred and the Cain" G. K. Che, Fishwick 

"Omer Beach" Mayhew  Simpson n 
nob, 

"The True Story of the Hare E. Pailyarts Pint Form 
and the Tortoise" 

Bolero (Violin) Harman Irnowlea 
"The Flaunted Palace" B. A. Poe Gibbons 
Gavotte in G (Violin) Carl Bohm Powers 
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" Say Not the Struggle Nought Clough Leen 

Availeth" 
"School Revisited" Byron McDonald 
Fantasia (Violin) Caccia Welsh 

Aprils—The April speeches were held on the day before 
the" break up." The programme was a welcome return to the 
epic of a few years ago. The music was particularly good. In 
" The Death of Wallenstein " Manson recited well. 

"The Death of Wallensmin " &tiller Lower III 
(Trarulated dy S. T. Coleridge) 

Rio-deed II. Deposition of she Kiog. Sdakeleare 
Richard Farrell 
Biehop of Carlisle Emery 
Northumberland Lttons 
York Leach 
Henn Bolingbroke Lancaster 

Midninotter Night, Dream. The Mechanics' IlLhhaketptare

Hipp MacDonnell it 
Quince (Prologue) Blackledge 
Wall Ma wson 
Moonshine Loughman 
Lion Power„ 
Pyramus Pitmen/el 
Thisbe Bisgood It 

Bercevac (Violin) Ludwig Welch 
&Poo e 

"Radio Nights " (Piano) Srtiphee Emery t 

Chanson Polonaise (Violin) Iriesiacooki Know,. 
Soren (Violin Quartette) Meaddeeda /Power,, Knowlea 
Golden Saute (Violin Qua, Purcell %Emery k Welsh 

tette) 
"There Swings the Mellow Routed Trebles and Altos 

Midnight Bell" 
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OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 

TILE following boys joined the contingent at the begin-
ning of the term: J. Barton, Hon. C. Barnewall, C. 
ffieftl, Hon. M. Scott, L. Spiller, G. Cuddon, A. F. 

Corbels, C. Robinson. 
The following promotions were ported at the beginning of 

term: 

To be Corporals: Lance-Corporal Hall, Cadet Leese. 
To be Lance-Corporal: Cadet J. Kelly. 

The band, which was only started last term, has already 
gained some proficiency. All its members are not equally 
skilful, so that as yet there does of always exist complete 
unanimity as to the notes, but both they and their preceptors 
ere to be congratulated on the good results attained on so short 
a period. Two new members have been added—Cadets Lynch 
and Gerrard. 

Two shooting matches were arranged with Giggleswick 
School, but we were most unfortunate in having two really 
cold days on which a strong gale was blowing. This makes a 
considerable difference in judging the relative merits of the 
team, for Giggleswick shot their rounds on a covered range—a 
luxury shortly to be ours. We were accordingly beaten in both 
matches—on the first occasion by ten points and on the second 
by seventeen. The following were the scores of our teams: 

Colour-Sergeant Williams 
Corporal Hill . 
Corporal Leese
Cadet C. Lancaster 
Cadet Dobson . 
Cedes W. Smith . 
Cadet Craves 
Cadet W. Martin . 

Slow Rapid 

es to 
16 so 
.4 ,
re e8 

s7 „ „ 
r6 18 

— — 
eel xa3 
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SKONO MAWR Row Rapid 

Corporal Hall. m 03 
a6 aq 
a5 a6 

a) . 
18 

o; 
We have to congratulate Sergeant Simpson on gaining 

" Certificate A," and to condole with Col.-Sergeant Wdliams, 
who was unable to enter owing to sickness. 

The event of the term as far as the corps was concerned was 
the Field Day at Beverley. We had been invited to the Public 
Schools "field day" at Rossall, but the journey was pro-
hibitive. Accordingly some of the Yorkshire schools held one 
of their own at Beverley. They were joined by the regulars 
from the East Yorkshire Depot. After an early bre:Mast and a 
distribution of rations, we fa' in on the square and marched to 
Gilling, where we entrained for Beverley. We arrived at the 
aceoe of operation, eta quarter to eleven, and she attack began 
immediately. We suffered no casualties, though at the outset 
we lost two scouts. Unfortunately the " pow-wow " was too 
late in the afternoon for us to attend, but Major Berthon, 
commanding the depot at Beverley, wrote to our 0.C.: "I 
was sorry your corps could not remain. I particularly wanted 
to congratulate your boys on the estelleat way they shaped.. 
We arrived home at half-past seven, after the best oh days. The 
efforts of the band were greatly appreciated, not only by those 
where duty it was to march with them, but apparently by the 
denizens of Oswaldkirk, who turned out in force. We were 
expeaing every moment that the story of the Pied piper was 
to be re-enafted before our very eyes; but happily only the 
human population were moved by the thrilling strains. 

We have to thank Mr Cussons, of Kirbymoorside, for a 
continuance of his First Aid leetures, accompanied by most 
helpful demonstrations. 
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Corporal Leese 
Corporal Long. 
Corporal Caton 
Cadet Dobson . 
Cadet W. Smith 
Cadet Caldwell 
Cadet C. Loncatter 

RUGBY FOOTBALL 

ITH the 
dame 

me 
a

gainst seasonGiggleswick on March 8, gainst 

Wfollowing am gy the tabulated remits of the matches: 
our secon cant,  to an end. The 

pp 
Royal Scots Greys 
rocklimpon School 
St Petals School 
Ripon School
Yorkehire Wanderera 
St Peter's School 
Harrogate Old Boya 
Yocklionton School 
Royal Soots Greys 
Giggloswick School 

Poi. 
Roads For Aga,. 
Lost 3 so 
Won , o 
Lost t a 
Won o 
Lost o so 
Won al 3 
Lost 6
Won ofr oe, a. 
Lou 3 8 

Total r3o 11, 

The record of four wins and six losses is unsatisfaCtoty from 
" league " point of view; but then the league spirit is 

fortunately foreign to English Rugby. The Scots Greys, 
Harrogate Old Boys and Yorkshire Wanderers are first-class 
dub sides, and are so heavy forward that a school fifteen is 
grady 

ehry 'aliCtalrier'da any hthopeeTbeti rfgorthohose rd174 -To °ifn inter-
school school matches were lost, one against St Peter's School, by the 
narrow margin of two points. This defeat was amply avenged 
in ohs mum pen, when Aampleforth won by twenty-one 
points to three. The other defeat WM at the hands of Giggles-
Mos, who on the day's play deserved their vietory. Unfor-
tunately, we were without L. T. Willie., and as the run of 
the game went this made all the difference. Williams seems to 
be the onlyplayer who can keep up to W. A. Martin. Martin's 
pace in due game took lira time and again through the 
Gigglawick three-quarter line, but he was unable to beat the 
back single-handed, and in Williams' absence no one could 
keeps ufficiently near him to take his pass and the openings he 
made. Throughout the year the best of the pack have been 
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N. J.Chamberlain(Captain),E. J. Martin, C. B. Collison,W.G. 
Chamberlain and F. G. Morrogh-Bernard. At stand-off half 
J. 0. Kelly was a great asset, both in defence and attack. He
was to some extent handicapped by the slow passes of L. K 
Rochford from the base of the scrummage. Thu was a serious 
weakness in the team's play, though Roffiford was a good 
defensive player. Williams, as has been already inclicated, was
invaluable as a partner to Martin. He was presented with a 
number of easy-lookin tries as the result of openings made by 
Martin, but that his snoring was not by any moans effortleu 

his well brought out by the utter inability of anyone to take 
place with success. Martin (left-centre) and Farrell (right 

wing) are both possessed of great pace and dash and a thorough 
knowledge of the three-quarter game. Simpson (right-centre) 
was the necessary link between the two, and, though rather 
deficient in pace, knows how to draw the defence before giving 

improved towards the nd of the sewon. 
;tectraZ, Atfa padnt of an of mblieg, 
whole, a good back, and there was always 

' 
mum hope soil he 

was beaten. His touch-finding was very good. As far as seems 
probable at present, eight of the fifteen will be available for 
next season, so that we should start 0903-4 with rather more 
than the nucleus of a really good side. The following were the 
school fifteen: Back, I. G. McDonald; Three-gasmen, L T. 
Williams, W. A. Martin, C. R. Simpson and G. E. Farrell; 
Forwards, N. J. Chamberlain (captain), E. J. Martin, C. H. 
Collison, C. S. Cravos, W. G. Chamberlain, W. P. St Leger
Liston, R. J. Power and F. G. Morrogh-Bernard. 

The Second Fifteen were unlucky in having many of their 
games scratched. They won thmr three inter-school matches, 
one only, against St Peter's School, with difficulty, and should 
provide 

next y e
First with a satisfadory complement of 

good players. F. G. Doherty, C. Knowles and G. F. Mansfield 
Hall are all promising  "area,"t  and 0. J. Colliaon may 
develop into a really good stand-off half. The fonvards were all 
good, H. J. Emery, G. L. Beech and J. M. Gerrard being 

PP
the most prominent in the matches. nthpathetic 

apprectation of the fifteen by E. H. . Sewell, a photo-
graph, appeared in The Daily Graphic of March of. 
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ASETLEPORTH V. HARROGATE OLD DOTS 

played at Ampleforth on January z9, and ended in a win for 
Harrogate by three goals and two tries (twenty-one points) to 
moo tries (six points). Owing to a cold, Farrell was unable to 
pig, and Hall took his plme at right wing three-quarter. The 
game opened altogether in favour of Harrogate, and for the 
fint quarter of an hour we were quite unable to keep the ball 
away from our line. The Harrogate backs, among whom was 
Depledge, the Yorkshire County three-quarter, were always 
exceedingly dangerous when in possession. A few minutes after 
the start  dever movement on the " blind " side of the 
unammage let in Depledge, who, when tackled by McDonald, 

passed to Barrett on the wing, who scored far out. A few 
nutes hter McDonald fumbled an awkward-looking punt 

from Depledge, who followed up quicldy and scored. This try 
was converted. The School forwards then got into their stride, 
and with a great rush took the ball to the Harrogate twenty-
five. Here one of their haNes, in trying to punt, missed his 
kick, and the ball went out to the left just over the Harrogate 
goal-line. Appleyard and Williams raced for it, but the bounce 
of the ball favoured the former, who snapped it up, ran the 
whole length of the field, and, easily handing off McDonald, 
scored behind our posts. Depledge kicked the god. The rest of 
the Boo half was rather in favour of the School. Our forwards 
began to get possession more frequently, and though the 
" threm " were on the whole outpaced, one very well executed 
movement cordmp e by Williams, who outflanked the 
defence and  in the corner. The goal kick failed. 

In the second half play was even. The school forwards at 
first quite held their own and played with great dash and 
confidence in the loose. Eventually a fine piece of dribbling led 
to a try by Collison under the posts. The goal kick, a perfedly 
easy one, failed. Only seven points behind, Ampleforth pressed 
hard for a time, but were ultimately beaten off. In the last five 
minuus Harrogate mored twice and won as stated. 

ARIPLITORTH V. POCCLINGTOW SCHOOL 

This inter-school match was played at Ampleforth on 
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February la, and resulted in a win for us by six goals and six 

'® (¢8 pp ' s) ro nothing. The tries were scored by Williams 
Simpson (a), Doherty, Collison and N. 

. Chamberlain. Kelly kicked the goals. Doherty was played on
the wing for Farrell, who was unable to turn out  owing to a 
cold. Ampleforth soon scared. Some desultory play in the 
Poddington twenty-five led to the ball going out to Doherty, 
who had an easy run over on the right. After this the game 
resolved itself into bouts of passing among the Ampleforth 
backs occasionally assisted by the forwards, and tries came 
quickly. Simpson took up the scoring, going in near the posts 
after 

completer
bewildering rho defence with a series of feints. 

At half-time the score was: Ampleforth twenty-one points, 
Pocklington nil. The secondhalf was largely a repetition of 
the firvt. The forwards invariably got the ball in the scrum-
mages. Kelly was muck in setting rho "threes " going, and 
Martin and Williams exhibited on the left a pace and under-
standing of each other's methods the quite outpointed the 
defence. From the speaators' point of there w  game loft 
nothing to bedesired, though of course there was an entire 
absence of match-excitement about it. Pocklington deserve 
much praise for the way they played up right to the end. But 
for the consistently good tackling of Hepton and Wood, the 
score would have been even greater. 

AMPLEPORTRI V. ROYAL SC= GREYS 

This match was played at York on February ro, and was 
won by the regiment by three goals and nine tries )forty-two 
points) to nahing. The score as not deceptive in suggesting 
that the teams were ill-matched, yet during three-quarters of 
the game the contest was spirited, and during half it was 
nearly even. In strength and weight and their scientific use 
the Soon Greys were greatly superior, but the Sohoory 
persevering tackling and fine erycution of combined move-
mryts delayed fora time the effea of this superiority. Daring 
the fi rst quarter of an hour the Greys were always attaching, 
and scored three tries, of which one was converted. Them was 
no further score before half-time, nor during the earlier part 
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of the second half. The School backs again and again took the 

ME to the Greys' twenty-five, only to lose possess ton there, 

and the forwards, by combindfoot-work, repeated) y reached, 

but never passed, the point at which the ball has to be picked 

up and carried over. But the School's attacks were not only 

lea formidable than their opponents, they were more costly. 

For, unable to obtain the ball by the peaceful method of the 

scrummage, the school players had to seek it at the hands or 

feet of men who were heary and fast. moo they so often got 

it was creditable, but rho effort required made the organization 

of their counter-movements difficult, and left them exhausted 

when there was still twenty minutes for play. D.ing this last 

period their defence broke down, and the Scots Greys scored 

nme times. 

ARIel..0PORTIE V. OROOLERVVICK 

This match was playedatAmpleforth on March 8, and 

resulted in a win for Giggleswick by a goal and a try to a try, a 

score which well represents the comparative merits of the 
sides on the day's play. It was a fine game, fought out a a great 
yrve and with full measure of that friendly ferocity fot which 
Rugby dove gives scope. The play was not, as might be 
mpeded in an even game, mainly in mid-field. Each side took 
turns in testing thoroughly the defence of the other, so that 
the alternting hopes and fears of the spervators had time to 
develop as peculiar intensity. For some time after the start 
Ample:forth pressed, and forwards' rushes and backs' The

ms frequently ended very close to the goal /Me. The 
effeCt of Williams' absence was at once aparent. His initiative 
and dash and his sympathy with for would have greatly 
intrerved the dunces of a win for Ampleforth. The play 
,hangad to Me other end of the field, and first on one wing and 
then on the other the goal line was in imminent peril. In the 
loosc the packs were evenly matched. In the scrummages 
Giggkswick were just the stronger, and secured the ball 
slightly more often. What was much more serious was that 
Rockford, at " scrum-half," was no match for his very capable 
opponent, with the twofold result that the Ampleforth backs 
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often derived little positive benefit from the success of their 
forwards and suffered unduly from their failure. For perhap;
ten minutes the struggle continued in the Ampleforth twem, 
five, until at last, just when the defence roomed about re
prevail, a Gigglesovick forward obtained the ball, broke through 
the &firma wombs of a loose scrummage and scored near the 
flag. The try was not converted. Then Ampleforth took a turn
in prolonged attack, and failed by the same narrow margin n
before. Shortly before half-time the ball returned to the
Ampleforth half—well within it—and a particularly ficfic 
struggle followed. At one moment an Ampleforth player—
indistinguishable in the throng—was seen to touch down just 
in time; aoon afterwards, on the opposite wing, an opponent 
owed the line with the ball, but was safely removed from the 

field by McDonald. From one wing to the other the play 
passed with bewildering rapidity, until at last a Giggleswick 
three-quarter dashed over the line and scored near the comer. 
The try was converted with a beautifully judged kick. 

Early in the second half, Ampleforth, aided by Kelly's 
excellent touch-kicking, took the play to the Giggleswick end 
of the field. There was a scramble of a vigorous but indefinable 
End, and the ball rolled over the goal line. Beech followed it 
and scored. The place-kick failed. Thenceforward the play was 
less varied, though not Icss strenuous. Ampleforth proud 
almost continuously, with short intervals of desperate defence. 
Several times Martin got dear every from all his opponents 
save one, but Martin has no wiles, and to-day he had not 
William and he fell an easy prey to the full-back. The oeverily 
of the sstruggle increased as the available minutes became 
fewer, but the Gigglethick defence was successful and there 
was no further score. 

The following played for Ampleforth: Bask, L G. Mc-
Donald; Three-grants!, G. E. Farrell, C. R. Simpson, W. A. 
Martin and G. D. Bob;ed H4f-barks, J. 0. Kelly and L. H. 
Rothford; Forwards, N. J. Chamberlain (captain), W. G. 
Chamberlain, E. J. Martin, C. B. Collison, C. S. Craves, 
Power, C. P. Liston, and F. J. Morrogh-Bernard. 
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HOCKEY 

T
HE early Easter and bad weather combined to shorten 
the Hockey season this year. The Eleven are to be con-
gratulated on winning the few matches it was possible 

to play. Both in attack and defence the team has improved 
conriderably since last year, though there cannot be said to 

be any players of outstanding merit. On the other hand, there 

is no weak player in the side.The problem of the full-backs was 
ultimately solved by the inclusion of Mackay, who was pro-
moted from the Second Eleven. Though inclined to get out of 
his place r good deal, his pace generally enabled him to get 
back in time, and be proved just the player to pattner 
who, though sound, is not quick. At half-back McDonald 
on the left proved a tower of strength, Ms stick work being 
perhaps the best on the side. W. G. Chamberlain (centre-half) 
breaks up a combination well but does not food Es vfings suffi-
ciently. L. H. Rochfotd (right half), if weak in taking part in
forward movement, was always quite good in defence. Of the 
forwards Kelly (outside lef t) is a clever player; his stick work was 
consistently good, and his centres hard and well judged. 
L. T. Williams (outside right) was kept out of most of the 
matches through illness, and though Roll, Emery and Gerrard 
were all fairly capable substitutes, Williams can take the ball 
donor the wing more surely and swiftly than anyone else who 
has been tried. Burge, W. A. Marrin and N. J. Chamberlain 
were the insides. The last two wer more prominent in the 
open and Burge the beat in circle.e Though not the greatest 

goal scorer, he was quite the best shot on the side. Appended 
re the results of the matches and the tear. 

v. Mahon, won, nine goals to one. 
v. Poddington School, won, nine goals to nil. 

v." Old Boyo," won, four goals to two. 
v. Ripon School, won, three goals to one. 
v. St Peter's School, York, won, two goals to one. 

Total, twenty-seven goals to five. 
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FIRST Ehavni.—Goal, G. L. Beech; Full-barks, C. B. 

CoBison and F. G. Macke, Hatt-barks, L. H. Rockford, 
W. G. Chamberlain and I. G. McDonald; Forwards, L. T. 
Williams. B. E. Burge, W. A. Martin, N. J. Chamberlain (cap. 
twin) and J. 0. Kelly. 

" Colours " were given by the captain to McDonald, Crib-
son and Kelly. 

The Second Eleven lost to Ripon School Second by one 
goal to nothing and beat St Peter's School Second by eight 
goals to one. 

The following played for the Second Eleven: Goal, E. C. 
Leach, Full-barks, E. J. Martin (captain) and J. G. Dobson, 
Hay-basks, J. C. Caldwell, W. Eon Liston and F. J. Doherty, 
Foments, J. M. Gerrard, H. J. ery, G. F. Mansfield Hall, 
D. J. Collison, and H. J. Marron. 

ATHLETIC SPORTS 

THE Sports this year took place on April 7, the day 
before the Easter break-up. In consequence of the very 
large number of entries the heats were run off on the 

6th, when the Hurdles and High Jump were also decided. 
The track was placed this year in the southern half of the new 
cricket field. Consistently wet weather interfered almmt 
wholly with prathices. Indeed it was only possible to get on the 
track twice before the Sports were held. On the day itself ohs 
ground was soft and holding, and a rather strong cross breeze 
blew during most of the events. This makes the " times " read 
poor, though we are convinced the aftnal merit of the per-
formers was not less than is desirable on an occasion of thh 
sort. In one event, the Third Set Hurdles (boys 03-54 ymn 
of age), A. T. Lon 

above
 up a great 

timer
peomance in beating the 

record for the set  him. His for the ten flights of 
hurdles (the height in this set is 3 ft). was not sec. He was 
pressed the whole way by J. Morrogh-Bernarth who seemed to 
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be leading slightly over the last flight, but was beaten by less 
than a fom in the run home. ho the First Set Hurdles Farrell 
and W. A. Martin took a long lead from McDonald, but both 
came to grief, and McDonald took the me. The Quarter-
Mile Race in the First Set produced a good finish between 
Farrell nod Martin, the former just winning in the last few 
yards. The competition in the Second Set was rather spoilt 
by the absence of Mackay, who was ramble to run owing to a 
cold. Caldwell had almost a walls-over in every event for which 
he entered. This year the Upper School were divided into 
Divisions for purposes of colleMive competitions. This did 
much to encourage emulation and was partly responsible for 
the large number of entries. The prizes were given out in the 
finning. We wish to thank very sincerely Mn Bisgood for the 
gift of a very handsome Challenge Cup for the Champion Ath-
lete of the School, and Mr F. J. Lambert for the splendid 
trophy he has presented for the First Set Hundred Yards, an 
event Mr Lambert won himself at the Ampleforth Sports of 
MM. Mso to Mn Daly fora handsome prize, Colonel Ander-
son, Mr C. H. Farmer and Mr W. Sharp for Cups presented 
respetlively for the Cron-Country Race, Quarter-Mile, and 
Hurdles, the best thanks of the School are due. Appended 
are the names of the winners of the Cups and a complete 
programme of the Sports 

The " Bisgood " Challenge Cup (for the Champion Athlete 
of the Year), presented by Mrs Biegoodi GERALD E. FARRELL. 

The " Anderson " Cup (Cross-Country Race), presented by 
Colonel Anderson: IAN G. MeDomm. 

The " Farmer " Cup (Quarter-Mile), rimmed by 
Mr C. H. Fanner: GERALD E. FARRELL. 

The " Lambert " Cup (Hundred Yards), presented by 
Mr F. J. Lambert: WI FRED A. Maoris. 

The " Sharp" Cup (Hardt.), presented by Mr W. Sharp: 
ALFRED T. Lox. 
Cm ggragate Cup (for Champion Athlete of Junior School): 

IL I. INIELIN 
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THE GOLF CLUB 

THIS year Golf has not  ettain. d the popularity of 
former years, and the untiring Secretarim have so fi r
failed to find a remedy. The eristin members are well 

inoculated with the Golf germ, but unlike its old self and 
kindred germs it has not been' catching." But it must not ho 
thought that the Club is suffering from moribundity; this is
only a climafclerie. When the crisis has pmsed, and its more 

pushing " rival" Rugger " is less novel, Golf will step forth in 
all its old strength. In the meantime some improvements have 
been off edted on the course, notably the relayrng of one of ths 
greens. At Easter a match was played with some of the " Old 
Boys," who ended " one up." The School Club consoled itself 
with the thought that all the talent displayed had been fos-
tered on the Amplefonh coune. The Secretary wish,, to thank 
the "Old Boys" for their handsome subscription towards 
meeLing the expenses of the Club. Finally we have to record 
that the "Maywood Prize" was won by W. P. Liston, who 
beat Killen by the small margin of two strokes. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB 

THE gclivities of the members of the Photographic Club 
have been greater than ever. The ubiquitous camera is 
alternately a source of anxiety and of joy. For SCenn 

from our lives are reproduced with unfailing regularity. The 
unwary and the unfortunate find records of much they fain 
would forget. But it cannot be doubted that the camera is 
popular, even with those who use it not. Many areats willing 
Maims! The photographer, animated by purely mtheric 
motives, may exist, but he is a rasa evil. For the most part he 
" 0 out for fun," too often successfully. The quality of the 
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Club's work is undoubtedly improving, although desire not to 
miss "something good " too often ends in undue haste and 
under-oxPosure. The number of photographic albums is 
increasing, and with them comes greater care of details, upon 

M  are naturahsts, 
and hope to produce a fine series of " Nature " photographs 
in the summer term. 

April was selefiled fora special expedition to Coxwold, 
having in view the many interests of the home of Laurence 
Sterne and the beauty of in environs The seletlion, as it 
turned out, was singularly appropriate, for members starting 
with the intention of entraining at Gilling, one and all missed 
the train, and fell to walking. The sun was high in the heavens, 
and, in the words of the poet, 

waesbwingg brightly, 
"Shining with allits might" 

The few drops of rain that followed were regarded merely as 
the Ent efforts of April to do its duty by the flowers. But on 
the approach to Newbury Priory and Comvold the rain began 
M deadly earnest, continuing until late in the afternoon. On 
in cessation, some of the more enthusiastic, desirous of not 
appearing that which they really were, turned back to photo-
graph the ruins of Byland Abbey, long after they had been 
fins passed. The only other photographs taken that day were 
groups of the band of unhappy brethren. 
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OLD BOYS 

CAPTAIN B.
!o.tjh?}telirreMjit \nVc;"atIZgbyi.‘" 

boon

Mr MATTHEW Hon AX was selereed (without competition) by 
the Liverpool Education Committee to design new Coundl 
schools. 
Mr W. V. CLAPHAM has passed his Intermediate Law examina-
tion. 
Mr C. AMSCOUCH has obtained a commission in the Manches-
ter Regiment. 
Mr WILLIAM Bremer has gained the degree of DoEtor of Let-

at the University of Mlinster. 
Mr A. P. Remy has played for Trinity College, Dub/in, at 
Rugby. 
Mr SmAllT LOVES/ is tea planting in Ceylon. 
Dom Avsakm PARKER gave some of the Sunday Conferences to 
the Catholic undergraduren at Orford last term. 
Dom PAVE. Naomi and Dom Causirna SHEPPARD preached a 
course of sermons in April at Westminster CathedraL 
A successful gathering of" Old Boys "took place on Januarys; 
at the Imperial Hotel, Birmingham. This was the fourth 
centre of reunion for this year. Father Abbot presided. Mr 
.1. W. Dawn gave the toast of "Alma Mater," Mr V. G. Gos-
ling " The Guests," and Mr A. J. Gateley proposed " Father 
Abbot." All concerned in the organization of this funEtion, 
more especially Mr J. Pike and Mr V. G. Gosling, ire chief pro-
moters, are to be congratulated.By the way, theme. card was 
a work of art and its compositor ought not to remain nameless. 

A 

Wa ask prayers for the repose of the souls of John Pegge, who 
entered the School in r870, and of Mr Steinman, an old friend 
of Arnpleforth. May they rest in peace. 
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s
O water hat been found on the thirsty hillside at Oswald-
kirk—water in millions and millions of gallons, with a 
pressure sufficient to Ht it ha away up to the hilltop, able 

short notice to serve up an all  of twenty 

mom per diem to each of the 6,000 presumably un-
hed or imperfealy washed inhabitants of the vale 

between Oswaldkirk and Mahon. A turnover of 07o,000 
gallons per diem is a handsome income—or should 
ive say " excome "1—from an eight-inch pip, and if 
the other printed version of the fa&s, telling of rp,000 gallons 
an hour, be correEt, the output is next door to miraculous. Of 
its quality we can only say that, like mercy, it is not " strained " 
and will not need the filter; neither is't shordas die nether 
millstone, though it is likely to have some similar substa 
in its composition. The analysis is not to hand. " There is limence

this sacin this  too." We believe that the water will prove to have 
about the same degree of hardness as has of our College wells, 
lower than thee of the Holbeck, but greatly higher than that 
of the decently soft stuff from Ampleferth. 

Ai 
PROFESSOR KENDALL, at whose advice the well has been sunk, is 
reported, in the York, hirs Herald, to have " laughed heartily" 
the pretensions of the divining--rod expert. The laugh, as-

suredly, is on his side in this instance. The' conjuring trick " 
on the other side of the valley, at Amotherby, has called up 
waters from the vasty deep in vain. Our ovm roarer-wizard 
is at present prospedling for water one other things in "the 
land of opportunity and hope " and cannot appear to answer 
for himself. It would be presumptuous for the like of no to 
speak/or him. We once walked solemnly about the hillside with 
a forked haul held were duns arum in our hands, and it refused 
to misbehave itself; we walked dose to, and all around, and 
above, and arrow, a covered-up well—it lay low and did 
nothing; when, a little later, the rain fell upon it, and it 
remained unmoved w though in a land where no water is, we 
threw it away. In other men's hands the twig may show casual 
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symptoms of hydrophobia, or some such complaint, but are 
we able to diagnose just .aftly what these symptoms mean? 
However, let us say of Father Basil Clarkson that he has a very 
genuine faith in his owl, gift of divination with the rod. We
may say also that we know of at least half-a-dozen notable 
triumphs of his in finding water where experts have been at 
fault. Moreover—and this we think tells best in his favour—we
have never heard of his shirking a difficult water-problem when 
it presented itself, or of his making a r.1 blunder when 
tackling it. 

sli sli tli 

Am the countryside knows that Father Basil discovered an 
excellent and constant well-spring on the same hillside and in 
the same line as that sunk by Professor Kendall. It was in nue 
for many years and was closed only when the College made 
common cause with Ampleforth village in a joint water scheme. 
True, Father Basil stoutly and openly declared that the tradt 
of land between the College and Oswaldkirk was barren and 
unprofitable for ordinary well-sinking. But he did not doubt 
that there was plenty of water to be had if you bored deep 
enough down to get at it. We say whether Father 
Basins rod was or was not sensitive to wirelesscannot ele. messag.from rho 
other side of Soo feet of solid rock and clay. But we can say 
he was not looking for any, nor was he prepared to take any 
not,. af them. He had in mind well-sinking of the country 
village variety, not of a costly steam-driven artesian pipe, 
boring like a gimlet, through the crust of the earth to a depth 
(34z feet) suggestive of the shaft of a coal-mine. 

Sous of Professor Kendall's geological remarks will be a 
novelty to many Ampleforth readers. We had better give his 
words as they were taken down by the reporter. "There exists 
down this valley what is known to geologists as a 'trough,' by 
which I mean two walls of rock laid in horizontal fashion on 
each side of the bed in the valley. This trough extends from 
the mouth of the Tees along the line of the Cleveland and 
Hambleton Hills, and takes the turn round the comer of 
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Rowlston Scaur, and down the valley which stretches towards 
Mahon. On each side of the valley there is a similar barrier 
of rock and the water is pressed underneath this below a bed of 
the Oxford clay." Professor Kendall pointed out that on "the 
north aide there was a huge quantity of limestone r.lr, and 
with layers of Kimmeridge Clay pressing no the body of 
water underneath, which caused it when tapped to spurt out 
ofo the bore-hole. This was beca.e the formation of the rock 
prevented its .cape upwards.'

or B 
A coon deal of this formal statement clash. with our appres 
Masten of some geological fails we have gathered at hap-
hazard from various sources. The rock of our hillside is, we 
think, invariably designated asMiddle Oolite and cannot, 
therefore, be standing upon layers of Kimmeridge Clay, since 
the Kimmeridge Clay belongs to an upper and more recent 
formation resting on top of the Middle Oolite. The further 
side of our valley is coloured in a recent geological map as Lower 
Heine, and we should have thought it is the clay of this forma-
tion (Cornbr.h) beneath which the vrater has been found. 
The strwa from east to west across Yorkshire and Lancashire 
ate tilted on their edges, leaning diagonally from west to oast 
If we take a dozen ooluous, whose normal position in a book-
shell is flat on their faces, one on top of the other, volumnone, 
the earli.t issued, lowest, and volume twelve, the lat.i, 
top, and then turn them over on their front edges, letting 
them lean diagonally towards our left hand, we shall have
rough sketch of the arrangement of the strata looking at them 
from the south. The top volume (twelve) is the Red Chalk of 
Flamborough Head; the next (eleven), west of this, is a thin 
strip of Greenland; the next (ten) is the Upper Oolite and 
Kimmeridge Clay of the Rye Valley and of the Ampleforth 
surface; the next (nine) is the Middle Oolite of our Hamble-

n Hill, beyond this (eight) the Lower Oolite of our valley; 
then (sever)the Lias Yearsley Moor; then (six) the Marls 
of the Vale of York (at Boroughbridge), then (five) the New 
Red Sandstone; then (four) the Magn.ian Limestone (at 
Amon); and then, after outcrops of two Carboniferous strata, 
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comes, lowest and earliest in point of time (one), the Red 
Sandstone of the Lancashire coast. Of course, we do nm 
affually find thuse formations in straight lines: the strata are 
crumpled up and there are twists and bends and faults innu-
merable. But at one time these strata lay one upon the other 
with the Lfficashire coast at the bottom and the Plamborough 
distriff on the top. We have not seen the record of the strata 
pierced through in the boring operation. But we should have 
supposed the waterf °and to be underneath a LowerOolitebed. 
The dip of the rocks in our valley should be from Yearsley 
Moor to a point at the foot of the hill behind the College. 
Very likely our geological conceptions are old-fashioned—Pro-
fessor Kendall is the leading authority—and it is certain that 
soon or later they must need revision. But are they and our
atlasaltogether mistaken? 

B B 3s 
As Professor Kendall remarks, our valley is a trough—it is in 
the nature of a valley to be a dish of some sort, with one, at 
least, of its sides broken down—and a portion of the ilambledon 
watershed you its drainage into it. But what connexion can 
this trough have with that other trough which empties itself 
into the sea at the mouth of the Teat Is they not a traff of 
hilly country—the Cleveland range—between our vale and the 
Tons valley? Our trough has its two ends knocked off and is, 
therefore, eminently unfitted to contain even its mann water, 
from Was a brook makes westward to the Swale and thence by 
the Ouse southward to the Humber; from Was another 
brook flows eastward and make for the Derwent, and theme 
again by the Ouse to the Humber. It is very difficult to con-
ceive water pouring into the trough through either of the two 
ends by which it is accustomed to flow out of it. 

B B 
Jr is common knowledge that from Ampleforth village to 
Stonegrave the hillside is barren of streams,and an ascertained 
faff that the drainage of thew atershed is lost ton evy by perco-
lation through the imerstices of the rock. The fissures and 
holes are innumerable. Some of them are cleavages, which, 
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apparently, emend nearly from the summit to the bone. One 

that we came across in quarrying stone for the new monastery, 

gith an opening that a thin man could just squeeze through, 
was of so cavernous a depth that we made use of it as a sort 

of dustbin for the debris and sweepings of the quarry floor. 

We thouht we deteffid the sound of water at the bottom of 

it. Let usg say that most of us have been of Profesffir Kendal's 
opinion that at the base of the hill, all along the line, there is 
water to be had if we go on boring till we reach it. But we did 
not conceive of the vale. being in its breadth and length a sort 
of shallow underground lake. We had ideas of hidden pockets 

nod reservoirs of water communicating with, and relieving 
themselves by, thin streams moving eastward along a floor 
of some impervious stratum of rock or clay. We wonder if Pro- 
furor Kendall is justified in his theory that the force of the 
outflow at Oswaldkirk is due to the pressure of the super-
incumbent rocks upon a thick skin of clay above a body of im-
prisoned water, which squirts through the new bore-hole as 
through a prick in 4 water-cushion when someone sits on it. 
It is, of course, possible, and the Professor knows vastly more 
about such matters than we do. But the theory does not take 
our fancy. It seems to clemffid the supposition of a great solid 
body of water very closely imprisoned—if diffused throughout 
a water-bearing stratum it would not, we imagine, be suffi-
ciently sensitive to the pressure. It seems to require that the 
stratum of clay be already very tightly compressed, and more 
flexible and compaff than is usual or natural with beds of 
day, and also that the lateral thrust of the reds, relieving the 
downward pressure, should have, by some chance, been inter-
fond with. But we write as one less wise. Professor Kendall's 
theory may have evidence in its favour we are not acquainted 
with. He is a man of very great experience and learning. 

ffi ffi
kr Slate in the day to say how pleased we are that our brethren 
of Fon Augustus should have chosen as Abbot the fi rst Head 
of our Oxford House, our most excellent and esteemed friend, 
Father Oswald Hunter Blair. But we have not had the oppor-
tunity. May we say that we have hoped and believed that 
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day would come when he would bee ummoned to rule over the
House and Community which owes so much to him? We have 
known by our own experience how well fitted he A for the 
position of Superior, and am confident that the Community 
Will be happy and energetic under hie rule. May God be with 
him and bless and prosper his work! 

sls e 
We referred to the Golden Jubilee of our old friend, Father 
Ildefonsus Brown, in our last number. It will interest our 
readers to read the sequel: 

PARBOLD PRIEST'S GOLDEN JUBILEE 

PRESENTATION To THE Veer Rev. FATHER Snow, O.S.B. 

APPARCIATION mom Am Com Arm So-noes 

The Very Rev. Father Brown, 0.S.B., of Our Lady and All 
Saints' Church, Parbold, has attained his golden jubilee as a 
priest of the Roman Catholic Church. It is not given to many 
men M Holy Orders to attain such a diatinttion, and it is only 
fitting that the event should be signaltted in a manner com-
mensurate with such an important and interating occasion. 

thee  ment public attention when the guide 
in matters spirituel has, so far as has been humanly possible, 
been a living example of his great Mote, and hoe invariably 
exhibited a broadmindedness and tolerance for the beliefs of 
other denominerlooalists, without in any way subordinating 
his love for his own particular Church. These exemplary traits 
have endeared Father Brown to pm/Fealty everybody in his 
own immediate world of Parbold, non-Catholic equally with 
members of his own faith; in a phrase, the real and sincere 
esteem and affettion in which the rev. gentleman is held is 
embodied in the word" universal." Father Brovm has, solar . 
his means and possessions would permit, prafilised one of the 
greatmt of human virtues—charity—without discrimination 
. to sett, and there is not a more popular peonage in the 
countryside than he to whom this honou 

rs 
r ho been paid. 
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Father Brownie a native of Wigan, and received his education 

at Ampleforth College. He has ministered at many missions, 
but has been stationed at Parbold during the last twenty-one 
yeans. Father Brown celebrated his jubilee at the same time as 
Bishop Hedley, of Newport; therefore, this week's proceedings 
were the second notable' milestone " m the rev. gentleman's 
long and honourable journey in the priesthood. When the in-
teresting period was approaching, a Committee was formed 
for the purpose of giving public expression of the reaped in 
which Father Broom is held and the subscriptions poured in 
from all settiona of the  community so liberally that the hand-
some sum over ran had been received ere the list was closed. 
With this't was decided to prey  to Father Brown an illu-
minated address recording the happy and auspicious event, and 
to hand over the balance to hirn in a purse. 

Tne PewENTATION 
This ceremony took place on Thursday evening at the Cath-

olic Schoolroom, Parbold, which had Seen prettily decorated 
for the occasion, and was filled by people belonging to all 
denominations in the distrif, When Father Brown entered 
the morn the audience gave him a hearty and magnificent 
reception. Mr James Ainscough presided. He was supported 
on the platform by the Rev. Thomas Gleave (vicar of Douglas 
Parish Church, Parbold), Dr Weaver, Mr S. Graham, J.P., 
Mr Jas Ireland, Capt. Walkley (hon. sec.), Mr R. Kendal (bon. 
treas.). Among those present we noticed Mrs Ainscough, Miss 
Ainscough, Min Annie Ainnough, Mr and Mrs Hugo Ains-
cough, Mr and Mn Tom Ainscough,Mrs Kendal,Mrs Wearer, 
MSS Weaver, Mrs Stobart, Min Rogers, Mrs Waildey, Mr R. L 
Renick, Mr Jos. and Miss Polding, Mrs Ashton, Miss Ashton, 
Mn Ireland, -Misses Ireland, Mrs T. Arkwright, Miss Gillett, 
Mrs Eccles, Mrs Rhodes, Miss Rhodes, Mr and Mrs Bullen, 
Mr and Mrs Edward Lindsay, Iselin Lindsay, Min J. 
Lindsay, Mr J. R. Holding, Mr Mather, Mr Whiting, Mr 
Allan Ashton, Mr and Mrs Sykes, Miss M. A. Carr, Miss 
Brady, Mines Jackson, Mrs Jas Hunter, Mrs J. Blackburn, Mrs 
Jos. Halton, Mr Thos Halton, Mr and Mrs J. Price, Mn Webb, 
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Mr Briggs, Mr F. Gibson, Mr Wm Sheldon, Mr W. Mon, 
Mr and Mrs J. Gillett, Mrs J. Walsh, Mr H. Alty, Mr Pestle-
white, Mr J.. Marsden, Mr Hugh Fisher, etc. 

The Chairman said thry were met that evening for the 

purpwe of prwenting to Father Brown an illuminated address
nd a purse of gold, in nnexion with the attainment of his

golden jubilee as a priest Every one knew how richly Father 
Brown d.erved the tribute of ropeft which they proposed 
to pay him. He had well earned it. He had been their pastor for 
more than twenty-one years, and he (the Chairman) was mse
there was not a member of his congregation who would not bear
twtimony to his great worth. The ready raponse and hea rty 
good will manifested in the testimonial, not only by his owl 
people, but by members of other creeds, were evidence of the 
esteem in which Father Brown was held. He hoped he would 
will be with them fora goodly number of years. (Applause.) 
He had received letters of apology for absence from Father 
Rigby, of Mawdealey, Mr J. M. Ainsvcough, J.P., Mr J. Sneaks 
man, Mrs R. L Renick, Mr D. A. Ahlett, and Mr Rohl 
Jacloon. 

Mr J. Ireland then addressed a few words to those present, 
and exprwsed the hope that Father Brown would be spared 
to be with them for many years. 

e e s 
Wa hope to hear of Father Ildefonsus's complete recovery 
from his recent illness, and believe that he will be with us for 
moor years yet. He has never lost heart, and is not likely to do

 We have faith, therefore, that his cheerful courage and 
stout constitution will enable him to win through against an 
even more severe and protradled illness than has yet assailed 
him. Our warmest and best wishes. 

e e e 
Dom Prow Herron and Dom Celestine Shepherd were 
honoured by the invitation to preach in Westminster Cathedral 
during the Sundays of April. Dom Paul preached at the 
12 o'clock Mass, and Dom Celestine in the evening, on the 
following subjeas: 

38o 

Notes 

Dom Paul) 

I. The Absence of Ideals in Religion. 
2. The Divorce Between Faith and Praftice. 
3. Wholeheartedness Religion, 
3. The Wholeheartedness of Christ. 

Dom Celestine: 

r. Christ the Desire of Our Souls. 
a. Christ the Finisher. 
3. Christ the Rock of Offence. 
4. Christ the Disappointment of the Worldly Wise. 

An Oxford note: Our readers are probably aware that a 
crowded meeting of Convocation threw out the proposals 
to alter the Divinity Degrees by an overwhelming majority. 
boite alarming was the influx of clerics into Oxford on the 
morning of April eg, all in readin.s to record an emphatic 
non place, One heard the offers  of thwe proposals, which 
evoked such a determined opposition from the body clerical, 
likened to the overturning of a great stone causing countless 
"black things " to emerge in protest. On the is of the 
statute itself we are not prepared to commit ourselves. It 
provoked many questions) its opponents detetked the inevit-
able' wedge" in each clause of the proposed statute. It has 
become evident, however, that the attitude of a seetion of 
the non-resident body in thus constituting itself a court of 
appeal dn two qujsajidns only, viz., Compulsory Greek in 
Retponsions and Divinity Deg ea is rapidly exhausting the 
long Dimity of those residents, who, scared by the contin-
gency of a Royal Commission, stake everything on effefling 
reform from within. 

It is officially announced that the Prince of Wales is to 
continue in residence for a second year. In expressing the 
general satiffaftion at this decision the Oxford Magazine quotes the words of one of the Prince's fellow students delivered in 
Magdalen College Hall: 
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"Meow Oftobri, Princeps Walliae, dileelissimi regis filho, 
in hoc collegium receptus wt, qui wants corona. et simplici-
tate sue obleaavit, in studiis diligentissimum se preelnut, io
luclls ac scrim  atque strenvissimum." 

We failed to mention in our last issue that Dom Cyril Mad-
dox joined the Hall last Michaelmas tens. 

We offer our congratulations to Dom Stephen Marwood on 
taking a third in Hon. Moderations. He is now reading for 
the school of English Literature. 

Two members of the Hall are faced by Finals at the end 
of the current twm. Dom Sylvester Mooney and Dom 
Alexi. Chamberlain are taking respeetively Natural Science 
and Modern History. We wish them every success. 

NOTICES OF BOOKS 

Set 
Washbou 

toorerf Sr Timm Aqui...Pus I. Third Number. 

Tot interest of of the problems dealt with in this number—
knowledgef ree will, soeshe origin of man—should make it the most popular 
yet issued. 

One is sometimes in doubt as to the attitude of modern philosophers 
to scholastic philosophy. Do they thief! it'n a lump, as useless lumber, 
or do they “cept it 29 the obvious and common-se nre statement of the 
fres about which they wish to phllosophise1 It sometimes seem that 
they do both, on different pages; using't io their construelive work, 
rejeaing it in their criticism. To one who believes that St nom., 
ariouat of some of these fundamental problems will never be shaken, the 
difference hems to be this: Ile scholastic phllosopher gives an account 
of Aleuts., see in their proper scission to each other, while admitting 
die difficulty and mystery of Weir meeting-points ,• whereas the oo._ 
caolk philosophex is inclined to take firm hold of one het (Wad—
ohm—passion) and posh it through all meeting-points into the ribs of 
ill neighbouring Diets, calling on them to acknowledge that they are not 
themselves at all, but only Fall No, r in disguise. 

Knowing that this volume gives inEnglish the most powerful presenta-
too of the Catholic view of these problems that is ever likely to he 

written, one tries rather anxiously to estimate how it will appeal to the 
English reader. It must he confessed that it is very difficult reading. It is 
no the hook fora beginner. Like a Higher Algebra, it is written for 
these to whom the elements are familiar. Its purpose is to examine the 
famairs problem and the familiar solution !rota every ride and truth 
the expert that every difficulty which occurs to him can be dealt with 
reasonahl y. The conscientious student roust net set himself resolutely to 

one article before going on to the next Probably he is [reedit, a 
key which is indeed in We book in clear and simple form, but possibly 
msny pages ahead. For inatance, there are many chapters to be read 
abort aflive and passive intellect abstraPtion, intelligible species, before 
occasion Inds St Thomas to mention what these things are. When he 
does mention it, he makes the meaning obvious and convincing. Bffiring 
in mind (t) that there are always a thousand things within our reach 
which we Ivies think of—the pressure of clothes on the shoulders, the 
contril of finger with finger, the town noises, the du of the print on We 
page, the spacing—and that these things, though within our reach all 
our life, can never make us know anything about them unless me begin 
to notice them and think about them; (2) that when we want to think 
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hard we also our eyes (and soraetimes our ears) that our photon, toy
be 0 Me service of our thought 

we 
and not of 

ourni 
seams; and (3) 6s, 

sometimes we get 2 thing (e.g., a phrase A Browng's) into our minds 
quite along time before low who we " make " of it s—bearing this
in mind, we can understand St Thomas's explanations. 

As to Me need for the Atiive Intelletit 
"Forms etisting in matter are not socially intelligible. It follows that

the natures or forms of the sensible things which we understand are not
&Cosily .. . Phantasms, since they are images of individuds 
md exist in corporeal organs, have not Me same mode of existence as 
the human intelleM, and therefore have not the power of themselves to
make an impression on the poise intellesfic. ... We must therefore
assign on the part of the intoned some power to make things wholly 
intelligible, by the abstraMion of the pities from material conditions." 

As to its work of "lighting up "t 
It throws lig. on Me phaoasm, becose, just as the sens ve pot 

acquires 2 greater power by its conjunition with the intelleEkual pot, 
so by the power A the Olive iodic& the phantasms are made more fit 
for the abstraflion therefrom. intelligible intemions." 

And ins work of " abarabtion ": 
"The setive intelleft abstratis Me intelligible species from the 

phantasm.. . . Not that the identical form which previouhy was in the 
phantom is subsequently in the passive intelleen as a body transferred 
from one ploe to anmher... . The aftive ioelleft, by turning towards 
the phantasm produces in the passive intelleet a certain likeness which 
represents, as to its specific conditions only, the thing reflefted in t. 
phantom!' 

Why this is called aMtraaion 
" We are able to disregard the conditions of individuality and to take 

into our consideration the specific naturh the image of which informs 
the passive intellea. . .. We consider thous and its properties withen 
reference. the apple which is coloured.. . . An apple is not essential to 
colour, and therefore colour can be understood independently of ale 
apple. ... This is what we mean by abstraeling the universal from Me 
potioler, or the intelligible species from the phantasm, chat eo
sidering the nature of he species spot from its individual qualities 
represeoed by the patina

As to the difference between the "intelligible species" and the 
" word of the mind": 

"There are two operations in the sensitive part. One, in regard of 
impression only, and thus the operation of the senses takes piece by the 
scram being impressed by the sensible. The other is formation, inommh 
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as the imagination forms for itself an image of an absent thing, or even 

of something never son. Both of these operations are food in the 

inure. F in the first place there is the passion of Me passive intelleet 

as informed by Me intelligible species, and then the passive intelletb 

thus informed forms a definition, or %division, or a composition, 

gtre' egcibeys t °t‘dtInctbost'TsiM htltret 'elerft"fOr:s!'s IT' the 

purpose of judging of external things." 
These passages, of course, are fragments pieced together Mon ma, 

chapters. St Thomas presumed dot these things would be fi nalr to 

his reader,. They will serve to evo some idea of the style of the English 
transloion, which, if not easy no flowing, at least seems to grow more 

consistent and uniform es the work advances. 
a, an instance of St Thomas's wayside gents, we find thete discussion 

on Me order of our knowledge a sentence which is  test for Ms-
tinguishing Catholic from sOi-Catholic theories of evolution. Throe 

hCatholics who believe that the development of the individual repos in 
dot the history of the development af the species, do no arbitrarily 
ettlude from thi, Me, the chief fabler in that development. The 
undeveloped individual, indistinguishable externally frora embryos of 
other species, ho yet within imelf that which will develop it quite 
definitely into its own form and no other. Its soul has a toolprogramme 
environment may defeat ghat programme, Mt rat change it. The l 
will build a dog and a dog only; a clog formed or deformed pgrav ed 
environment. The anti-Catholic evolutionih gAetly take, for g ted 
do in the dev pment of the species this state of things is reversed, 
that the soh 

demo
 prgramm ,onlys the Go of environmM, and 

Oat environmeo provides it not o  wires programme, bm O. the 
polo of insisting on Me programme for all future time in defiance of 
all environment. St Thomas calls this programme the " intention of 
otore," and points out that the intention it to make the perste& thing 
though Me first meets to make the imperfall." In generation and time 
the MOM .111111011 om first in the order of natures as appears clearly 
in 6e generoion of man and animal, for the animal is generated before 

."But in the order of perfeftion or of Me intention of nature " 
Ian common comes naturally before the more common: as man col." 
adore, nimal. For tie intention of nature dear sof•etep at the generation of 
animal, but 

got
on to the generation of

There oe some serious misprints, due rather to the editor than Lathe 
prooMmder t e.g., the omission of the negative on p. 494 in " h seems 
that there can be [no] strife." 

3.13. Mora 
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The Studettea Iluadbaok to the Study of Mt Nem ?mums; The Getpt,_ 

7e Cb,va. Translated from the French of Augustus Brass., RS., by Joseph L. Wardenhars S.T.L. Herder, ms. 6d, near 
" Ir is a ead commentary on the scholarship of the Scripturista of the Church, both in England and America, that t  possess, in the whole realm of English Gtholic aerator, no reliable and scholar atm (Marion to the New Teatament."Thislament0th which then. valato begins his preface, 

I,
oary too well justified. It is true that Jacquierh Nista.. des Lima du Nouveau Thomas! is 0w accessible'n Engirs dress; and that work, though of very unequal merit, is of considerable assisthnce to the Catholic novice in the study of the New Testament. But who, is chiefly waged is a manual commponding with the tardier tort-books of Theology, which mynam erve as a foundation upon which subsequent and more solid work  (t least in ideal) be based. M. Bran 'has has endeavoured to respmd to the need, and the prarent work is translmion of the volume Les E06,41" in his well-known Manuel 

Biblipe. The Translator has done good service in bringing this work 
before the voice of English-speaking Catholic, and we hope that h e
other volumes of the  aeries, dealing with the rest of the New Testament, will in due course appear in our vernacular. The present book will 
amply hoary the lobo. of translation if it succeeds in stimulating a zeal 
among de clergy for the sadly-neareeted study of Holy Writ; and the 
cultured laity, too, will find the handbook of great interea and raility, 
for it la highly desirable that educated Ceholim should have some idea 
of the true value of the common objeflions against Catholic dothine 
which mgr made in the stolen trappings of Biblical criticiam. M. 
Bra ssac is a safe and competent guide. He b not one of those people who 
are perpetually decrying the Higher Criticiam—or, rather, a bogey of 
their oma creation to which they give the name; mr is he of the dass 
who scent " Modernign " all that ia at variance with their ser, mn rMmavd doforthodo0. Hea possesses hexareis of Me scholar 
longing by Me light of the Catholic fth. He is evidently vvell read in 
modern oon-Catholic literature on the New Teatame, and he knear 
how to be fair with other views and to recognize the merit of any theory 
or hypothesis that presents itself with remegable credentiall. Tree, the 
book before us does not dive into the deeps of the subjear, and of ten it 
merely skims the =Mace. But Mar is what we naturarly mince! in an 
imroductory handbook; arid, within the limits which he has set himself, 
the author ht anteceded earnarkably 01.11, gives a very fair and lucid 
presentation a the chief problerna—termaL critical, literary or 
exegetical—which have become prominent in the modern study of the 
Goapele and a goodly gore of archeological and historical matter is 
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provided, which will tend considerably to the better understanding and 

apprearation of the sacred writing,. There is indeed scope for further 

gprovemem. The chapter on rationalistic criticism is fm from persearj 

the antho was :d muchr 1' 
over 

a el; attet " 
Straus

a mod n of the 

Ger k strange that little or no mention is made 
yeas 

soo Eschatologists " who hare been so prominent in i.e. y . 
ostle,Schweimersroight rs = have of  in the billiogr0hy, 

if only for the sake of the interesting sketch of the 
history

of Georgia 

some. 
criticism the 

1, 
contained in his Meal of the 111.1; 

7,111. With regard to the Synoptic problem, P.S. of  seems m be 

somewhat is  as to Me utility of the labours of recent scholars. 

Tar author's own 
at

m solution does not help ua mosiL and he 

aright have meted out more,.s e to the so-called "Two-document 

hiparheis " which, in one  another of hs forma, has found wide 

acceptance in recent years among Catholics and non-Catholics alike. 

Nove and again we feel that M. Braes. might have stated a problem 

better gm he has done. For bounce, he sogimiem unduly the care 

Agee, 
the auMerakity of the concluding versa of S. Maris Cope!. 

Again, he might have presented in a 
he 

light the defence of 

S. likes ac racy on the questions theEnrohnem 0cler Quirinius—

Wale& on which the student might profitably have been referred to 

dr W. M. Ramsay's War Chat" Barn at Beihkhatn 1 which, however, is 

not much as mentioned. Usually, however, M. Braman is u thomugh 

g is desirable in such a work; aod he is sane end cautious, whle not 

laying himself open to the charge of an obarnate stone-will conserva-

tism. The bibliography, which is an important element ins a ten-boy,

needs a little more revision; we have pointed out one or two omissions, 

lad others might easily be noted, especially the silence as to the valuable 

and important collodion of mays published in met under the title 

Oaftud Sandia is the Syttoptic Problem The translation occasionally 
leaver something to be decked; now and than ft is rather tram-Atlantic 

is espies,. and turn of phrase; and we object to the employment of 

such noun, as" make-up "ins literal, English. We have also noticed a 

regrettable number of misprints. Still, the eminence of defeCrs doe, not 
destroy Me excellence of the book as a whole, endorse  eartily 

nth
it

vide eirculation among English-speaking Catholica—yea, even unto 
many warn. 

The hurter Life. Edited by the Say Rm. Joseph Ti.,,,. Trion the 

Trench. Washbourne. it. net. 
Ten book is a s0ematic exposition of spiritual teaching based on the 
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doGrine of St Ignatius. The writer, being convinced that much modem
met, has no solid b.is, and is vague. shifty and seGimental, proposes to himself the task of simplifying the large mass of common spiritual 
teaching and reducing all to the fundamental principle, the glory of 
God. This task he MEd, with great precision and dearness. The book shows the French genius at its best'n accuracy of outline and Gallic
owseri of statement. There where, at any rate, no trace of sentimental 
extravagance or devotional vagary, nothing. the perfervid mthn 
is too evident in the generality of Mench spiri al literature that r, 
offered to English reader. But we fear that the book will suffer for is 
severely logical stNe and its emotional :Gr... Logic by itself u a cold 
and bloodless thing. It needs some strength. mind and no little poorer 
of spirit to take its cold and naked bones.-shough they be well and 
cunningly johned—and to clothe them for ones. in 172r111 flesh and 
mote them live. So that we fear that this book may be voted dull and 
dry by the many. Ytt for those who have had a dogmatic training, and 
f or Gme whose work in the e,osition of apiritual dMin. Auld 
be. great value. The tranalation is well done, though these are oo
casion. words and phrase, that are Giant/Mx. "Feeding " in one 
passage and " manducation " later in the book seem to be words that 
might be described as stylistically the excess and diet of the normal 
" eating." Unfamiliar is such a phrase m "fastened to creatums by the 
mucilage of pleasure" or '• a certain viscosity which f astm, me so 
created things." Again, "If I live in a state of imperfeflion, this state 
inevitably reverberates upon those afts , •" The following is mine.. 
difficuhr " Call it worldly piety, modern piety, or by any Ghat hod., 
name, but however much it toy desecrate this fine word, it will never 
be cutting enough to lash the wretched =GIs for hunting after ploy 
where it is not to be f ound." 

The Gthor sly. of the rule . religion, bodies that " it 

p

usually keeps 
smerity of demean, a coldness of a earance, orhith G mla 

Mretilly neither G the i. magination nor to thpe feelings.. .. The rind is 
hard. He who knows how to break through this rind and to discover the 
subdantial fruit beneath, knows what rkh and invigorating and wholes 
some food ia to be found therein." He has written his own reNew. 

P. J. McC. 

Confetti,. f. Convert. By Robert Hugh Benson. Longmans... 6d. net. 

"FAITH, after all, is a divine operation wrought io the dark,GG though 
it may seem to be embodied in intellea nal arguments and historical 
foe," With this admission, Mgr Benson proceeds to give u, an outline 
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of the arguments and ISIS in his own Ott, and their Gauence and 

developmem: the method he follows is mainly historical... he leave. 

Ms readers to draw their own psychological conclusions. Those who in 

view of the author's introspetitive writing as a novelist, were hop.ifor 

. accoGt of the paNhology of cooversion on some such lines as were 

taken by Prof easor William James, will be disappointed, for Mgr Ben.. 

like Itis many predecessors, has wr.en an account . hie Nepmation Mr 

commion they than. Ms conversion Many scGratesense. Um= wit 

ultimately 
cows eung erre, 71040 video—it InG be that there can be given 

ultimately no other account of this working of especial grace, St 

gogustine, with his Tolle, kg; and his G. from St Paul, gives u, a 

psychology no more adeGate than the effefl that his 

ny 

own Moms 

,satisfy 
Moir towarom had upon a great coGert ma centuries later. 

No ng account can be offered to the companions of one's f °roam 

faith,  beause, as Mgr Benson says` two equally sincere and intelligent 

souls may triton mer the tame ernal evidences and draw mutu.y 

admits conclusion, from them. The real heart of the er hes 

somewhere else." No one short of the Angelic Doffor could reveal to us 
thrasher region. If only St Thomas had been a convert 

A, well as as primary subj., the book containt many secmdary 
Genes, which for some will perhaps outweigh the main theme. There 
is I striting light cast upon the charaMer of the author's father, the 
Anglican Archbishop; upm Protestant schools, Eton in particular, and 
their mtitude towards faith and morals, and upon attempts, as at 
Mirfield, to revive the religions l. in the Church. England. Finally 
Mgr Benson has dealt in a noble and eloquent passage with the spirit of 
Rome and the Renaissance, as opposed to our Northern love for the 
Gothic aspiration with its Eyes that run up into the tavflight—a passage 

would gladly see reprinted m a leaflet by means. which the notion 
.dt Rome is synonymous with paganism might be finally demolished. 

Sour Shirr, of Lido, the Lillie Flower of 7010. Edited by T. N. 
Turior,PriG of theArchdiocese of Glasgow. Burns and Oates. 6s. net. 

Mo new translation of L'Hirroire dune Au, together with some of 
Son Thfrasela poems and letters, an account of herlot months written 
by the PrMes of the Carmel, and reGlIeStions of her convermation, with 
her novices, has been so clearly a labour of love that criticism is rendered 
difficult for fear that it should implylack of sympathy. To discharge thia 
duty and to get it over, we will say at once that we find hovering abort 
the book (and finding e,renion especially in the illuttrationa)what win 
smm to many a mist. hot-hoax sentimentality, from which Thetas. 
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own writing is remarkably free. We feel sure the her friends would no:
ems endanger her cause, were it not the they tend unconsciously to lay 
undue stress °ponde merely childish tide of Saar Then, by, der, 
they leave out of sight many elements in the complex psychology 
revealed by the Autobiography, and utterly destroy the delicate balm, 
of qualities that go to make it credible. 

"Jesus has always treated me as a spoilt child," wrote There, in a 
letter; and similarly the Prioress write of her that " her soul was
indeed laden with graces, and it was easy to discern the Spirit of God 
speaking His praises out of the mouth of that innocent child." But is 
must always be borne'n mind the Theise was a 

suc 

child in no simpie
sense. The Autobiography is the woe of a fully elf-conscious ladles 
which has ceeded in retaining (or more probably in regaining) on the 
same level with that self-consciousness, and by the very rarest of graces, 
the dearem senate of real childhood. No one who has heard in us 
those phrases of hers, torn carelessly from their context such as tin 
" legion of the Lid e Vierims of Divine Love' " would be likely to hen 
upon the Autobiography without prejudice; but before reading far one 
comes happily to suspedt that she was no less conscious of the danger 
in he method of expression than her severest critic could be, and the 
the ignorie of these dangers was involved in her imention, comcious 
unconsciou, as the means of braving them out. Perhaps one of the mon 
striking and simplex passages in the 60..11 show clearly our meaning. 

One of her novice mid to her: "Poo are ever seeking to be as lite 
children mer but tell us what must be dove to obtain that childlike 
spirit. 'Remaining little '—what does it meant " "'Remaining litde ' 
reams: to reconmee ne's nothingness, to await everything from the 
gomthes of God, too avoid being too much troubled at our faults: 
finale, not to worry over amassing spiritual riche, not to be solicitous 
about anything." The child who gave this scene, and described the 

cnildhand the of trust sad absolute self-mnender," was no child is 
any ordinary 

wage;
sens her childhood was rather that of the "further 

shmm," foes love of which we stretch out our hands. 
The book is beautifully prioted md produced. Theer tor of dm 

poems has failed to convey the simplicity which is th main charm of 
such poems as "pai soil d'amour "r but f or the admirable translation or 
the Autobiography we have noththg but praise. In fine, the editor tad 
hi, helpers will have the happiness of knowing shot thvough them the 

its of Smur Therbb wtil touch the he.s and minds of manta whore 
she he hitherto been little more than a name and a worker of wonder. 

N. IL 
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Tee "Praise el GDry." Sister Elisabeth of the Trinity, Carmelite of 

Dn, soon,. Translated by the Benedifthes of Stanbrook. 
Washbourne. p. el. net. 

Tar saintly subject of this memoir was born in sine, and was the 
daughter of an officer in the French army, by name Captain Cater. 
From the time the was seven years old she had made up her mind[o be 

,,o,, but until she was sweaty-one her mother reused to allow hes 
ta enter religion. The short years of her religious life were spent in. the 
keen fulfilment . the Carmelite vocation. Her chief char.eristic was 

marvellous spirit of interior recolledion. The account of her life and 
mmy of he letters which the book contains may be of great assistance 
to souls both in the cloister and in the world: it is full of interest and 
edification. This is proved by the fee that since 1909't he passed 
through five edition in French, and has ben tramlated into seven 
languages. The present translation is an admirable one, such es one 
would expect from the rumof Stmbrook Abbe. rather Benedict 
Zimmerman in his Introduttion compares this Life with timt of Sour
Therm of Lisieux. He poi. out how serenely happy Sister Elizabeth 
was in the midst of great suffering, and then says: "It would mem,
however, that she was spared—es was also the ' Little Flower '—the 
knee trids, such as a senseof derelidionand interior darkness: perhaps 
these are reserved for matures years." It is incredible how anyone 
sap:aimed with the Life of Sceur Then. could say sucha thing, seeing 
that she spent her last eighteen monthsnot only in Otte desolation of 
spirit, but undergoing severe temptations against faith. In this matter 
there is no similarity between the lives of these two saints of our own day. 

The neat Demme., (Fits .4 ef nears Cinhk By J. E. F. Mama, 
N. J. Sievers and It W. T. Con. Los:plans, Green and Co. 9s. 6d. 
net. 

Its is refreshing to find that there exists in the country a dub which, 
wide condemning the present state of allot, suggests remedies opposed 
to rolleflivien. It is a good thing to meet Socialism with destruthive 
crhicisra r it is a better thing to fight it by a construdive programme of 
reform. 

The " Real Democracy " first appeals to one as a vindication sot only 
of the rights of property, but also of the utility, say more, of the 
eseorial aeed of private ownership. The writers proceed to show he, 
the masses in this coeds, have gradually been divorced from the 
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possession of both property and that which without property him. 
possible, political freedom. It is boldly &mated that the democracy or 
England h a sham. Ae proof M this tilt ttttt, it h shown that the

wagevearners " are yearly being placed more and more in a position 
of dependence on the capitalists. 

The co...ye side of the book suggests redistribution of process' 
by a gradual scheme to make the mass of the people not wageveam 
hut profit-sharers; and a reconstruflion of our representative system 
which would make Parliament express Me opinims comm... 
based on local and industrial fellowship. Mr Sievere reminds us Mo. 
House of Commons originally meant na the "Representatives M the
Common People," but the "Representatives of the Communities."And 
he asserts that the iM,Ortant point ia not " one man, one vote," but 
" om member one effeCtive coomituency." 
1,...,1 

ember,
 of sM essays, each author em-

tributing two. From the nature of its composition the work lacy a 
certain nity. The style of Me authors vary; which faa, coupled wiry 
Me diMrence in mental training of the three writers, makes the whole 
somewhat disjointed. Mr Mann views the problems he deals with in a 
praitic andeconomicframe of mind. Mr Sievenhevidentlyanhismiou
while one is inclMed to think Mr Cox has spent some cmsiderable time 
not far distant in reading for "Greats" 

The first chapter contributed by Mr Sievers is an hhtorical survey of 
the "Process of Diryossegion." Hh English h dear and forcible; Ms 
illumrations are apt aod illuminating One is inclined to third this 
chapter, the shortest in the book, might well have been longer. For 
inGance, while dealing with the enclosure mommenta, one would have 
liked an opinion on the question how far the exhaustion of the land in 
the simeenth century demanded the temporary, at all evmts, suMitu-

on of pasturage for ploughed land; and, in the eighteenth century, 
edldta tudsd 

a population increasing in unprecedented way. The nen Mapter, by 
Mr Mann, deals with the alleged substitution of " atermlhm" . 
" democrmy." Mr Mann writee clearly if somewhat laboriously. We 
should have liked to have seen him devote more attention to what may 
bee rr d the spiritual effeets of auch legislation as he Rums, in 

'othe words, the undermining of the moral strength to look after onerell 
Moreover, one is inclined to think Mat he has underrated the 

eff.ul 
modem

legisloion in one particular. Mill repeatedly urged Mat Mead, 
sure method of bettering the condition of the working classes was to 
raise their Gandard of congort. In as f as free education, pensions, and 
insurance do this, so do they prepare foundations for the realizoion 
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anoaacy. The next two chapters by Mr Cox are as it 
oh. They are a detailed criticism of Fabian

m forma 
ism in its 

and Syndicalism, and a justification for private property. 

Mr Cox, we must confess, m her desire to reach fundamentals, becomes 

little tedious. But perhaps as means of propaganda they will be a 

usdW foundation for the rest of the book. The climax of the book is 

reacher in chapter five. Here Mr Sievers, with great enthusiaem and in 

rt uly Manning manner, sets bef ore ue what the Real Democracy of the 

Aso'  Bute is. But we will not aoticipate Mr Sievers. The book 

doses with a chapter by Mr Mann putting forward some praGical 

reforms Mended to lead to the main objea of theyook. 

cent again we should like to congratulate the authon.Theit mheme 

taker man as he ig and suggests ref orms which diaturb neither nationality, 

morality, tor religion. Mr Well, and her colleagues have planned out a 

Great State. But thh Great State postulates man as he has never been. 

he"Real Democracy" suggests a Came Staref or the England we Cave. 

Pit Sort Dame Scrim e Lives e tie Sags. St Gertrude the Great. 

Studs. M. id. net. 

T. book is not a " Life "d St Gertrude in the ordinary sense of the 

term, it an attempt, and a very successful attempt, to portray the 
spirit and to set forth the chief devotions of this great Benediaine 

saint. The task of writing it mum have entailed a say thorough study of 
St Gertrude, writings. We are told by St Teresa and by others 
that it h imp Bible to express adequately in human language the 
experiences and revelations of mystical contemplation. The imagery 
which St Gertrude often employs in nartating her revelations of Divine 
Love may appeal to us fanciful and sometimes even crude, but beneath 
it there in a wonderful wealth of teaching es to the intimacy of God's 
love for the souls of Hie servants. 

On p. z8 there h an obvious mistake with regard to the order of the 
liturgieal hours." Tierce aod Prime Imre firm recited in choir, and then 
Me religious we. to the chapter-room, where the martyrology of the 
day was read." 

Dom Gilbert Dolan contributes an interesting and scholatly intro-
dodllon, in which he ames the gradual development of devotion to the 
Sacred Heart. 

This is the fiat of the Notre Dame Series of Lives of the Saints which 
we have had the pleasure of noticing. IS the other volumes are of the 
same standard of excellence, they are a valuable addhion to devotional 
literature. The book is well produced, and the illustrations enhance its 
worth. 
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A limn.Modfoirl. By the author of From • Garden 7,14 Waehbourne. 

Is From a Gard ink the author gave story which terminated 
couveffion to the Catholic filth; in this boA we have the same pleasant 
style and deeply religion o atmosphere with the development pf 
religious vocation for the theme. The description of the Bohemian lift 
M Bruges and of the life in a comfortable country house in England it 
well do, and providm a good contrast Lady McNaughten we have

 in ffieformer book; here she ca.es on the same good and ffiscera. 
i, work. With the boy Tod alone does one feel ffissatisfaftion, and 
the antpunt of his very rapid ffiception into the Church rather takm 
away omh breath. For ma, who have the cause A God at heart the
book will proAde stimulus and help as well as entertainment. 

A Whirr- 13 amid Saila. By Olive Katherine Farr. Washbourne. y, dd. 
Ton is a beautiful story of the combined influence A a saintly and 
sorely affiilled Me and of the love of a good man upon a gifted and 
generous and quite nor-religious woman. It is told 0000 great freehnese 
and truth and muck subtlety in the portrayal A charaffier, and the 
passionate feeling of ma, of the scenes is never hysterical. For this, de 
reader will find nee difficulty in pardoning the exaggeration of Me 
characteristic qu.ties A thdea.ng char afters, the loose corstruftion 
of the gory, and the too (recline of that blessed word " mysticism!' 

Our Lady is the Liturgy: Considerations on Certain TMOMI of the Moat, 
of God. By Dorn Michael Barrett, O.S.B. Sands. ft. 6d. 

Tam book is a collodion M short papers .ntributed by the author to , 
even-known Catholic periodical published in America. Its purpose is 
before all things devotional, and as such it will be of assistance to many 
of the devour laity who desire to deepen their knowledge and apprecia-
tion of the principal fmtivals of Our Lady. It seems to in, however, that 
the author treats too serioudy a considerable amount of extra-Scripturil 
legend, which, however much it m, have influenced p,ular devotin, 
is derived ultimately from such unsound sources of tradition as heady 
Christian mostyphal writing,. It m, be questioned, t, whether it ie 
wise even in a book written for devotional purpose, to perpetuate the 
notion that the Annunciation took place four thousand yeas titer the 
F. of our first parents (p. 5o). It is difficult to see why ffiere should he 
a divorce between " edification " and historical accuracy. 

Notices of Books 
Lore Siory of Gaynor Dorm By Kirke Brampton. Washbourne. 

Tore story makes an immuring novel which holds one's attention from 

the first page of the book to the.lam. 
.The scene of the story is laid in Devonshire. We have revealed to us 

the changer of Gaynor Da, a .1 of independent mind, without any 
religious training, but possessing greet personal charm. Captain Gerard 
ftmdgough, a young Catholic officer, obtains her love and seeks to 

iedos about her conversion. For this end he is ready to sacrifice evenhin 

met bopping,. His aft A Wig-eunciation is accepted, and upon this 
,oft no, to s. We ensar aly introduced to a Mademoiselle 

reds Vivienne de Bridget, who lays her little plans and succeed, in 
marling the faith and trust of this " Allege maid," an she tills Gaynor. 

Gaynor, pride and resentment, tries to forget the pot and banishes 

e thought of religion from her mind, stubbornly resolved to pursue 

a own course through life. She pays dearly for her folly, but learns 

her lesson. She is to be tried by nufferi, and gradually .ought round 
accept it with patience and resignation. Through many vicissitudes 

lme and.th finally triumph, and even &Menne in forgiven. 
We have but briefly outlined the motif of the story, posing on one 

side the ma, charming ohmage which are dispersed throughout the 
hook. 

'11=e1. ihik"'".  Op 3. B. 
Fletcher.

WS3 

T. it a book for boys, containing nix adventures of two boy friends. 
The etoriee are sufficiently imer,ing on the whole, but the author 
seems to have written some parts of them when his own inter. had 
1,sed 
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BOOKS RECEIVED 
From WASHBOOl. 

Spiritual Program. Vol. II. as. 6d. 
Life, Science and Ain By Ernest HMIs. Trawl.. by E. M Walker(Angelus Series). n. 3d. net. Leather, to. bd. nee.
Manna! f or Nuns. m. 6d. net. Leather, as. 6d. net. 
Daily Praia. By Olive K. Ears. n. 
The Beggar Wang. A play for girls. By Alwyn Compton. 6d. 
Lowder and the Doty Eacharim. By Rev. 1,1 Ander, S.)... 
Tbr Way of for Gross, and Other Ferrer. By Dismon ra. M. net. 
The Cvli of ilia,. By the Rev. T. J. Gerrard. Is. net. 
A Wreath of Fear. By Marie Clacker. 6d. and ts. net. 
Behold the Lamb. By Maxie Ellerker. 6d. and Is. net. 
Communion of Min. By We Eaters of Notre Dame. ad. 
Carpel Yersm for Holy Communion. By the Si,,,,, of Notre Dame. Id. 

and M. 
The Graduated GaieehMin of GI... Doctrine. id. 
Confusion and Certainty. Faith and Practice. By Wharton Hewhon. M. 

From &PDS 

Thfras`a7gotrt,"Z.'LM..-e,'.. .7?„1„bLR.::;.G'-g' s"'""' 
From Landman 

The lime a. Table of God. By Rev. W. Roche, S.J. m. 
p. 6d. net. 

We best° acknovdedgetherecript of the Bernanant Aertieto,tbe Dettadde 
Remit, the Bdoiondiam the Raven, the Riviria Semi. Beoedertino, the 
Sionyhurst Maga., the Studien und dfittbeillingen, and the /Wm 
Magazine. 
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R. D. RALPH JIROINE P.ason, O.S.B. 

MENTALLY and physically Father Jerome Pearson had been a 
wreck for some years before he died---a wreck which broke up 
lowly, painfully, piecemeal, like a stranded ship at the mercy 

of wind and waves. It was a piteous ending for a manlike him, 
always f ull of life and energy,everyoung in mind and ne, se 
obtrusively cheerful, brim full of fresh ideas and plans for the 
fume. Doubtless he had his hours of depression—readion of 
some kind there must have been—but they were never in 
evidence; he w. too kindly and considerate 

 mte 
to serve up his low 
nt of his friends. 

We knew thillinteT1 
ill-humour

sided Of him, eo least; the one which 
was always in the sunshine. He was not, however, an optimist; 
much of his conversation was a breezy criticism or a good-
natured grumble; but this w. invariably in defence of some 
opinion or he  or person that he thought to be misjudged 
or ill-used. He could grow eloquent on two subjeCts: first, in 
praise of the mediaevalisra of the in school, concerning 
itself mainly with the Gothic revival in architetkure, ritual 
and chant, and, secondly, in the chivalrous attempt to win 
sympathy for something or somebody out of fashion, out of 
favour or out at elbow. In his athletic days—he was a superb 
football player, and xv. good, if not excellent, at most games—
he liked, and schemed, to be included in the weaker side, and 
was invariably 

atmed,
his best when trying to snatch for it an 

unexpededvidory. In later years, ()Wynn patent loyalty to tho 
Church and the Order saved him from trouble through the 
indiscriminate identification of himself with lost causes, or 
because of a generous, if thoughtless and useless, interference 
on been of people very properly and justly under doud. It 
was generally enough to enlist his outspoken sympathy that 
they had somehow got themselves into a scrape. 

Father Jerome did very good work on the mission in Liver-
pool (at St Mary's and St Anne's), at Ormskirk, in Cumber-
land, on the east coast at Bedlington, and, in later years, at 
Barton-on-Humber and E.ingwold. But has left no 
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notable achievement behind him, and he will be best remem-
bered fora warm-hearted loyalty to his friends, and for many 
thoughtful and unexperved aets of kindness—trivial, perhaps, 
in themselves, ill-judged, perhaps, at times—which brought 
comfort and encouragement to some who had need of it, Nth, 
did not rightly deserve it. 

He died on January 8, 1913, in the sixty-ninth year of his 
age, the forty-ninth of his religious profession and the forty-
second of the priesthood. May he rest in peace. 
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